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Psychobilly: Imagining and Realizing a “Culture of Survival”
Through Mutant Rockabilly

Kimberly Adele Kattari, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2011

Supervisor: Robin Moore

Identifying simultaneously with the cool 1950s greaser, the punk rebel, and the
zombies, murderers, and monsters of horror lore, psychobillies (“psychos”) cobble
together an identity that expresses their subcultural subjectivity. They construct and
cultivate an alternative present, a participatory culture that offers multiple strategies for
relieving the pressures of working-class life, for experiencing pleasure despite hardship.
As one research participant put it, “psychobilly is a culture of survival.” This dissertation
explores the interwoven, multiple reasons why musicians and fans identify with this
alternative, underground culture, tracing the integral role it plays in their lives and the
ways in which psychobillies creatively reconstitute aspects of the cultural past in the
present. I focus on the advantages that a tight-knit social community confers and on the
ways in which various fantasies and lived practices provide transcendental escape as well
as feelings of control and power. My research draws both from a long line of cultural
studies and from more recent trends in popular music scholarship that focus on musical
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meaning in everyday life. Accordingly, I employ an ethnographic writing style that
privileges the multiple voices and identities of my research associates.
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PROLOGUE
A NOTE ABOUT STYLISTIC APPROACH:
STORY-TELLING, REPRESENTATION,
REFLEXIVITY, AND MANY TRUTHS
It goes like this: reality is a shell game; our writing should be too. For a moment
they interlock, but then a new pattern of ordered disorder forms, always the one
before the last… (Taussig 2006, xi)
Participant observation has become the observation of participation, and the genre
of narrative ethnography has emerged from the margins and moved to claim the
center. (Tedlock 2000, 471)
Throughout this dissertation, I use a narrative writing style that presents “patterns
of ordered disorder” which I began to develop in Kathleen Stewart’s “Ethnographic
Writing and Literary Journalism” class in the Anthropology Department at UT Austin. In
addition to Stewart’s own writing (A Space on the Side of the Road, 1996) and her
emphasis on “cultural poesis,” or “the creativity or generativity in things cultural”
(Stewart 2005, 1027), I am informed by other creative literary ethnographies that likewise
provide the reader with senses, imaginings, stories, impressions, vivid details, and
multiple representations: José Limón’s Dancing With the Devil (1994), Aaron Fox’s Real
Country (2004), Julie Taylor’s Paper Tangos (1998), and several works by Michael
Taussig, particularly Law in a Lawless Land (2003), My Cocaine Museum (2004), and
Walter Benjamin’s Grave (2006).
Following the lead of these authors, I move between analysis and vignettes in
order to give the reader an opportunity to meet my associates themselves. I share
Taussig’s “love of muted and even defective storytelling as a form of analysis” (Taussig
2006, vii). So I tell stories about the psychobilly scene: stories that speak to my
1

experiences over the last several years, stories that give the reader a sense of who my
associates are and why psychobilly is important in their lives. Especially when I relate
vignettes and experiences from my fieldwork, my writing style becomes more informal
because I use the types of speech that my associates and I engaged in ourselves. For
instance, if I use grammatically incorrect phrasing, scattered thoughts, contractions,
swearing, incomplete sentences, informal prose, and lingo when telling these stories, it is
because I mean to evoke the style of speech used with my associates.
I attempt what Abu-Lughod calls a “dialogical or polyvocal ethnography” (1990,
11). I try to speak alongside rather than for the people you will meet in this dissertation,
as Trinh T. Minh-Ha (1989) suggests we do. Accordingly, my desire is not to overinterpret or judge associates’ behavior or ideologies, but rather to let them tell you their
own stories. Narratives are often presented in and of themselves, sometimes even
following another vignette directly, without a presentation of my own analysis. This
intentionally stems from my desire to present multiple perspectives and multidimensional representations that speak for themselves without my heavy hand
manipulating or analyzing those varying perspectives. This prerogative is also indebted to
the theoretical approaches addressed in James Clifford and George Marcus’ edited
volume Writing Culture (1986) that remind us to pay attention to the ways we produce
and translate representations through writing. More recently, this methodology of writing
and representation has been used in ethnographies of meaning and experience in popular
music, as Bromell notes in his review of Cavicchi’s Tramps Like Us: Music and Meaning
Among Springsteen Fans (1998) and Harris Berger’s Metal, Rock, and Jazz: Perception
2

and the Phenomenology of Musical Experience (1999): “[Their studies] enact a kind of
Bahktinian, dialogical criticism in which numerous perspectives are brought to bear on
any one subject and in which every voice is regarded as equally authoritative” (Bromell
2001, 171). Related to the emphasis on letting my associates speak for themselves, I
follow Aaron Fox’s approach by taking care not to edit transcriptions of interviews for
grammar.
I am also informed by how “the increased emphasis upon reflexivity and the
subjective and dialogical nature of the ethnographic process, particularly by postmodern
anthropologists, has shifted the focus to the examination of how experience ‘in the field’
gets transformed into text” (Cohen 1993, 133). I am especially influenced by
auto/ethnographies, 1 Third Wave feminist and queer theory, 2 and reflexive articles and
ethnographies. 3 I realize that I, too, “am inevitably part of the reality analyzed” (Taussig
2006, viii) and therefore a part of this narrative itself. While I did not know about
psychobilly until I began my research, I came to realize that I shared many of the same
ideological values and aesthetic preferences as my associates. As Barz and Cooley note in
the introduction to Shadows in the Field:
Ethnographers attempt reflexively to understand their positions in the culture
being studied and to represent these positions in ethnographies, including their
1

Such as Doug Foley’s The Heartland Chronicles (1995) and Ruth Behar’s Translated Woman
(1993) and An Island Called Home: Returning to Jewish Cuba (2007).
2
Lila Abu-Lughod’s essay “Can There Be A Feminist Ethnography?” (1990), Suzanne Cusick’s
article “Gender, Musicology and Feminism” (1999), and Trinh T. Minh-ha’s Women, Native,
Other (1989).
3
Paul Rabinow’s Reflections on Fieldwork in Morocco (1977), Michelle Kisliuk’s Seize the
Dance! (1998), many of the perspectives raised in Shadows in the Field (eds. Barz and Cooley,
2008) and in Sex, Sexuality, and the Anthropologist (eds. Markowitz and Ashkenazi, 1999),
Johannes Fabian’s interpreted rememberings in Memory Against Culture (2007), and Cusick’s
essay “On a Lesbian Relationship with Music” in Queering the Pitch (2006).
3

epistemological stances, their relations to the cultural practices and individuals
studies, and their relationships to their own cultural practices. Reflexive
ethnography is keenly aware of experience and of the personal context of
experience. (2008, 20)
Once again, if the writing sounds informal when I relate my own experiences, it is
intentionally so, because I present my own story here too and my own subjectivities. I am
another “associate” you will meet in this dissertation, with my own language and
background.
You, the reader, are also part of the story, and at times I address you directly, as I
have already done in this prologue. Occasionally, I ask you to imagine certain scenarios
or draw upon your own connections to popular culture. I hope you make your own
interesting insights and observations. I imbed details throughout the dissertation for you
to find on your own without specifically pointing them out. For instance, I do not dwell
on the fact that the singer of “Gay Love Song for Nick 13” uses the stage name “Johnny
Anal.” Nor should I have to point out the word play that Patricia Day draws upon when
she entitles her song about being an alienated female “MissFit.” I also hope you note how
album titles cited throughout the dissertation further evoke the variety of themes I
discuss, even when I do not specifically draw attention to them.
By the end of the dissertation, I hope you will have a sense of this subculture, but
not necessarily final answers. As Stewart notes in her own prologue, I am not trying to set
the record “straight” (1996, 9). There is no “straight” record of psychobilly culture, but
one that “has to be tracked through its moves and versions, its sites of encounter and
engagement, its pride and regrets, its permeabilities and vulnerabilities, its nervous shifts
from one thing to another, its moment of self-possession and dispersal” (Ibid.). The end
4

result is not “demystification and uncovered truths that snap into place to support a wellknown picture of the world” (Stewart 2005, 1027). Neither can people be reduced to
simple explanations, and I would rather you see that there are many and sometimes
conflicting ways in which psychobilly plays an integral part in people’s daily lived
experiences, behaviors, thoughts, sorrows, and pleasures. As Deborah Reed-Danahay
writes in the introduction to the edited volume Auto/Ethnography: Rewriting the Self and
the Social: “At the close of this volume, the reader is left with incertitude about the issues
of genre and representation raised here. The open-ended nature of this volume … is
intended to provoke further dialogue, drawing from a multiplicity of voices” (1997, 17).
This “notion of many truths” and the “explicit questioning of the possibility of
objectivity” (Abu-Lughod 1990, 9) stems from Clifford Geertz’s interpretive
anthropology. As he suggests, anthropology is “not an experimental science in search of
law but an interpretive one in search of meaning” (1973, 5). My goal with this work is to
represent the multiple meanings psychobilly has in people’s lives – real people with
whom my interactions have been shaped by my own multiple subjectivities as well as
theirs. I hope you enjoy meeting them.

5

CHAPTER ONE – INTRODUCTION
THE MEANING OF MUSIC IN EVERYDAY LIFE:
PSYCHOBILLY AS IDENTITY AND SURVIVAL
Guys with shark-finned quiffs, cuffed jeans and creepers. Girls with streaked hair,
pompadour bangs and fishnet stockings. Can you imagine Elvis taking a deranged
detour during his 1950s movie career into hardcore horror flicks? … Do your
punk rock daydreams and rockabilly nightmares include graveyards and ghost
towns as backdrops?
- Description of psychobilly on the website for
“Psychobilly*US,” a record label imprint
from Texas (Psychobilly*US 2004, web)
The music is best described in terms like “Elvis meets the Wolfman.” Add punk
attitude and spice it up with a universe of monster movie lyrics. Outrageous
wildness on stage and the well-known coffin bass have proved that it
[psychobilly] is allowed to have fun.
- Description of the psychobilly music that
Nekromantix plays, from the band’s
website (Nekromantix 2010, web)
Identifying simultaneously with the cool 1950s greaser, the punk rebel, and the
zombies, murderers, and monsters of horror lore, psychobillies (“psychos”) cobble
together an identity that expresses their subcultural subjectivity. They construct and
cultivate an alternative present, a participatory culture that offers multiple strategies for
relieving the pressures of their working-class reality. This dissertation explores the
interwoven, multiple reasons why musicians and fans identify with this alternative,
underground culture, tracing the integral role it plays in their lives. I focus on the
advantages that a tight-knit social community confers and on the ways in which various
fantasies and lived practices provide transcendental escape as well as feelings of control
and power. In other words, the psychobilly subculture helps its members survive a
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precarious present through the imagination and realization of a better world, their own
world.
I am invested in scholarship that explores the integral ways in which music is part
of group experience. Just as Aaron Fox argues that “for most of these people, ‘country’
was the clearest and most resonant term with which they summarized their political and
cultural identity” (2004, 28), “psychobilly” is the primary form of identification of the
people with whom I have come to know over the past few years. It succinctly sums up an
entire lifestyle. It informs and dictates their interests, who they socialize with, what
principles they share, how they dress, the careers they choose, how they talk, who they
love, how they love, what they do with their hard-earned money, the beer they choose to
drink, the cars they own, how they decorate their homes, the movies they watch, how
they raise their children, what they do in their free time. This follows from Dick
Hebdige’s exploration of subcultures in terms of how music, experience, and values are
intrinsically inter-related: there is a “symbolic fit between the values and lifestyles of a
group, its subjective experience and the musical forms it uses to express or reinforce its
focal concerns… It is through the fit between them that the subcultural members make
sense of the world” (1979, 113).
In claiming that psychobilly frames the majority of participants’ lives, I am aware
of Jeremy Gilbert’s and Ewan Pearson’s warning to not exaggerate “subculture” as a
totality of experience:
The assertion that dance music and its associated culture represents a way of life –
the notion of its sufficiency as a complete horizontal system that expands to fill
one’s entire social and personal space – may be an act of overburdening on a
massive scale, but it is one which [Simon] Reynolds [in “Rave Culture: Living
7

Dream or Living Death?” in The Clubcultures Reader, 1997] and a number of
other writers are still tempted to invoke. The suggestion that youth subcultures,
such as mod or punk, comprised complete and entire sets of activities, values, and
participatory codes feeds the nostalgia which permeates the treatment of
contemporary cultural movements (forever looking for the new punk or the new
rock’n’roll). (1999, 22)
But with all due respect to Gilbert and Pearson, psychobilly is the new punk and the new
rock’n’roll rolled into one. Every associate mentioned in this dissertation identifies first
and foremost as psychobilly and participates in the subculture’s events, activities, and
social circles nearly every day. Their lives revolve around the subculture.
Admittedly, there are various backgrounds and lifestyles represented within the
scene. Some participants go to college, some have fairly well-paying jobs, most struggle
to stay afloat, and many are unemployed. Several ethnicities are represented, with Whites
and Latinos the most common. 4 The fanbase is split pretty equally among men and
women, although men dominate the production of music, discussed in Chapter Six.
Several sexual identities are represented, also discussed in Chapter Six. Participants’ ages
range from teens to mid-forties. Most everyone listens to other types of music; many go
two-stepping on Sunday nights or frequent a ska show here and there. Not everyone likes
zombies, nor does every psycho work on his or her own vintage car, nor does every
woman enjoy wearing pin-up-inspired fashion. In writing this dissertation, I represent the
4

Interestingly enough, although the roots of rock’n’roll stem from African-American music,
African-Americans do not constitute much of the subculture. Associates told me they think this is
because African-Americans largely abandoned rock’n’roll after Whites appropriated the music in
the 1950s. They figure African-Americans moved on to musics that remain culturally defined as
“black” – soul, funk, hip-hop, R&B. However, African-Americans who do participate in
psychobilly are embraced, as are Asian-Americans and Native Americans. Since racial identity is
not a factor in being considering “psychobilly,” my dissertation does not explore the ethnic
representation of the scene in detail. However, I do briefly address reasons for the majority
participation of Latinos in Chapter Five.
8

most common attributes of the scene, knowing that there are always exceptions and
realizing that the individuals discussed herein may identify with some aspects of the
scene and not others. Still, psychobilly’s underground nature mostly keeps casual
“tourists” out. The people who participate are committed to their psycho identity because
they find in the subculture a way of “making sense of the world” and a way of bettering
their experience within it. Distinctions among members – in terms of age, gender,
employment, race, body type, or sexual orientation – are not particularly important to my
associates. The “psychobilly” identification trumps individual differences.

Approaches to Popular Music:
Critical Theory, Cultural Studies, and Everyday Meaning
In considering the role popular music plays in daily life within the United States,
this work is part of a fairly recent trend within ethnomusicology. While scholars from
cultural studies, sociology, and humanities departments have explored popular music for
several decades, musicologists have been more reluctant to do so. As David Brackett
notes, his book Interpreting Popular Music was born out of a desire to “find language
that could explain my continuing fascination with popular music in the face of a notable
lack of encouragement within academia to pursue that fascination” (Brackett 1995, xi). 5
Even the field of ethnomusicology, which has been traditionally concerned with music as
an integral part of culture, has only slowly granted serious consideration to studies of
Western popular music. In 1993, Sara Cohen pointed out that “ethnomusicologists have

5

Others have commented on similar obstacles, such as Roy Shuker in Understanding Popular
Music Culture (2001) and David Hesmondhalgh and Keith Negus in Popular Music Studies
(2002).
9

typically shown concern with non-western musical styles, and with their decline or
revival … focusing upon small or isolated communities” (136). Accordingly, she
applauded efforts to study “more ‘popular’ (as opposed to ‘traditional’) or ‘commercial’
music” (Ibid.). 6 Ethnographically-detailed accounts of popular music in the United States
are particularly under-represented, but began to emerge in larger numbers after the
1990s. 7
I believe one of the reasons for the slow development of Western popular music
studies lies in ethnomusicologists’ hesitancy to tackle its mass-mediated nature,
particularly given the long-lasting legacy of Adorno’s pessimism (discussed below).
Then, with the advent of British cultural studies, approaches became politically
preoccupied with the dialectical negotiation of resistance and containment. Only recently
have works emphasized musical meaning in daily lived experience rather than
“resistance” per se. Below, I briefly trace each of these movements in order understand

6

Cohen mentions Christopher Waterman’s ethnography of Juju in Africa (1990), Martin Stokes’
The Arabesk Debate about popular music in Turkey (1992), and Bruno Nettl’s article on Persian
popular music (1972). Gerard Béhague’s 1973 article “Bossa & Bossas: Recent Changes in
Brazilian Popular Music,” Peter Manuel’s exploration of cassette culture in India (1993), and Veit
Erlmann’s African Stars: Studies in Black South African Performance (1991) represent other
examples from the time period Cohen addresses.
7
For example, Ruth Finnegan’s The Hidden Musicians (1989), Robert Walser’s Running with the
Devil: Power, Gender and Madness in Heavy Metal Music (1993), Mark Slobin’s Subcultural
Sounds: Micromusics of the West (1993), Barry Shank’s Dissonant Identities: The Rock’n’Roll
Scene in Austin, Texas (1994), Daniel Cavicchi’s Tramps Like Us: Music and Meaning Among
Springsteen Fans (1998), Harris Berger’s Metal, Rock, and Jazz: Perception and the
Phenomenology of Musical Experience (1999), Gage Averill’s Four Parts, No Waiting: A Social
History of American Barbershop Harmony (2003), Guthrie Ramsey’s Race Music: Black
Cultures from Bebop to Hip-Hop (2003), Aaron Fox’s Real Country: Music and Language in
Working-Class Culture (2004), Joseph Schloss’ Making Beats: The Art of Sample-Based HipHop (2004), Deborah Wong Speak It Louder: Asian Americans Making Music (2004), and Mark
Butler’s Unlocking the Groove: Rhythm, Meter, and Musical Design in Electronic Dance Music
(2006).
10

how the most recent trend both developed and differs from earlier paradigms in cultural
studies more broadly. The following condensed history also helps to explain how
lingering elitist attitudes that privilege high art over popular music contributed to the
stigmatization of popular music studies.

The Legacy of the Civilizationists
and Critical Theorists
For more than century, scholars have debated the definition of “popular culture”
as well as its relevance, worthiness, “authenticity,” and potential for social change. The
very first studies to analyze popular culture stemmed from elitist attitudes, an uneasiness
with “low culture.” The so-called “culture and civilization” theorists, such as Matthew
Arnold (in the 1860s) and F. R. Leavis (in the 1930s), perceived a potential threat in mass
culture to denigrate “high culture” – in Arnold’s words, “the best that has been thought
and said in the world” (Arnold [1869]2006, 5). Arnold was concerned that the entry of
the male urban working class, which had lost “the strong feudal habits of subordination
and deference” (Ibid., 57), into formal politics spelled the beginning of anarchy. High
culture, he proposed, was needed to “police this disruptive presence ... [and] remove the
temptations of trade unionism, political agitation and cheap entertainment” (Storey 2006,
14-15). Leavis expanded upon Arnoldian theory to explore how, in his view, the
Industrial Revolution brought about the disappearance of “a rich traditional culture … a
positive culture” (Leavis [1952]1984, 189). As Frith notes, Leavis differentiated between
“mass culture” and “art”: “the Leavisite approach stems from the comparison of mass
cultural objects – standardized, escapist, passively consumed – with works of art –
11

unique, challenging, instructive” (Frith 1981, 41). Leavis argued that a product of
“popular” culture could be “art” too, as long as it resisted mass-market commercial
“corruption.” He thus at least suggested the possibility of applying “to popular forms
techniques of literary analysis previously reserved for ‘serious’ works” (Bennett 1982, 5).
Attitudes concerning the inherent value of “high art” as opposed to “popular culture” are
still present today, especially in music schools with strong art music programs where
many express an overall distaste for popular music and do not consider it worthy of
serious analysis. Recently I discovered that a colleague of mine in the composition
department at UT Austin had never attended a popular music performance or show, nor
had any desire to do so.
While Arnold and Leavis condemned popular culture as “anarchy,” the Frankfurt
School saw popular culture as “conformity.” They understood mass culture as
homogenous, repetitive, predictable products, devoid of artistic originality, churned out
by the “culture industry.” In the 1930s and ‘40s, the Frankfurt School assessed mass
culture from a Marxist perspective, arguing that “popular culture purveys false
consciousness to a mass society caught up in a deluded quest for the unattainable
satisfactions promised by capitalism” (Bromell 2001, 166). Theorists critiqued dominant
modes of production and consumption that in their view converted the masses into
passive “pseudo-individuals,” docile and content despite the realities of their subservient
economic condition. Benjamin lamented the loss of “aura” and individual creativity that
resulted from standardization and mass reproduction (1936), and Adorno argued that
mass culture ultimately precluded any possibility for the masses to resist, critique, or
12

“refuse” (in Marcuse’s words, 1964) the hegemonic social order (Adorno 1941, Adorno
and Horkheimer 1947). For instance, Adorno interpreted commercial jazz of the 1930s as
the marker of mass music which “corrupts its imaginative base and renders its consumers
impotent” (Frith 1981, 44): “jazz is the false liquidation of art – instead of utopia
becoming reality it disappears from the picture” (Adorno [1967]1981, 132). The legacy
of such views has precluded scholars from viewing popular music as anything other than
a commodity stunting the political agency of the working class: “the general trend in the
profession [of American history, as Lawrence Levine suggests] … has been to dismiss
popular culture as little more than escapist, formulaic, mindless trivia imposed on an
uncritical mass in order to shape consumer consciousness and diffuse opposition” (Kelley
1992, 1400).

British Cultural Studies
In the 1950s and ‘60s, reacting to the elitism of Arnoldian and Leavisite analyses
which was also inherent in the Frankfurt School’s critique of mass culture, “culturalists”
such as Richard Hoggart (The Uses of Literacy: Aspects of Working Class Life, 1957),
Raymond Williams (Culture and Society, 1958; The Long Revolution, 1961; Marxism
and Literature, 1977), E.P. Thompson (The Making of the Working Class, 1963), and
Stuart Hall and Paddy Whannel (The Popular Arts, 1965) celebrated products of
working-class culture for the first time as truly significant and worthy of analysis. They
stressed the active production of culture among such groups rather than passive
consumption. Raymond Williams facilitated this inquiry through his revision of the
understanding of “culture”: while Arnold and Leavis tended to regard it as the
13

development or progression of society towards an elite ideal, Williams argued that
culture is “social” (as a particular way of life) as well as “documentary” (the texts and
practices that result from this lived experience), clearly an important development for
cultural studies as a whole (Williams 1961).
Academics at the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) at
Birmingham University took seriously the attempt to understand the “structure of
feeling” (Williams 1961, 1977) that characterized lived experience and popular cultural
texts, but they nevertheless often distinguished between “what is good and worth while
and what is shoddy and debased” (Hall and Whannel 1965, 15), echoing the Frankfurt
School’s Marxist critique of non-innovative culture. As opposed to Adorno, who
privileged “authenticity” only in “high art,” CCCS scholars saw a distinction between
“authentic” types of “popular culture” and standardized, trivial “mass culture.” For
instance, Hoggart idealized 1930s working-class culture but disdained the banal
entertainment of the 1950s (Hoggart 1957); for Hall and Whannel, “the typical ‘art’ of
the mass media today is not a continuity from, but a corruption of, popular art. We want
to suggest the sharp conflict between the work of artists, performers and directors in the
new media, which has the intention of popular art behind it, and the typical offering of
the media – which is a kind of mass art” (1965, 68, their emphasis).
While the culturalists’ idea of “mass culture” was similar to the Frankfurt School
theory, they differed in their application of Gramscian theories of hegemony to the
analysis of popular culture, allowing for a more nuanced dialectical relationship between
producers and consumers. Consumption from this perspective could be active rather than
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passive; it suggested a sense of agency on the part of the consumers. Hall proposed an
explicitly dialectical and political definition that framed popular culture as “the site of
struggle between the ‘resistance’ of subordinate groups in society and the forces of
‘incorporation’ operating in the interests of dominant groups in society” (Storey 2006, 8):
“In the study of popular culture, we should always start here: with the double-stake in
popular culture, the double movement of containment and resistance, which is always
inevitably inside it” (Hall 1981, 228). 8 CCCS scholars typically framed the discussion of
popular culture as “one of the sites where this struggle for and against a culture of the
powerful is engaged: it is also the stake to be won or lost in that struggle. It is the arena of
consent and resistance” (Ibid., 239).
The influence of Gramscian models of hegemony contributed to a long-lasting
preoccupation with the commercial mediations of production and consumption, and with
various expressions of “resistance” to hegemonic systems, 9 particularly within
subcultural studies. Dick Hebdige, for instance, set out to describe how “the challenge to
hegemony which subcultures represent is … expressed obliquely, in style” (1979, 17).
And Frith concludes Sound Effects thusly: “rock matters because it can change the
situation. The assumption of this book is that rock is a form of capitalist culture, but that

8

The dialectical understanding of popular culture as a mediation between production and
consumption is also explored in Fredric Jameson’s “Reification and Utopia in Mass Culture”
(1979).
9
The preoccupation with “resistance” informs, for instance, Hall and Jefferson’s Resistance
through Rituals (1976), Paul Willis’s Learning to Labour (1977), Dick Hebdige’s Subculture:
The Meaning of Style (1979), Simon Frith’s Sound Effects: Youth, Leisure, and the Politics of
Rock’n’Roll (1981), John Fiske’s Television Culture (1987), Reading the Popular (1989a), and
Understanding Popular Culture (1989b), Lawrence Levine’s Highbrow/Lowbrow (1988), George
Lipsitz’s Time Passages (1990) and Rainbow at Midnight (1994), and Lawrence Grossberg’s
Dancing in Spite of Myself (1997).
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capitalist culture is what we’re trying to understand and to use, to subvert and to enjoy”
(1981, 269). As Nick Bromell notes:
Working within a Marxist paradigm of popular culture as an instrument of social
control, and cognizant of the ever-expanding reach of market forces into virtually
all aspects of everyday life, [Hall and Jefferson, Hebdige, and Frith] could
imagine authenticity only as a slender residue of “resistance” to capitalism. Rock
music was no longer all bad, but the qualities that redeemed it were few, fragile,
and, in essence, political. (2001, 166)
Because these authors remained wary of the culture industry’s ability to manipulate the
masses, they primarily concerned themselves with finding expressions of resistance. This
preoccupation has deterred popular music scholars from engaging with the non-political,
pleasurable, or functional aspects of music in everyday life. As Robin Kelley points out,
“the dynamic relationship between cultural production and consumption, hegemony and
contestation, … moved to the ‘center of cultural studies’ [in Michael Denning’s words
(1990)]” (1992, 1401) and remained there until recently.

Musical Experience in Everyday Life:
“Meaning” Rather Than “Resistance”
In the conclusion to Tramps Like Us: Music and Meaning Among Springsteen
Fans, Daniel Cavicchi describes writing a paper for a graduate school seminar in which
he utilized the cultural theory of Gramsci, Hall, and Jameson to argue that “fans were
consumers who, in a certain position of economic power … sought to resist marketing
manipulation” (1998, 184). Following the dialectical approach to production and
consumption, incorporation and excorporation, he “showed how fans redefined their
tastes in order to engage the record company in a process of negotiation about the
meaning of Springsteen’s image” (Ibid.). He thought such an argument of social and
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political “resistance” fit the tone of the class and academia in general: “It was (and still
is) commonplace to think about popular culture as a tug-of-war between corporations and
consumers, to talk about a ‘star system’ and ‘consumption,’ about ‘ideology’ and
‘utopia,’ and about ‘negotiation’ and the ‘struggle for hegemony’” (Ibid.) But after
writing the paper, he felt conflicted:
While it made sense to me in an abstract way as an intellectual, I also knew that it
did not fit with the way I, as a fan, understand fandom. I had never thought about
Springsteen’s image or being manipulated or resisting record company hegemony
much before writing the paper, nor had any of the fans I knew. In fact, such things
seemed quite irrelevant to my experience. At best, I felt that the paper was too
strident, wrapped up in a leftist intellectual agenda at which most fans would raise
their eyebrows and roll their eyes. At worst, I felt as if it were disrespectful to the
people I knew, attributing motives and plots to their behavior without even asking
them for their own understanding of what they were doing. (Ibid., 184-85)
Tramps Like Us represents Cavicchi’s attempt to “create a portrayal of fans’ own ideas
and understandings of who they are, what they do, and why, …. to engage fandom as it is
experienced” (Ibid., emphasis mine). Harris Berger noted a similar problem in relying on
Hebdige’s and Frith’s subcultural studies:
Political meanings were ascribed to music in ways that seemed to have nothing to
do with local perspectives and everything to do with the scholar’s presumptions…
Cultural studies was important in that it drew attention to the role of power
relations in music and acknowledged the importance of popular culture as an
object of study. However, much of this work seemed to have no concern for the
experiences of the people who made and listened to the music. (Berger 2008, 66)
I quote Cavicchi’s and Berger’s reflexive discomfort at length because it sums up
a relatively new approach within popular music studies that focuses on the direct
experience of music and meaning in people’s lives. 10 Nick Bromell noted this late 1990s
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It should be noted that cultural studies began to move towards ethnographic studies of everyday
life before popular music scholars picked up on the trend. Sara Cohen cites David Morley’s
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trend in an American Quarterly review of Cavicchi’s Tramps Like Us (1998), Harris
Berger’s Music, Rock, and Jazz: Perception and the Phenomenology of Musical
Experience (1999), and Steve Waksman’s Instruments of Desire: The Electric Guitar and
the Shaping of Musical Experience (1999):
Recently … historians and critics of rock have tried to base their analyses of rock
not so much on a priori theories of culture and society as on observed and
recorded data about the way rock fans themselves understand their participation in
music. These scholars are concerned with rock not just as a means of resistance
but more broadly as an expressive form that does varied things for its audience.
(Bromell 2001, 166, emphasis mine)
My Music represents one of the earliest attempts to re-orient the field of popular music
studies in the 1990s: “My Music summons up a special kind of expertise – i.e., the
knowledge that people have about how they use and enjoy music in their own lives”
(Crafts, Cavicchi, Keil, et. al. 1993, xii). The book compiles forty-one interviews from
people of diverse backgrounds to demonstrate “the pervasiveness and power of music as
a social force” (Ibid.). Slightly later, Christopher Small contributed the influential idea of
“musicking” (1998A, 1998B) which challenged the tendency to see music as an object
and instead took into account the combined processes of composition, performance,
dancing, listening, distribution, and discourse. In Real Country: Music and Language in
Working-Class Culture, Aaron Fox focuses on the relationship between social experience
sociological study of television within domestic leisure (1986), Csikszentmihalyi and RochbergHalton’s psychological/sociological exploration of the meaning of domestic symbols (1981), and
de Certeau’s influential work The Practice of Everyday Life (1984), noting, “within cultural
studies generally, there has been a recent shift in perspective from the study of the global to that
of the local, and from work on production to consideration of consumption, subjectivity and
identity in the context of everyday life” (Cohen 1993, 127). In “Generation X: Anthropology in a
Media-Saturated World,” Sherry Ortner likewise suggests that ethnographic fieldwork is
necessary to avoid the “‘cultural studies’ or ‘media studies’ temptation – the fantasy that one can
understand the workings of public cultural representations solely by interpreting/deconstructing
the representations” (Ortner 1999, 56).
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and music without feeling forced to account for the looming shadow of the culture
industry. He purposely de-emphasizes the commercial aspect of country music and makes
a distinction “between genres of popular music as fields of production and consumption,
mediated principally by the relationships of economic exchange they structure, and
genres of popular music as fields of popular practice, mediated primarily by ritualized
forms of intimate social interaction” (2004, 30).
Popular music studies of this sort demand deep ethnographic research, and yet
this too has been achieved more fully only recently. At an IASPM conference in 1982,
Cohen remembers Frith bemoaning “the fact that students would rather sit in the library
and study popular music (mainly punk) in terms of the appropriate cultural theory, than
conduct ethnographic research which would treat popular music as a social practice and
process” (Cohen 1993, 123). Ten years later, Cohen noted that “the literature on popular
music is still lacking in ethnography” (Ibid.). She also critiqued cultural studies
approaches to everyday life for not being “ethnography in the anthropological sense”
(Ibid., 127) because they often relied on questionnaires, surveys, and out-of-context
interviews: “Their discourse is consequently disconnected from their day-to-day
activities, relationships and experiences” (Ibid.). Nearly ten years later still, Mark Slobin
observed in his 2000 revision to Subcultural Sounds “that it would be good to have more
studies of how people consume and integrate into their lives the many kinds of music
now available to them, but studies have been, and remain, remarkably few” (x). However,
several ground-breaking texts emerged in the 1990s and 2000s that utilized “an
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experience-near” understanding of popular music, as Daniel Cavicchi calls it 11 (1998,
184). 12

Complicating “Resistance”
Studies of popular music in everyday life particularly influence me because I
faced a reflexive dilemma similar to the one Cavicchi and Berger described. I am wary
about reading “resistance” into psychobillies’ practices and ideologies. My associates roll
their eyes at this suggestion, especially given the specifically apolitical ethos of the
subculture (described in Chapter Two). Psychos do not generally interpret their lived
practices and ideologies as political; they are not involved in political protest nor are they
interested in “changing the system.” Neither do they describe their values or behaviors as
specifically or consciously resistant to accepted norms. Psychos do not consider
themselves “anti”-mainstream, but rather “non”-mainstream, “different from” normative
culture. Psychobilly reflects their own beliefs, ideals, interests, and experiences. They
participate in the subculture in order to enjoy life to the fullest, to make the best of their
situation. Because of their attitude, I embrace the recent popular studies trend that focuses
on the “varied things [psychobilly does] for its audience,” to use Bromell’s phrase (2001,
166).
At the same time, I understand that one can read “resistance” into the ways
psychobillies cope with the hardships they face. They arguably resist dominant ideologies
by creating their own culture. They resist social control over their bodies, practices, and
11

He borrows the phrase from Unni Wikan, “Toward an Experience-Near Anthropology,”
Cultural Anthropology 6 (1991).
12
Refer to the works listed in footnote 4.
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ideologies by being different, breaking taboos, and identifying with unconventional
values or symbols. They resist discipline by indulging in excess and pleasure. One could
read psychobillies’ rejection of dominant society as a way of refusing the conditions
which, as subordinated individuals, they are expected to obey and internalize. As Kim
Nekroman expresses in “I’m a Hellcat” (Return of the Loving Dead, 2002): “I don’t give
a damn about what people think or say / If you don’t like what you see get outta my
way.” Or as P. Paul Fenech of The Meteors sings in “You Scare Me (Not)” (Bastard
Songs of a Rock’n’Roll Devil, 1997): “I mind my own business, safer that way / [I] stick
with others like me … If you ain’t like me you won’t understand / I just wanna live my
life the way I planned / Don’t get in my way, we’ll be ok.” These songs reflect
psychobillies’ desire to have their own alternative society where they can be themselves.
Like Fiske, I understand these “clashes of social interests … [as] motivated primarily by
pleasure: the pleasure of producing one’s own meanings of social experience and the
pleasure of avoiding the social discipline of the power-bloc” (Fiske 1989b, 47). While
psychos are not purposely being different just to resist mainstream expectations, the
alternative identity they foster and create reflects a desire to construct their own
meaningful lifestyle, and this presumption in and of itself rebels against conformity.
David Coplan notes that “the politics of popular music, and indeed those of
popular culture more broadly, do not require explicit verbal, not to say literary, encoding
to be political” (2005, 25). David Coplan and Bhekizizwe Peterson both realize the
political potential in kwaito, a black urban youth music that emerged in South Africa in
the 1990s: “Kwaito is an eloquent testimony of the agency of young blacks, especially
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their desires to create their own narratives and meanings in response to the harsh and
hostile urban landscapes in which they find themselves…. Young blacks seek to
humanize their experiences of the pleasures and pains of urbanity” (Peterson 2003, 197).
Psychos, too, humanize their lives, staking out their own territory and rebelling through
pleasure.
In exploring what psychobillies “resist,” I appreciate Mark Slobin’s interpretation
of hegemony as something akin to a “superculture.” He understands Raymond Williams’
Gramscian notion of hegemony as “an overarching, dominating – if not domineering –
mainstream that is internalized in the consciousness of governments, industry,
subcultures, and individuals as ideology” (Slobin 1993, 27, his emphasis). Because
hegemony is complex and contradictory, “no single ‘dominant formation’ can account its
action,” yet the term is still used as if hegemony is the control mechanism used by a
vague dominant elite class or industry. Slobin prefers the term “superculture”: “an
umbrellalike, overarching structure that could be present anywhere in the system –
ideology or practice, concept or performance. The usual, the accepted, the statistically
lopsided, the commercially successful, the statutory, the regulated, the most visible: these
all belong to the superculture” (Ibid., 29). Through this distinction, I see the subculture of
psychobilly as a microcosm that reacts against, differently, and in relation to the
superculture as a whole – the combination of everything discourse considers “mainstream
ideology.”
Thus, my study is dually influenced by the cultural studies approach which
considers resistance to containment and by an attention to the everyday meanings
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psychobillies themselves derive. These two modes of understanding intersect frequently,
for British cultural studies and American ethnographies of musical meaning are similarly
invested in lived practice. For instance, Williams’ notion of “structures of feeling”
reflects Harris Berger and Giovanna Del Negro’s “concern for the role of expressive
culture in ‘everyday life’” (2004, 3):
We are concerned with meanings and values as they are actively lived and felt,
and the relations. We are talking about characteristic elements of impulse,
restraint, and tone; specifically affective elements of consciousness and
relationships: not feeling against thought, but thought as felt and feelings as
thought: practical consciousness of a present kind, in a living and inter-relating
community. (Williams 1977, 132)
I explore psychobilly as “social experience in solution” (Ibid., 133), a social experience
not self-consciously political, but one that is psychobillies’ different way of making sense
of the world and their place within it. By considering both psychobillies’ own
interpretations of their practices as well as those they do not articulate specifically, I aim
to avoid either dehumanizing or deifying my associates, as Berger discusses in the second
edition of Shadows in the Field. He notes that 1980s cultural studies often “dehumanized
music makers and listeners by ignoring their perspectives” (Berger 2008, 73). On the
other extreme, to assume “that people have a perfect understanding of their own
experiences denies that interpretation is a kind of practice… To act as though people
cannot misunderstand their own experiences is ultimately to dehumanize them by
deifying them” (Ibid.). The role of the ethnographer, Berger argues, is to dialogically
engage with consultants to understand the meanings they derive from their participation
while also considering other perspectives. Ultimately, “neither the scholar nor the
research participant is an infallible observer of social life” (Ibid.).
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Complicating “Folk” and “Popular”
for the Study of Psychobilly
I turn to folklore in part because, as Harris Berger and Giovanni Del Negro
suggest, American folklore studies have deviated away from a focus on “the traditional,”
“the rural” or “premodern expressive culture,” and instead shifted towards a focus on “the
aesthetics of everyday life” (Berger and Del Negro 2004, 4), the major emphasis of this
dissertation. But another reason why this particular project necessitates an understanding
of “folk” music and folklore studies is due to my discomfort with classifying psychobilly
as “popular” culture. In this section I tease out some of the conventional definitions of
“popular,” “mass,” and “folk,” suggesting that psychobilly is more akin to a “popularderived folk culture.” At the same time, I remain aware that these are highly contested,
non-static, permeable constructions of academic discourse, as Robin Kelley argues: “The
powerful combination of cultural studies and history should convince historians to view
terms like ‘authentic,’ ‘traditional,’ ‘popular,’ and ‘folk’ as socially constructed and
contingent; they are not self-evident and self-contained analytical categories but subject
to the dynamics of class, gender, and race” (Kelley 1992, 1408). 13

Availability and Distribution:
In-Person versus Mass Media
Theorists agree that folk and popular culture both reflect group identity but are
shared and distributed to different degrees and in different ways. Scholars commonly
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Hall attempted a deconstruction as well in “Notes on Deconstructing the ‘Popular’” (1981), and
to a certain extent in The Popular Arts (with Paddy Whannel, 1964). Similarly, in
Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy (1988), Levine examines the
permeability of concepts of “high” and “low” culture in 19th century America.
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argue that the size of “the community” or “the audience” distinguishes folk from popular.
While folk communities tend to be based on the in-person exchange of music, popular
music is typically defined by large-scale distribution, for instance through record sales,
radio play, or music videos. As Martha Sims and Martine Stephens argue in Living
Folklore:
Pop culture is usually created or produced in large quantities for large audiences,
and usually shared or transmitted through mass media such as TV, radio,
magazines and the Internet…. But we learn folklore from other people. Folklore
reaches groups of people who share personal connections, values, traditions,
belief – and other forms of lore – that in part define them as a group. (Sims and
Stephens 2005, 4-5)
This is echoed by Hall and Whannel’s citation of Oscar Handlin’s essay in Culture for
the Millions? (1961): “Folk culture, he suggests, ‘dealt directly with the concrete world
intensely familiar to its audience.’ It dealt with common situations within a familiar
pattern of life” (Hall and Whannel 1965, 53).
As Hall and Whannel point out, popular art, too, expresses a certain identity, but it
“has the pressure behind it to be widely available and understood” (Ibid., 65): “It is an art
which thrives only when widely varied audiences find something common and
commonly valued in their appreciation of it; one of the preconditions for this being that
the institutions which carry this art should be open institutions widely available” (Ibid.).
Consequently, “it is in the new media especially, which are more widely available to
audiences than the traditional forms, that we should expect to find popular art today”
(Ibid., 67).
Psychobilly is almost completely “underground,” independent of major record
labels, not broadcast on commercial radio or played on music television channels. The
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music is largely non-existent on iTunes, Amazon, or YouTube; 14 often the only way to
purchase an album is in-person at a band’s show. Albums are typically financed and
produced by the musicians themselves and their close friends. There are a few “indie”
labels, the most successful being Hellcat Records, but even these are organized, managed,
and financed by people who identify as psychobilly. Musicians make money not through
record contracts, but through personal exchanges of cash at shows, primarily by earning
part of the admission profits, selling merchandise, or putting out a tip jar. Few bands have
managers; most contact venues on their own in order to arrange gigs. In other words,
psychobilly is a predominantly insular folk-like community in that is it largely unrelated
to outside forces of commercial mediation and manipulation; it is not the “widely
available and understood” popular music that Hall and Whannel discuss. Consequently,
rather than focusing on the recorded production and distribution of music which has
consumed popular music scholarship for years (Manuel 1993, Meintjes 2003, Katz 2004),
I return to a perspective of liveness, to the shared in-person experience, exchange, and
production of musical culture.
Psychobilly is also relatively absent from the widest networking mass media
available today: the internet. When I first began my research around 2007, many local
bands had MySpace pages that advertised upcoming events. Since there was no source
which compiled psychobilly events in Austin, and they were not typically advertised in
mainstream media (such as the Austin Chronicle or Do512.com), I became the de facto
14

In fact, when people ask me to suggest a psychobilly YouTube music video for them to look
up, I only have about a dozen options. Most bands do not have the resources needed to finance
music videos, and most bands have not streamed their songs to the site even without a
corresponding video.
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compiler of this information, regularly and methodically checking each individual band’s
MySpace page for show announcements. When I moved to Los Angeles, the largest
psychobilly scene, I expected to find someone already in charge of organizing this type of
data. But, no. Once again, my website became the place for fans to find out about all the
upcoming events in the area. Today it is even more difficult to find out about shows since
musicians have mostly abandoned MySpace and are hesitant to create Facebook pages
because they associate this networking site with a number of negative qualities. 15 Of the
roughly 200 bands I saw during my research in California, only about twenty have
Facebook pages, while almost all of them once had MySpace pages (mostly defunct
now). Instead, information about upcoming events is primarily distributed by flyers or
word-of-mouth at shows. In fact, the scene in Austin became so underground while I was
away for a year that it was extremely difficult for me to “find” it again upon my return.
Since MySpace had decayed, I only eventually found out about events by getting in touch
with associates I had known before I left. This is clearly different from more popular
music events which are widely advertised in order to attract the largest number of
consumers.
While many of the sources and signifiers that psychobillies draw from – for
instance, rockabilly, punk, horror movies, and cars – stem from mass-mediated popular
culture, these commodities are often exchanged and shared through in-person networks.
15

For instance, they associate Facebook with its college networking origins, and thus feel the site
is not oriented towards the working-classes. Several years ago, it was also not formatted for band
profiles, so associates of mine found it confusing. Many also find the emotional “status updates”
of personal pages distasteful. As the Koffin Kats posted on their MySpace page once: “Facebook
seems kinda emo [emotional, referring to the musical genre “emo” as well] because everytime i
see a facebook page its (sic) people talking about feelings. Gross!!!”
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Psychobillies mostly learn about older songs not through internet research or even record
store shopping, but by talking to friends and receiving suggestions from within their
community. Friends suggest low-budget, independent horror movies to one another. They
buy and sell cars within the community, and psychobillies work on their new acquisitions
with the “brothers” in their car club. Musicians do not usually buy their instruments from
corporate music stores, but circulate them amongst each other.
Jeff Todd Titon describes how “most folk music is learned in person by imitation
and example rather than through formal instruction and written notation” (Titon 1992,
168). In a recent lecture at the University of Texas at Austin, Titon described the noncommoditized nature of this musical “gifting;” reciprocation is expected through some
kind of social interaction or favor, rather than monetary exchange. In psychobilly,
perhaps less than 1% of the musicians I consulted had ever taken formal, paid lessons.
Most learned by watching, imitating, talking to, and jamming with other musicians. Some
songs are entirely learned on stage when guest artists are spontaneously called up to
improvise. When I myself began to ask for lessons, I quickly realized that psychobilly
musicians are not used to giving formal instruction. Instead, I picked up a few upright
bass techniques here and there before or after shows whenever a musician was kind
enough to give me an impromptu chance to play. As Titon indicated, these were informal
opportunities for me to “imitate” the musician’s technique. I usually reciprocated by
buying beer; an exchange of money would have been awkward in this context.
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Producers and Consumers, Performers and Audiences:
“By the People” or “For the People”
Because folk communities tend to be defined, as above, as small groups that share
common values, one typical feature of folk music is the lack of separation, physically,
experientially, and ideologically, between performer and audience. Commenting on the
lack of physical separation and degree of interaction between participants, Titon notes
that folk music is “shared among folk groups as events in the home or community
gathering places in which most people take an active role, interacting as listeners, players,
dancers, and singers” (Titon 1992, 168). As for experiential and ideological
commonalities, A.L. Lloyd notes, “the main thing is that the songs are made and sung by
men who are identical with their audience in standing, in occupation, in attitude to life,
and in daily experience” (1975, 346). In Frith’s words, “there is no distance between the
folk artist and audience, no separation between folk production and consumption” (Frith
1981, 48). To Levine, “there is a valid correspondence between the creators and receptors
of folklore … since folklore came out of the community” (Levine 1992, 1370).
Some scholars imply that there is no “performer” or “audience” per se in folk
music, because these are constructions of the commercialization and mediatization of
popular culture; they believe popular music separates the performer from his or her
community. For instance, Hall and Whannel discuss the music hall as transitional
between folk and popular culture: it was “folk” in that it reflected familiar and common
experiences of the urban classes and expressed shared attitudes between audience and
artist, but it was popular because “the musical hall was, in essence, an art of the
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performer, rather than the art of a community. The community had become an
‘audience’: the art had been individualized” (Hall and Whannel 1965, 56).
While psychobilly musicians mostly play on a stage, in some aspect separated
from their “audience,” performers and audience members interact regularly in
participatory patterns: 16 they physically cross the invisible line between performer and
audience as fans jump on stage and musicians take their instruments to the floor; they
communicate verbally through dialogue, shouts, taunts, requests, etc.; and they interact
musically when fans grab the microphone and sing along, clap accompanying rhythms,
and touch or play the musicians’ instruments. Most people come to shows not to see a
specific performer or band, but to participate in the culture in general and hear or see
whichever bands happen to be playing. If an audience member does come to see a
particular band, it is usually because they are personal friends. In sum, participants take
an active role, performers and audience members share common experiences and
ideologies, and the performers come from within their community, all aspects used to
describe folk rather than popular music.
Both the Frankfurt School’s concept of mass culture and British cultural studies’
notion of popular culture depend on an assumption that culture is produced outside of the
community of consumers: “Although [popular] art is no longer directly the product of the
‘way of life’ or an ‘organic community’, and is not ‘made by the people’, it is still, in a
manner not applicable to the high arts, a popular art, for the people” (Hall and Whannel
1965, 59). British cultural studies simply shifted ideas about consumption from the

16

I discuss Turino’s concept in Chapter Four.
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“cultural dope” 17 implication to the dialectical tension between containment (from
outside) and resistance (from within). They suggested that peoples’ potential for the
negotiation of power lay in their interpretation of cultural products as conscientious
consumers. As Hall says, “what counts is the class struggle in and over culture” (1981,
235). Robin Kelley argues that “popular culture” was and is produced for consumers:
We must also acknowledge that the ‘people’ were largely relegated to the
receiving end, and, in that capacity, they made choices under circumstances not of
their own choosing… Their battles with cultural producers were not just over
tastes and the preservation of the “folk;” they were ultimately about power –
victories and losses in the struggle for hegemony. (Kelley 1992, 1408)
Similarly, in “The Folklore of Industrial Society: Popular Culture and its Audiences”
(1992), Lawrence Levine appeals to historians to explore the commonalities between
“folk” and “popular” culture but comments on their reluctance to do so since “popular
culture is seen as the antithesis of folk culture: not as emanating from the community but
created – often artificially by people with pecuniary or ideological motives – for the
community, or rather for the masses who no longer had an organic community capable of
producing culture” (Levine 1992, 1370). A more tempered approach comes from Fiske,
who, like Michel de Certeau, concentrates on how “the weak make their own ‘spaces,’”
(Fiske 1989b, 32), on how “the culture of everyday life lies in the creative, discriminating
use of the resources that capitalism provides” (Ibid., 28). This approach highlights the
active production that occurs within popular culture in relation to active consumption.
I applaud the analysis of the dialectical relationship between production and
consumption, encoding and decoding (Hall 2007). I apply this theory in the instances
17

Hall (1981), Fiske (1989b), and Grossberg (2002) have each argued against the idea of the
“cultural dope” implied in Adorno’s theory of passive consumption.
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when psychobillies deal directly with, and at times subvert, supercultural ideologies (such
as how psychobillies invert zombie narratives or reinterpret Bettie Page) or re-read
commodities produced by the “culture industry” (such as their active reinterpretation and
redefined use of cars, movies, rockabilly and punk, musical instruments, and massmediated representations of the 1950s). At the same time, the culture is primarily
produced and re-produced within the community; it represents the music, values, beliefs,
concerns, practices, and experiences of the psychobilly people, not a culture industry.
Psychobillies are not so much “consumers” of outside culture as they are participants in
the creation of their own.

“Popular-Derived Folk Music”
While I understand that categories of “folk” and “popular” are contested,
ambiguous, and blurred, I also acknowledge and experience the ways in which, they still
permeate academic discourse. As Harris Berger notes, “the art music/folk music/popular
music trichotomy and the Western music/non-Western music dichotomy are still alive in
the popular imagination and serve as the centers of gravity for music disciplines in the
academy” (Berger 2008, 62). I have felt equally out-of-place at the American Folklore
Society – because my topic is not “traditional” in the same sense as, for instance,
bluegrass – and at the International Association for the Study of Popular Music – because
my topic does not follow the conventions of mass-mediated, negotiated, commercial
circuits of production and consumption. At the same time, my research complements that
of both societies. I cannot escape the ways in which psychobillies derive sources from
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“popular culture,” nor can I avoid the multiple “folk-like” ways in which they produce
and consume their own culture.
Hence, I propose a twist on the frequently cited phrase “folk-derived popular
music.” Dan Sheehy uses this term to describe musical styles that were originally
regional and communal, but were transformed by the advent of the radio, recording, and
film industries, as well as globalization, and commercially consumed in large numbers. 18
A star system emerged and industry produced widely available and easily understood
music, echoing Hall and Whannel’s characterization of “popular” music. Since
psychobilly is an example of a reverse transformation – it derives from commercial
rockabilly and punk, but is performed communally, learned orally through “gifting,” not
based on a star system, not widely available through mass media, and not driven by
outside commercial interests or forces – I suggest it be described as a “popular-derived
folk music.” This term is useful for highlighting the everyday lived experience of a group
of people who share certain values – the folkloric lifeways of a specially defined
community – and de-emphasizing the preoccupation with mass mediation and culture
industry that drives many popular music studies.

Main Themes
I now turn to some of the issues that relate to the ways in which psychobilly both
reflects an identity grounded in the disadvantages of a working-class reality and helps its
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Sheehy uses the term to describe the development and/or transformation of Mexican musical
styles such as canción romántica and canción ranchera, mariachi, and música norteña in The
Garland Encyclopedia of World Music, Volume 2 (Sheehy 1998, 619-625).
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participants cope with their circumstances. The following themes weave through the
dissertation as a whole, and thus require some elaboration.

Subcultural Identity:
A Different Way of Life, “A Daily Commitment”
Psychobilly draws from two distinct but related rebellious, working-class, youthbased, subcultures: the 1950s rockabilly greaser and the 1970s punk. I discuss in the next
chapter the specific elements that psychobillies blend together from these subcultures. It
is important to note that they perform this alternative, non-mainstream identity almost all
the time, not just at shows or psychobilly-related events. Their hair is usually dyed in
bright shades of neon orange, green, purple, or yellow. With the help of a can of
Murray’s grease or a bottle of Aqua-net, they style their hair into the gravity-defying
“psychobilly wedge,” a sort of Mohawk-pompadour hybrid. One associate told me how
once a week he takes an hour or two to style his hair and refrains from washing it until
the next week. There is so much product in it that it does not lose its shape, even after
sleeping on it for days in a row. Many women wear their ‘50s-inspired hairstyles every
day to work and show up in the retro-inspired dresses that they find in vintage stores or
sew themselves. Men adorn themselves with tattoos of ‘50s pin-up girls and women
tattoo a long dark line up the back of each leg, creating the illusion of the seam line of a
pair of stockings, a symbol of pin-up girl culture. Men go to the store to buy a six-pack of
Lone Star, dressed the same as they would to a show, and then zoom away in a 1953
Cadillac Coupe Deville, off to hang out with friends or catch a movie. Walk into their
homes and you will often find yourself in a vintage world with red shiny couches from
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1950s diners, tiki mugs and decorations, 19 rockabilly memorabilia (particularly of Elvis),
antique books, retro dishes and cutlery, and posters from old movies. They invest serious
time and money in their vintage cars. They shop religiously for old 45’s, scouring flea
markets and vintage stores.
Psychos obviously cannot wash off the tattoos, nor do they try to hide them when
they go about their daily business. The working-class, manual labor jobs they romanticize
are the same jobs that allow them to have tattoos and wear their clothes and their hair
however they like, for instance on the night-shift, or as bartenders and mechanics. The
associate above who described his weekly hair routine works as an announcer in a strip
club. Whether shopping, working, going to the doctor or the dentist, running errands,
hanging out at home with their family, or socializing, they essentially look, dress, and act
“psychobilly.”
Psychobillies can usually find jobs that allow them to look the way they want
(although the recession of the last few years has made this more difficult), but their
lifestyle is nevertheless at odds with the mainstream. As Rockin’ Ronnie Weiser, a key
figure in the 1970s rockabilly revival, points out in a documentary: “The fight goes on. It
never ends. I mean even today you walk around and you dress like a rocker or a hillbilly
or a hepcat or a rockabilly rebel and people still look at you” (in Rebel Beat 2007, DVD).
Or as retro-phile journalist Ami Thomas writes, “Living this way every day is a real
commitment. We have to mean it, because we are outnumbered exponentially and
19

The kitschy “Tiki” trend originated with the opening of Donn the Beachcomber’s Polynesianthemed bar and restaurant in Hollywood in 1934. Through the 1940s and 1950s, a wave of such
restaurants opened up, and vintage connoisseurs today obsessively collect the South Pacificinspired rattan furniture, mugs, torches, fabrics, and other decorations associated with the trend.
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sometimes it feels like Us or Them” (Thomas 2004, web). Because psychobillies feel
alienated from, or different than, the superculture, the tight-knit bonds they create with
each other are especially important, a topic explored in Chapter Four.

The Disadvantages They Face:
“The Scary Present”
In 1941, John Dos Passos wrote, “in times of change and danger when there is a
quicksand of fear under men’s reasoning, a sense of continuity with generations gone
before can stretch like a lifeline across the scary present” (Passos [1941]2010, 2). Before
I address how psychobillies create “a sense of continuity with generations gone before,” I
must describe in more detail the “scary present” to which I alluded previously.
Allow me to introduce you to John. Between bits of conversation during the night
I first met John at a show, he sang along to a Nekromantix song that the deejay played.
He knew the words to “Dead Bodies” (self-titled single, 2004) well:
Dead bodies everywhere
Piles of blood, entrails and hair
I’m bleeding from the inside
From the armageddon outside
I recall this moment because over the years, the armageddon of our time has devastated
John. When we met in 2007, he had just been let go from the garage where he repaired
airplanes and manufactured parts for jets. He found a new job moving furniture during
the graveyard shift at a warehouse. The World Health Organization had just released a
preliminary study evaluating the link between night shifts and the probability of cancer, 20
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“Scientists suspect that shift work is dangerous because it disrupts the circadian rhythm, the
body's biological clock. The hormone melatonin, which can suppress tumor development, is
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but John had no alternative. After being laid off again during the early stages of the
recession in 2009, he decided to use the opportunity to do something he had always
wanted to do – be a hairdresser. So he enrolled in beauty school but was denied financial
aid and could not afford to pay for school or cover his living costs. Forced to drop out, he
took the first job he could find and started training as an exterminator with a pest control
company, exposing himself to harmful, carcinogenic products. Though he sometimes
cannot afford to go to shows for months at a time, Eric saves up his money so that he can
attend one every now and then, let loose and catch up with old friends.
John’s experience is common among psychobillies. Another Austin associate,
Julio, finally gave up looking for yet another job he knew he would probably just lose. He
decided to make the most of the recession by devoting his free time to music. He packed
a suitcase and his guitar and headed off to Los Angeles and spent the next several months
crashing on the living room sofa of a friend and fellow musician. He formed a new band
there, recruiting a local upright bassist and drummer. He lived off the tips he made and
the profit from the merchandise he sold, since the bulk of his unemployment check
mostly went to paying child support, a fact he loved to laugh about on stage. He returned
to Austin when his mother’s health declined, and now he stays in her living room, taking
care of her and seeing his eleven-year-old daughter on weekends. To help pay his
mother’s medical costs, he luckily found another job. He now works the night shift restocking and receiving product at an alcohol emporium. He still makes a little extra

normally produced at night. Light shuts down melatonin production, so people working in
artificial light at night may have lower melatonin levels, which scientists think can raise their
chances of developing cancer. Sleep deprivation may also be a factor” (MSNBC 2007, web).
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money playing gigs here and there, but told me “it’s getting harder and harder to make
ends meet if you’re just doing music. Bars don’t pay like they used to, and people don’t
tip as well since no one has any extra money these days.” He hangs out at Jackalope,
Austin’s most psychobilly-friendly bar, on Sunday nights if he isn’t working. Sunday is
“service industry night” during which patrons, if they are lucky enough to have a job, can
purchase discounted drinks before heading back to work on Monday. I join him, throw a
few back, talk about California, and laugh at some jokes. We don’t dwell on tough times.
We just drink ‘em down. But every now and then there is a hint of the difference between
the socio-economic opportunities each of us has been afforded. When Julio learned of my
ability to read music (as a result of my parents paying for my music lessons when I was a
child) and play multiple instruments from around the world (as a result of being in a
graduate ethnomusicology program), he said, “Wow! It’s like you could be president or
something! You could do anything you wanted to.”
The reality that many psychobillies face today is one marked by a variety of fears,
instabilities, and difficulties. Many of the hardships that psychobillies experience stem
from their economic insecurity. A significant number feel compelled to join the military
as a last resort, or have friends who do so. Sometimes those who go overseas do not
return, and their friends and families mourn their loss, dedicating a beer or two (or more)
at a psychobilly show to their loved one.
Loss is a common experience within the “scary present” of the subculture. Meet
Koefte de Ville, the singer of Mad Sin, a German psychobilly band that was formed in
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the early 1980s. In a recent video interview, he described the context of their 2010 album,
Burn and Rise:
In 2009 we started putting songs together. And in 2009, a lot of shit happened. A
lot of friends died, close friends. The singer of The Cramps died. [Lux Interior]
was like an idol for me my whole life. That was how the year started and from
there on a lot of friends [died]. One hanged himself. It was really horrible. He was
too young. I had this blood poisoning. I was in the hospital. I was nearly dead.
Fuckin’ yeah, fuckin’ shit life I had in 2009. Relationship split up. So the words
that I already wrote, I changed them a lot [because of] the whole situation, my
life. This record is basically a mirror of what happened last year. Pretty much. Of
all the feelings. Even the psycho songs, which are about psycho-killers, and
hatred, and fuckin’ killing, it’s more like putting aggression out to the person
which I really still hate (he laughs). And on the other hand, it’s also a very
positive album about making it through all that. It’s a very personal album. That’s
why the album is called Burn and Rise. Burn the old shit and rise up again,
instead of rise and fall. (“Koefte de Ville Interview” 2010, YouTube video)
In fact, the blood poisoning incident occurred while the band was touring in an effort to
distract themselves from their friend’s suicide. Koefte de Ville was rushed to the hospital
where a doctor informed him that if he did not change his habits – he fesses up to years of
“sex, drugs, and rock’n’roll” as well as poor nutrition – he would die within a year. He
obeyed and lost about a third of his body weight in four months. Though he is still
considerably overweight, his health has improved greatly.
Poor eating habits are another common indicator of the link between economics
and the lifestyle that many psychobillies lead and further underscores the ways in which
they do not fit supercultural ideals. Unhealthy fast food is still typically the cheapest
option for those low on funds. Combine this with the tendency to consume many more
calories through drinking beer, the cheapest alcoholic option. The result is that a large
percentage of the blue-collar psychobilly scene is overweight and do not reflect
supercultural standards of beauty. Psychobilly acts as an inclusive zone in which this
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body image is normal, reflecting the inter-connectivity of economics, lifestyle, and
subcultural identity.
Since I describe numerous other examples of “the scary present” in later chapters,
I conclude this section by citing some lyrics from The Creepshow’s song “Buried Alive”
(Run For Your Life, 2008). Like many other psychobilly songs, it evokes the current
armageddon, the one wrecking havoc on the lives and stability of working-class citizens,
and reveals the sense of powerlessness many psychobillies feel:
Now it feels like I’m six feet underground
The ceiling’s caving in
The walls are falling down all around me
I’m six feet under ground
So suffocated it feels like I’m buried alive
Just when you think you’ll be okay
That’s when you feel your body shake
All around you so cold
It’s drinking your soul
And so you break into a panic, no control.

Strategies for Coping:
Imagining and Experiencing a Better World
Woven throughout this dissertation are examples of the numerous ways that
participation in psychobilly helps people cope with their circumstances. Paul Willis’s
work addresses the importance of symbolic expressive practices in subcultures, as Berger
and Del Negro describe: “‘Symbolic work’ is important not only because it serves as a
vehicle through which individuals may reflect upon and critique the social order. In
Willis’s view, mastery of symbolic resources helps the individual gain a sense of control
and perspective about the social world” (Berger and Del Negro, 8). In African Stars, Veit
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Erlmann is concerned similarly “with the ways in which performance intertwines with the
strategies of musicians, dancers, music critics, music teachers, workers, and preachers in
a society whose workings they did not control” (Erlmann 1991, xvii). My work is also
focused on the ways psychobillies find strategies – imagined and realized – for
negotiating a world in which they feel powerless, dominated, and alienated.
Sometimes psychobillies’ fantasies shed light on their daily frustrations. For
instance, they draw on horror stories to imagine ways in which they could exercise some
control. They fantasize about being a murderer, or a zombie risen from the dead who
returns to eat the brains of those who spurned him or her in life, or a masochist who uses
women as sex slaves. Another common theme deals with running away from today’s
problems, especially through the fantasy of being a free-wheeling zombie without a care
in the world. Slavoj Žižek’s psychoanalytic theories suggest that fantasies do not fulfill
desire and do not need to be fulfilled. Rather, fantasy is the process through which people
create, reflect, and express desire:
What the fantasy stages is not a scene in which our desire is fulfilled, fully
satisfied, but on the contrary, a scene that realizes, stages, the desire as such. The
fundamental point of psychoanalysis is that desire is not something given in
advance, but something that has to be constructed – and it is precisely the role of
fantasy to give the coordinates of the subject’s desire, to specify its object, to
locate the position the subject assumes in it. It is only through fantasy that the
subject is constituted as desiring: through fantasy, we learn how to desire. (Žižek
1991, 6)
Psychobillies also use the subculture to fulfill certain needs in actuality,
experience pleasure, and tangibly realize a better world. They escape from their problems
and have fun by drinking the night away with friends, releasing tension in the dance pit,
absorbing themselves in the sounds and attitudes that please them aesthetically, and
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sharing good times with the people they love. Social networks provide security and
capital that help them get through hard times. Through their identification with Bettie
Page, women perform an empowered sexuality that provides them with feelings of
worthiness, pride, and control in a subculture which men dominate. These and other
strategies for coping are explored throughout the dissertation, framed in terms of how
psychobillies use their subcultural space as a sort of Bahktinian carnival to defy social
restrictions, break norms of discipline, and indulge in the excesses of the body.

Dealing with the “Scary Present”
Through Nostalgia
Another way in which psychobillies both imagine and realize a better world is
through their “specially constructed” 21 nostalgia for the past, particularly the 1950s era.
As Dos Passos mentioned (above), a connection to the past can alleviate pressure in the
present. Similarly, Eric Hobsbawm and Terrence Ranger describe recently developed
social practices that serve to establish continuity with the past, especially in times of
rapid social change, as “invented traditions” (1983). This recalls Eric Usner’s study of the
swing revival in which “neo-swing practitioners are able to find in their own
understanding of the lives of an earlier generation evidence what they feel is lacking in
the present” (Usner 2001, 92). Not only do revivalists offer a critique of the
contemporary world, they improve their own lives by acting out an alterative present.
21

I borrow this phrase from sociologist Fred Davis, who pointed out in Yearning for Yesterday
that “nostalgia uses the past – falsely, accurately, or, as I shall later maintain, in specially
reconstructed ways” (Davis 1979, 11, his emphasis). The function of nostalgia in people’s lives,
he argues, “has to do with the relatively sharp contrast that the experience casts on present
circumstances and conditions, which, compared to the past, are invariably felt to be, and often
reasoned to be as well, more bleak grim, wretched, ugly, deprivational, unfulfilling, frightening,
and so forth” (Ibid. 15, his emphasis).
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Revivals represent unique cases “in which a past is made present, when the social
etiquette, morality, and ideals of a past generation, as imagined and (re)constructed by a
present generation, are resurrected and rehearsed for use within daily life” (Ibid., 89).
The keywords here are “invented,” “imagined,” and “(re)constructed.” Since
psychobillies did not experience the 1950s themselves, much of their nostalgia for the era
depends on cobbling together the impressions they get from popular culture or from
talking to people who were alive then. In both cases, history can be manipulated, reinterpreted, and amended, and also imbued with new signifying meanings. Several
scholars (see Biskind 1983, Marcus 2004, Caputi 2005, and Reich 2008) have
commented on the re-construction of the 1950s narrative in popular culture, focusing on
the role of the Reagan administration in developing the myth of the ‘50s as a time of
economic stability, moral conservatism, safety and innocence, and a “simpler, happier
time when cars had fins, gas was almost free, women were home and men were on the
range” (Biskind 1983, 4). As historian Michael Wood puts it, “this was (and to some
extent still is) the official story of the fifties, the way they have been packaged for us” (in
Biskind, ix).
The word “nostalgia” itself is associated with the construction of an unreal
memory of the past. The roots of the word come from nóstos, meaning “returning home”
in Greek, and álgos, meaning “pain” or “ache.” Coined in 1688 by the physician
Johannes Hofer ([1688]1934), it was considered a medical condition, akin to
homesickness, and diagnosed in Swiss mercenaries who, stationed in the lowlands of
France and Italy, longed for their mountainous homeland. Svetlana Boym argues that
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through homesickness, the melancholy person transforms the homeland into something
better than it ever was: “nostalgia is a longing for a home that no longer exists or has
never existed … a romance with one’s fantasy” (Boym 2001, xiii). In other words,
personal memory and experience may be re-shaped and re-framed through sadness and
loss, resulting in an idealized picture of the past. 22
While the sources from which psychobillies derive their impression of the past are
already (re)constructed or (re)remembered, psychos adopt only those symbols and values
that most benefit them. This is an important point, for I am not particularly concerned
with whether or not their interpretation of the past is accurate; I am interested in why they
pick and choose specific symbols of the past with which to identify and imagine a
preferable world. As Hebdige describes, when Hall and other founding theorists asked
“What specifically does a subcultural style signify to the members of the subculture
themselves?” they found that “the appropriated objects reassembled in the distinctive
subcultural ensembles were ‘made to reflect, express and resonate … aspects of group
life… objects in which (the subcultural members) could see their central values held and
reflected’” (Hebdige 1979, 114). In making their own meanings, psychobillies experience
the “productive pleasures” that Fiske describes: “Pleasure results from this mix of
productivity, relevance, and functionality, which is to say that the meanings I make from
a text are pleasurable when I feel that they are my meanings and that they relate to my
everyday life in a practical, direct way” (1989b, 57).
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The faults of memory are also explored by Johannes Fabian in his collection of essays Memory
Against Culture (2007).
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I discuss psychobillies’s conscious bricolage in the next chapter, pointing to their
identification with the “working-class hero” and the “rebel” of the past, tropes that the
cultural narratives of both rockabilly and punk embrace. For instance, demonstrating
“what they feel is lacking in present” (Usner 2001, 92), psychos idealize the past as a
time when working-class men could support their families with a specific trade or skilled
job. This fantasy provides a pleasing alternative to today’s predominantly low-income,
service-oriented, overseas-outsourced economy, plagued by the highest unemployment
rates since the Great Depression. One of my associates suggested, “it used to be that you
could be dirt poor and accomplish great things if you worked hard enough. Now its
gotten alot [sic] more complicated” (pers. comm.). Psychobillies’ romanticization of the
working-class greaser at once reflects the value they place on blue-collar jobs, and
imagines a world in which doing such work is more economically profitable.
Exemplifying how he identifies with the grittier, dirtier, more rebellious side of
the 1950s story, Sinner, the lead singer of The Chop Tops, usually announces at some
point during every show: “Anyone who thinks the ‘50s were about poodle skirts, sock
hops, and soda fountains is delusional. It was about fuckin’, fightin’, and drinkin’.” In
fact, psychobilly emerged around the same time that the Happy Days television show
reconstructed the 1950s into a pleasant cliché of “poodle skirts, sock hops, and soda
fountains.” While Happy Days sapped the 1950s of its wildness – Fonzie was almost
laughably innocuous – psychobillies take the opposite approach, identifying with the
rock’n’roller who rebelliously listened to “race music,” with the greasers who modified
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their cars and revved them to full potential in life-threatening drag races, with Bettie Page
who shocked the nation with her S&M fetish poses.
In other words, psychobillies construct their own narrative of the 1950s, at times
aligning with or deviating from the metanarrative that popular culture perpetuates. In
doing so, they identify with aspects of the past that help them imagine a world which
validates their working-class, rebellious subcultural status, values, and lifestyle. Daniel
Marcus points out: “Postmodern society has not done away with the desire for continuity,
for the ability of people to locate themselves in a narrative of the nation, for a sense that
such a narrative indeed exists. The fragmentation of the postmodern experience may
make such a desire even stronger” (Marcus 2004, 5).

Gaining Control of the Apocalypse:
Resurrection, Reanimation, Survival
An associate who identifies as Eddie Munster posted this update on his Facebook
profile last October around Halloween: “Just got finish workin on the kar (sic).
Frankenstein is alive again! Eddie 1, Nova 5” (Munster 2010, web). The inter-related
themes of resurrection, reanimation, and survival permeate psychobilly subculture. The
way in which they revive cultural forms of the past mirrors their obsession with
Frankenstein and zombies, both re-animated creatures. Psychobillies re-animate things all
the time – fashion styles, carcasses of once-great cars, musical styles once considered
dead, previously unreleased recordings from the 1950s, musicians who have come back
from obscurity to play once more in front of thousands of fans, vintage consumer goods,
Spanish-language rhythm’n’blues from the 1940s, civically-minded social interaction
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closely associated with a bygone era, and Bettie Page. Psychobillies’ obsession with
bringing aspects of the past back to life is part of a strategy for reversing the death, decay,
destruction, and disillusionment associated with the world today. If they cannot help
losing their jobs or their friends and family in today’s unstable political and economic
climate, at least they can prevent other things from disappearing, and even fantasize
about bringing the dead back to life as zombies.
By focusing on how and why psychos have re-situated, re-constructed, and reconfigured symbols and practices from the past we add to our understanding of
subcultural semiotics, as well as “performance practices [that] are socially and
historically located meaningful configurations of symbols and practices” (Erlmann 1996,
101). Psychos do not just happen to like this music and they were not thrust into this
society through some accident of socio-cultural circumstance. They actively construct,
interpret, and produce their own community, saturated with symbols that stem from their
interpretation of the 1950s, rockabilly, punk, and horror. Psychobilly’s particular
combination of elements is historically, socially, and economically grounded in the very
real needs and desires of a group of people who create an alternative space in which to
express a better past, present, and consequently, future, for themselves.

Currency and Existing Literature
Little has been written about psychobilly. Ted Polhemus published a nonacademic book called Streetstyle: From Sidewalk to Catwalk (1994) that traces fashion
styles from the 1940s to the 1990s, including a few pages on rockabillies, greasers, and
psychobillies. Craig Brackenridge, an English psychobilly, has published two books that
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provide an insider’s perspective, tracing the history of the movement. The first is his
personal memoir, Let’s Wreck: Psychobilly Flashbacks from the Eighties and Beyond
(2005), and the second his meticulously detailed Hells Bent on Rockin’: A History of
Psychobilly (2007). Both books are well-known within the scene, but they merely offer
personal reflections and a historical documentation of the UK scene. There is no attempt
to gain a deeper understanding of how this scene intersects with the larger cultural
sphere, or what exactly psychobilly fulfills for its members. Completing the list of
published sources, Annelise Sklar’s article on zombies in psychobilly appears in the
anthology Zombie Culture: Autopsies of the Living Dead (2008). Sklar offers a
theoretical reading of psychobilly’s alternate construction of zombies, but includes no
personal testimony from consultants. My work seeks to rectify the lacunae within these
three sources by offering ethnographic documentation of the ways psychobilly has
meaning in people’s ordinary lives.
Somewhat more information is available on rockabilly and the rockabilly revival,
a related trend. To date, Craig Morrison’s 1996 book Go Cat Go: Rockabilly Music and
Its Makers remains the only academic attempt to define the rockabilly sound and analyze
the scene. Most rockabilly studies are descriptively historical in nature, tracing the most
important artists and their styles. While these texts were useful for my introductory
research, I became frustrated by the lack of socially-grounded ethnography. I wanted to
know what participation in rockabilly meant for people throughout the decades. A few
authors attempted to better understand rockabilly’s appeal through a cultural studies
perspective. Most obvious in this realm are Greil Marcus’ books on Elvis. Mystery Train
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(1976) relates rock’n’roll to characteristically American cultural tropes, and Dead Elvis
(1991) presents a collection of vignettes about Elvis and his impact on American culture.
Other authors have likewise chosen to focus on deconstructing the Elvis myth: In Search
of Elvis: Music, Race, Art, and Religion (ed. by Chadwick 1997), and Elvis Culture:
Fans, Faith, Image (Doss 1999). These treatises trace the ways his legacy continues to
resonate amongst people today, but they tend to do so either by focusing on individual
fans or popular culture at large. I am interested in how rockabilly legends function as
heroes to disadvantaged, subcultural groups.
Only now has a wave of journalism begun to investigate the relevance of
rockabilly for contemporary subcultures. In 2010, Jennifer Greenburg published a book
of photography entitled The Rockabillies. Her photos illustrate rockabilly revivalists’ reinterpretations of 1950s culture and capture the ways they have fully embraced the
aesthetic values of the past. Photographer Andrew Shaylor is poised to publish a similar
photographic record of the scene, Rockin’: The Rockabilly Scene (to be released in April
2011), illustrating “the people, the clothes, the cars, the dancing and the passion that is
the Rockabilly scene in the UK and the USA” (Shaylor 2011, web). However, these new
works only provide a visual glance of rockabilly revival participants; I wanted to know
their personal stories, what drew them to the culture, why they identify with it.
Accordingly, I am grateful for Betty Blozan’s journalistic documentary Rebel Beat: The
Story of L.A. Rockabilly (2007, DVD), one of the only attempts to document peoples’
personal experiences and reflections.
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Clearly there is a lack of ethnographic research and academic writing on
rockabilly and rockabilly revival culture, but interest does seem to be growing. At the
same time, psychobilly continues to languish in obscurity. When I tell my associates
about my work, they are ecstatic that someone has taken an interest in their lifestyle; they
are eager to read the finished product. Building on the newfound appreciation for the
rockabilly revival subculture, I hope to expose readers to the salient, complex, and
fascinating world that is psychobilly.

Organization of Chapters
Chapter Two provides an introduction to the main stylistic features of psychobilly
through an examination of the ways early innovators drew on styles from the past. I
explore the commonalities between rockabilly and punk in order to explain why
psychobillies most identify with these root genres. Following subcultural theory (Willis,
Hall, Hebdige), the chapter focuses on processes of bricolage and addresses the meanings
these styles have for psychobillies. I also analyze key themes in lyrics and performances.
Charles Hamm once noted that early popular music studies literature “reminds one of the
fable of the ‘blind’ men and the elephant – each offering a quite different view of the
beast, depending on what part of the anatomy was examined” (Hamm 1983, 302). He
suggests the discipline was characterized by multiple perspectives that did not overlap;
studies either ignored the musical sounds or the socio-cultural uses and effects of music. I
unite these methodologies in understanding how sounds and lived practices are interrelated.
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Chapter Three explores representations of zombies in psychobilly lyrics and art,
and the performance of “zombie minstrelsy” at shows where fans and musicians dress up
like the undead and stumble around to their favorite live and recorded music. I
demonstrate how the representation of zombies within psychobilly differs from that of
supercultural narratives. It becomes clear that psychobillies have constructed their own
“survival narrative,” one in which they fantasize about being zombies, rather than killing
them.
Chapter Four focuses on the creation of a tight-knit psychobilly community as a
reaction to the increasing individualization of postmodern life. Exploring how groups and
events foster a sense of communitas in liminality (drawing from Victor Turner), I analyze
the creation, distribution, and function of different types of capital within these spaces.
Psychobilly acts as a safe haven, a familial community to which to belong in the face of
alienation from mainstream society, that provides members with strategies for negotiating
and managing hardships.
Chapter Five touches on possible explanations for the Latino presence within the
psychobilly community, particularly in Los Angeles. I touch on the performance of
“cumbia-billy,” the invocation of pachuco culture, the history of cruising and car culture,
and personal testimonies about growing up around Spanish-language rock’n’roll. This
documents how Latino participation in psychobilly reflects a legacy of MexicanAmerican involvement in popular music in the United States which has been suppressed
and silenced. I also draw on George Lipsitz’s idea of “families of resemblance” to
suggest other reasons for Latino participation in the subculture.
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In Chapter Six, I present a variety of performances of gender and sexuality that
suit different individual needs. I describe the ways in which domestic roles from the past
are both revived and abandoned. I evaluate the male-driven production of psychobilly
and reflect on the ways women reclaim some control over their own representations
through the evocation of pin-up girl sexuality. Finally, I draw on a broad understanding
of “queer” to investigate how the expression of multiple sexualities in psychobilly relates
to the ways in which this subculture proudly adopts non-mainstream norms.
Finally, the conclusion engages once again with the ways that psychobilly both
reflects a subcultural identity and constitutes a set of lived practices, values, and
activities. I add examples of psychobilly in wartime to illustrate further how the culture
literally helps people survive.

Methodology and Research Experience
I spent more than three years getting to know psychobillies and their culture. My
research began in Austin, San Antonio, and Houston, since many of the same musicians
and fans perform at or attend shows in all three cities. Thanks to the Livingston
Fellowship from the Office of Graduate Studies at the University of Texas, Austin, I was
able to spend my last year in California, attending shows up and down the coast and
meeting musicians and fans from the mecca of American psychobilly today. This gave
me the opportunity to compare and contrast the two largest psychobilly communities –
Texas and California – and tease apart general characteristics from those that are
specifically local or regional.
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In California, I began writing as a journalist for Examiner.com, covering the local
psychobilly scene and reporting on events across the state. I constantly recalled Dick
Hebdige’s words of wisdom to me: “When you’re dealing with subcultures, always
foreground the things you can contribute to them, what you can produce for them.” I was
glad to be of service to the community, reviewing performances and recordings, sharing
my photographic and video documentation, and advertising events each weekend, while
writing from both a journalistic and academic lens that psychobillies appreciated. I was
thankful for having the entrée that a press pass afforded me, granting me access to
reserved spaces and securing interviews with those artists who were more likely to make
time for a reporter than a graduate student. This was driven home when Patricia Day’s
lawyers contacted me after I posted an article announcing her lawsuit against Mattel, Inc.
for making a psychobilly Barbie doll in her likeness without her permission. They
allowed me to be the only journalist with the “scoop,” and let me send Patricia Day
questions of my own. I doubt I would have been given such access without being a
journalist with an academic perspective. I include excerpts from some of my Examiner
articles in the dissertation to provide ethnographic proximity; they represent my
observations and identity while I was in the midst of research.
In the following pages, I draw mostly on my ethnographic encounters and
personal analyses of the music and the culture, but I also include and interpret lyrics from
psychobilly songs. Ethnographers invested in socio-cultural exploration have criticized
the use of lyrics, often relied upon by scholars in English or Communications
departments who are not trained in musical analysis, as a means of understanding
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subcultural experience. I understand that “the meaning of songs does not solely reside in
their lyrical content. The significance of many forms of popular culture (and what they
represent beyond what they may ‘say’) resides in the processes that precede and even
follow the specific product and its consumption” (Peterson 2003, 204). Still, a key
element to psychobilly is the audience’s reaction to, and identification with, the singer’s
expression of certain values, feelings, and experiences. Thus, while realizing that lyrics
“articulate a feeling” (Frith 1981, 164-8) rather than “explain” it, I choose to employ the
use of song lyrics as representative of the performance and reception of certain beliefs
intrinsic to the community.
My research involved ethnographic documentation, supplemented with audiovisual recording and still photography. I frequented performances, festivals, bars, roller
derby matches, car shows, and tattoo parlors. At performances, I observed the vocal and
musical techniques employed, the spatial arrangement of the audience, demographic
information, gender and sexual dynamics, fashion, physical and audible reactions to the
music, and discourse about the show. But what mostly informs this dissertation are my
experiences of “deep hanging out,” a term coined by Clifford Geertz that describes an
intense form of participant interaction with a community, the “localized, long-term,
close-in, vernacular field research” (Geertz 1998, 69) applied by Peter Wogan (2004),
Aaron Fox (2004), and Katie Stewart (1996, 2007), among others. It refers to day-to-day
interactions, mundane observations, routine conversations, the little details of everyday
experience. I do my best to paint a picture of people’s “ordinary lives.” I consider this
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essential to understanding the complex ways members of this subculture derive meaning
from participation in the scene.
I also conducted many formal interviews in which associates discussed how the
subculture informs their lives. We deconstructed theories of nostalgia, the myth of the
“Golden Age,” definitions of rockabilly/punk/psychobilly, gender roles, race and
ethnicity, community values, and so on. We chatted about Foucault, Freud, Orwell, and
William S. Burroughs. I learned more than I ever imagined I could about cars, burlesque,
music history, instruments, and musical techniques. Many PBR’s (Pabst Blue Ribbon
beers) and Lone Stars were shared while psychos discussed their thoughts, told me their
life histories, and trusted me with their personal stories of love, loss, and triumph. I am
grateful to all those who have shared their feelings with me, danced with me, made me
laugh, and cry, and I hope that this dissertation does some justice in narrating their lives.
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CHAPTER TWO
PSYCHOBILLY BRICOLAGE:
REBELLION, ENTERTAINMENT, IDENTITY, PLEASURE

A school in the East Midlands, new term 1981-82. A new boy enters the class and
is introduced by the teacher. He has spiky hair and wears a T-shirt, Doc Martens23
and tight denims with tiny turn-ups. He is instructed to sit [in] the nearest empty
seat. The boy beside him has a flat-top and wears a tartan 24 shirt, crepe shoes 25
and loose denims with big turn-ups. As the latest addition to the class takes his
seat he mutters to his new neighbour “Rockabilly bastard!” “Fucking Punk”
replies his schoolmate, and they glare at each other menacingly. One year later
they are wrecking 26 wildly together at a Meteors gig – best of mates.
(Brackenridge 2007, 11)
The Meteors are the undisputed originators of the psychobilly genre and style that
brought together London’s rockabillies and punks during the early years of the 1980s.
This might at first seem like an odd combination. Because of the passing of time and the
way it has been charmingly depicted in popular culture, rockabilly has taken on a
nostalgic and quaint allure. On the other hand, even though punk, too, has been
manipulated over the years into a Hot Topic, 27 corporate, pop sell-out style of fashion
and music, most people have not forgotten the political, tough, shocking, anti-

23

A work boot that quickly gained popularity among working-class subcultures in the 1960s,
predominantly among skinheads and punks.
24
Plaid textile common in rockabilly fashion.
25
Platform shoes with a crinkled sole several inches high. WWII soldiers in North Africa favored
suede boots with thick crepe soles because of the extreme environmental conditions. When they
returned, they wore the same shoes to nightspots throughout London and the shoes took on the
“brothel creepers” nickname. The Teddy Boys adopted them in the 1950s, pairing them with
drainpipe trousers. Punks caught on to the trend when Malcolm McLaren started selling them in
his “Let It Rock” shop. They are still popular today within the rockabilly, punk, and psychobilly
subcultures.
26
A style of dancing associated with psychobilly created by The Meteors’ fans, explained later in
this chapter.
27
Hot Topic specializes in music and popular culture merchandise; it is known for selling
commoditized versions of once-rebellious punk fashion.
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establishment, attributes and performances of Sex Pistols, The Clash, and The Damned.
So psychobilly’s combination of “cleaned-up” rockabilly with grimy punk could at first
seem like a contradiction.
However, one needs only remember the reputation rockabilly once had: raw,
aggressive, sexual, scandalous, dangerous, and forbidden. It was famously so threatening
that The Ed Sullivan Show broadcast Elvis from the waist up so that viewers would not be
offended (or turned on) by his gyrating hips. Critics of rock’n’roll associated with it
juvenile delinquency, the decay of social norms, sexual deviancy, teenage rebellion, and
racial integration. So, in fact, rockabilly and punk share a sense of rebellion, energy, and
entertainment value:
To make the connection one must forget the soft drizzle of sentimentality which
in the end became all too typical of the Rockabillies (Elvis singing about Teddy
Bears in Vegas) and go back to the angry, licentious snarf of their early days.
From this perspective it is clear that the thumping beat, the in-your-face sexuality,
the deliberate shunning of prissy sophistication and the greasy quiffs of the early
Rockabillies were in tune with Punk’s gutsy spirit of raw rebellion. The Punks
simply added a stylistic extremism, an assumption of gender equality 28 and
fetishistic trashiness which could not conceivably have existed in Memphis in the
mid-fifties. The common denominator is rock ‘n’ roll energy in its purest form.
(Polhemus 1994, 102)
Craig Morrison concurs: “Rockabilly, the punk music of the 1950s, shared similarities
with the punk music that emerged in 1976: primal energy, rebellion, basic
instrumentation, and (often) basic musicianship.” (1996, 225).
The originators of psychobilly noticed the similarities. As Kim Nekroman
remembers, “My mom was into Johnny Burnette and Elvis, and in the mid-‘70s when

28

I consider the assumption that punk promoted gender equality in more detail later in this
chapter.
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punk came about, I automatically connected the two” (Downey 2004, 77). To this,
psychos added a macabre sensibility and an obsession with madness drawn from shock
rock 29 and horror movies. In “I’m a Hellcat” (Return of the Loving Dead, 2002),
Nekroman sings, “Psycho to the bone hey hey hey / I got punk rock blood running in my
veins / The rockabilly disease is eating up my brains!”
This chapter explores how the psychobilly subculture developed to express
difference from the superculture while imagining and realizing a world that helps its
members cope with the disadvantages they face. Part A of this chapter introduces the idea
of bricolage that defines psychobilly. Part B traces the major root genres that were
important to its creation in England during early 1980s. I detail the specific
characteristics of each genre that psychobillies adopt, since no one has yet attempted a
thorough analysis of the subculture’s key influences. Part C provides a brief history of the
three waves of psychobilly. As there is one in-depth history of the genre (insider Craig
Brackenridge’s 2007 Hell’s Bent on Rockin’: A History of Psychobilly 30 ), I avoid
minutiae about band histories and discographies, focusing instead on how and why the
subculture has grown generally. Part D describes psychobilly music, fashion,
performance style, and lyrics. Since psychobillies vaguely define the genre as “rockabilly
mixed with punk” or as “mutant rockabilly,” my goal is to tease apart the specific
29

Shock rock is an umbrella term for artists who use over-the-top theatrics to shock and/or
horrify the audience, including, but not limited to, props, stunts, pyrotechnics, outrageous makeup and costumes, the simulated or real performance of sex- or drug-related activities onstage, and
bodily injury.
30
Since fan and musician Craig Brackenridge identifies as a psychobilly, I quote heavily from his
published interpretations and observations in this chapter. My ethnographic familiarity with the
scene and the conversations I have had with psychobillies corroborate his account of the origins
of the genre.
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elements they use, how they use them, and what meanings they associate with them.
Hopefully the following account will honor the sea of musical elements and other
symbols that came together in the dirty streets of a recession-riddled London in the early
1980s to show how “musical meaning is not just a matter of sounds and words, but is also
determined by culture and context” (Frith 1981, 38).

Part A: Bricolage and “The Psychobilly Cadillac”
The way in which psychobilly innovators assembled a range of diverse elements
to express their interests and identity is characteristic of the act of bricolage, a term which
fell into academic use largely due to Claude Lévi-Strauss’s book The Savage Mind. In
this seminal work, he conceives of mythological thought as the intellectual equivalent of
the work of a “bricoleur” who assembles a project with whatever finite materials he has
on hand (Lévi-Strauss 1966, 17-18). Rites and myths, he argues, “take to pieces and
reconstruct sets of events (on a psychical, socio-historical or technical plane) and use
them as so many indestructible pieces for structural patterns in which they serve
alternatively as ends or means” (Ibid., 33). In his analysis of subcultures, Dick Hebdige
(1979) combines this idea of bricolage with the Kristevan notion of “signifying practice.”
Gilbert and Pearson explain: “In [Hebdige’s] perception of style as signifying practice, as
an active intervention on the part of subcultural subjects rather than as a passive selfinsertion into a fixed structure of meanings, he asserted the importance of subjective
agency in the study of youth cultural practice” (1999, 23). Drawing on this foundation
and evoking Fiske’s idea of “productive pleasure” (1989b), I explore psychobillies’
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active construction of a style that expresses their identity, cobbled together as it is from
the materials at hand which they interpret and signify in ways meaningful to them.
The word “psychobilly” itself references an act of creative bricolage. It appeared
in popular culture for the first time in the Johnny Cash hit, “One Piece at a Time” (selftitled single), penned by Wayne Kemp in 1976. The song tells the story of a Detroit
factory worker who steals Cadillac parts from his job one at a time, often hiding them in
his lunchbox. He slowly builds his dream machine from mismatched, old, and stolen
parts ranging from 1949 to 1973. At the end of the song, Johnny Cash describes his
mutant creation over CB radio as “the Psychobilly Cadillac” (at 3:23, Track 1 on the
CD). The promoters of the song enlisted an auto parts owner, Bruce Fitzpatrick, to create
such a car out of parts from all the Cadillac models listed in the song (Figure 1). “The
Psychobilly Cadillac” is an apt metaphor for the later genre, a mutant creation pieced
together from appropriated parts of past genres.

Figure 1: The Psychobilly Cadillac. Johnny Cash sits in the driver
seat; Bruce Fitzpatrick stands to the side.
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In addition to hybridity, “One Piece at a Time” (see Appendix A for the complete
lyrics) alludes to many different aspects of the psychobilly subculture that developed just
a few years later: the frustrations of working-class conditions (“Every day I’d watch them
beauties roll by [on the assembly line] / And sometimes I’d hang my head and cry /
‘Cause I always wanted me one”); enacted fantasy (he devises a plan to get what he
desires); rebellion against the establishment (“Now gettin’ caught meant gettin’ fired /
But I figured I’d have it all by the time I retired / I’d have me a car worth at least a
hundred grand” … “I’d get it one piece at a time / And it wouldn’t cost me a dime”);
assembly of disparate parts that do not quite fit together (“We tried to put it all together
one night / And that’s when we noticed that something was definitely wrong … So we
drilled it out so that it would fit / And with a little bit of help from an adaptor kit / We had
that engine runnin’ like a song”), uniqueness and abonormality (“You’ll know it’s me
when I come through your town … ’Cause I’ll have the only one there is around;” We
had two [headlights] on the left and one on the right … The back end looked kinda funny
too … and [then] we noticed that we only had one tail-fin”); ridicule (“[When] we drove
up town … I could hear everybody laughin’ for blocks around”); resurrection and
preservation (he brings a car back to life out of old parts); brotherhood (his friends help
him steal the parts and construct the car); and of course a love for cars, cruising, and
customizing (the protagonist is thrilled to “ride around in style” and take his wife “for a
spin”).
Although Kemp or Cash never explained the word’s origin, I suspect that the
“psycho” prefix denoted the chaotic, mismatched, odd character of the car, while “billy”
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alluded to a working-class, Southern heritage, as well as the “billiness” of stealing parts
for twenty years. The originators of psychobilly in the early 1980s, who were influenced
by Cash, may have identified with both the protagonist and the car, and borrowed the
term to describe their own stylistic bricolage. On the other hand, The Meteors appear to
have coined the term “psychobilly” independently of Cash, as Brackenridge notes:
The Man in Black’s lyric has little to do with a gang of “crazies” punching fuck
out of each other to the sound of Rockabilly from hell on a wet London night.
When P. Paul Fenech explained to a journalist early in their career that The
Meteors’ music was based around “werewolves, psycho-killers and Rockabilly”
it’s not hard to discover where the scene got its name” (2007, 18).
For psychobillies, the prefix signifies the “psychotic” nature of the subculture: the manic
aspects of performance; the crazy, mixed-up range of musical influences; the style of
dancing dubbed “going mental;” and references to madness, insanity, and deranged
violence. The suffix pays tribute to rockabilly while referencing working-class
sensibilities. Regardless of the etymological debate, the car and the music both clearly
reflect bricolage, a psychotic character, and a rockabilly/hillbilly aesthetic.

Part B: Leading up to Psychobilly –
Important Elements From Each of Its Root Genres
“Psychobilly itself is the bastard of all music genres, and a bastardisation of
many” (Brackenridge 2007, 11). Accordingly, the following description of psychobilly’s
amalgam of influences may appear confusing; it is indeed a messy history. Moreover,
each of psychobilly’s root genres is itself a bastard of many different elements, and
elements of rockabilly, punk, and horror had already intersected well before psychobilly
was “created” in 1980. What follows is not a complete stylistic exploration of each
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influential root genre; other histories, memoirs, and analyses of each supply much of that
detail (indicated as footnotes when appropriate). 31 Rather, my aim is to draw attention to
the musical aspects, ideologies, markers of identity, and other elements that psychobillies
borrowed and modified.

Rockabilly in the Mid-Late 1950s, United States 32
It is no surprise that psychobilly is most of all defined by its rockabilly element
because even its other inspirations – garage rock, The Cramps, punk, shock rock, and
neo-rockabilly – each trace their roots back to 1950s rock’n’roll. Brackenridge writes:
No matter how diverse the ingredients of Psychobilly seem to be they all
(eventually) reflect their true roots – Rockabilly.... Whenever bands and fans
discuss their influences the same names pop up again and again: Charlie Feathers,
Johnny Burnette, Roy Orbison and Sun Records’ ‘Million Dollar Quartet’ of
Johnny Cash, Carl Perkins, Jerry Lee Lewis and a certain Mr. E.A. Presley. (2007,
12)
Many psychos were exposed to rockabilly by their parents who still listened to the music
(recall Nekroman, above). As Nick 13 of psychobilly band Tiger Army says, it is
important to remember that “rock’n’roll had a different evolution in the U.K. than [here]
in the U.S. Over here, Eddie Cochran and Gene Vincent were one-hit wonders, but not
over there. Cochran even died on tour in the U.K. They were revered and never
31

It should be noted that there is a shortage of literature about rockabilly, Teddy Boys, and neorockabilly.
32
Sources that provide detailed accounts of rockabilly origins include It’s Rock’n’Roll: A Musical
History of the Fabulous Fifties (Gene Busnar, 1979), Good Rockin’ Tonight: Sun Records and the
Birth of Rock and Roll (Colin Escott and Martin Hawkins, 1992), Go Cat Go: Rockabilly Music
and its Makers (Craig Morrison, 1996), Rockabilly (Timothy Frew, 1996), RockABilly: A FortyYear Journey (Billy Poore, 1998), Catch That Rockabilly Fever: Personal Stories of Life on the
Road and in the Studio (Sheree Homer, 2010), and A Rocket in My Pocket: The Hipster’s Guide
to Rockabilly Music (Max Décharné, 2010).
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forgotten” (in Downey 2004, 77). Others found out about it through its neo-rockabilly
incarnation or by way of representations of the 1950s and 1960s in British popular culture
during the 1970s and 1980s:
Many of the first generation of Psychobillies were often ignorant about the history
of Rockabilly and gained their love of Rock’n’Roll not from lovingly collecting
twenty-five year old 45’s tracked down in dusty American record stores but by
watching ‘Grease’ and ‘Happy Days’ alongside seeing Matchbox and The Stray
Cats 33 on ‘Top Of The Pops’. This was a generation weaned on ‘The Wanderers’,
‘Lemon Popsicle’ 34 and stacks of low-rent TV advertised Rock’n’Roll albums….
They may not have known who [1950s rockabilly-country singer] Narvel Felts
and [1950s rockabilly artist] ‘Groovey’ Joe Poovey were but they sure as hell had
heard of Darts 35 and Showaddywaddy 36 and they undoubtedly knew “who put the
bomp in the bompshoobompshoobomp” never mind the fucking
ramalamadingdong. (Brackenridge 2007, 14)
However they came to it, psychobillies knew that rockabilly embodied a rebel
attitude and a working-class pride that was expressed in the word itself. “Rockabilly,” a
portmanteau of “rock’n’roll” (itself already a musical-cultural hybrid) and “hillbilly” at
first carried negative connotations, as Sun Records recording artist Barbara Pittman
remembers: “Rockabilly was actually an insult to the southern rockers at that time. Over
the years it has picked up a little dignity. It was their way of calling us hillbillies”
(Experience Music Project, museum video). Early psychobillies identified with the ways
in which hillbillies in the United States had been stereotyped as poor, backwards, and

33

Matchbox and The Stray Cats were popular neo-rockabilly bands in the 1970s and 1980s,
respectively.
34
The Wanderers (1979) is a movie about youth greaser gangs in early 1960s New York City.
Lemon Popsicle (1978) is a raunchy teenage sex comedy set in 1950s Israel. Both popular movies
featured soundtracks compiled from American 1950s rock’n’roll, R&B, and doo-wop hits.
35
A British doo-wop revival group that was popular in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
36
A 1970s pop group from Leicester, England that played revivals of hit songs from the 1950s.
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ignorant. Additionally, British popular culture romanticized the idea of the “hillbilly” and
associated it with an American mystique that drew many psychobillies to rockabilly. 37
Although “a precise, universal definition [of rockabilly] may be impossible and
even undesirable” (Morrison 1996, 11), in this section I describe the most salient
characteristics of the short-lived movement (approximately 1954-1958) that influenced
psychobillies. It should be noted that “rockabilly” was not a commonly used term in the
1950s to describe the burgeoning musical trend. The name was popularized more
retrospectively in the 1970s. 38
Instrumentation, vocals, and effects. An emphasis on acoustic stringed
instruments (from hillbilly) combined with a penchant for electric guitar solos (from
rhythm & blues) to form the typical rockabilly line-up. In its most common form, bands
consisted of one strummed rhythm guitar (usually acoustic), one lead guitar (usually
electric), an upright bass that played walking bass lines, and either understated drums or
no drums at all since the “slapback” of the bass strings against the fingerboard provided
the rhythmic feel. Sam Phillips then famously immersed the sound in the signature Sun
Studios echo. Jerry Naylor, vocalist for The Crickets after Buddy Holly’s untimely death,
37

Although Cry-Baby (1980) came out years after psychobilly developed, Roger Waters’
exaggeration of certain aspects of hillbilly and rock’n’roll exemplifies the romantic mystique that
permeates popular culture. In Cry-Baby, the drapes have their “Jukebox Jamboree” every
Saturday night. People dance sexually and sensually with wild abandon. Whites and blacks dance
and make-out. Johnny Depp plays an Elvis-inspired greaser with a coon tail on his guitar and an
electric chair tattooed on his chest (because his father was fried to death for being a serial killer).
When he invites Allison the square to come to the dance he asks her if she’s ever been to Turkey
Point before. She replies, “My grandmother wouldn’t let me. She calls it the Redneck Riviera.”
Cry-Baby proudly responds, “It’s where I live. Beautiful ain’t it?” Allison, with stars in her eyes,
is amazed: “It’s really wild.” Psychobillies are cult fans of this movie, and whole-heartedly
embrace this wild, rebellious, proud, lower-class portrayal of hillbilly culture.
38
See Morrison for more on the debate of the origins, use, and popularization of the term
“rockabilly.”
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describes rockabilly in the following way: “a ‘pushy,’ fat rhythm guitar; the electrifying
magnetism of a gutsy, rhythmic lead guitar; the blistering slap of an upright bass fiddle;
plus all of these elements swimming in a man-made lake of ‘tape-delay echo’” (Naylor
2007, 16). 39 The typically high-pitched vocal style was full of unbridled and emotional
hiccups, stutters, and swoops, from falsetto to low growls.
Upright bass. The slap bass technique is indispensable to the rockabilly, neorockabilly, and psychobilly sound, so it is worth going into a bit of detail about it. A
variety of sounds can be produced on the instrument using a combination of single,
double, triple, and quadruple slaps. 40 A clear bass line without any slapback is produced
by gently hitting the string against the fretboard or by pulling it to the side slightly and
letting go. For a single slap, the player forcefully plucks the string away from the
fretboard on the downbeat of every quarter note (“gah”). The loosened gut string 41
instantaneously slaps back to hit the fingerboard (“ga”) creating a slightly delayed
percussive effect, but not so delayed that it falls on the upbeat - in total, a quick “gah-ga,
gah-ga” trotting sound. For a double slap, the player plucks the string and then
immediately slaps it with his or her hand. The double slap thus produces a tone on the
downbeat (“gah”), a slightly delayed echo from the slapback of the string (“ga”), and
39

The tape-delay echo is discussed in more detail by Peter Doyle in Echo & Reverb: Fabricating
Space in Popular Music Recording, 1900-1960 (2005).
40
Much of the description of bass techniques is based on what I learned from Tony “T-Mac”
Macias, a psychobilly and rockabilly bassist in Los Angeles.
41
Many psychobilly and rockabilly players still prefer gut strings if they can afford them (a set
costs about $250-$300). “Innovation” and “Rotosound” nylon strings are a cheaper alternative
(about $100-$150 for a set) and “weedwhackers,” synthetic nylon strings with a Kevlar core, are
cheaper still (about $50 per set) but have a low tension not ideal for the aggressive psychobilly
slap style (musicians describes them as “floppy” and “dead”). Steel strings are very uncommon
because they will “tear up” the player’s hand and the tension is too tight for proper slapback
effects. The bass I learned on was equipped with real gut strings.
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another tone on the upbeat when the hand hits the fingerboard (“gunk”) - in total, a “gahga-gunk, gah-ga-gunk” galloping sound. With a triple slap, the bassist pulls the string out,
lets the string slap back against the fingerboard, and quickly slaps it two times, once
higher up along the fingerboard and once in the same place that the pulling takes place.
The result is a sort of rolling “gah-ga-gunk-gunk.” That is about as fast as it ever got in
rockabilly; psychobillies would add even more slaps.
Form and stop-time. Rockabilly songs were typically 12-bar blues with a bluesinflected electric guitar solo in the middle. Stop-time, when a vocalist sings out a phrase
without any instrumental accompaniment, was an important feature of song construction.
For instance, in “Blue Suede Shoes” (self-titled single, 1956), Perkins sings “It’s one for
the money” before the instruments play a few chords. They stop again to let him sing
“Two for the show” and again “Three to get ready” before they pick up and accompany
him with “go cat go.” This common feature builds up tension that is released when all the
instruments join back in and the song moves on with intensity and energy. In the
following example, the bold words identify beat 1 of each measure and the “ba-dum”s
represent the instrumental rhythm (beginning of Track 2 on the CD):

ba-dum-dum
It’s one for the money

ba-dum-dum
Two for the show

ba-dum-ba-dum-ba-dum…..
Three to get ready now go cat go

Rhythmic feel and tempo. Rockabilly was marked by a shuffling rhythm with a
strong backbeat. Compared to its blues and country forebearers, it was “nervously
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uptempo” (Guralnick 1992, 68). I calculated the beats per minute for fifteen popular
1950s rockabilly songs and found the typical range to be 160 to 180. Carl Perkins’ “Blue
Suede Shoes,” for example, is 176 bpm. Fred Maddox, bassist of Maddox Brothers and
Rose, describes how the faster tempo and strong backbeat was motivated by the upbeat
rhythm & blues influence and contributed to a more intense performance: “You’ve got to
have somethin’ they can tap their foot, or dance to, or to make ‘em feel it” (in Haslam
1999, 171). Carl Perkins backs this up: “Rockabilly is a country man’s song with a black
man’s rhythm ... I just speeded up (sic) some of the slow blues licks” (in Morrison 1996,
5). His fast style developed from the “honky tonk” he played with his brothers in The
Perkins Brothers Band; the audience mostly requested jived-up versions of Hank
Williams tunes (Naylor 2007, 121).
Energetic performance. Part of what attracted punks and psychobillies to
rockabilly was the unbridled energy of dynamic performances filled wild raw emotional
abandon. Janis Martin recalls how she was influenced by the energy of rhythm & blues:
Pretty soon I was doing Ruth Brown’s music on this all-country show [WRVA’s
Old Dominion Barn Dance]. At first, I think people looked at it like it was
strange, you know, this is an all-country show, but they loved it, they loved it.
They would tear the place down. We had two shows a night. I didn’t know what I
was doing. I didn’t have a name for it. It was uptempo, and it was lively, and it
was something happening, rather than just getting out there with a guitar, you
know, and getting behind the microphone and just standing. (In The Women of
Rockabilly 2004, DVD)
Everything about rockabilly kicked it up a notch – faster and louder than ever before:
“They played hillbilly music but it sounded real hot. They played real loud for that time,
too” (Haslam 1999, 170-171). The Maddox Brothers and Rose, epitomizing the earliest
rumblings of rockabilly, were known for their lively stage performances: “We always put
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on a show... I mean it just wasn’t us up there pickin’ and singing. There was something
going on all the time” (Ibid., 170). Chuck Berry’s famous “duck walk,” Elvis’s gyrating
hips, Little Richard’s outrageous performances, and Jerry Lee Lewis’s piano antics all
made a profound impact on later generations who would prioritize showmanship. I recall
several shows where psychobillies imitated Berry’s duck walk in particular. The general
emphasis placed on entertainment is described in detail in Part D of this chapter.
Lyrics and themes. Psychobillies are attracted to the strictly fun and now
nostalgia-laden rockabilly topics of cars, teenage rebellion, music, parties, and romantic
relationships. This will be discussed in more detail later in terms of how psychobillies
embrace light-hearted tropes and shun the politics of punk.
Class, race, and gender. For the most part, white, Southern men represented the
rockabilly scene, a characteristic with which working-class white men in London would
later identify. There were a few female performers, but they had a difficult time
straddling the line between the 1950s “girl next door” image and the wild rockabilly teen.
Janis Martin was picked out as the “Female Elvis” when she was only 15. She began
recording and touring for RCA and Billboard Magazine hailed her as the “Most
Promising Female Artist of 1956.” She refrained from telling the record company that she
was married: “Naturally I kept it a secret from the record company because you just
didn’t get married at fifteen. And they had all the teenage image going on me, the sweet
little innocent fresh-faced girl, which I was, really” (in The Women of Rockabilly 2004,
DVD). Her husband Tommy, a paratrooper stationed in Germany, was able to join Janis
for a month on her European USO tour. The manager was not thrilled, Janis remembers:
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“Oh god they were mad. Oh, they were upset” (Ibid.). After a successful tour, a pregnant
Janis returned to the US: “I came back with a little package. I was called in. And, uh, the
suggestion was made [pause] that maybe we could do something about this little problem
that I had. And, um, [pause] no way. I wouldn’t do it…. I knew the consequences”
(Ibid.). She still had to fulfill her recording contract, cutting her last song with RCA when
she was eight months pregnant: “Steve Sholes [her promoter] was standing in the control
room with my mother and tears were pouring down his cheeks because I had burst the
whole teenage image that they had created for me” (Ibid.). Janis’s personal story is an
emotional testament to the restrictions rockabilly women faced. Her experience also
demonstrates the “good girl” image that music industry executives created for women in
rockabilly, a scene that at the same time reveled in Elvis’s lurid sexuality. I point this out
because neo-rockabilly and psychobilly are also mostly dominated by men, as will be
discussed in more detail throughout this chapter and in Chapter Six.

Screamin’ Jay Hawkins
This R&B/R&R artist could be considered one of the first shock rockers. In 1956,
the same year of rockabilly’s parade of hits, Hawkins “screamed, grunted, and gurgled
his way through [a recording of “I Put a Spell on You”] with utter drunken abandon”
(Bogdanov et. al. 2003, 226). Apparently the entire band was intoxicated and Hawkins
himself later had to relearn the song by listening to the recording; he had no memory of
the session. “I Put a Spell on You” soon became synonymous with Halloween after Alan
Freed supposedly offered Hawkins $300 to emerge from a coffin onstage (Komara 2006,
415). Hawkins then created his own stage routine that included not only the coffin but
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“gold and leopard skin costumes and notable voodoo stage props, such as his smoking
skull on a stick – named Henry – and rubber snakes” (Ibid.). His drug and alcohol
excesses, over-the-top theatrics, and macabre stage effects would have a major impact on
punks and psychobillies who later discovered him and may have seen him tour
throughout England with the legendary punk band The Clash. Numerous contemporary
psycho singers have told me that they try to mimic his wild abandon and primal
screaming.
Teddy Boys, 1950s-1970s, United Kingdom 42
It is important to touch on England’s Teddy Boy movement in order to understand
the ways in which psychobillies would later appropriate some of its attributes but not
others. Prior to the birth of rockabilly, a British subculture of working-class Teddy Boys
attempted to cash in on the promise of a post-WWII “more egalitarian and less classridden society” (Polhemus 1994, 33). They were offended by the elitist attitude of
pretentious members of the upper-class, particularly the “Edwardians” who flaunted their
flamboyant line of menswear – characterized by long, fitted, single-breasted jackets with
fancy velvet trim. The Teddy Boys thought of the Edwardians as “upper-class ‘toffs’ …
[who] were emphasizing rather than eradicating the demarcation line between the
privileged and the ‘lower orders’” (Ibid., 33-34). The Teddy Boys rebelliously
appropriated the upper-class “Edwardian” look, adding eclectic North American features
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Sources that analyze the Teddy Boy scene include Dick Hebdige’s Subculture: The Meaning of
Style (1979), Ken Gelder and Sarah Thornton edited volume The Subcultures Reader (1997), Ted
Polhemus’ Street Style (1994), and Noel “Razor” Smith’s personal memoir, Warrior Kings: The
South London Gang Wars, 1976-1982 (2008).
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such as Zoot Suit accessories and the “slim jim” tie, and listened to jazz, skiffle, and big
band music. Their fancy style, dubbed “New Edwardian,” lent “an aura of dignity, grace
and elegance to young men whose fathers had gone through life flat cap in hand,
stylistically inhibited, knowing their place” (Ibid,. 34). Working-class Teddy Girls
likewise adopted the glamorous fashion style so that they could, for the first time in their
lives, turn heads and be taken seriously. It was the first teenage subculture that cared
what they looked like and wanted to dress for show and status, rather than functionality.
England was not ready for this class disruption (pun intended): “Even at the start of the
war it is hard to imagine anyone taking seriously the prospect of so many young people
refusing to defer to the wisdom of age, or of the ‘lower orders’ refusing to defer to their
‘betters’” (Ibid., 37). Early psychobillies would later adopt this same sense of workingclass pride but without the airs of Neo-Edwardian sophistication.
The Teddy Boys adopted North American rockabilly when it appeared in England
in 1956, identifying with the working-class, masculine, rebellious character of rock’n’roll
culture. 43 For decades they were known for the same hooligan attitude that had parents
frightened in the United States: “slashed cinema seats, flick knives in the back pocket
next to the obligatory greasy comb and alleged participation in Notting Hill race riots all
helped to make the term Teddy Boy synonymous with juvenile delinquent” (Ibid., 36-37).
Like rockabilly greasers in the U.S., they could be considered to be “proto-punks.” But
with the 1970s birth of more “dangerous” subcultures in the UK – drugged-out hippies,
aggressive skinheads, and anarchistic punks – the Teddy Boy public image began to
43

They also formed Teddy Boy bands, but I concentrate here on what psychobillies appropriated
- Teddy Boy fashion and attitude.
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change and they were suddenly seen as quaint, nostalgic good ol’ boys: “The prevalent
media view saw the Teds as comforting time-travellers (sic) from an altogether saner and
safer era” (Ibid., 37). Nevertheless, only their public image changed; they were still
rock’n’roll rebels with a tough street culture (Smith 2008). Many British psychobillies
remember growing up around Teddy Boy rockabilly gangs in their town. By this time, the
definitive “Teddy Boy” style was a mix of North American rockabilly and New
Edwardian, with velvet-trimmed drape jackets, rams-head belts, drainpipe jeans, and
brothel creepers. They usually greased up their hair into a poufy quiff 44 in the front and
combed the sides back into a “duck’s arse” in the rear. The Teddy Boy image would
significantly influence the neo-rockabilly look in the late 1970s and psychobilly fashion
in the early 1980s.

Punk in the Mid 1970s (United States)
and Late 1970s (United Kingdom) 45
Although psychobillies did not grow up during the original rockabilly movement
and instead found out about it from their parents or popular culture, they were surrounded
by disaffected, street-based punks who co-existed, although not peacefully, with the
44

The Teddy Boy “quiff” combines the 1950s pompadour hairstyle with the flattop. The
etymology of the word may derive from “coiffe,” the French word for “hairstyle.”
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Influential punk sources include Tricia Young’s Break All Rules! Punk Rock and the Making of
a Style (1989), Greil Marcus’s Lipstick Traces: A Secret History of the Twentieth Century (1989),
In the Fascist Bathroom: Punk in Pop Music, 1977-1992 (1999), and his article on punk in The
Rolling Stone Illustrated History of Rock & Roll (1992), Legs McNeil and Gillian McCain’s
edited volume Please Kill Me: The Uncensored Oral History of Punk (1996), Lauraine Leblanc’s
Pretty in Punk: Girls’ Gender Resistance in a Boys’ Subculture (1999), Roger Sabin’s edited
volume Punk Rock: So What?: The Cultural Legacy of Punk (1999), Jon Savage’s England’s
Dreaming: Anarchy, Sex Pistols, Punk Rock, and Beyond ([1993]2002), Marc Spitz and Brendon
Mullen’s We Got the Neutron Bomb: The Untold Story of L.A. Punk (2001), Clinton Heylin’s
Babylon Burning: From Punk to Grunge (2007), and Dave Thompson’s London’s Burning: True
Adventures on the Frontlines of Punk, 1976-1977 (2009).
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Teddy Boys. A short-lived movement like rockabilly, punk peaked between 1976 and
1979. Those three years had a major impact on psychobillies who observed the
similarities between rockabilly and punk. As noted earlier, both movements shocked and
threatened traditional values, and punks deliberately drew on rockabilly’s rebellious
attitude and energy. At the same time, punk was full of contradictions, embracing the past
whilst spitting in its face.
Loud, fast, distorted, DIY rock’n’roll. Punks played rockabilly at its dirtiest, most
basic level; they took the lowest common denominator of everything that rock’n’roll had
become, and made it even lower:
The Sex Pistols damned rock & roll as a rotting corpse – as a monster of moneyed
reaction, a sentimentalized corruption that no longer served as more than a
mechanism of glamorized oppression, self-exploitation and false consciousness –
and yet, because they had no other weapons and because they were fans in spite of
themselves, the Sex Pistols played rock & roll, stripping the music down to
essentials of speed, noise, fury, and manic glee (italics mine) no one had been
able to touch before. They used rock & roll as a weapon against itself. (Marcus
1992, 595).
At times, punk’s reliance on rockabilly was quite obvious. The Chiswick/Ace label
released records by punkers The Damned while also pressing re-issues of Dorsey
Burnette’s and Glen Glenn’s rockabilly hits from the 1950s. The Sex Pistols’
mockumentary film The Great Rock’n’Roll Swindle ([VHS 1980]DVD 2005) features
video footage of Sid Vicious, clad only in Doc Marten boots, a thong, and his signature
lock chain around his neck, singing Eddie Cochran’s rockabilly tune “Something Else”
into a beer bottle which he then breaks and uses to cut himself. In another scene, Sid
cruises around on a motorbike in his leather jacket while crudely butchering his way
through Cochran’s “C’mon Everybody.” On London Calling (1979), The Clash covered
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Vince Taylor’s “Brand New Cadillac” (a rockabilly 12-bar blues from 1959), which
many psychobillies would later cover having heard The Clash’s version before the
original (Brackenridge 2007, 14).
No one could ever mistake these songs as rockabilly, of course. Punks used a
raspy, unmelodic, and raw vocal style to grunt and growl their way through rockabilly
songs originally sung in higher registers. The musical proficiency of rockabilly
disappeared with punk; technical skill was seen as antithetical to the punk movement (a
reaction to the over-indulgence of art rock). Distortion covers up the fact that no one
could play an instrument well. Paul Cook remembers Johnny Rotten’s audition: “He
couldn’t sing. We wasn’t really interested in that ‘cos we were still learning to play at the
time” (Marcus 1992, 594). Sid Vicious was supposedly so bad that his band members
sometimes unplugged him from his amp, unbeknownst to him. Pointing to this amateur
DIY aesthetic, in 1976 English magazine Sideburns published the now-famous
illustration of three chords with the caption: “This is a chord, this is another, this is a
third. Now form a band.” Psychobillies would not completely embrace punk’s rejection
of technical skill, but they did profit from the three-chord approach and the DIY attitude,
never having taken professional lessons and instead learning on their own through hours
and hours of diligent practice.
The New York band The Stimulators’ album “Loud Fast Rules!” (1982) sums up
the musical aesthetic of punk. The fast, furious, manic, distorted noise of punk that
Marcus refers to above is its most obvious influence on psychobilly. Brackenridge
explains: “Quite clearly, if it had not been for Punk it is unlikely that Psychobilly would
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have ever drawn breath. Everything about Punk has in some way influenced the genre
from Punk’s energy and anger to its DIY recording ethic and the basic creed that anyone
can be in a band, promote gigs or start record labels regardless of their background”
(2007, 15).
Rebellion, “sex, drugs, and rock’n’roll,” and shocking performances. Punks
identified with early rock’n’rollers who had shocked mainstream audiences and indulged
in “deviant” activities. They may have been familiar with Gene Vincent’s wild ways after
he moved to England in 1959 “where he toured hard and drank even harder” (Frew 1996,
55). Foreshadowing Elvis Presley’s own demise, Vincent “fell into a lifestyle of
womanizing, pill-popping, and heavy drinking. He died in the United Kingdom in 1971
of alcohol-related problems, a bloated parody of his former self” (Ibid.). But punk took
rebellion and excess to a whole new level. Glen Matlock from Sex Pistols famously said
“fuck” on national television. Sid Vicious was charged with murder, released on bail, and
finally found dead of a heroin overdose at the age of 21, four months after his girlfriend,
Nancy Spungen, bled to death of a stab wound rumored to have been inflicted by a
drugged-out Vicious. As Greil Marcus writes, “insisting on the bizarre and trashing
standards of decency, punk shattered the mask of the dominant culture” (1992, 596).
Similarly, V. Vale (aka Vale Hamanaka), founder of San Francisco punk fanzine Search
and Destroy, writes: “Punk was a total cultural revolt. It was a hardcore confrontation
with the black side of history and culture, right-wing imagery, sexual taboos, a delving
into it that had never been done before by any generation in such a thorough way” (in
Savage 1993, 440). Punk’s “don’t-give-a-fuck” attitude, psychopathic behavior, and
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penchant for drugs and alcohol, blood and cutting onstage, sex in public, violence, and
insane pogo dancing strongly influenced the psychobilly aesthetic.
Fashion. UK rockabillies and Teddy Boys typically dressed “up” despite and
because of their lower-class backgrounds. Punk, on the other hand, took the ugliness of
working-class circumstances and embraced it to an extreme. It was as if they were saying
to the world: “You think I’m ugly? I’ll show you what’s ugly.” As Dick Hebdige has
noted (1979), punks appropriated whatever symbols they could find (the tools of the
bricoleur), imbuing them with new meanings. Accordingly, as psychobilly Deathrow Des
remembers:
The Punks often wore drapes, drainpipes and creepers and looked for all the world
to be scruffy imitations of the Teds. Obviously they were making a statement, but
[luckily for us] the result was that Ted-gear was now even more widely available
in the shops! Their plagiarism of the 50’s style enraged the Teds, who fought
running battles with the Punks in Kings Road, London. (Deathrow Des
[1998]2005, 281)
Psychobillies later appropriated willy-nilly the working-class and upwardly mobile
elements they liked from rockabilly, Ted, and punk fashion, but without the ironic
politics that punks associated with their subversive act of bricolage.
British punk’s political themes versus U.S. punk’s party lyrics. British punkers,
steeped in the economic recession that engulfed England in the late 1970s, wrote angry
songs about class politics, anarchy, and nihilism. Psychobilly, also a product of that
recession, did not engage with politics; its members just wanted to have fun (see Part D).
This likely explains why the punk band many psychobillies like most is not Sex Pistols,
nor even The Clash, but The Ramones. This band embraced a “don’t-care-what-youthink” punk attitude without the politics: “Four middle-class men from Queens who
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affected torn T-shirts and ratty leather jackets [a combination of punk and rock’n’roll
style], they epitomized the slob-punk aesthetic and cranked out a barrage of songlets with
subjects like sniffing glue and being a pinhead” (Rockwell 1992, 554). They gravitated
towards topically light songs about fun and romance, for instance, “Rock ‘n’ Roll High
School,” “I Wanna Be Your Boyfriend,” “Sheena is a Punk Rocker,” and “Rockaway
Beach.” Ramones songs were simple, loud, fast, do-it-yourself, stripped-down, threechord, two-minute versions of 1950s rock’n’roll.
Class, race, and gender. As noted earlier, Ted Polhemus suggests that punk
contributed “an assumption of gender equality” to white working-class music cultures.
While the rockabilly scene was not a model for gender equality, punk did not necessarily
provide more equality for women across the board. Lauraine Leblanc notes: “The punk
subculture highly valorizes the norms of adolescent masculinity, celebrating displays of
toughness, coolness, rebelliousness, and aggressiveness. Girls are present in the
subculture, but the masculinity of its norms problematizes their participation” (1999, 8).
Leblanc interviewed forty self-identified female punks about how they dealt with this
awkward positionality. Describing one of these women, Leblanc writes:
Like me, she felt troubled about the male-dominated gender dynamics in the punk
subculture, a subculture that portrays itself as being egalitarian, and even feminist,
but is actually far from being either. Yet, like me, she had found that this same
subculture gave her a place to be assertive and aggressive, to express herself in
less “feminine” ways than other girls. (Ibid., 6)
These dialectical frustrations led to the development of the 1990s Riot Grrrl movement
within punk that aimed “to carve out a space for young women where they’re free to
express themselves without being overshadowed or scrutinized by boys” (Reynolds and
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Press 1995, 324). It is important to note, then, that most female punks (at least until the
Riot Grrrl movement) adopted masculine signifiers. This is similar to the situation facing
early female psychobillies, who dressed no different from the men in order to fit in.
However, over the decades, some female psychos have revived a more rockabilly-esque
style of femininity as a form of empowerment (see Chapter Six).
The Cramps, Mid-Late 1970s through 2000s (United States) 46
Defying categorization, The Cramps influenced psychobilly with their unique
musical brand of punk, rockabilly, and garage trash, and their hillbilly, rebellious, horrortinged aesthetic. On their official website, they define themselves:
Dangerously bizarre but most of all cool, The Cramps represent everything that is
truly reprehensible about rock’n’roll. Founding members Lux Interior (the
psycho-sexual Elvis/Werewolf hybrid from hell) and guitar-slinging soul-mate
Poison Ivy (the ultimate bad girl vixen) are the architects of a wicked sound that
distills a cross of swamp water, moonshine and nitro down to a dangerous and
unstable musical substance.” (The Cramps, web)
Playing side-by-side with The Ramones at New York’s most famous punk club, CBGB’s,
The Cramps developed a “Rockabilly Voodoo” style, as Brackenridge explains:
What immediately marked this early line-up out from the legions of sweaty Punks
and angst-ridden New Wave bands was their unique sound. With no bass, two
guitars and the most basic of drum kits, The Cramps were pure stripped-to-thebone Rock’n’Roll. With Nick laying down a pounding – almost monotonous –
beat, Ivy twanging furiously, Gregory generating a wall of fuzz and Mr. Interior
screaming out a barrage of vocal dementia, the music itself was a brew of 1960s
Garage Punk, Surf and any other number of adrenaline driven vibes from the
1950s and beyond. But what always prevented this mass of influences descending
into cacophony was the band’s unique way of tying the whole thing to a stomping
Rockabilly beat. (2007, 16-17)
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For more, consult Ian Johnston’s Wild Wild Wild World of The Cramps (1992) or Dick Porter’s
The Cramps: A Short History of Rock’n’Roll Psychosis (2007).
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Influenced by Sun Records, they recorded their 1980 album Songs the Lord Taught Us at
the Sam Phillips studio. It included unique originals such as “I Was a Teenage
Werewolf” and “Zombie Dance,” as well as covers that reflected a horror interest
(“Strychnine” by garage rock band The Sonics, 1965) and a rockabilly one (“Tear It Up”
by the Johnny Burnette Trio, 1956, and “Rock on the Moon” by Jimmy Stewart, 1959).
While it seems as if The Cramps’ combination of rockabilly, punk, and horror
represents the very definition of psychobilly itself, they claim that they were not trying to
label themselves as “psychobilly” per se. Guitarist Poison Ivy Rorschach remembers that
even though they used the term on flyers, “we weren’t even describing the music when
we [did that]; we were just using carny [carnival] terms to drum up business. It wasn’t
meant as a style of music” (in Downey 2004, 78). She further explains:
The Cramps weren’t thinking of this weird subgenre when we coined the term
“psychobilly” in 1976 to describe what we were doing. To us all the ‘50s
rockabillies were psycho to begin with; it just came with the turf as a given, like a
crazed, sped-up hillbilly boogie version of country. We also used the term
“rockabilly voodoo” on our early flyers. (in Spitz 2001, 34-35)
While most psychobillies are attracted to The Cramps, they do not consider the band to
be “psychobilly” because they did not use an upright bass, they had a trashier, garagerock sound, and they did not play as fast as psychobillies later did. Nevertheless, The
Cramps’ rockabilly themes, punk DIY approach, and interest in campy horror, B-movies,
drugs, sexual deviancy, and various other non-mainstream interests are all aspects that
psychobillies also cultivated. Most of all The Cramps epitomized the reckless abandon
and “devil-may-care” attitude so vital to psychobilly’s aesthetic. Tev Falco, who once
played with The Cramps, remembers how they brought their destructive form of
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rock’n’roll to Memphis: “The Cramps came to town to record, and they were a revelation
of how apocalyptic rock’n’roll can be… After a while one lost count of the chairs, standup ashtrays and metal coat racks that Lux twisted, tossed and smashed around the studio
in the process of recording a single track” (Décharné 2010, 289). This could just as likely
be a description of psychobilly band Pickled Punks today, a group that has been banned
from many clubs for the damage they cause to equipment and furniture across Austin.
Rockabilly Revival (“Trad” Rockabilly and Neo-Rockabilly),
Mid-Late 1970s and Early 1980s (United Kingdom) 47
Rockabilly withered away by the end of the 1950s in the United States. With
Elvis drafted in 1958, Jerry Lee Lewis’s indiscretions (marrying a third wife, his 13-yearold cousin), Chuck Berry’s imprisonment under the Mann Act for allegedly transporting
a minor across state lines and having sexual relations with her, Little Richard’s
conversion to born-again Christianity, the car accidents that stalled the careers of Carl
Perkins, Johnny Horton, and Gene Vincent, the latter in the same accident that killed
Eddie Cochran in 1960, and Ritchie Valens’ and Buddy Holly’s deaths in the 1959 plane
crash, rockabilly died out. But in the late 1970s, on the same streets where the effeminate,
glamorous Teddy Boys brawled with the consciously dirty, disheveled punks, a
rockabilly revival movement began to grow: “The US had given the world rockabilly, but
Europe – in particular Britain, Germany, France and Holland – got hold of the patient
when it had been left for dead and applied a serious jolt to its system, bringing it back
from the brink of oblivion” (Décharné 2010, 272).
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Most of the rockabilly sources footnoted above also discuss the rockabilly revival briefly. But
as noted in Chapter One, due to renewed interest in the movement, several publications will be
released in 2011 that will treat the topic.
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I believe several factors contributed to the revival: a wave of resurrected interest
in Elvis after his death in 1977; an overall dissatisfaction with corporate rock and selfindulgent art rock of the 1970s (which had also prompted punk); a fear of new
subcultures – punk, skinheads, and hippies - that threatened mainstream values and
consequently prompted a return to the “innocence” of rockabilly, at least to rockabilly’s
“reconstruction” in the public eye; and a desire to escape the problems of the day through
light-hearted entertainment. Max Décharné, himself a rockabilly revival musician and
journalist in the UK, remembers the context out of which the rockabilly revival
developed:
Although the 1980s in Britain were in some ways a miserable wasteland brought
low by mass unemployment, Margaret Thatcher and witless synth-pop horrors,
they also turned out to be the best era for seeing the original generation of
rockabilly artists performing live over here, while a new set of mostly homegrown young groups began playing the music, some of whom even made the
charts. (2010, 286)
A note must be made about the two different strains of the rockabilly revival –
traditional versus “neo” – a distinction still drawn by rockabillies and psychobillies
today. In the above quote, Décharné quickly mentions the two types of the traditional
(“trad”) rockabilly revivalists: 1) the original generation of rockabilly artists that
experienced a resurgence of their career and toured revival circuits; and 2) new bands that
closely imitated the style of original rockabilly from the 1950s. Contemporary “trad” acts
play both covers and original material, but either way attempt to remain faithful to the
techniques, sound, instrumentation, amplification equipment, recording technology, form,
fashion, and themes of 1950s rockabilly. These two forms of traditional music remain
integral to the rockabilly revival today, one in which many psychobillies participate. For
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example, the 2010 Viva Las Vegas rockabilly/psychobilly weekend festival featured
original acts such as Chuck Berry 48 and Wanda Jackson, alongside contemporary artists
Big Sandy & His Fly-rite Boys and Marti Brom.
“Neo,” on the other hand, developed into a different style of rockabilly altogether,
influenced by contemporary genres such as New Wave and punk. Boz Boorer from The
Polecats recalls his interest in combining traditional and contemporary musical styles
along with punk’s DIY attitude:
I sort of discovered Chuck Berry at an early age… I loved chart records and chart
music, but Chuck Berry had a number one with ‘Ding-a-Ling’, 49 you know, and
at the age of twelve I quite liked the underlying metaphors… So my mate up the
road bought a 20 Rock’n’Roll Party Greatest Hits of Chuck Berry, and we started
playing them – it was fantastic. So after that, when we hooked up with Tim’s
mate Chris, his two brothers were Teddy Boys, and they had the Crazy Cavan [a
neo-rockabilly band], they had ‘Bip Bop Boom’ [by Mickey Hawks & the Night
Raiders, 1958] on a 45, and we listened to ‘em…. We didn’t know what a slapbass was, and when we realized, we went and got one. And then we started
playing, and of course we played things like ‘Sunglasses After Dark’ [by Dwight
Pullen, 1958]. But we also played punk rock and we also went to punk rock gigs.
(in Décharné 2010, 284-5)
The influence of punk on the rockabilly revival created tension between the Teddy Boys
who were into “trad” music and the innovative neo-rockabillies, leading old-school Ted
rockers like Sunglasses Ron to denounce the new trend:
In this country it’s gone right down. Very few of the old clubs are left. What there
are, they’re getting over-run by these youngsters out there – punkabillies, or
whatever they are, you know. A lot of people like myself who are still about just
don’t bother any more, it’s just not worth the effort. You can go there and mix,
48

Although Chuck Berry is not typically considered a “rockabilly” artist, rockabilly revivals often
book any original 1950s doo-wop, rhythm & blues, or rock & roll artist that still performs.
49
“My Ding-a-Ling” was a 1972 novelty hit for Chuck Berry (self-titled single). In the song, he
receives two silver bells on string called a “ding-a-ling.” The double entendre is clear as he
describes playing with his ding-a-ling in different situations. At the end of the song, Berry
admonishes those “who will not sing” and suggests they “must be playing with [their] own dinga-ling.” Needless to say, teenagers like Boz Boorer thought it was pretty hilarious.
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but when you get up and you jive with your wife, and you get a dozen kids who
are pogo dancing around you, you think, what’s going on?, you know. Are we
listening to the same kind of music? … Let ‘em have their own do and let them
have their music there, but for Christ’s sake let us have our music, you know?
There’s not enough of our lads left…” (in Décharné 2010, 293)
“Neo” bands such as Stray Cats 50 and Polecats attracted a different audience, early
psychobillies amongst them, and experienced a brief period of popularity in the early
1980s, with several songs breaking the Top Ten on both UK and US charts. 51 In the
following musical analysis, I refer mainly to ways neo-rockabillies changed or preserved
the 1950s style in a way that attracted or influenced psychobillies.
Instrumentation, vocals, and effects. Neo-rockabilly bands abandoned the twoguitar format; they engineered a trio line-up that psychobilly would also use, typically
with a vocalist who doubled on electric guitar, an upright bassist, and a drummer. They
also popularized the use of vintage Gretsch guitars. 52 Neo-rockabillies favored the
Gretsch sound, as psychobillies would too; its piercing tone with a hint of echo soon
came to signify the “authentic” classic rockabilly sound. This is ironic, since, as “trad”
guitarist Big Sandy told me, Gretsch guitars were not actually all that common in 1950s
rockabilly and therefore are not typically played today in “trad” bands. Unlike punks,

50

Although originally based in Long Island, New York, Brian Setzer and the Stray Cats quickly
relocated to England where they achieved success and fame in the rockabilly revival craze.
51
While both types of traditional rockabilly (original artists and contemporary groups) still
comprise the rockabilly revival scene today, there are relatively few bands that are considered to
be “neo-rockabilly” today. The term implies the specific 1980s blend of new wave, pop, and
rockabilly epitomized by Stray Cats and Polecats. Today, bands that are doing what neorockabillies did in their time - fusing rockabilly with contemporary elements – are given a variety
of designations that describe their non-rockabilly influence, such as “gothabilly,” “trashabilly,”
“thrashabilly,” “punkabilly,” “surfabilly,” hillbilly,” and of course “psychobilly.”
52
Brian Setzer was so instrumental to the resurgence of interest in Gretsch guitars that, in 1990,
he became the first player since Chet Atkins to be honored with a signature model, the Brian
Setzer 6120, which is now just one in a series of Setzer models.
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neo-rockabillies emphasized mastery of one’s instrument. Given the instrumentation, this
makes sense: one would not buy an expensive Gretsch just to thrash it around and play
three distorted chords on it. Neo-rockabilly typically featured group harmonies and
backing vocals more than rockabilly did, and this would be a key influence on
psychobilly. One of the most obvious differences between psychobilly and neo-rockabilly
is the drumming style. “Neo” musicians adopted the sparsely-used percussive style of
original rockabilly. For instance, in Stray Cats’ “Rock This Town” (Stray Cats, 1981,
track 3 on the CD), stand-up drummer Slim Jim Phantom simply hits the snare on the
backbeat and the cymbal on every downbeat. Psychobillies would borrow more freely
from punk’s aggressive, loud, and fast rhythms.
Upright bass. Most “neo” songs used traditional rockabilly slapping styles (a
combination of the single, double, and triple slaps mentioned above) and walking bass
lines. However, they liberally loosened the strings, a major influence on psychobilly. For
instance, The Polecats’ bassist significantly detuned his strings in several songs, such as
in “Big Green Car” (Track 4 on the CD) and “Rockin’ Along” (The Best of Polecats,
2000), so that the pitches of the bass melody are not clear at all. Instead, the loose
vibrating of the string against the fingerboard after it is plucked produces a wobbly,
resonating, unmelodiously chunky “guk-ga-guk-ga-guk-ga” sound.
Form. Neo-rockabilly usually imitates rockabilly with 12-bar blues forms, the use
of stop-time, and a guitar solo in the middle. Compare the use of stop-time in Carl
Perkins’ “Blue Suede Shoes” with that in Stray Cats’ “Rock This Town.” Again, the bold
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words identify beat 1 of each measure and the “ba-dum”s represent the instrumental
rhythm:

“Blue Suede Shoes” (beginning of Track 2):
ba-dum-dum
It’s one for the money

ba-dum-dum
Two for the show

ba-dum-ba-dum-ba-dum…..
Three to get ready now go cat go

“Rock This Town” (1:53-1:59, Track 3):
bah- dum
ba-dum-bah-dum
ba-dumYou look at me once
You look at me twice
bah-dum
ba-dum-ba-dum-ba-dum…
You look at me again there’s gonna be a fight

Given the more accelerated tempo that neo-rockabilly absorbed from punk and pop, the
vocals and the instrumentation overlap more in “Rock This Town” than in Perkins’
sparser example.
Rhythmic feel and tempo. Neo-rockabillies generally sped rockabilly up to a bpm
of over 200. The fastest song on The Best of Polecats (2000) peaks at 288 bpm. The
backbeat is still strongly emphasized, and the subdivisions of the beat provided by the
upright bass propel the shuffling gait typical of 1950s rockabilly.
Fashion. Neo-rockabillies adopted an eclectic fashion style that drew equally
from the glamorous Teddy Boys and “the original Memphis rockers themselves”
(Décharné 2010, 291). They liked how the greaser image – denim work jacket, well-worn
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and frayed jeans, and boots – signified blue collar status, but they also donned the
immaculate suits and sharp slacks that rockabilly artists wore during their television
appearances in 1956. This had a significant effect on psychobillies, who mainly
cultivated the poor working-class denim look rather than the fancy suits of the early Teds.
Themes and lyrics. For the most part, neo-rockabillies revitalized the fun, nonpolitical themes of rockabilly – cars, girls, parties, dancing. Although not common to the
neo-rockabilly scene in general, bands popular among psychobillies began to add a touch
of the macabre. For instance, The Polecats toyed with horror themes in their cartoonish
demonic logo and in songs such as “Gravedigger Rock” (The Best of Polecats, 2000)
with its minor, eerie melody and lyrics (the protagonist scares ghosts in a graveyard). The
Sharks, one of the darkest “neo” acts involved in the budding psycho scene, featured
songs like “Recreational Killer,” “Death Row,” “Ghost Train,” and “Scratchin’ My Way
Out” (Very Best of The Sharks, 2004). This is a clear illustration of the dialectical giveand-take between neo-rockabilly and psychobilly bands who played at the same clubs
during the early 1980s.
Demographic profile. Neo-rockabilly from the 1980s was exclusively male. I
know of no 1980s neo-rockabilly band with a female performer. It is interesting to note,
however, that contemporary “trad” rockabilly features a significant amount of female
artists, including Karling, Josie Kreuzer, Kim Lenz, and Marti Brom. “Trad” fans
prioritize the re-discovering of original female artists; both Wanda Jackson and Janis
Martin performed at Viva Las Vegas.
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Part C: The Birth and Development
of Psychobilly in Three Waves
In his essay “Forms of Time and of the Chronotope in the Novel,” M.M. Bakhtin
uses the term “chronotope” to designate the spatio-temporal matrix which governs
narratives and linguistic acts. He defines the term as “points in the geography of a
community where time and space intersect and fuse” (1981, 84):
Time takes on flesh and becomes visible for human contemplation; likewise,
space becomes charged and responsive to the movements of time and history and
the enduring character of a people…. Chronotopes thus stand as monuments to
the community itself, as symbols of it, as forces operating to shape its members’
images of themselves. (Ibid.)
During a recent talk at the University of Texas at Austin, George Lipsitz invoked the term
to describe important moments in the development of musical, social, or political
movements. I draw on this understanding by underscoring the significance of key
moments in time and space that determined the development of psychobilly.

First Wave, Early-Mid 1980s (The Meteors and The Klub Foot, London)
As the opening vignette of this chapter demonstrated, during the early 1980s neorockabilly and punk fans met up in the grimy clubs of London and celebrated a new style
that combined the two genres. Dubbed “psychobilly,” the new subculture embraced
aspects of each: a working-class ethos, a rebel attitude, values or fashion that shocked the
establishment (and their parents), boundless energy, and an entertaining performance
style. On top of this, psychos added a taste for horror and fantastical violence, sped the
music up to an insane tempo, and pushed its shock value to new heights, influenced by
artists such as Screaming Jay Hawkins, The Cramps, and others.
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Psychobillies describe The Meteors as the founding fathers of the movement. In
1980, P. Paul Fenech (guitar and vocals), Nigel Lewis (upright bass), and Mark
Robertson (drums) formed a band influenced by “psycho killers, horror films, and
rockabilly” (The Psychobilly Sickness 2005, DVD). As The Meteors describe on their
website, “gone were the ‘bopping with my baby’, ‘Pink Cadillac’-style lyrics associated
with the authentic 50s style” because those rosy themes had nothing to do with their poor,
frustrated lives. Instead, songs reflected their “personal experiences and interests: horror,
perversion, and death in general.” They describe their hobbies as “motorbikes,
Rock’n’Roll, and burying the dead” (The Meteors, web). The band injected a dose of
madness into rockabilly, as “Rockabilly Psychosis,” a track off their 1981 debut album
(In Heaven), demonstrates:
Well then I went to see the doctor just to ask him what to do
He said there’s not a single thing that I can do for you
You got the rocka rocka rocka rockabilly psychosis
rocka rocka rocka rockabilly psychosis
Since I have it, baby, I think I’m going crazy, psychosis, psychosis
They unleashed their mutant creation at the “Sparrow Hawk Rockabilly Night” in North
London, where Fenech and Lewis had played before in their rockabilly outfit. The
performance shocked “trad” rockabilly revivalists and the club banned the group due to
the punk attitude, noise, and abrasive aesthetic that drummer Robertson contributed. As
Fenech tells it, one audience member shouted, “Your drummer can’t play. He’s got green
hair!” (The Meteors, web).
However, The Meteors found a new venue, The Klub Foot, and soon established a
devoted fan base of rejects and misfits that embraced their maniacal style. Fans dubbed
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themselves “crazies” for the way they danced at shows in a chaotic frenzy known as
“wrecking” or “going mental”: they jerkily stomped around in a counter-clockwise circle,
enthusiastically punching their fists in the air or lightly pushing fellow wreckers. As The
Meteors say, “it’s wild and sweaty, but no one gets seriously hurt!” (Ibid.). Fans today
continue to call themselves the “World Wide Wreckin’ Crew,” shout “OTMAPP!” – an
acronym for “Only the Meteors are Pure Psychobilly!” – and scrawl the slogan on their
jackets or tattoo it on their skin.
Despite their humble beginning, The Meteors became fairly well-known
throughout the UK. Nine of the twelve LP albums they released during the 1980s ranked
on the Top Ten of the UK Indie Chart. 53 Their cover of “Johnny Remember Me”
(Wreckin’ Crew, 1983) even made it to position #66 on the overall UK Singles Chart,
exposing general listeners to a psychobilly take on the admittedly already eerie and
bizarre “death ditty” of a man haunted by his dead lover (recorded originally by John
Leyton in 1961).
If The Meteors were the undisputed originators of psychobilly, The Klub Foot
was the venue where it all began. Many bands got their start playing either the tiny,
cramped room downstairs in the back of the Clarendon Hotel in London’s Hammersmith
Broadway or the creaky upstairs function room. As Johnny Bowler of Guana Batz relates:
“It was the focal point for the whole psychobilly scene. You’d get people from all over at
those gigs. It built the scene” (in Downey 2004, 77). Bands that dirtied the stage of The
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To be considered, a record had to be distributed independently of a corporate record company.
The chart was non-genre specific.
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Klub Foot during the 1980s comprised the first wave 54 of the subculture and included a
few neo-rockabilly bands energetic and raw enough to have crossover appeal for
psychobillies, as Brackenridge explains:
[Members of neo-rockabilly band] Restless were something of an enigma to the
world of Psychobilly. With their fresh-faced, almost pop idol looks and
flamboyant collection of Rockabilly clobber their image was immediately at odds
with the stripped-down style of much of their Psychobilly following. But Restless
could win over any audience, no matter what their preconceptions, with the sheer
power of their live performance. (2007, 42-43)
The subculture spread beyond London particularly due to the popular Stomping at the
Klub Foot albums, 55 compilations of live (well-recorded and occasionally overdubbed)
tracks from Klub Foot regulars.
Unfortunately, the club met an ironic fate. Having been the birthplace of
“wrecking,” a wrecking ball destroyed it in 1988, leveling it to make way for a post
office.
Before the demolition ball powered its way through the hotel’s faded façade,
wrecking of another kind took place on the ballroom floor as part of The Klub
Foot’s final run of gigs. During this time many Psychobillies, amongst others,
took the opportunity to release their impotent fury at the big business slaughter of
their favourite venue by kicking fuck out of the Clarendon’s fixtures and fittings.
(Brackenridge 2007, 48)
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First wave psychobilly bands who played at the Klub Foot include The Meteors (founded in
1980 - London), King Kurt (1981 - London), Guana Batz (1982 - Middlesex, West London), The
Krewmen (1982 - Surrey), Frenzy (1983 - Bristol), Batmobile (1983 - Rotterdam, Netherlands).
Important neo-rockabilly crossovers that were popular with psychobillies at The Klub Foot
include Restless (founded in 1980 - London), The Sharks (late 1970s - Bristol, later became
Frenzy), The Stingrays (1981 - Crouch End), The Caravans (1984 - London), and The Pharaohs
(early 1980s - London).
55
ABC Records released the first volume in 1984, the fifth and final volume in 1988.
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Hardened by years of tough living, psychobillies did not let the demolition ball stop their
wrecking. They proved resilient and innovative as the subculture continued to spread
throughout Europe during the second wave.

Second Wave, Mid-Late 1980s and Early 1990s (Europe)
An explosion of psychobilly throughout Europe generated a second wave 56 as
rockabilly and punk fans picked up on the concoction through personal networks. Koefte
de Ville of Berlin’s Mad Sin describes how rockabilly, Teddy Boy, punk, and The
Meteors all came together at a crucial moment:
We got kicked out of school. And we just started making some money in the
streets via the tourists. We played some rockabilly stuff, some country, you know,
with double bass, and all acoustic…. The rockabilly music, the rockabilly scene,
the Teddy Boy scene actually, was very big back then. It was like there was the
punk scene, the skinhead scene – it was very small back then, but then there was a
big huge rockabilly scene, kind of a ‘50s revival. Via this revival, some friends
became rockabillies, and I was like “hey, that’s cool,” you know. I liked the
music, the style, it was tough, but not totally anarchy like punk rock. And yeah,
from there on, I started chipping my long hairs off, shorter, I had a quiff, and all
this ‘50s kind of thing, and I was in a gang. We had a lot of Teddy Boy,
rockabilly gangs then. And from there, the Meteors came, which was the very first
psychobilly band. They took ‘50s rockabilly music and mixed it up with horror
rock kind of things, which The Cramps did. The American band The Cramps did
that in the 70s already, but they [The Meteors] did it, like, very fast, more punk
rock style, more British. So that really felt so good for me. That was in ‘81, the
first time I heard it, but in ‘83 I became total psychobilly… Psychobilly was not a
fashion thing back then. You had your look and all this, but we had a lot of fights
and shit like this, it was a street thing, it was a street thing like punk rock and
skinheads. (“Koefte de Ville Interview” 2010, YouTube video)
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Important second wave bands include Demented Are Go (1982 - Cardiff, Wales), Coffin Nails
(1985 - Reading/London), The Quakes (1986 - Buffalo, NY, but moved to London in 1987), Mad
Sin (1987 - Berlin), Frantic Flintstones (1987 - London), Klingonz (1988 - Ireland), Phantom
Rockers (1988 - UK, but with German, Dutch, and English guys who met on a British Air Force
base in Germany), and Nekromantix (1989 - Copenhagen).
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During the second wave, bands “brought an ‘anything goes’ attitude” (Downey 2004, 78)
exemplified by Demented Are Go’s over-the-top performances, replete with costumes,
makeup, alter egos, and more. Their band name supposedly derives from the phrase
“Demon Teds are go,” 57 an appropriate description of their outrageous take on rockabilly
and Teddy Boy culture. The music picked up even more speed and volume from punk.
The Quakes, one of the few early American psychobilly bands, remember this transition:
“The Quakes were playing neo rockabilly in the vein of The Stray Cats, Rockats and
Polecats. Out of frustration with a lack of response locally, The Quakes started to play a
lot faster and more aggressive adding punk elements to their music… From that point on,
the band would be known as a psychobilly band” (The Quakes, web). Due to the lack of a
psychobilly scene in America at the time, The Quakes quickly moved to England to
participate there.

Third Wave, 1990s-2000s (United States and World-Wide)
During the third wave, independent styles of psychobilly developed across
America and throughout the world. 58 Bands incorporated new influences from metal,
skate punk, hardcore punk, country, goth, ska, surf, and world music (especially Irish folk
music and Mexican folk and popular styles). But demonstrating psychobilly’s wariness of
57

An adaptation of the “Thunderbirds are go” motto from the Thunderbirds TV series.
Examples of the world-wide explosion include Reverend Horton Heat (formed 1985 - Dallas,
Texas), Banane Metalik (formed in 1989 - France), Flametrick Subs (1989 - Austin, Texas), The
Peacocks (1990 - Switzerland), Barnyard Ballers (1991 - San Diego, California), Godless Wicked
Creeps (1993 - Denmark), Battle of Ninjamanz (1994 - Japan), The Living End (1994 Melbourne, Australia), Tiger Army (1995 - Berkeley, California), The Matadors (1995 - Ontario,
Canada), Astro Zombies (1996 - France), HorrorPops (1996 - Copenhagen, moved to US around
2004), Os Catalepticos (1996 - Brazil), Evil Devil (2001 - Italy), Koffin Kats (2003 - Detroit,
Michigan), The Creepshow (2005 - Ontario, Canada), The Kraneos (2005 - Mexico), and Voodoo
Zombie (2006 - Chile).
58
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change, fans often designate hybrid bands with a different name, such as gothabilly,
metalbilly, cumbiabilly, or celtic folkabilly, recognizing them as derivative of
psychobilly but also on its margins.
Although psychobilly spread all over the world at this time, California became the
center of the subculture; even European bands (Nekromantix, HorrorPops, Guana Batz,
and Phantom Rockers) moved to the US. I offer two possible explanations why Los
Angeles remains the focal point of the scene today. First, Los Angeles has maintained
thriving rockabilly revival and punk subcultures over the last several decades. Many
musicians and fans are attracted to psychobilly through their involvement in either, or
both, of its source cultures. There is also a demographic explanation: there are just not
enough psychobillies in small towns in Ohio or Wisconsin, for instance, to sustain a live
scene. A densely populated city like Los Angeles simply includes more psychobillies and
can thus support local and out-of-town acts. As for why other urban cities, such as
Chicago and New York, do not have scenes as large as the one in Los Angeles, I believe
the answer has to do with the fact that inclement weather makes it difficult to attend
shows half the year in colder climates. This theory is supported by the fact that the
second largest scene in America is Texas, another warm region. Several associates of
mine offered the same explanation. They also pointed out that the psychobilly and neorockabilly subcultures center around cars – members belong to car clubs, cruise the
streets, work on vintage cars, and go to car shows. Car culture is better suited for warm
weather. No one wants to go cruising in a convertible from 1957 that has no heating
system if it is forty degrees outside. Dr. Pantoja told me that the warm weather is also
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better for maintaining cars. You can leave them outside and the weather is not going to
take as much of a toll as it would in a colder, icier, snowier, wetter climate.
One of the most notable characteristics of third-wave psychobilly is its largely
Latino fanbase, especially in Los Angeles and San Antonio. This raises a “chicken or the
egg” conundrum: do Latinos make up a significant portion of the subculture in those
cities simply because they constitute a large percentage of the population at large, or is
there something specifically about psychobilly that attracts a Latino audience, causing it
to develop most in cities where a large Latino demographic supports it? I suggest that the
answer is a little bit of both, as discussed in Chapter Five.
The Meteors’ disaster at the “Sparrow Hawk Rockabilly Night,” their success at
the Klub Foot, the subsequent destruction of the legendary psychobilly club, Koefte de
Ville’s description of the beginning of the Berlin scene, the move many European bands
made to the U.S.: I read all of these as chronotopes, important moments in which time,
space, and people came together in just the right way to create the narrative of
psychobilly.

Part D: Putting It All Together –
A Stylistic Analysis of Psychobilly
Music, Fashion, Performance, and Themes
The following section highlights the most important distinguishing features that
musicians and listeners find meaningful. Keep in mind that psychobilly, like any genre,
cannot be defined by one immutable definition. Participants have applied influences from
different styles to varying degrees, creating a range of what can be considered
“psychobilly.”
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The Music
Instrumentation and effects. Psychobilly usually retains the stripped-down neorockabilly lineup of vocals, one lead electric guitar (almost always a Gretsch hollowbody), upright bass, and drum kit. The guitarist plays both the chordal and melodic parts,
usually alternately during different parts of the song, but sometimes simultaneously (this
can be heard in the 0:10-0:20 passage of “Gargoyles over Copenhagen,” Track 7).
Another feature is the switch between the use of heavy distortion, typically during
chordal playing, and the rockabilly Gretsch sound with varying degrees of echo and
distortion during melodic passages. For instance, compare the relatively clean solo in
“Wreckin’ Crew” during 0:50-1:03 (Track 5) to the more distorted one on “Surf Ride to
Oblivion” during 0:43-0:57 (Track 6). Finally, double-stops are an important crowdpleasing element in guitar solos that derive from rockabilly (0:55-0:57 in “Wreckin’
Crew”).
Vocals. Deliberating moving away from the tendency in UK neo-rockabilly bands
to affect an “authentic” sound by faking a American Southern accent, P. Paul Fenech
makes no pretense about his working-class London upbringing and growling, cockney
accent. His aggressive vocal sneer derives from punk influence and remains a key
element in the psychobilly scene today. Many vocalists hybridize the punk vocal style
with imitations of Elvis’s hiccups, swoops, and sneers, as well as Screaming Jay
Hawkins’ outrageous techniques. Additionally, psychobilly songs often feature sections
in which all the members of the band shout or sing together, a technique not typically
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found in rockabilly. I believe this references the “oi” anthems of punk 59 (evident in “The
Final Day,” 0:42-1:04, Track 10, and “Gargoyles over Copenhagen,” 0:30-0:35, Track 7)
as well as harmonic influences from doo-wop and Motown oldies (evident in “The Final
Day,” 0:00-0:14, and “Buried Alive,” 0:53-1:03, Track 9).
Bass. A few bands in the early 1980s, such as The Meteors, used electric bass,
primarily for economic reasons. But today, upright basses define the genre. As the
website of a U.S. psychobilly label states, “the instrument is both the genre’s link to
rockabilly and the key to its development. In general, without the upright bass it ain’t
psycho!” (Psychobilly*US 2004, web). The upright bass is an obvious link to 1950s
music, but the manner in which it is played does not completely follow rockabilly
conventions. The strings are loosened to such a degree that what the listener hears more
than anything is the “click” of the strings against the fingerboard. The other instruments
drown out the melody of the bassline, but solos provide an opportunity for the listener to
hear the notes integrated with the clicks (listen to “Surf Ride to Oblivion,” Track 6, to
hear both the bassline and its clicks at the beginning of the song as well as to the loss of
the melody once the other instruments join in around 0:16). Psychos do utilize rockabilly
walking bass patterns, but the click is more important to the character of the music than
the pitches themselves.
Form, chord pattterns, and stop-time. Songs are usually based on one of two
structures. As in traditional rockabilly and neo-rockabilly, many songs follow the 12-bar
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“Oi” is a punk sub-genre characterized by a socialist, working-class populism. “Oi” choruses
are typically anthemic and easy to sing along to, as befits their populist ideology. The workingclass nature of the subculture is further evidenced by shouts of “oi,” a Cockney expression akin to
“hey.”
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blues form with at least one guitar solo. The Meteors’ “Wreckin’ Crew” uses this form.
On the other hand, many are chordally structured like punk songs but feature the
archetypal guitar solo, the Gretsch tone and echo, the slapping style, and a vestigial lopsided shuffle rhythm that add a rockabilly feel to what would otherwise be a punk song.
For instance, Demented Are Go’s “Surf Ride to Oblivion” uses a punk-derived structure
consisting of the repetition of a 4-bar chordal pattern without variation through the verse
(and in this particular case, throughout the entire song). Compare the repeating 12-bar
blues structure of “Wreckin’ Crew” with the repeating 4-bar punk format of “Surf Ride to
Oblivion.” Bolded words represent beat 1 of each measure, with the corresponding chord
written above. Underlined words indicate where stop-time is used.

The Meteors, “Wreckin’ Crew,” Track 5 (Wreckin’ Crew, 1983):
I
I
I
I
Well, it’s night-time in the city, we’re all going out to play.
IV
IV
I
I
Yeah there ain’t no one can catch us, you couldn’t stop us anyway.
V
IV
(I silenced)
(I silenced)
We’re gonna do just what we wanna do, Get outta the way, we’re the Wrecking Crew.
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Demented Are Go, “Surf Ride to Oblivion,” Track 6 (Kicked Out of Hell, 1988): 60
I
bIII
bVII
V
Surf ride to oblivion, my life has gotten away
I
bIII
bVII
V
Take a toll but it’s always more, blow out your own brain
I
bIII
Surf ride to oblivion

bVII

V

I
bIII
Surf ride to oblivion

bVII

V

“Gargoyles over Copenhagen” demonstrates a similar mix of punk chordal
structure with a rockabilly feel, but adopts a repeating 8-bar pattern. The guitar melody
establishes the pattern and repeats it a second time as the drums join in. The guitarist
switches to chords as the band joins in fully for a third and fourth repetition of the 8-bar
sequence. Listen particularly to how the guitarist plays a melody on top of resonating
chords in the second repetition of the pattern (0:10-0:20). Also note the shouts of “hey,”
imitating punk’s “oi” tradition, in the fourth repetition, along with ’50s-style “woohoo.”
Again, the underlined lyrics indicate stop-time.
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This represents my best attempt to transcribe these lyrics; Demented Are Go lyrics are
notoriously impossible to understand.
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Nekromantix, “Gargoyles over Copenhagen,” Track 7 (Return of the Loving Dead, 2002):
i
i
bVII
I’m a-leaving town, just a-wanna get away

bVII

bIII
bIII
bVI
IV
from politics and stupid rules and the eternal love war
i
i
bVII bVII
A life in boredom is too high a price to pay
bIII
bIII
bVI
IV
I’m a-headed in no direction, just away from before
i

i
bVII bVII
That’s when the sky turned jet black

bIII
bIII
(bVI)
(IV)
Eyes are watching from above and it ain't bad weather, it’s a gargoyle attack

Besides the format, the particular chords used in “Surf Ride to Oblivion” and
“Gargoyles over Copenhagen” also owe allegiance to punk. While songs based on a blues
pattern invariably feature I, IV, and V chords, punk-derived songs frequently add bIII,
bVII, and bVI chords for variety. Finally, many psychobilly songs start on a minor i
chord, evoking the sense of doom and horror felt in “Gargoyles over Copenhagen” that
matches the subject of the lyrics.
Stop-time is still a featured formal characteristic used to lend weight to
particularly important vocals. In “Wreckin’ Crew,” the words “you’ve killed our mothers
and our wives” and “get outta our way, we’re the Wrecking Crew” ring out
unaccompanied, contributing to the defiant nature of the lyrics and allowing fans to
participate by singing along. Similarly, note the use of stop-time in “Gargoyles over
Copenhagen” to emphasize “it ain’t bad weather, it’s a gargoyle attack.” The use of
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partial stop-time on the part of the guitarist, drummer, and vocalist also allows the bass to
be heard without the din of the other instruments (repeatedly throughout “Klub Sin,”
Track 8, first instance 0:13-0:15).
Rhythmic Feel and Tempo. Psychobilly drummers typically adopt a punk-derived
groove, utilizing more parts of the kit and playing louder, faster, straighter, and with more
fills than in rockabilly or neo-rockabilly. The most obvious characteristic of psychobilly
is its extremely fast tempo, with many songs clocking in at over 300 bpm. The
Mutilators’ parody of the prototypical psychobilly song, “I’m So Psychobilly” (She Put
the Baby in the Microwave, 2009) runs at a blistering 400 bpm. The rhythmic feel of the
drums is also “straighter,” clearly different from shuffling rockabilly and neo-rockabilly.
At the same time, the bass contributes to a residual shuffle through the galloping, tripletbased clicking of the upright strings.

Fashion
Their style has been termed “Mutant Rockabilly” and it is an apt description with cartoon quiffs sometimes dyed green or purple and always thrust out far
beyond the expectations of gravity, aggressive studded belts and Doc Martens,
shredded, bleached jeans and leather jackets painted with post-nuclear-holocaust
imagery. Here were creatures straight out of tacky comic books or ketchupsplattered horror movies brought to life and waiting patiently for the last bus to
Planet Zorch. 61 (Polhemus 1994, 102)
Like the music, psychobilly fashion represents a bricolage of elements from the past,
coalesced into a style that stands out from the mainstream. Some psychos imitate a 1950s
greaser look, combing their hair back with a raised pompadour in front, while others
adopt a punk aesthetic, dying their hair in bright colors and molding it into straight tall
61

Planet Zorch is an imaginary world invented by The Meteors.
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spikes. But the most typical psychobilly hairstyle is the wedge, a hybrid of the 1950s
flattop and the 1970s punk Mohawk. Like a Mohawk, the sides are shaved, and like a
flattop, most of the back of the head is shaved. But instead of shaping what is left into a
Mohawk that stands straight up, the hair is sprayed forward into a point several inches in
front of the forehead. The way the hair is cut makes the top of the wedge flat, like an
exaggerated ‘50s flattop (refer to figures 5, 7, 13, 15, 20, 46, and 48).
Psychobillies borrow freely from rockabilly, Teddy Boy, and punk fashion, and
add horror symbols: tartan shirts, torn t-shirts, white shirts with a cigarette pack rolled in
the sleeve, ripped jeans, nicely cuffed jeans, leather jackets, blue jean greaser vests, drape
suits, pachuco outfits with long chains, metal studs, piercings, tattoos, brothel creepers,
Doc Marten work boots, All-Star Converse, five inch heels, gingham, animal prints,
polka-dotted fabrics, hand-made dresses, tight capris, slinky Bettie Page skirts and
dresses, fishnets, Bettie Page bangs, neo-rockabilly symbols (such as nautical stars,
cherries, sparrows, and pin-up girls), horror and science fiction symbols (such as ghouls,
skeletons, zombies, “Frankenstein,” coffins, corpses, and aliens), and band patches or
hand-drawn logos that decorate each psychos’ favorite jacket with a customized, DIY
aesthetic. In short, psychobilly fashion is psychotic. Each person liberally chooses
whatever symbols he or she wants to appropriate from any of the scene’s varied
influences.

Performance Style and Key Themes
Psychobillies identify with the raw, wild, “blue-collar” energy of early
rock’n’roll, the “in-your-face” rebellion and fury of punk, and the over-the-top aesthetic
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of shock rock. Legendary shock rocker Alice Cooper remembers, “we took all the taboos
and just put them on the table” (“Alice Cooper’s Chicken Incident Interview” n.d.,
YouTube video). Similarly, psychobillies subvert accepted norms through sweaty, naked,
bloody, wildly transgressive performances, reckless behavior, sexual “deviancy,” a
fascination with horror, and an unconventional style that some find frightening,
threatening, or just plain weird.
This last section describes how the performance styles and themes of psychobilly
serve two purposes: 1) to express a rebellious attitude and identity, and 2) to alleviate and
transcend the frustrations of working-class experience. Participants “engage in pleasures
that allow them a temporary respite from the oppressive relations of daily life” (Frith
1996, 20). As Frith notes in Performing Rites, “the utopian impulse, the negation of
everyday life, the aesthetic impulse that Adorno recognized in high art, must be part of
low art too” (Ibid.). As discussed in the previous chapter, Adorno and Horkheimer
viewed the pleasures of low art as an escape from reality which pacified those who
should be resisting. In the Dialectic of Enlightenment, for instance, they wrote:
Pleasure means not having to think about anything, to forget suffering even when
it is shown. Basically it is helplessness. It is flight; not as it is asserted, flight from
a wretched reality, but from the last remaining thought of resistance. The
liberation of which amusement promises is freedom from thought and from
negation. (Horkheimer and Adorno [1947]2002, 144)
While Adorno and Horkheimer position pleasure as negative and limiting, psychobillies
sometimes need to “forget suffering even when it is shown.” After all, as Frith notes, “a
party matters most, of course, to those people who most need to party” (1981, 245).
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Below, I invoke Barthes’ description of jouissance 62 (translated variably as bliss, ecstasy,
orgasm, or transcendence, 1975), Bahktin’s sense of the carnivalesque (1968), and
Fiske’s notion of “productive” and “evasive” pleasures (1989b) to explore how the shared
enjoyment of music, spectacle, escapism, and fantasy allows psychobillies to cope with
harsh realities.
Blood, sweat, food fights, vomit, costumes, and instrumental antics: a Bakhtinian
carnival worth hard-earned money. When one describes The Meteors, it is hard not to
think of the infamous myth that Alice Cooper once bit the head off a chicken 63 or that
Ozzy Osbourne did the same to a bat. P. Paul Fenech is known for spitting chicken blood
at his audience, causing many clubs to refuse to book the band (Figure 2). Koffin Kats
have the same problem, as lead singer/bassist Vic Victor is famous for banging his head
against the fingerboard of his bass until his forehead bleeds (Figure 3). I asked him about
it: “I used to do it every show, but my head took such a beating. It’s real, and it does hurt
after awhile. I don’t do it for every show now, and there are some venues you play that
just won’t allow it. So now that we’ve been through the country a few times with that
little trick, some clubs are hip to it, and they’re like ‘no body fluids, no spitting.’” The
guitarist, Tommy Koffin, adds: “When we didn’t have our own mics, we’d get charged
for the mics, for bleeding out on them.” These performance techniques recall infamous
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Jacques Lacan theorized jouissance in Book VII: The Ethics of Psychoanalysis of The Seminar:
1959-1960 (1992), however I draw primarily from Barthes’ description in The Pleasure of the
Text ([1973]1975).
63
Apparently, a fan threw a chicken onstage and when Cooper tossed it back out, the audience
ripped it to pieces. But Cooper did not admit that it was not true until decades later, as the myth
further propelled his shock rock notoriety.
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punk performances, such as Sid Vicious cutting himself with broken beer bottles and
Iggy Pop rolling around on broken glass.
Body fluids soak the floor at Guana Batz shows due to the pure energy that the
band puts into their performance. Brackenridge remembers:
The flamboyant singer disrobed almost entirely throughout the band’s career
onstage. Rather than being a fashion statement, or a chance to display tattoos, near
nudity was often a necessity as Guana Batz performances were often so frantic
that sweat dripped out of every gig – from the band and from the punters [fans].
The Guana Batz put everything into their gigs and the fans could (literally) feel it.
(2007, 28)
In his late forties now, Pip Hancox of Guana Batz still strips down as he sweats profusely
on the stage and audience, although I have always seen him leave his shorts on (Figure
4). He does whatever it takes to give the fans a good show. Highlighting another example
of body fluids, Kim Nekroman often manically licks the microphone or his instrument,
reflecting his passionate connection to his music and evoking a sexually “dirty” attitude
that delights the audience (Figure 5, Figure 13).
Fans knew King Kurt, an early Klub Foot staple of the UK psychobilly scene, by
another name - Rocking Kurt and the Sour Krauts - because the band distributed packets
of sauerkraut to the audience during a show early in their career. A food fight erupted, to
the glee of the band and the fans, and became an essential element of their performances:
“King Kurt gigs resulted in widespread attacks of flour bombs, eggs, shaving foam, fire
extinguishers and anything else which came to hand – along with a few unmentionables”
(Brackenridge 2007, 24). This made the news: “The band’s outrageous live performances
rapidly gained them notoriety and some music press. Lurid headlines in daily newspapers
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Figure 2: P. Paul Fenech spits chicken
blood, photo from The Meteors’ official
website, “Kings of Psychobilly: Pics”

Figure 3: Vic Victor with blood dripping
down his forehead, photo courtesy of glk
photography

Figure 4: Pip Hancox of Guana Batz giving
it all and sweating profusely, photo by
Kim Kattari
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Figure 5: Kim Nekroman
licks the microphone, photo by Kim
Kattari

even warned of alcohol poisoning, dead animals launched into (and out of) the crowd and
a variety of sex acts performed in the audience” (Ibid.). Brackenridge further remembers:
Drinking games were also part of the gig experience including a live favourite
which would follow later in the band’s career, the infamous “Wheel of
Misfortune,” a huge wheel to which punters were strapped to and spun after being
fed a bucket of booze through a hose. This often resulted in the victim being left
in an unconscious stupor or forced them to let go a multi-coloured fountain of
puke. Snakebite [beer mixed with cider] was the supposed content of the bucket
but many would shudder to think what foul potions were also added to the
receptacle. (Ibid.)
Roy Maat, a German fan who manages the most respected psychobilly website,
WreckingPit.com, recalls: “Oh I can still hear the dulcet tones of Smeg shouting ‘Pipe in
the bucket, 5-4-3-2-1 SUCK!!!!’ Of course, those that failed got a bucket of the coloured
gunk chucked over their head. This, added to all the flour, eggs and baked beans that
were already being chucked around the venue, made for a very messy evening” (Maat
2003, web).
Many psychobilly bands adopt shock rock’s propensity for outrageous stage
outfits. King Kurt often played with camp, androgyny, and cross-dressing: “The band’s
stage outfits over the years included 50s ballgowns worn with Dr Marten boots, banana
print suits, convict outfits, heavy metal rockers compete with long hair, [and] vicars in
tights. Of course, they expected their fans to follow suit and at many of the early gigs,
admission for males was only if you had a dress on!” (Ibid.). Keeping this practice alive
today, The Mutilators dress up according to a theme for every show – nurses, doctors,
babies in diapers, cowboys, and drag queens. For many fans, the highlight of the show is
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when the group launches into “It’s Peanut Butter Jelly Time” 64 during which Danny runs
around in the audience wearing a banana costume. The band tells me they use it for
laughs: “It’s just for kicks, you know.” A Houston-based band, The Ghost Storys (sic),
routinely dress up as aliens in full body paint. It takes Zteban at least an hour to cover the
exposed parts of his body with the silver or blue shimmer. But he does not complain
about it; he told me he does it because of his commitment to putting on a good show. His
identification with aliens also suggests a displacement from, and discontent with, life as
he knows it on Earth. This is similar to zombie minstrelsy, discussed in Chapter Three.
Stage props and gimmicks aside, it is also important for psychobilly musicians to
demonstrate technical skill and dazzle the audience with an ability to play their
instruments in interesting ways. Many bands prove their musical mastery by playing
songs faster than their recorded versions. For instance, the recording of “Gargoyles Over
Copenhagen” clocks in at 200 bpm, but Nekromantix play it at least at 250 bpm during
live shows. Performers also prove their musical chops by using their instruments in
unconventional ways. Three Bad Jacks pour lighter fluid on their instruments and play
their solos while the flames lick at their hands (Figure 6). Kim Nekroman pours
Jägermeister all over the neck of his coffin-shaped bass and then licks at the fingerboard
hard enough to actually fret the notes with his tongue while playing at a breakneck speed
the whole time. He lays his bass on the floor and straddles it backwards, using the soles
of his shoes to fret the strings. Bassists subvert conventional standards of musicianship by
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“Peanut Butter Jelly Time” originated as a flash animation video that featured a banana dancing
while rapping: “Peanut Butter Jelly Time Peanut Butter Jelly Time, Peanut Butter Jelly with a
baseball bat.” It became a viral phenomenon and was later featured in a Family Guy skit.
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constantly switching their fretting hand from the right side to the left side of the
fingerboard, demonstrating that they can play just as well with their hand upside-down on
the “wrong” side of the instrument (Figure 7). I asked Psycho Eric, a bassist from Austin,
if there was a technical reason for this: “No, it’s just to show off that we can do it.” It is
common for them to jump up on the S-curve of their bass while continuing to play, a
move which requires a great deal of balance and practice (Figure 8), or for guitarists to
stand on the bass to play a solo (Figure 9). Many bassists tilt their instruments upsidedown behind their head and continue playing, never missing a beat (Figure 10).
Sometimes the drummer uses his sticks to hit the strings of the upright while the bassist
frets it (Figure 11), or the guitarist uses the neck of his guitar to fret the upright.
Guitarists use a variety of props to fret their own instruments, too, most commonly a beer
bottle slide (Figure 12) or their own tongue (Figure 13). These performances seem almost
unbelievable, magical feats of musical wizardry that leave the audience awe-struck.
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Figure 6: Brett from Three Bad Jacks
play a fiery bass, photo by Other Side
Images

Figure 7: Kim Nekroman demonstrates
a different hand position, photo by
Miami Herald

Figure 8: Brett balances on his upright,
photo by Dan Statter

Figure 9: The Creepshow guitarist stands
on the bass, preparing to take a solo
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Figure 10: Vic Victor shows off one of
his signature moves, photo by Kim
Kattari

Figure 11: The Quakes play the bass with
drum sticks, photo from “Wrecking Pit,
bands: The Quakes”

Figure 12: Xavier from Hotrod Hillbillies
uses a beer bottle as a slide while pretending to smoke a joint, photo by Kim Kattari

Figure 13: Kim Nekroman uses his
tongue to fret his guitar, photo by
Jazmin Million
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I believe the way in which musicians subvert traditional performance and
accepted ideas about how to “properly” treat such instruments reflects their rejection of
conventional norms. Like the tearing or bleaching of jeans that Fiske describes,
psychobillies “transform the cultural commodity into a cultural resource [of their own],
pluralize the meanings and pleasures it offers, evade or resist its disciplinary efforts,
fracture its homogeneity and coherence, raid or poach upon its terrain” (1989b, 28).
Through this process, they seek what Fiske calls “productive pleasure,” the pleasure of
“producing meanings which center around social identity and social relations, and work
socially through semiotic resistance to hegemonic force” (Ibid., 56).
Needless to say, shows are highly entertaining. Sometimes it is difficult to tear my
eyes away from the crazy intensity of what is going on onstage in order to make sure I am
not in danger of being swept into the wild sea of the wrecking pit. Roy Maat remembers
that King Kurt shows “were an experience and a half” (Maat 2003, web). Fan George
Koroneos described a Koffin Kats show: “For the Koffin Kats, the show is first and
foremost, the songs are just a natural extension of their insanity. From the first note to the
last, this band destroys the stage and own their audience” (Koroneos 2008, web). These
opinions indicate the musicians’ desire to provide something of value. This is particularly
important given the working-class nature of the scene. As Vic Victor from the Koffin
Kats told me, “You go to work all day and you make money, then you pay this band to go
watch them for your entertainment, but when you watch them just stand still, it’s like ‘Oh
man, I could have just gone to a bar.’” Guitarist Tommy Koffin agreed: “If we’re not into
it, they’re not going to get into it.” Countless performers told me the same thing, and
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bands almost always tell the crowd something to the effect of “I know you paid good
money to see us, 65 so we’re going to give you a show worth remembering!” Likewise, in
the introduction to his psychobilly history book, Brackenridge notes that he wants to give
readers something worth “coughing up your hard-earned cash” for (2007, 9).
All of these examples relate to the dual function of entertaining the audience
while expressing a non-normative, taboo-breaking identity that indulges in the grotesque,
the bizarre, the unconventional. Drawing on Barthes’ idea of jouissance (1975), Fiske
describes “evasive pleasure,” “the orgasmic pleasure of the body out of control – the loss
of self, … the pleasure of evasion, of escape from the self-control/social-control by
which, in Foucault’s telling phrase, ‘men govern themselves and others’” (1989b, 50-51).
These performances clearly defy bodily discipline. 66 Using Bahktin’s idea of the
carnivalesque (1968), I read psychobilly performances as a type of freedom; as a
collective, psychos revere the excessive, the offensive, the degrading, “the body’s
momentary release from its social definition and control” (Ibid., 83).
A politics-free zone. The emphasis on giving fans a good show includes a desire
to keep politics out of the mix. On the Wrecking Pit website, Maat comments on
psychobilly’s rejection of overtly political themes since its founding:
Are psychobillies political? No, not at all. Psychobilly started as a reaction [to]
the punk rock scene in the 80’s which was getting too political. Psychobilly is just
about good music and having a good time with friends. There aren’t many
psycho, rockabilly or rock’n’roll bands that have anything else to say than sing
about monsters, UFO’s, and teenagers’ problems… I remember a discussion on
the rockabilly mailing list back in 1995. People asked if there ever was a political
65

Shows typically cost $5-$10.
Although not discussed here, tattoos are another example of how psychobillies transgress
normally accepted ideas about the body.
66
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rockabilly song and all they could come up with was “Storm the Embassy” by
The Stray Cats. The one and only Meteors, by the way, had printed shirts saying:
“Yellow Zone Surf Club: Political Free Zone.” (Maat 2003, web)
Kim Nekroman mentions: “Psychobilly is all about having fun. Politics is not fun and
therefore has nothing to do with psychobilly!” (in Downey 2004, 78). He begins
“Gargoyles over Copenhagen” by singing “I’m leaving town, just wanna get away / From
politics and stupid rules and the eternal love war.” Similarly, Patricia Day of HorrorPops
states: “HorrorPops always refrain from speaking out about any[thing] political or
religious or anything like that because we feel that music is about entertainment, for us, at
least. I’m not saying anybody else is wrong, but for us we just want people to have a
good time” (“HorrorPops Patricia talks to Eric Blair” 2009, YouTube video). The Blue
Demons’ manifesto on MySpace explains: “It’s an ugly damn world, and all the
screamin’ hardcore bands in the world can’t make it any better.” So instead they sing
about “minesweepin’ pints of bitter, psychotic ex-girlfriends, Mexican wrestlin’ movies,
[and] cheap exploitation films” (Blue Demons 2009, web).
Like rockabillies, psychos embrace a working-class pride but do not seek to
change the system as punks did. The specific apoliticality of psychobilly strengthens the
potential of the music as “something special, as something that defies the mundane, takes
us ‘out of ourselves,’ puts us somewhere else,” as Frith argues in Performing Rites (1996,
275). “It is this sense of specialness (the way in which music seems to make possible a
new kind of self-recognition, to free us from everyday routines, from the social
expectations with which we are encumbered)” (Ibid.) that allows psychobillies to
transcend the conditions of everyday life.
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Lyrical tropes of escape. Many psychobilly songs touch on the circumstances that
psychobillies want to escape and describe fantasies that distance them from their
problems. In “Gargoyles over Copenhagen,” Kim Nekroman says he wants to get away
from “a life in boredom”: “[It’s] too high a price to pay / I’m headed in no direction, just
away from before.” He wants to find an adventure… and he does. The song entertains
listeners with an outrageous tale of hell-sent gargoyles taking over the world (Track 7).
Mad Dog Cole of the Krewmen describes his reality in “Bus Stop” (The Adventures of
the Krewmen, 1986): “Well, I’m standing at the bus stop all alone / Ain’t got no money to
use that telephone.” Likewise, in “Night Shift Blues” (Ibid.), he sings about class
inequality within the factory where he works:
We’re making lots of money now for the boss
So he can sit on his ass if we run at a loss
I see him drive to work in a big fat car
And if I work like him, I’m a gonna go far
Well that’s what he’s telling me all the time
Just feeding me shit to keep me in line.
Rather than launching into a punk-like diatribe about working-class politics, he runs free
during a labor strike. Every verse ends with a light-hearted “Let’s Go!” or “Let’s Rock!”
expressing his desire to take refuge in music rather than politics.
Whether heartbroken, frustrated, or disillusioned, the protagonists run away from
their blues. In The Meteors’ “Lonesome Train” (Undead Unfriendly and Unstoppable,
1989):
On a lonesome train, on a lonesome track
I’m going away, I ain’t ever coming back
I’m going somewhere far away from my baby
On a lonesome train, on a lonesome track
I got all my troubles in one big sack
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In “Black Black Night” (Hymns for the Hellbound, 2007), Fenech observes that “We live
for reasons most don’t understand / We’re on a dark road and it’s out of our hands.” So
he heads off with his crew:
On a moonlight night, I took a look at the road
Rolled the dice and said off we go
Grabbed my stuff and the rest of the crew
Where the fuck we’re going, well, none of us knew
It just looks right and we can’t fight it
We’ll be alright boys ‘cause it’s a black, black night
They do what they want and tear up the town, living it up to the extreme:
Hey fuck the world, boys, love or hate, at least they know our names
We’ll burn in hell, boys, ain’t that the point of the game?
Here we come, folks, hell on wheels
You better lock your doors when you hear the tires squeal
Mad Dog Cole describes a similar pleasure associated with abandoning responsibility. In
“Don’t Give a Toss” (Adventures of the Krewmen, 1986), he notes that it might seem like
he is lazy “because I won’t go out and get a decent job.” But he feels like he is living life
to the fullest:
Now let me tell you, honey, though you think I’m a loss
I’m happy what I’m doing, so I don’t give a toss
My clothes, they may be wild, but baby don’t be fooled
Don’t want to wait to get my kicks when I’m old and bored.
Scholars have noted the pleasurable effects of listening to the combination of
reality and fantasy expressed in blues lyrics. Charles Keil (1966) and Paul Oliver (1965)
interpret blues lyrics as the articulation of African-Americans’ adjustment to
impoverished social conditions, as “a genuine form of expression revealing America’s
gaunt structure without a decorative façade… as forthright and uncompromising” (Oliver
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1963, 133-4). But Paul Garon suggests that the power of blues comes from its
imaginative transformation, from the singer’s ability to use poetry “to eroticize everyday
life”: “through its use of images, convulsive images, images of the fantastic and the
marvelous, images of desire” (Garon 1978, 26, emphasis his) blues lyrics allow listeners
to “gain definite pleasure by identifying with the singers’ sadness” (Ibid., 21, emphasis
his) as well as his or her “refusal to accept the degradation of daily life” (Ibid., 76).
Similarly, psychobillies do identify with the singer’s expression of reality and derive a
sense of community from this shared experience, but the “power [of psychobilly also]
comes from its ‘fantastic’ not its ‘realistic’ elements” (Frith 1988, 115). Lyrics thus
provide evasive pleasure for listeners through “the imagination of alternatives” (Ibid.,
114-15).
“Sex, drugs (and alcohol), and rock’n’roll”: forgetting and feeling through
excess. Like punks and rockabillies, psychobillies indulge in excesses. Bodily pleasures
help a person lose him/herself in jouissance “as the terms we usually use to construct and
hold ourselves together seem to float free” (Frith 1981, 165). Frith analyzes disco as
pleasure: “Dancing has always been a physical pleasure sufficiently intense to block out,
for the moment, all other concerns, but disco pushed such enjoyment to new extremes:
the disco experience is an overwhelming experience of now-ness, an experience
intensified still further” by drugs and sex (1981, 246). Below, I provide some examples
of the “evasive pleasures” that allow for “carnivalesque release from the discipline of
labor” and social control (Fiske 1989b, 76).
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Demented Are Go boasts “a chequered history of revolving band members,
special guests, booze-soaked memories, hazy recollections of gigs, fights, nights in jail,
drugs, slugs, mugs, jugs and an infamous Osmonds song” (Brackenridge 2007, 39). Their
lead singer Sparky often takes things to extremes: “Stories of shit throwing, ass-pinching,
vacuum cleaner blow-jobs, bust-ups, bust-outs, fucking, fighting, fire-starting and puking
have all helped to create a legendary portrait of Demented Are Go’s frontman” (Ibid.,
41). Similarly, Koefte de Ville of Mad Sin recalls that he spent most of his money on
“fun, which includes very naughty chemicals and ‘natural stuff’ which you shouldn’t
take, which I did, a lot. A lot of parties. A lot of sex, drugs, and rock’n’roll, basically”
(“Koefte de Ville Interview” 2010, YouTube video). Brackenridge’s memoir has the
following disclaimer: “Another reason for some of the gaps and omissions [in this book]
has got to be my befuddled memory as I was almost consistently pissed [drunk] and/or
stoned through my Psychobilly days and far too fucked up most of the time to keep an
accurate record of events” (2005, 95).
Today, hard drugs are not usually a common part of the scene. As Revillie told
me, “psychobilly is where punks go when they grow up.” While involved in the punk
scene, Revillie engaged in drug use to numb the pain; her husband committed suicide in
2003 while fighting overseas in the Iraq War. Now, at the age of 28, she devotes her time
to raising her two children, lives with her mom, and just graduated from Austin
Community College with a nursing license. She told me she tries to behave herself,
within reason, and finds the psychobilly scene, with its preference for alcohol rather than
hard drugs, a better place for her.
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However, psychos treat alcohol with reckless abandon as they drink away their
sorrows or distract themselves from the boredom of unemployment. I had the following
conversation with Vic and Tommy from Koffin Kats:
Kim: Where does your inspiration for the lyrics come from?
Vic: Well, I don’t write happy songs. I like talking about more realistic things.
Generally things suck more than they’re actually ok. We sing a lot about drinking.
Kim: What else inspires your lyrics?
Vic: I can 100% say alcohol. The only time I really write is when I’m slightly
intoxicated. That’s been one of the biggest influences in this band.
Kim: For each of you, what’s your favorite song?
Tommy: I like “Drunk in the Daylight.”
Vic: “Drunk in the Daylight” was written when Tommy and I were both on
unemployment and we were just waiting to start the next tour [because we
couldn’t find jobs]. So we were hanging out at his house every day, watching
Mötley Crüe and Family Guy DVDS…
Tommy: Like at 2 in the afternoon…
Vic: We’d wait for our unemployment check to come in and then we’d go spend
it all on beer.
Tommy: There was a cool corner store that would kind of give us a loan when we
ran out of money. They’d hook us up because we were there like every single day.
The alcoholic tendencies Vic and Tommy describe are typical among musicians and fans
who come to shows and drink a few too many beers. I have been puked on, passed out
on, pushed over by drunk folks, slipped on beer, and kicked out of shows for associates’
drunken behavior. I finally gave up introducing myself to Kim Nekroman, for he always
gets so drunk onstage with shot after shot of Jägermeister that he never remembers me
from one show to the next.
Many psychos land themselves in jail or hospitals due to over-drinking. An
associate of mine, Joe, wrecked one of his favorite cars several years ago when he
drunkenly crashed into the median wall of the freeway. He could not salvage it because
he and his friend had to flee before the cops arrived and tested them for driving under the
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influence. They were lucky. Others pay a far worse price, as the Nekromantix song
“Struck By a Wreckin’ Ball” (Dead Girls Don’t Cry, 2004) relates:
Beer number 1, off to the show tonight
I’m hanging out with the zombie crew
Armed with cash and my fake I.D.
Standing in line buzzed by beer number 2
After beer number 3, all the girls look so hot
Try to make out with some chick in the parking lot
Beer number 4, 5, 6, and 7
Now I’m wasted, feels like I’ve gone to heaven
Wrecked out of hell
Me and the devil gives a fuck
Bloody knees and broken elbows
That’s when I know that I’m
Struck... by a wreckin’ ball
Beer number 8, my favorite band is on
I bought a t-shirt I want them to sign
Diving into the pit on the dance floor
While I’m finishing beer number 9
After beer number 10, now it’s time to go
My friend says “Don’t take the car,” I say “Whatever bro”
11 and 12, of course I can drive
Beer 13 was the last thing I did alive
Wrecked out of hell
Me and the devil gives a fuck
Bloody knees and broken neck
That’s when I know that I’m
Struck... by a wreckin’ ball
This song took on new meaning after Nekromantix’s drummer Andrew “DeMize”
Martinez died in a car accident on January 11, 2009, hit by a drunk driver. Today, as I
write this, is the two-year anniversary of Andy’s death. Each time I check Facebook I see
more posts from associates honoring his memory. Juan uploaded a photo of the tattoo on
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his upper arm – it’s the Newcastle beer logo with Andy’s name inside it (Andy loved
Newcastles) – and wrote “I love you brother! Every Newkie is dedicated to you!” By 10
pm, Juan was well into his “Newkies” and wrote that “he could have used a shoulder
tonight.” Around this time last year, Nekromantix played a tribute to Andy at the House
of Blues, Sunset Strip. Before the show, I chatted with Andy’s brothers, Aaron and Alex,
members of Moonlight Trio, a cumbia-billy band that played that night. We all grew up
in the same small town, so we instantly connected. Aaron noted, “We have like tons of
family [here]. There’s probably at least like forty or fifty cousins, and aunts, and uncles,
and sisters-in-law, and all that stuff.” During the set, Nekromantix dedicated the above
song to Andy. I was upstairs with Andy’s family members, and I was concerned about
what I thought was a perverse song choice, given how he died. But then everyone raised a
beer and toasted to his memory. There’s a touch of irony in choosing that particular song
and in Juan drinking all night, preserving Andy’s memory through the same substance
that tragically took his life. Yet it does say a lot about the influence of alcohol within the
scene, as a way to forget, a way to remember, and a way to ease the pain.
Sexual fantasies are another way in which psychos escape into a world of
pleasure. In The Meteors’ “Juggernaut” (These Evil Things, 2005), Fenech growls:
Knock, knock baby, here I come
I’ve been looking all around for a little bit of fun.
Got my eye on you ‘cause you look so hot
Give it to me, sugar, give me everything you got
In “Be My Slave” (Bastard Sons of a Rock’n’Roll Devil, 1997), Fenech fantasizes:
Hey baby, come with me, let’s play a game…
Oh so pretty, oh so naughty, oh so very high…
There ain’t no given limit to what we can do
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Hold me down and do your best trick
I’ll do the same to you
We don’t have to be sorry again
Life’s just livin’ and lovin’ in pain
Psychos do not want to change what is wrong in the world, but would rather “get pervy in
the park” and “be your pervy papa tonight” (Demented Are Go, “Pervy in the Park,” In
Sickness and In Health, 1986). In Chapter Six, I discuss how lived and imagined acts of
sexual domination help psychos reclaim a sense of power.
Finally, the physicality of wrecking, the loudness of the music that overwhelms
the body, and the act of singing along contribute to the feelings of jouissance associated
with rock’n’roll. As Fiske explains, “rock and roll that is played so loud that it can be
experienced only in the body, not listened to by ear, forms of dancing such as ‘head
banging,’ the flashing lights ... all are harnessed to provide physical, evasive, offensive
pleasures” (Fiske 1989b, 51). The fan literally feels his or her connection to like
individuals and derives pleasure from the collective engagement of the body politic in the
carnivalesque experience.
Horror: identifying with murderers and monsters, delighting in fantasy. Finally,
horror and science fiction themes abound in psychobilly, derived from diverse sources
such as Screaming Jay Hawkins, The Cramps, punk’s predilection for blood and
violence, and a cult-like obsession with B-movies from the 1950s. Elements of horror
mark instruments (for instance Kim Nekroman’s custom-designed coffin bass, see figure
5, above), jewelry, clothes, costumes, tattoos, flyer art, performances, and lyrics, and
Halloween is undeniably psychobillies’ favorite holiday. As with the examples discussed
throughout this chapter, I believe horror at once reflects psychobillies’ subaltern, misfit
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status and shifts attention from day-to-day problems. Psychos embrace everything that is
evil, bad, dirty, and scary, exaggerating the way society already sees them as deviant and
frightening. The over-the-top fantasies and performances also entertain the audience and
relate to the “evasive pleasures” that permeate the scene.
Psychobillies romanticize real and fictional murderers who resort to violence
because they identify with feelings of being down and out, alienated from society, crazy,
hurt, angry, and misunderstood. 67 The following songs invoke feelings of difference from
society and fantasize about retaliation. In “Brain Error” (Hellbound, 1989), Nekromantix
describes a psychotic individual:
He was born with an error in his brain
Some people call him mad, some call him insane
A little devil lives inside his head
He can only be satisfied by the sight of blood and dead …
He was only nine when he brought his first knife
And that was the end of his brother’s life
He killed his sister because she called him mad
Two years later he killed his mom and dad
On the same album, in “Graveyard in Your Memory,” Kim Nekroman fantasizes about
revenge after heartbreak:
I hear you laughing, laughing behind my back
But I’m following you, yeah, I’m following your track
A long, long time ago you broke my heart and let me down
I searched for love with you, but bitterness and hate was what I found

67

For instance, an online psychobilly jewelry vendor who goes by the handle “Seek Carnage”
sells a necklace pendant with a photo of Charles Manson that she describes as a “cute image.” On
their website, The Meteors list their heroes as “Michael Myers, Charles Manson, and Mark
Chapman, the man who shot Lennon” (The Meteors, web). Music journalist Steve Palopoli joked
about the ubiquity of songs such as Hayride to Hell’s “Serial Killer” in psychobilly: “Really, is
there any psychobilly band that doesn’t have a song about a serial killer?” (Palopoli 2010, web).
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‘Cause I’m the graveyard in your memory and I wanna see you die
See you fuckin’ die
Well, I’m the graveyard in your memory and I wanna see you die
I see you smiling, I hear you telling dirty lies
The way you look at me, you’re looking with the devil’s eyes
Speaking with a voice from hell, you’re telling me our love has disappeared
Once you let me down, but I returned and now I’m what you ought to fear.
Many of The Meteors’ songs reference insanity and vengeance, as in “The Crazed” (In
Heaven, 1981):
We’re the crazed, we’re all around you
And our powers will astound you
And we’ll get you in the end, oh yeah
We’ll get you when it’s nice and dark
Cut off your head when you’re in the park
Well, you can’t fight on equal terms
So please stop trying; when will you learn?
Just look around and we’ll be there
Yeah, we’re all mad but we don't care
Well, you can’t fight and you can’t run
‘Cause you can’t stop us, now we’ve begun
In “Serial Killer” (Hayride to Hell, 1997), the singer of Hayride to Hell suggests that Ted
Bundy, Charles Manson, and Jeffrey Dahmer treated their victims too nicely; he, on the
other hand, will show no leniency:
I haven’t gone to kill since Saturday night
And now the moon is full and I’m feeling alright
There’s time to burn and time to wail
If I don’t kill soon, I’ll go insane
Need a babe that’s blood and guts,
Best I go and find human sluts
I’m a serial killer, serial killer
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Ted Bundy couldn’t roll them dice 68
And Charlie Manson was a little too nice
And Jeffrey Dahmer cooked them in their own juice
But now it’s my turn and I’m on the loose
Like them, I’ve got my reasons too
Psychobillies similarly identify with monsters as different from and threatening to
mainstream society. I asked each of the members of Becky & the Blacktones what their
favorite monster was and why:
Erick: I’ve always liked Frankenstein. I think he’s cool. On my iPhone I have a
book and I read it whenever I’m bored.
Kim: A comic about Frankenstein?
Erick: No, it’s just like the whole book, you know.
Kim: Like the actual Mary Shelley Frankenstein?
Erick: Yup. I have it here. I read it whenever I’m bored.
Ivan: I like Herman Munster, ‘cause he’s Frankenstein, so I like him.
Becky: I don’t think she’s a monster at all, but she’s dark – Morticia. I’ve always
liked her. [Becky studies mortuary science]
Jose: I’d have to say Dracula. I’ve always been into the whole vampire thing,
kinda dark, keeping to themselves in a way, you know what I mean, kinda like
outside of society, always been hated, you know. I’ve just always been interested
in Dracula, not because of the whole Twilight thing, you know, no none of that.
[Everyone laughs, because the massively popular Twilight vampire romance
books and movies cater to teenage girls and their mothers; a psychobilly man
would not want to associate himself with the trend]
Erick: I stopped by his house earlier and he was into it, I swear.
[everyone laughs more at the ridiculousness of this joke]
Psychobillies love Frankenstein’s monster 69 the most. He was misunderstood, a beast
created out of disparate parts stolen from graves, brought to life by a mad scientist, then
rejected by society. “Frankenstein” was even rejected by his own maker; upon seeing his
68

It is difficult to imagine to what the singer refers here, but I believe he means to suggest that
Bundy was not spontaneous and unpredictable enough in his acts of violence, murder, and rape,
instead following a fairly strict modus operandi.
69
Popular culture often mistakenly refers to the creature as Frankenstein. However, in Mary
Shelley’s book, he was created by Doctor Frankenstein and is not given a name. Thus, he is more
accurately Frankenstein’s monster. When I refer to the creature in the popularly conceived way, I
do so in quotation marks.
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creation come to life, Doctor Victor Frankenstein says, “I had desired it with an ardour
that far exceeded moderation; but now that I had finished, the beauty of the dream
vanished, and breathless horror and disgust filled my heart” (Shelley [1818]1994, 56).
Banished immediately, the monster wanders into the forest and observes the De Lacey
family from a distance. Compelled by absolute loneliness, he attempts to befriend them,
but they too are horrified by his appearance and react viciously and violently out of fear.
“Frankenstein” is a mirror of psychobilly itself, assembled from various influences from
the past by “insane” musicians, and rebuffed by the mainstream. Embodying their
identification with the outcast monster, psychobillies often perform a “Frankenstein”
dance when they want to disrupt the wrecking pit. Instead of stomping around and
throwing their fists, they stretch their arms out in front of them and jerk side to side,
walking in an erratic manner as if just brought back to life. Concert posters, album
covers, and band merchandise frequently depict a variety of monsters, murderers,
demons, mutants, and aliens playing instruments, further evoking psychobillies’ affinity
for them (see Figures 14 and 15).
Because fantasies of murder and mayhem are so extremely taboo, psychobillies
derive pleasure from the pretense “of evasion, of getting around social control, of
dodging the discipline over self and others that those with power attempt so insistently to
exert” (Fiske 1989b, 69). Accordingly, participants delight in the ridiculousness of these
fantasies. For instance, when asked if fans might not understand the irony in
Nekromantix’s lyrics, Kim Nekroman replied, “I think it’s pretty obvious it’s all about
having fun. I mean, if you go see a horror flick, you know it’s just for fun” (Meyers 2002,
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web). Similarly, journalist Chris Page notes that Hayride to Hell’s self-titled album
“treads on dark and devilish themes, with songs like ‘Werewolves on Wheels’ and
‘Rockin’ Coffin Bar.’ But Hayride to Hell isn’t exactly on the same goth-rock level as,
say, Marilyn Manson or Type O Negative. Rather, the Hayride boys play with tongue
firmly in cheek” (Page 1998, web). The music of each of the songs described above –
catchy, toe-tapping, hip-swinging, shuffling – evokes this silliness, as well. No one takes
the violence seriously.

Figure 14: The cover of The Meteors’ album,
These Evil Things (2005) depicts Freddy Krueger
(from the A Nightmare on Elm Street movies),
with an apeman from hell and a zombie caveman.
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Figure 15: A Gambler’s Mark
concert flyer shows a psychobilly
“Frankenstein” playing the upright
bass.

Psychobillies find pleasure in the shared enjoyment of an explicitly ridiculous
“carnivalesque freedom” at performances. After seeing The Mutilators for the first time, I
posted this review on the Examiner site:
There was “blood” all over everything – the upright bass, the amps, the oversized
diaper the singer/guitarist wore. The most disturbing thing was the Sesame Street
“Happy Birthday” shirt that covered Johnny Anal’s torso: there was Elmo, and the
Cookie Monster, and Big Bird, but they were all dripping in blood. Apparently the
Sesame Street gang had just gone on a killing spree. This was all very fitting for a
band that calls themselves “The Mutilators.” They live up to their name by
dressing up as a number of different “mutilating” characters – butchers, bloody
doctors (in which case female fans are encouraged to stop by the merchandise
booth for a “free check-up”), bloody nurses… (Kattari March 23, 2010, web)
I asked the band if they ever had second thoughts about pouring red paint all over their
beloved and expensive instruments (Figure 16). No, they didn’t care, they told me. “It’s
all for fun and the fans love the gimmick.”

Figure 16: The Mutilators, photo by Kim Kattari
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Cold Blue Rebels (Figure 17) also perform a campy, “horror”-filled fantasy for their fans.
One gets a sense of the silliness from the press release they sent me about their EP Blood,
Guts, and Rock’n’Roll:
Cold Blue Rebels are destroying the stages and cemeteries of America with their
brand of spooky psychobilly, complete with sexy Zombie Rebel Dancers, blood
‘n’ guts, vampire fangs, a real coffin. They often show up for the gig in their ‘74
Oldsmobile Hearse or the sick rat-infested rat-rod low rider they call Ratty.
Imagine how the Munsters and the Clash would look and sound slashing away at
Elvis and Johnny Cash while the Stray Cats and Alice Cooper looked on. That’s
what the Cold Blue Rebels have to offer: fun Psycho-Horror-Rockabilly at its
spooky finest! Guaranteed to please the grave robber in ya! This is truly BLOOD,
GUTS & ROCK N ROLL!!
When he comes onstage, bassist Danny Dangerous stretches his arms in front of his body
and impersonates Frankenstein’s monster. As guitarist Joe Normal takes the stage, he
slips a pair of vampire fangs in this mouth. During the show, he bites down on fake blood
capsules and frantically plays his Gretsch while red liquid dribbles down his chin,
streaking the white makeup he wears to look undead. When I asked him what was the
craziest thing to ever happen at a show, he told me: “During ‘Worm Hole Hooker’ our
singer Mickey Finn took one of the rebel dancers into the coffin and made it look like he
ate her pussy, then spit out blood after! That was quite funny!”
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Figure 17: Cold Blue Rebels press photo

Through horror fantasies, psychobillies indulge in fun, camp, and silliness that
rejects normative ideas of social discipline and embraces the grotesque, offensive, and
excessive aspects of the carnival. Again, this also relates to psychobilly’s insistence on
giving working-class fans a show worth their money. When I asked Joe Normal to tell
fans what they should expect from a Cold Blue Rebels show, he answered: “To be
entertained. To be rocked.” Fantasies about murderers and monsters also reflect
psychobillies’ rejection from/of the mainstream and allow them to imagine having
control over those who make them feel powerless … by being “out of control.” To invoke
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the title of The Meteors’ 1989 album, psychobillies identify as Undead, Unstoppable,
and Unfriendly.
Joe. Allow me to introduce you to Joe in order to demonstrate the relevancy of the
above pleasures in his life. I was surprised to find out, after years of going to the Red
Devil tattoo shop, that one of the artists who worked there was a psychobilly and
rockabilly fan. In his thick chilango accent from D.F. México, Wacho, my artist,
suggested I go with Joe to the Hootenanny concert (one of the largest
rockabilly/psychobilly festivals in the nation, held annually in Irvine, CA). But, hold on, I
told him, Joe doesn’t look psycho other than being all tatted up. I talked to Joe after my
session, sheepishly telling him, “I had no idea you were into the scene all this time. I’ve
seen you around, but I always thought you were a hard-core Chicano Che revolutionary.”
He laughed his head off for a good couple minutes, completely entertained by my
assumption. “Well,” I tried to explain, “you’ve always had that long hair and beard and
that cap that the activists around here wear.” He told me that he used to keep his hair all
greased back and cut nice, but he just simply got lazy, stopped shaving, and wore a cap to
cover up the mess. “I’m as far as it gets from being political. I’m not into that Chicano
politics stuff at all. Hell, part of the reason I kept the hair after awhile was just because I
want to go as Jesus this Halloween and fuck with people. I think I’m gonna do Cheech
too and get a friend to go as Chong.” The first time we went to a show together, he told
his greaser friends from back in the day: “Kim thought I was all revolutionary. Can you
believe that shit, man?” And then they laughed their heads off. It didn’t shock me, then,
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when he texted me the day after Halloween to tell me that he had cut his bushy hair off
and could not wait for me to see him for the greaser he really is.
Joe does not think about politics even though he has every right to be pissed off at
the world. He helps take care of his sister’s son; the father abandoned them. “I teach that
kid what it is to be a man. I’ve got him greasing his hair back too, and he even rode on
my bike [motorcycle] for a little bit.” Joe lives at home so that he can take care of his
mom, sister, and nephew with the money he makes at the tattoo shop: “I’m the only man
of the house now.” His father and mother crossed the border illegally with him in tow as
a baby. His dad was a successful jewelry maker in Mexico, but dreamed of a better life in
the States. He was good with his hands and got a job building ships at the docks in Long
Beach, CA. He quietly moved up in the world, slowly but surely. But then he developed
an illness, apparently caused to some degree by breathing in construction debris. His
health declined and he passed away several years ago, leaving Joe’s mom with only the
small income she makes from cleaning houses. Joe does everything he can to keep the
family going.
You would never know any of this from how Joe acts at shows. He is a big,
goofy, bear of a man who cracks jokes while guzzling down beer after beer. We dance
whenever they play cumbias, after he finally admitted to me that his father taught him
how to dance (“but don’t tell anyone,” he laughs), and he swings me around wildly with a
huge grin on his face. Every now and then, he throws his arm over the shoulder of a
friend and they dive into the wrecking pit. We talk about the tattoo that our friend Jason
wants Joe to design, a piece that will wrap around his leg with images of each of the
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monsters from Universal’s classic movie series – Dracula, “Frankenstein,” The Mummy,
The Invisible Man, The Bride of Frankenstein, The Wolf Man, and The Creature from the
Black Lagoon. We drink our PBRs (Pabst Blue Ribbons, the cheapest beer available and
the most like Lone Star, which I missed), catch up with friends, discuss the car he is
working on right now and the one he wants to get in the future, flirt a bit, indulge in the
pleasure of the moment, let the loud music wash over us, and enjoy the fast, entertaining
performance on stage. We feel alive.

Concluding Thoughts: Psychobilly Bricolage –
Resurrecting Culture, Resurrecting Corpses
Graphic artist Jesse Wroblewski created a comic book series, Rockabilly
Roadtrip, that essentially represents an even more “psychobilly” version of the “One
Piece at a Time” narrative through the addition of a “Frankenstein” woman to go with the
“Frankenstein” car, as well as other elements of fantasy and horror. Wroblewski explains
the premise:
Rockabilly Roadtrip is a cross-country love story of a man, his car and his
homemade bride. On the roadtrip, we follow our hero, Nicky “The Pipe” who has
just completed work on his long time project “The Devil Driver,” his dream
automobile. Nicky is an average guy with one special talent, he can build
ANYTHING! … After completing work on his amazing, custom car he used his
talents to build himself a driving companion to complement … his newest
creation. When his bombshell of a passenger dummy, whom he lovingly refers to
as Patches, mysteriously comes to life he decides there would be no better way to
educate her on the ways of the world than with a road trip across the U.S. of A.
Doing so would also let him break in his new ride and possibly win Patches’
heart. However, this “Rockabilly Roadtrip” is anything but typical! Chainsaw
wielding psychos in Texas and a Voodoo, Swamp-Zombie infestation at a
roadside stop in Louisiana are just the start of the problems our heroes run into on
the road. (Wroblewski 2007, web)
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Rockabilly Roadtrip’s characters, Frankenstein’s monster, “The Psychobilly Cadillac,”
and psychobilly’s assemblage of rockabilly, punk, and horror each exemplify creative
bricolage. They each represent the assembly of disparate and rejected parts; they signify
mutant creations that, once resuscitated, stand out from the norm while fulfilling certain
needs for the community. Most of all, they each testify to the theme of survival. The
psychobilly community cares about keeping things alive – old cars, old fashions, old
musical styles, old psychobilly repertoire (most of the bands described in this chapter still
tour today 70 ), parts of one’s old life inked permanently into skin, and memories of those
who have passed away, whether fifty years ago, or two.
Psychobillies also fantastically invoke the topic of survival through another horror
topic not addressed above – zombies, the subject of the next chapter. When life is
crumbling around them, psychobillies imagine a future in which they haunt the world as
members of the undead. They reap the pleasures of a world “out of control,” a world in
which they are not subject to any social discipline. The Creepshow’s song “Take My
Hand” (Run For Your Life, 2008) introduces the next chapter with its imagination of a
better world as a member of the living dead:
Close your eyes and go to sleep my boy
Lay your pretty head to rest
This nightmare’s close to being over
Welcome to the world of the undead
We’ll leave these souls behind
Wandering together with bloody eyes
70

For instance, The Meteors (although P. Paul Fenech is the only original member left), Guana
Batz, Phantom Rockers, Mad Sin, Demented Are Go, Frantic Flintstones, The Quakes, Klingonz,
Frenzy, Coffin Nails, The Pharaohs, The Caravans are all bands from the first or second waves
that still tour today with at least one original member each.
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All the way across this land
Lurking through the streets
The living dead, babe, that's you and me
I know you’re scared so take my hand
This is a hell-bound ride
But the Devil’s on our side
Don’t be afraid my love,
It’s just a little bit of blood
When the sun begins to rise
That’s when we call it a night
Sleep soundly through another day
When night comes closing in
Our evil will wake us from within
Hungry for a taste of our human prey
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CHAPTER THREE
SUBVERTING THE SUPERCULTURAL ZOMBIE NARRATIVE:
PSYCHOBILLY ZOMBIES AND THE PLEASURES OF UNDEATH

The last chapter pointed to the ways in which fantastical horror represents a
defining interest of the psychobilly community. In this chapter, I specifically focus on
one type of monster from the horror cannon, the most prevalent one within the subculture
– zombies, those creatures that rise from the dead to eat the brains and flesh of the living.
The ways in which psychobillies re-construct and invert popular “zombie apocalypse”
narratives sheds light on how they manage feelings of alienation, economic disadvantage,
and anxiety about death. I first explore the representation of zombies in the
public/popular sphere and underscore the varied meanings they have had for the
superculture over time. Then I demonstrate how psychobillies re-signify the creatures to
differently suit their own needs, creating an imaginary (post)apocalypse in which, as
zombies, they enjoy a hedonistic lifestyle.
First, a note on terminology: I make a slight distinction among the terms
“apocalyptic,” “post-apocalyptic” and “(post)apocalyptic” throughout this chapter.
“Apocalyptic” narratives reflect a state of war – the end of the world in process. As
demonstrated below, in supercultural apocalyptic narratives, humans fight back and try to
defeat zombies. “Post-apocalyptic” stories take place after the conflict has culminated.
Such narratives usually center on the experiences of the last known survivors (as in
Richard Matheson’s 1954 novel I Am Legend) or on the re-creation of human society in a
devastated world (as in Max Brooks’ 2006 fiction World War Z). Finally, I use the term
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(post)apocalyptic to describe psychobillies’ fantasy of a world dominated by zombies. It
is assumed to take place after the apocalypse (hence post-apocalyptic in some sense), but
it is still apocalyptic in the sense that zombie psychobillies are in control.

Part A: Zombie Definitions and
Their Presumed “Badness”
While the exact definition of a zombie is debated, sources agree that the creature
is at once alive and dead: “a contranymic creature, … the two definitions of zombie are
actually their own opposites” (Leverette and McIntosh 2008, viii). They are routinely
categorized along with vampires and mummies as physically embodied members of the
undead: “any corporeal beings who are physically or mentally dead, but are in some way
not ‘at rest’” (Greene and Mohammad 2006, xiv). 71 Philosophers Greene and Mohammad
point out that, unlike vampires, zombies show no trace of their former humanity:
Zombies are generally depicted as unthinking corpses that have somehow retained
the ability to walk around and perform basic motor functions. They are subverbal
and largely without powers of reason. When they encounter former loved ones,
they register no recognition of fondness. The resemblance between the zombie
and the person who occupied its body in life would seem to be only an external
appearance. (Ibid., xv)
And while vampires retain the physical form they had when they died, zombies continue
to decompose and deteriorate after death. 72
Popular ideas about zombies derive from accounts of Vodou practices in Haiti,
making the zombie “rare in that this enduring monster type originated in non-European
71

Spirits (ghosts and wraiths) are also classified as members of the undead, but are distinguished
from vampires, mummies, and zombies as being incorporeal.
72
For further analyses of the differences between the various monsters of the undead, refer to the
introductions to The Undead and Philosophy (Greene and Mohammad) or Zombie Culture:
Autopsies of the Living Dead (Leverette and McIntosh).
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folk culture rather than the Gothic tradition from which other movie monsters such as
vampires, werewolves, and Frankenstein have emerged” (Leverette and McIntosh 2008,
viii). 73 Some of the earliest references to zombies in U.S. popular culture circulated by
way of exotic travelogues and books, many of them written by North American officers
stationed in Haiti during the military occupation of 1915 to 1934. 74 Some of these
accounts sensationalized the idea that a bokor, or Vodou priest/ess, could bring a corpse
back to life. For instance, in his 1929 travelogue The Magic Island, William Seabrook
describes the folkloric belief in zombi corps cadavre:
The zombie, they say, is a soulless human corpse, still dead, but taken from the
grave and endowed by sorcery with a mechanical semblance of life – it is a dead
body which is made to walk and act and move as if it were alive. People who have
the power to do this go to a fresh grave, dig up the body before it has had time to
rot, galvanize it into movement, and then make of it a servant or slave. (Seabrook
1929, 93)
In The Serpent and the Rainbow (1985) and Passage of Darkness: The Ethnobiology of
the Haitian Zombie (1988), ethnobotanist Wade Davis scientifically documents the
creation of zombi corps cadavre. A bokor puts a living person in a death-like state by
administering a poison mixture made of plants and human remains that induces paralysis
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While the popular idea of the zombie stems primarily from Haitian folklore, the belief in
resurrection is found in cultures throughout the world. Joseph Nagy (Professor of English and
Folklore Studies at UCLA) indicates that one of the earliest known references to the living dead
comes from the ancient legends of Gilgamesh (circa 2000 BCE), in which the Sumerian king
brings a friend back to life (Fear Files: Zombies 2010, DVD). Professor Robert Maniquis (19th
century literature expert at UCLA) points out that Jesus is one of the most enduring and famous
examples of the resurrection narrative, and that Jesus also raised Lazarus from the dead
(Alimurung 2009, web).
74
For more information on the history of the transnational spread of Haitian zombie folklore, see
McIntosh, “The Evolution of the Zombie: The Monster That Keeps Coming Back” (2008).
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and an imperceptible heartbeat. 75 When the individual re-awakens, often after burial, s/he
appears to have risen from the dead. Due to the psychotic effects of the drugs and the
emotional trauma of having been buried alive, the victim typically remains in a “zombielike” state characterized by minimal consciousness and limited physical functionality.
Other early narratives, such as the movie I Walked With a Zombie (1943), popularized the
folkloric idea of zombi jardin. In this case, a bokor turns a living person into a zombie by
ritually removing the soul from the body or by transferring into him or her the spirit of a
dead person. Zombi jardin, as represented in folklore and popular culture, retained a
limited ability to walk, but not to think or talk, and could be put to work as slave labor or
mentally controlled by the bokor to do his or her bidding. Over time, popular narratives
added exceedingly violent characteristics to the two types of zombies described above –
the “dead rendered living” and the “living rendered dead.” The first and most common
portrays zombies as flesh-eating resurrected corpses, particularly since George Romero’s
Night of the Living Dead (1968). Films such as 28 Days Later (2002) depict the second
type as living people infected with disease who lose all aspects of their humanity, turning
into aggressive, cannibalistic animals.
In his article “The Badness of Undeath,” philosopher Richard Greene explains
why people generally consider undeath worse than death:
The Undead are evil, or, at minimum, perform acts that we tend to view as evil.
Vampires and zombies do unspeakable things: they eat human flesh, they drink
blood, they destroy property, them maim, they kill, and they cavort with the dregs
of hell. The fact that people don’t like to imagine themselves doing such things
serves to explain why Undeath is generally regarded as being worse than death.
75

The coma-creating agent is thought to either be tetrodotoxin (the toxic chemical found in
pufferfish) or scopolamine (derived from the deadly nightshade plant).
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Most people would rather be dead than to become some monster that might
potentially kill a loved one. (2006, 12)
Because of the evil things zombies do (whether because they are controlled by a bokor or
a biological need to consume flesh), because of their loss of humanity (particularly their
inability to recognize and refrain from attacking loved ones), and because they are
already technically dead, it is morally acceptable for humans to kill these creatures. As
Shawn McIntosh notes, “they symbolize a monster that can be killed guilt-free…. It
becomes essentially a no-brainer – zombies are evil, and we are good” (2008, 13). At
least, that is what most people believe. As will be demonstrated later, psychobillies
subvert this narrative.

Part B: “What You Don’t Know Can Eat You” –
Survival Horror in Popular Culture
In 2006, New York Times writer Warren St. John noted: “Zombies are back. In
films, books and video games, the undead are once again on the march, elbowing past
werewolves, vampires, swamp things and mummies to become the post-millennial ghoul
of the moment (web). While zombies have fascinated the public off and on since the
1930s, the last few years have witnessed a major resurrection of the walking dead within
popular culture, what Professor Kyle Bishop describes as “The Zombie Renaissance” in
his 2010 book American Zombie Gothic: The Rise and Fall (and Rise) of the Walking
Dead in Popular Culture.
Zombie narratives in popular culture most typically involve “survival horror” –
plots in which humans struggle to survive large-scale zombie attacks in an apocalyptic
world. The term itself originated with Capcom’s late 1990s “Resident Evil” video game
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series. The game’s success led to the development of a full-fledged zombie-killing game
industry, still popular today. For instance, in the iPhone application of “Plants vs.
Zombies” (2010), players use weapon-yielding flowers to stop a zombie invasion. The
application sold more than 300,000 copies during the first week of its release, generating
over one million dollars in sales and becoming the top-grossing iPhone launch to date
(Faylor 2010, web). Live-action role-playing games also feature “survival horror.”
College campuses around the world are literally crawling with “Humans Vs. Zombies”
(HvZ) participants: “Human players must remain vigilant and defend themselves with
socks and Nerf guns to avoid being tagged by the growing zombie horde” (Humans vs.
Zombies, web). Each October, Austin’s own “Scare for a Cure” non-profit organization
creates an interactive haunted house to raise money for cancer research. The extreme, full
contact experience in 2010, “H1Z1: Zombie Wasteland,” required participants to fight
their way through an apocalyptic landscape: “Do you have the courage and wits to
survive, or will the world belong to the zombies forever?” (Scare For A Cure, web).
The “survival horror” genre has recently taken the literary realm by storm as well.
Max Brooks, one of the most prolific Zombie Renaissance authors, took the trend to new
heights with The Zombie Survival Guide: Complete Protection from the Living Dead
(2003). Readers learn how to recognize the enemy, choose the right weapon, and get tips
for surviving the onslaught whether bunkering down, on the run, or on the attack. 76

76

A sample of other books in this trend include The Zombie Survival Guide: How To Live Like A
King After The Outbreak (Etienne Guerin DeForest and Arthur Gelsinger, 2009), Zompoc: How
to Survive a Zombie Apocalypse (Michael G. Thomas and Nick S. Thomas, 2009), The Zombie
Handbook: How to Identify the Living Dead and Survive the Coming Zombie Apocalypse (Rob
Saccheto, 2009), The Ultimate Zombie Hunter's Handbook: A Guide to Surviving Zombies . . .
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Another popular trend, which originated with Max Brook’s best-seller World War Z: An
Oral History of the Zombie War (2006), “documents” the zombie apocalypse, humanity’s
ultimate victory, and the gradual re-construction of society (a movie featuring Brad Pitt is
in pre-production). Finally, the Zombie Renaissance inspired a new genre, the literary
mash-up. In Seth Grahame-Smith’s Pride and Prejudice and Zombies: the classic
Regency romance -- now with ultraviolent zombie mayhem! (2009), the Bennet sisters
train themselves in the “art of deadly combat” and Elizabeth’s romance with Mr. Darcy
takes on new significance as they slay “unmentionables” together throughout the
countryside. The book debuted at #3 on the New York Times best-seller list in April 2009,
is being adapted into a film, a graphic novel, and a video game, and has inspired a host of
copycat literary mash-ups that fuse classic literature or historical figures with zombie
plots. 77
Survivalist zombie movies have been particularly popular since 2001. 78 In
Zombieland 79 (2009), a teenage hero gives the audience handy tips for killing zombies

Probably (Matthew and Geoffrey Collins, 2010), The Zombie Combat Manual: A Guide to
Fighting the Living Dead (Roger Ma, 2010), and the Zombie Attack Survival Kit issued by The
Homeland Ministry of Undead Safety.
77
For instance, Pride and Prejudice and Zombies: Dawn of the Dreadfuls (Steve Hockensmith,
2010), Queen Victoria: Demon Hunter – She loved her country. She hated zombies. (A.E. Moorat,
2010), Robin Hood and Friar Tuck: Zombie Killers (Paul A. Freeman, 2009), Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn and Zombie Jim: Mark Twain's Classic with Crazy Zombie Goodness (W. Bill
Czolgosz, 2009), The Undead World of Oz: L. Frank Baum's The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Complete with Zombies and Monsters (Ryan C. Thomas, 2009), Alice in Zombieland: Lewis
Carroll's 'Alice's Adventures in Wonderland' with Undead Madness (Nickolas Cook, 2009), and
The War of the Worlds Plus Blood, Guts and Zombies (Eric S. Brown, 2009).
78
A quick glance at Zombiepedia lists approximately 423 full-length zombie movies since 2001,
as compared to only 195 total zombie films throughout the twentieth century. These include 28
Days Later (2002), 28 Weeks Later (2007); Romero’s remakes of Dawn of the Dead (2004),
Night of the Living Dead 3-D (2006), and Day of the Dead (2008), along with new scripts Land of
the Dead (2005), Diary of the Dead (2008), and Survival of the Dead (2009); the Resident Evil
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and outlasting the attack. For Halloween 2010, AMC premiered The Walking Dead which
chronicles a group of people desperate to survive the apocalypse. The first U.S. television
series ever to feature the monsters, it earned nominations for ‘Best New Series for 2011’
by the Writers Guild of America Awards (AMC 2010, web) and ‘Best Television Series
Drama’ by the Golden Globe Awards (Reiher 2010, web).
Advertisers have picked up on the trend. While preparing a paper on zombies in
psychobilly culture for an American Folklore Society conference, a pop-up video
commercial startled me as a zombie crawled out of an advertisement and across my
computer screen. The words “How to survive a zombie attack” appeared just before a
2010 Corolla zoomed by featuring “hard-core dependability” to protect me from
menacing zombies and a GPS navigation system designed to “find the quickest route to a
safe zone.” It finished with the message: “Toyota Corolla. Equipped for a zombie attack
or just … life.” This ad initiated a great deal of controversy over the next several days as
critics denounced the company for featuring “dead” people so shortly after thirty-four
people died from Toyota malfunctions. 80
In short, zombies have risen again to lumber through popular culture of all sorts –
advertisements, mobile phone applications, live-action role-playing games, video games,

franchise (2002, 2004, 2007, 2008, 2010); and popular “zombedies” such as Shaun of the Dead
(2004).
79
The movie raked in more than $60 million in just seventeen days, becoming the highestgrossing zombie movie yet (Gray 2009, web).
80
Matt Hardigree raised the issue in his online article “Toyota’s Awfully-Timed Corolla Ad”
(2010, web): “The image itself of a Corolla surrounded by dead people (think, former Toyota
drivers) … may be seen by some as being in poor taste.” Demonstrating how much the public
knows about zombies, a counter-argument spread through the discussion forum pointing out that
the creatures in the ad were not “dead” but “undead.” As one post put it, “unless the 34 people
came back as zombies, I don’t see the problem.”
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books, movies, and television. The reoccurring narrative in all of these cases reads the
same: zombies are evil, they destroy our world as we know it, they hunt us down, and we
must survive against all odds.

More Anxiety, More Zombies
The need to experience or act out the “survival of horror” alludes to anxieties
about death, disaster, enemy invaders, and social collapse. Accordingly, scholars
document a correspondence between moments in which zombie narratives surface in
popular culture and moments of heightened social panic, structural upheaval, and war. As
journalist Annalee Newitz notes, increased production of zombie movies “always seems
to [occur] slightly after a huge political or social event has caused mass fear, chaos, or
suffering,” such as the Great Depression, World War II, the Red Scare, the Vietnam War,
various revolutions and protest movements of the 1960s, the rise and spread of AIDS, and
most recently, 9/11 and the Iraq War (2008, web). Bishop agrees: “All literature, both in
print and on screen, addresses society’s most pressing fears and is ‘nothing less than a
barometer for measuring an era’s cultural anxieties’” (2010, 9).
A brief outline of zombie cinema demonstrates the correspondence between
cultural anxieties at large and key themes in movies. Films in the 1930s and 1940s (such
as White Zombie, 1932, and I Walked with a Zombie, 1943) featured mind-controlling
Vodou sorcerers who enslaved white heroines or hypnotized hordes of slaves to exact
revenge on white colonialists, thus terrifying “Western viewers with the thing they likely
dreaded most at that time: slave uprisings and reverse colonialism” (Bishop 2010, 13).
Following World War II and throughout the Cold War, intergalactic invaders replaced
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Vodou priests, controlling innocent victims’ minds and turning them into “zombies.”
Aliens represented anxieties about modern technology and the space race, and also
continued to address fears about the loss of autonomy. The threat of totalitarian regimes
prompted these concerns and reflected Red Scare paranoia.
The “survival horror” narrative stems most of all from the 1968 release of George
Romero’s Night of the Living Dead. A new threat – massive hordes of slow-moving
walking dead, infectious, cannibalistic, and driven by insatiable hunger – replaced lurking
vodou puppet masters or brain-controlling aliens. Zombies in Night of the Living Dead
and similar films during the 1960s and ‘70s reflected massive social, political, and
military unrest in a way that other horror characters could not. As David Flint notes:
The traditional horror figures began to seem as out of touch with the zeitgeist as
the political and social establishment. After all, how could an aristocrat from
Transylvania or a crazy scientist be much of a worry when petrol bombs were
exploding in the street and madmen were picking off civilians from tall buildings.
The zombie … spoke directly to audiences who felt that civilization was
collapsing around them. The apocalypse seemed close, and zombie movies, with
their unstoppable, expanding army of monsters who couldn’t be reasoned with
and who acted without feeling or emotion, seemed to capture a feeling of mass
helplessness. (Flint 2009, 7)
Zombies films from this “classic” period drew on images of death and violence that
permeated the media. In fact, footage from the Vietnam War inspired the special effects
artist who created the zombies for Romero’s Dawn of the Dead (1978).
The next few decades witnessed an overall drop in zombie popularity as the
political and economic climate stabilized. Horror film critic Joseph Maddrey explains,
“audiences in the carefree, consumer-friendly 1980s apparently did not feel the need for
such a serious examination of personal and societal values” (2004, 129). Even Romero’s
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own Day of the Dead (1985) flopped. Instead, campy humor won fans: Michael
Jackson’s Thriller music video (1983) featured coordinated dancing zombies and lowbudget films such as Redneck Zombies (1987) and I Was a Teenage Zombie (1987) toyed
with the genre. Zombie cinema essentially disappeared completely in the 1990s, as
Bishop observes: “The Cold War was over, the Berlin Wall had fallen, Ronald Reagan’s
Star Wars defense system had been proven unnecessary, and George H.W. Bush’s Gulf
War had seemingly been resolved” (Bishop 2010, 15). News headlines focused on
Clinton’s sexual impropriety rather than any serious political, military, or social threat.
“With nothing specific to react to or to protest against,” Bishop argues, zombie popularity
waned (Ibid.); Tom Savini’s remake of Night of the Living Dead (1990) failed at the box
office and no studio would back Romero’s idea for a fourth installment of the Dead
series.
The 9/11/2001 attack re-introduced feelings of panic around the world and
brought the walking dead back out of their graves. As detailed by the examples given
earlier, current popular culture indicates a craving for narratives that act out survival
fantasies. “People have apocalypse on the brain right now. It’s from terrorism, the war,
natural disasters like Katrina,” Max Brooks (author of World War Z and The Zombie
Survival Guides) observes (in St. John 2006, web). “We live in an age when it’s very
easy to be afraid of everything that’s going on,” Seth Grahame-Smith (author of Pride
and Prejudice and Zombies) told Time writer Lev Grossman. “There are these large
groups of faceless people somewhere in the world who mean to do us harm and cannot be
reasoned with. Zombies are sort of familiar territory” (in Grossman 2009, web). One of
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my associates, Dusty Graves, the lead singer of Stellar Corpses, echoed such
observations:
I think horror is the mirror of what’s going on in mainstream culture. There’s all
this death on TV and people say they’re not into death and horror yet they watch
the news all the time, and they sit there watching the news about who died, who
got blown up, who got raped, who killed who, who did all this stuff. It has to
come out some way. You can’t get fed all these images and then just stuff it. So it
comes out in [horror movies].
Bishop sums up the relevancy of zombie films today: “A post-9/11 audience can hardly
help but perceive the characteristics of zombie cinema through the filter of terrorist
threats and apocalyptic reality” (2010, 30).
Finally, even when not tied to specific moments of social anxiety, the rotting
bodies, the possibility of an undead existence, and the wasted apocalyptic landscapes of
zombie movies reflect philosophical fears more realistically than other horror sub-genres.
It is not likely that we will be bitten by a vampire, attacked by a swamp thing, or turned
into a werewolf at full moon, but we will die, we will decay, we will become a corpse.
“Undeath” is also a possibility, as evidenced earlier by documented cases of “zombiemaking” in Haiti. Zombie enthusiasts point to the likelihood that a disease or vaccine
could go biologically rogue and create a “zombie.” 81 For instance, LA Weekly journalist
Gendy Alimurung points out: “Creutzfeldt-Jakob, otherwise known as Mad Cow disease,
is a potential culprit. You get it by eating infected brains. Its symptoms include
progressive dementia, personality changes, hallucinations, speech impairment, jerky
movements, balance and coordination dysfunction, rigid posture, and seizures. Sound
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See, for example, TE Sloth and David Won’s article “5 Scientific Reasons a Zombie
Apocalypse Could Actually Happen” (Sloth and Won 2007, web).
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familiar?” (Alimurung 2009, web). Lastly, more so than ghosts or serial killers, for
instance, zombies best represent the possibility of the total destruction of social order. As
new victims become infected, the lurching corpse army grows ever larger. Despite being
slow and stupid, zombies’ perseverance and ever-expanding numbers represent a
formidable threat. As Max Brooks writes in World War Z, “It was bedlam. Exactly what
you thought the end of the world was supposed to look like. Part of the house was
burning. Blood everywhere. Bodies – or bit of them – spewed all over” (2006, 130). The
description reminds me of Yeats’ poem “The Second Coming,” written during the
aftermath of WWI: “Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold / Mere anarchy is loosed
upon the world / The blood-dimmed tide is loosed” (1920[1994], 163).

Survival Horror as Catharsis,
Preparation, and Empowerment
Imagine yourself in a wasteland. The landscape is dark and grey. Old newspapers
fly in the breeze; they were printed just before everything completely collapsed. The last
paper featured headlines about the panic and suggested evacuation. You walk through
your deserted town, now utterly changed from the vibrant memories you have of it before
the apocalypse began. Abandoned cars litter the sides of the road. Gas ran out ages ago.
Money has no value anymore. What would you spend it on anyway? The only necessities
are food, weapons, and protection from the elements, but those goods are impossible to
find anymore, depleted long ago. You smell smoke and flesh off in the distance. Perhaps
someone is burning the bodies to kill off the infection. Or maybe an “uninfected” died
and the meat is being cooked. Your stomach grumbles. You haven’t been able to find food
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for days. You need to find some sort of nourishment to take back to camp. You hear a
noise, raise your weapon, and turn to see one of the infected stumbling down the street.
Bits of her flesh are rotting off and you can glimpse traces of the muscular ligature
underneath, even bits of bone. It looks as if someone already got a hold of her arm once;
it dangles loosely by her side and could easily be ripped off at this point. She’s by herself
but you are careful to make no noise. If she detects you, there will soon be hundreds of
others coming out of nowhere.
You quietly get out of there. It’s time to head back to camp, but you’re
embarrassed to return empty-handed. You ponder the strategies you’ve rehearsed in your
head a thousand times, but it still doesn’t seem real. Will you kill yourself if you’re bitten
so that you don’t harm your own family? What if your wife or child is infected? Will you
be able to kill them before it’s too late? If, on the way back to camp, you smell food, what
will you be willing to do to get it? Ammunition is running low; how are you going to fight
off the infected once guns are useless? Winter is approaching quickly; where are you
going to go then? Or can you tough it out and hope the cold kills the infected ones?
People are getting more and more desperate all the time, and you’re worried someone in
the camp will start trouble. Will you try to keep the peace for the sake of the group, or
head out on your own?
Much like the fascination with a car accident or a train wreck, people seem to be
drawn to zombie movies’ images of death and ruin. Why does the public enjoy
fantastically experiencing scenarios that closely resemble realistic ones from Vietnam,
Iraq, or post-Katrina New Orleans? How do stories about zombie invasions and
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apocalyptic scenarios help them work through their anxieties during moments of chaos,
violence, or structural collapse? I argue that the supercultural zombie narrative allows
people to cathartically prepare for disaster and enact a survival fantasy.
Gearing up for the premiere of The Walking Dead, the AMC website challenged
guests to take a “survival test” under timed conditions: “What kind of survivor would you
be after the apocalypse?” (AMC 2011, web). Characters in the show deal with extremely
difficult situations in an environment that necessitates quick thinking, giving viewers the
chance to emotionally and morally contemplate what they themselves might do in a
disastrous situation. The Walking Dead has less to do with zombies, in fact, than it does
with the survival of humans in a changed world – how they deal with the death of loved
ones, how they re-invent gender roles in a world without coffee makers and washing
machines, how stress gets to them, what food they now have to eat, how they learn to
hunt, where they go to find safety, how ideas about sex and birth control change, who
takes charge, what it is like to suddenly have to live in a tent with strangers, some of
whom you may detest on account of their racist, homophobic, or sexist tendencies. It is
the human drama of survival that Walking Dead viewers tune in to watch, as
Entertainment Weekly writer Jeff Jenson writes in his review of the “best new show on
tv”:
What makes it a cut above is its brainy envisioning of a terrifying apocalyptic
meltdown that leaves human characters struggling for physical and spiritual
survival by snaring them in one moral quagmire after another. Your beloved
spouse is now a zombie. Do you put her down or wait in hope for a cure? A
member of your community needs to be rescued. He’s also a vile racist. Is he
worth the bullets and manpower to save? What is the value of a human life? Who
makes the rules when the world breaks down? (2010, 30)
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Zombie apocalypse narratives allow people to mentally rehearse strategies they might
need to use or moral dilemmas they might have to deal with during a disaster. In fact,
Peter Dendle, the author of one of the most comprehensive encyclopedias of zombie
films (2001), was once approached by a student who personally survived the 9/11 attack
in New York. He “claimed he had been emotionally prepared for the tragedy, not by his
family, community, or government, but by the zombie movies of which he had been a
long-time appreciator” (Bishop 2010, 36).
There are a number of organizations devoted to preventing and surviving a
zombie apocalypse. The nonprofit Zombie Research Society (founded in 2007), for
instance, is dedicated to helping humans survive the pandemic that they say is coming:
“It’s not a matter of if, but a matter of when… What you don’t know can eat you”
(Zombie Research Society 2010, web). The advisory board consists of authors,
neuroscientists, professors of religious science and English, and other scholars “in the
world of zombie scholarship” (Ibid.). In October 2010, ZRS held their first member
convention, ZombCon, which featured expert panels on zombie survival, science, and
popular culture. Along the same lines, with the motto “We make dead things deader,”
Zombie Squad is a nonprofit organization committed to promoting emergency
preparedness (Zombie Squad 2008, web). Members have raised thousands of dollars for
relief agencies and have organized food and blood drives, all in the name of preparing for
the inevitable “zombie outbreak.” Their upcoming international gathering, Zombie Con
2011, features a trip to the local shooting range, survival-themed games, and informative
seminars on radio communication, first aid, ammunition hand reloading, fire building,
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blade sharpening, and night navigation, skills that might come in handy in the event of
any major social upheaval.
In most zombie narratives that permeate popular culture, humans survive. World
War Z, Max Brooks’ “oral history of the zombie war,” takes place ten years after the
apocalypse, documenting how people rose to the occasion, successfully contained the
threat, and began to rebuild society: “World War Z captures the sacrifices and, toward the
end, the ingenuity of our race to defend and save our cities, towns, and villages from a
plague that seemed virtually impossible to stop” (Random House, web). People want to
survive … and they typically do, by whatever means necessary. Highly motivated
individuals ultimately destroy the zombies, metaphorically conquering whatever threats
the monsters represent at the time, such as infectious disease, foreign invasion, terrorism,
mind-controlling spies, infrastructural collapse from natural disasters, etc. The survivalist
fantasy provides hope to people who feel helpless when confronted with disasters in the
news or in their own experiences. Shooting the heads off zombies can seem satisfying.
By watching zombie movies or playing zombie video games, people feel empowered,
capable of defending themselves, and hopeful that they could survive a real catastrophe.
These films hold cultural significance; they do “valuable cultural work,” as Bishop says
(2010, 18), by allowing viewers the opportunity to experience apocalyptic disasters, think
about how they might survive something similar, and feel as if they can defeat an enemy.

Summing up the Supercultural Narrative
In “Reification and Utopia in Mass Culture,” Frederic Jameson views cultural
texts as a site in which social anxieties are worked out:
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[My model] allows us to grasp mass culture not as empty distraction or ‘mere’
false consciousness, but rather as a transformational work on social and political
anxieties and fantasies which must then have some effective presence in the mass
cultural text in order subsequently to be ‘managed’ or repressed. (1979, 141)
By presenting death and apocalypse, zombie narratives play on public fears. But by
offering strategies for survival and by re-enforcing the idea that humans can – and should
– defeat the enemy, these fears are assuaged. Human survival thus becomes the dominant
supercultural narrative that permeates discourse. Foucault explores the power of
discourse to create and perpetuate certain ways of knowing. 82 In The Order of Things
(1970), Foucault examines the underlying “truths” that dictate discourse and become
inculcated in people’s understanding of the world. Discourse can then determine what
types of sexual identities, for instance, are permissible and intelligible, as Foucault
describes in History of Sexuality: The Will to Knowledge (1978). From the discourse of
zombie narratives, individuals accept that zombies are evil and use them as a scapegoat
for contemporary fears. Human survival is the correct moral imperative, and thus it is
acceptable to kill the metaphorical threat by any means necessary. Popular zombie
discourse does not allow for other possibilities, such as humans happily turning into
zombies, zombies committing acts of goodwill, or humans rallying with the zombies. In
other words, supercultural zombie stories have their own hegemonic narrative that is
retold time and time again, that is, until psychobillies turn popular discourse on its
(rotting) head.

Part C: Decapitating the Dominant Survival Narrative –
82

For instance in The Order of Things (1970), The Archaeology of Knowledge (1972), Discipline
and Punish (1977), and The History of Sexuality: The Will to Knowledge (1978).
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The Psychobilly Zombie Fantasy
Richard Greene conducted an unofficial poll of his university students: “I have a
number of students who think it would be cool to be a vampire. 83 Pretty much nobody,
however, wants to be zombie” (2006, 4). Except psychobillies. As Washington Post
journalist Carrie Donovan wrote: “Take an average rockabilly song about falling in love
and add a verse about how that same girlfriend happens to be undead. That’s
psychobilly” (1998, web). Psychos have been fixated on zombies ever since the music
emerged in the early 1980s. They want to be them. They want to love them. They do not
accept the idea that zombies are evil, nor do they accept the idea that human survival is
the imperative. Through subversion of supercultural ideas about zombies, psychobillies
upend traditional survival narratives by conceiving a different possibility for outlasting
the apocalypse: as a rockin’ and rollin’ zombie. The rest of this chapter describes how
zombies are re-signified within psychobilly culture.

Differently Dealing with Apocalyptic Conditions
Horror movies occupy an integral part of the daily lived experience of my
associates, many of whom have lost their jobs (sometimes several times in a single year)
due to the current hard-hitting recession. They have lost friends and family members in a
war they see as increasingly pointless and devastating, and lost others at home as a result
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Vampires have taken on a romantic mystique. As Greene notes, they “are frequently portrayed
as being quite intelligent, and having a wide range of experiences that humans don’t have, such as
[the ability to turn] into a bat or a wolf” (2006, 11). They are perceived as gothically brooding,
romantic, sexy, skilled as lovers, intriguingly aloof, and capable of superhuman powers and
maintaining eternal youth. For more on this, consult Belinda Vranich’s Huffington Post article
“Why We Love Vampires: The Psychology Behind the Obsession” (2010, web).
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of drug- or alcohol-related deaths or accidents. Many have lost their sense of optimism, if
they ever had it. For them, the apocalypse is very real. Becky, the singer who identifies
with Morticia (in Chapter Two), attends mortuary school because:
Unfortunately I have been to my share of funerals. So I always see what goes
down. Recently I’ve been to my grandmother’s funeral, and I just felt like I
wanted to help with everything, and there was something I wasn’t happy about it,
and I wanted to take it in my own hands and do it myself.
Similarly, Patricia Day notes that Andy Martinez’s death (also discussed in Chapter Two)
made it hard to go on:
I never want to go through that ever again. Ever. Losing Andrew was the saddest
moment in my life. He was a good kid. Too good. That’s what happens. But it
was worse than making us think about our own mortality. We had a hard time
wanting to play music, which is our whole life. That is our life. Not playing is
actually worse than dying, because that’s all we do and all we can do. So it made
me think about playing and what’s important about that. And actually Andrew’s
family convinced us to keep going. (“HorrorPops Patricia talks to Eric Blair”
2009, YouTube video)
Recall other testimony of sadness, heartache, and frustration from the preceding chapters.
In short, today’s circumstances resemble those described at the beginning of I Walked
With a Zombie (1943) by the male lead: “There’s no beauty here, only death and decay.”
While the superculture takes their frustrations out on zombies and enacts human
survival, psychobillies use zombies to work through their anxieties differently. Rather
than wanting to kill zombies, psychobillies would rather be zombies. Rather than wanting
to preserve society as it exists, psychobillies imagine a world in which civilization has
collapsed. Rather than being afraid of zombies or the apocalypse, they embrace both and
romanticize a zombie afterlife, one preferable to their current life. Greene explains that
“typically people don’t desire death, unless life is bad (or at minimum, life seems bad)”
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(2006, 8). Rather than desiring death, psychobillies, whose lives seem bad, instead create
a fantasy of the “goodness” of undeath. As mentioned in Chapter One, I draw on Slavoj
Žižek’s psychoanalytic theory to understand fantasy not as something that fulfills desire,
but as a performance that constructs desire. In creating a (post)apocalyptic zombie
fantasy, psychobillies constitute desire for a lifestyle that rejects normative conventions
and expectations.

The “Goodness” of Undeath: A Better Life as a Zombie
In most supercultural zombie narratives, people do whatever it takes to maintain
or rebuild society as we know it. But psychobillies do not want to preserve a world in
which they are subjugated, discriminated against, and limited to the lowest socioeconomic rungs. Why not use the apocalypse to invent a better world? In fact, why not
make this alternative universe the ideal place to be: a place where one can continue to
enjoy the best parts of life – drinking, having sex, falling in love, playing music, dancing,
vacationing, riding in vintage cars – without the disappointments and frustrations of a
disadvantaged socio-economic situation?
Psychobilly art – event flyers, album covers, and arts & crafts made by and for the
community – depicts zombies doing all of the pleasurable activities just mentioned (see
Figures 18-26). They are having fun, laughing, playing instruments, rockin’ and rollin’,
dancing. Often they engage in romantic or sexual activities, and “sexy” zombies are
frequently depicted. A zombie couple enjoys an exotic vacation on the beach, killing
tourists while they relax. These are clearly not the same zombies that popular culture has
vilified.
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Figure 18: Flyer for Madrid’s Fiesta Psychobilly
event depicting a sexy zombie female in the
front, a laughing undead band in back, and a
hand rising from the grave with a drink.

Figure 19: A flyer for The Zombie
Hop, an annual even in Omaha, NE that
spins horror punk, rockabilly and
psychobilly for a room full of dressedup “zombies.”

Figure 20: Flyer for Tony’s Birthday Bash Figure 21: CD cover demonstrating that
depicting the stereotypical fantasy of a
rockin’ and rollin’ and cruisin’ in vintage
rock and roll star … in undead style.
cars doesn’t stop when you’re (un)dead.
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Figure 22: Event flyer for the “Hoedown From Hell:
Helloween Spooktacular” showing the romantic
gesture of a zombie boyfriend offering his
zombie girlfriend some tasty brains.

Figure 24: Flyer for a Pickled Punks show:
vacationers enjoy slaughtering
tourists while enjoying some fun in the sun.
“Wish you were here” is scrawled in blood.
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Figure 23: The sexy “PsykoZomby” was designed by Hilary
Jane (aka“Tainted Orchid” as a
tattoo (deviantart.com)

Figure 25: CD cover for The zombie
Rocketz’ album Rise of the Undead
featuring zombie space invaders
who like to rock and roll.

Lyrics further testify to the “goodness” of zombie life. For instance, many songs
imagine undead parties. One can see the similarities between “Zombie Dance” from The
Cramps, a noted influence on psychobilly discussed in Chapter Two, and Nekromantix’s
“Dead Moon Walking”:
“Zombie Dance” (Songs the Lord Taught Us, 1980):
At the Zombie Dance.
Here’s Ben and Betty.
They tap their toes.
But they don’t get sweaty.
They don’t give a damn.
They’re done dead already.
At the Zombie Dance.
Nobody moves.
They tap their toes.
Yeah, wiggle their ears to get in the groove.
They do the Boogaloo
At the Zombie Hall
They write “Born to Lose”
On zombie restroom wall
The kinda life they choose
Ain’t really “life” at all
“Dead Moon Walking” (Dead Girls Don’t Cry, 2004):
A flash in my eyes, I was hit by the light
From this skull turned into a mirror ball
Last night the dead were coming on to me
Dead bodies and has-beens were all I could see
I saw the dead moonwalkin’ yeah!
I found myself, I was caught in the heat
Out of a grave, a zombie babe is pulling my leg
I’m going off to the bone rocking beat
Dancing like hell in this afterlife discotheque
Was asked up for a rigor mortis breakdance on a headstone
A dead moonwalkin’ vampire chick dragged me by the bone.
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Now I’m a dead moonwalkin’ yeah!
Note that the protagonist in the latter song “finds himself” by becoming one of the
ecstatic dead. In these fantasies, The Cramps and Nekromantix imagine a world in which
they abandon codes of behavior expected of living people. Such an analysis recalls the
notion of Bahktinian carnivalesque discussed in the previous chapter.
Further breaking norms of bodily discipline, psychobillies fantasize about the
“goodness” of sex with/as zombies. For example, in the Cold Blue Rebels’ song “Worm
Hole Hooker” (Blood, Guts, and Rock’n’Roll, 2010), the musicians in the band find
pleasure in the abundance of holes a dead woman has to offer. What begins as a morbid
song about gangbanging a corpse takes a different turn when the dead woman comes
back to life to enjoy the activity:
Someone dug her up, it was such a sin
But she was all full of holes where the worms had been
Never mind the stench, it was time for fun
She had enough holes to take them all at once
Danny, Joe, and Draztic [members of the band], well they started the fun
And then another, and another, one by one.
Like a game of Twister, and then she sat up and said.
I ain’t missing this just because I’m dead.
Worm hole hooker, come on in
There ain’t no waiting, let the fun begin
Worm hole hooker, whoever said
A woman’s only got three holes including the dead?
In the Mutilators’ song “I Fucked a Zombie” (She Put the Baby in the Microwave, 2009),
the protagonist goes to the cemetery with the intention of stopping the zombie apocalypse
and putting “those god-damn zombie bastards back in the ground.” But, to his surprise,
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“The last living dead girl, she looked so fine / I could not resist when she said ‘your
grave or mine?’”:
Ooh, I fucked a zombie
Ooh, baby don’t be sad [he apologizes to his living girlfriend]
Ooh, I fucked a zombie
She was the best I ever had
The sexy stench of rotting flesh
The grinding sounds as our bodies meshed
I “came” so quick but had to have another taste
When I saw the look of lust on what left of her face
For a dead girl she gave me one hell of a ride
But somehow I was still not satisfied
Until I realized she could be trained
To suck my dick the way I seen her sucking on those brains
Baby I’m so sorry
But she’s the perfect girl for me
We’re gonna settle down, even though I’m six feet underground,
And start a zombie family.
Both songs raise questions about the sexualization of women, a subject I discuss in
Chapter Six. Here, I use these examples to indicate the breaking of taboos about
necrophilia, and to draw parallels between the “goodness” of undead sex and ideas of
jouissance and evasive pleasure discussed in the previous chapter. Psychos embrace the
grotesqueness of undead sex in a carnivalesque way while indulging in feelings of bliss
and orgasm that take them out of reality.
Psychobillies portray zombie life/undeath as ideal, a hedonistic fantasy much
preferable to today’s frustrations and disappointments. LA Weekly journalist Gendy
Alimurung made the following observation at a zombie walk: “As a zombie, the subtler
of life’s expectations seem to melt away. You just have to keep on keeping on. One
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fellow munching contemplatively on some intestines — juicy bits tumble from his mouth
to his feet as he chews — looks positively Zen” (2009, web). As Annelise Sklar points
out, “Zombie existence is worry-free. They have no money, no bills, no jobs, no
responsibilities” (2008, 147). Joe and I were discussing a friend’s tattoo of Karen Cooper,
the girl in Night of the Living Dead who becomes a zombie and eats her parents, one
night when he mentioned: “The zombie apocalypse - it’s a win-win situation. You kill the
zombies as long as you can but then it’d be awesome to be a zombie. It’s a party, a world
without responsibilities, a world without rules. You can do what you want. If the
bartender tries to make you pay your tab you can just eat his brains!” Joe’s comment
speaks to the fact that many psychobillies like the idea of slaughtering a few zombies
here and there, just as mainstream culture dictates. But should they fail to survive as a
human, psychobillies willingly embrace the limitless possibilities of pleasure in undeath.
In sum, it is easy and fun to be a psychobilly zombie, much more fun than being
unemployed, alienated, bereaved by the loss of loved ones, and so on. Zombies also
“level” society, making class differences meaningless. They want the same things, and
without jobs, no one zombie becomes more important than any other. They just wander
around looking for brains, apparently while having the most amazing sex ever, playing
rockabilly/psychobilly music, and cruising around in their vintage cars. They might even
get to share a cigarette, a beer, and a song with Zombie Elvis (see figures 26 and 27) or
an undead Carl Perkins. As Joe Normal from Cold Blue Rebels told me, “Zombies are
bad ass! They are like punk rockers from hell, or rock ‘n’ rollers from the grave! I think
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we all want to be immortal and to get attention... why not live it through these sick
creatures?!”

Figure 26: Many psychobillies have
tattoos of “Zombie Elvis.” Miss Kitty,
an artist specializing in the vintage scene,
designed this one (misskittytattoo.com).

Figure 27: Psychobilly artist Miss Lucky
Hellcat designs and sells hand-painted
ceramic busts of “Zombie Elvis” such as
this one (Etsy.com).

Zombie Minstrelsy: Performing Undeath
and Identifying with Zombies
“When there’s no more room in hell, the dead will walk the earth.”
- tagline from Dawn of the Dead (1978)
“Psychobilly night returns! When hell is full, the dead shall drink at Old
Town Pub”
- tagline for “Pub of the Dead” (2010)
After attending the “Pub of the Dead” psychobilly night for the first time, I
published the following experience for Examiner:
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Walking into “Pub of the Dead II” at Pasadena’s Old Town Pub, I found myself
struggling to recognize the people I knew. Most of the attendees had smeared their faces
in white, grey, green, and black paint, and had artfully dabbed fake blood around their
mouths. Scabby bits of rotting flesh decayed off their cheeks and chins. After my eyes
adjusted to the scene, I began to identify certain zombies. Over there in the cowboy hat
and boots, that had to be Xavier from the Texas-based band Hotrod Hillbillies. And that
must be Tony, guitarist and singer of The Rocketz, dressed in a tattered blood-stained
suit, a corporate zombie who must have been bitten and infected on his way home from
the office.

Figure 28: A zombie couple from “Pub of the Dead,” photo by Kim Kattari

Then there was the awesome zombie duo seen here (Figure 28). They were still
dirty from crawling out of their graves. Well, I guess zombies don’t really shower, do
they? She had thoroughly embraced her character, but I had to take the photo twice
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because he kept laughing. A laughing zombie. The photo below captured his attempt to
look mean. His wittily insulting shirt – “I eat brains. You’re safe.” – reminded me of the
first line of the book I’ve been reading, the 2009 literary mash-up bestseller Pride and
Prejudice and Zombies (2009) by Seth Grahame-Smith (and Jane Austen): “It is a truth
universally acknowledged that a zombie in possession of brains must be in want of more
brains.”
The members of all the performing acts were in full zombie mode, although their
make-up started to run down their necks as they sweated from the stage lights and
physical exertion … which in fact just added to their soiled, disheveled, undead
appearance. (Kattari February 26, 2010, web)

Figure 29: Tony from The Rocketz at “Pub
of the Dead” as a zombie, photo from Tony
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Tony Slash (Figure 29) hosts these monthly “Pub of the Dead” nights. Cover is $7
for the living, $3 for zombies. Members of the bands do their best to look like the living
dead, playing psychobilly and rockabilly for a room-full of zombies. There are also
zombie skates – the same Romero tagline is appropriated: “When there’s no more room
in hell, they will skate” – with a zombie costume contest and a post-skate “bar stalk;”
celebrity resurrection zombie socials with prizes for the best dead celebrity; yearly
“April’s Ghoul’s Day” concerts across the country; and numerous zombie walks and pub
crawls. 84 Psychobillies act out the fantastical (post)apocalypse by performing “zombieness” regularly at events such as these.
Because the performance of death/undeath reveals a number of conflicting
anxieties, Eric Lott’s theories of blackface help tease out the ways in which zombie
minstrelsy satisfies various psychological and social needs. Following scholars who have
recently “become more aware of the uneven and contradictory character of popular life
and culture, the ambiguities or contradictions that may characterize the pleasures of the
masses,” Lott observes that blackface minstrelsy cannot be written off as “uncomplicated
and monolithic” (1993, 4). In Love and Theft, he problematizes our understanding of
minstrelsy by demonstrating that “there were in fact contradictory racial impulses at
work, impulses based in the everyday lives and racial negotiations of the minstrel show’s
working-class partisans” (Ibid.). Lott explains how blackface minstrelsy in the
antebellum period expressed both an affinity for and a dislike of African-American
84

It should be noted that psychobillies are not the only ones who enjoy dressing up as zombies
today. Zombie pub crawls and zombie walks are popular across the world now. I would surmise
that some of the same reasons why zombie minstrelsy appeals to psychobillies might help explain
the broader interest in acting out zombie-ness.
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culture, reflecting their anxieties about a changing socio-political landscape. Workingclass white minstrel actors misrepresented blacks by way of stereotypes in order to reflect
their disgust for certain perceived characteristics, even while they subtly expressed a
desire for these same traits. For instance, Nathan Irvin Huggins suggests: “The white man
who put on the black mask modeled himself after a subjective black man – a black man
of lust and passion and natural freedom which white men carried within themselves and
harboured with both fascination and dread” (quoted in Pickering 1986, 80). In other
words, minstrel shows “troubled guilty whites all the more because they were so attracted
to the culture they plundered” (Lott 1993, 8).
In a similar way, psychobillies work through their fears of death even while they
relish the idea of being a zombie. Psychos embrace the frightening characteristics of
death, decomposition, and social collapse, presenting them as attractive instead,
preferable to their own lives. In fact, the parallels between some of minstrelsy’s
perceptions about blackness and psychobilly’s fascination with undeath are rather
striking: “White men put on black masks and become another self, one which was loose
of limb, innocent of obligation to anything outside itself, indifferent to success … and
thus a creature totally devoid of tension and deep anxiety” (Huggins quoted in Pickering
1986, 80).
At the same time, psychobillies do not actually want to “be dead.” In general, they
do not take seriously the excessive fantasies depicted in the subculture (recall the
fantasies of murder in Chapter Two). This over-the-top spectacle represents a way of
controlling very real fears by embodying them. The comedic farce, the fun associated
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with zombie minstrelsy, allows for pretend play that laughs in death’s face. By
constructing a campy and admittedly unrealistic fantasy of (un)death, psychobillies cope
with human mortality.
In the same way that working-class whites expressed a latent “sympathetic
identification” with blacks (Lott 1993, 8), psychobillies also embrace the zombie within
to reflect their own alienation. Zombies are the psychobillies of the monster world. They
do not have any magical superpowers or special abilities; they are not smart or elegantly
dashing; they are ugly, disheveled, dirty, grotesque, and incomplete, often missing limbs;
they are the rejects of society, the monsters that nobody wants to be (recall Richard
Greene’s survey from earlier). These characteristics mirror the ways psychobillies
sometimes perceive themselves or are perceived by others. Zombies frighten and repulse
people; rockabilly greasers, punks, and psychobillies have each rejected normalcy and
have been perceived as gross, dirty, scary, off-center. By embracing this grotesque
monster, psychobillies express their anti-mainstream sensibility and embrace nonnormalcy in a way that defies accepted social and bodily principle (see Figure 30).
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Figure 30: A psychobilly zombie image by
Opergeist, photo from deviantart.com

Concluding Thoughts
It should be noted that zombies represent one important theme within the scene.
Psychos do not always dress up as zombies at shows, nor do flyers only portray zombies,
as will be demonstrated throughout this dissertation. Nevertheless, since representations
of zombies are common in psychobilly, it is necessary to understand how psychobillies’
obsession with the monsters has everything to do with their re-interpretation of the
supercultural zombie narrative. Popular zombie culture depicts survivalist fantasies in
which humans outlast threats to civilization and maintain social order. Psychos prefer a
(post)apocalyptic fantasy in which they survive as zombies, rejecting normative
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conventions. Rather than subscribing to mainstream culture’s opinion of the “badness” of
undeath (Greene), psychos invent a fantasy about the “goodness” of zombie life that
includes partying, drinking, love-making, and rocking’n’rolling. They perform zombie
minstrelsy to indulge in this fantasy while controlling their fear of death, and they
identify with zombies’ maligned and grotesque characteristics. Thus, it is no coincidence
that many representations of psychobilly zombies show them giving the finger to the
viewer (see figures 31 and 32). Zombies evoke psychobillies’ non-normative identity in
many ways, and zombies/psychobillies do not care what the world thinks. This helps to
explain why, when leaving a Nekromantix show one night in Hollywood, I pulled out of
the parking lot behind a car with the license plate “BZOMBI” and sped onto the freeway
right behind Kim Nekroman’s 1959 Cadillac Hearse.
One rarely finds a lone zombie. Zombies only represent a threat to society in
groups. Even the earliest zombie films relied on the fear of mass uprisings: “Haitian
history is inexorably linked to the idea of an abused, mistreated segment of the
population being controlled, only to eventually rise up against its so-called master” (Kay
2008, 4). Kay argues that zombie movies reflected a fear among the elite that an army of
angry slaves would rise up and rebel against slave owners (as zombies). Some scholars
have observed that zombies are the most Marxist monsters, the lumpen who band
together in their quest for brains and flesh. 85 Melane, the singer of 13 Black Coffins,
evoked the group mentality of zombies when she posted on my “Pub of the Dead”
85

For more on the Marxist interpretation of zombie masses, see Cameron Weed’s Master’s Thesis
(2009), “The Zombie Manifesto: The Marxist Revolutions in George A. Romero’s Land of the
Dead”.
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Examiner article: “Zombie nation unite!” Events during which psychos bond with one
another and indulge in shared excesses, goofiness, defiance, and fantasy reflect a sense of
camaraderie and group mentality associated with zombie collectivity. Even when not
dressed up as zombies, psychobillies invest in group identification. Through a tight-knit
participatory support system, psychobilly communities provide its members with social
and economic capital, the subject of the next chapter.

Figures 31 and 32: Psychobilly zombies say “fuck you” to a world that alienates and
detests them: Nekromantix logo (left) and Three Bad Jacks flyer (right).
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CHAPTER FOUR
BUILDING COMMUNITY:
COMMUNITAS AND SOCIAL CAPITAL
Part A: Introduction
Fighting Zombies or Being Zombies:
Communitas and Social Contracts
Calling All Zombies!!! Zombie extras needed for the last day of filming for an
indie zombie flick being filmed in Watertown, TN. The movie is called Dead
Start and the producers are trying to get the largest gathering of Zombies ever
recorded for their last scene in the movie. There are several groups around the
world right now trying to set the world record in largest zombie gatherings and
Dead Start wants TN to represent! There will be a huge ass wrap party following
the shoot in downtown Nashville! So come on out and get your zombie on!
Saturday August 29, 2009 at 8 am at the Stardust Drive-in. (King Dado 2009,
web)
Nashville Voodoo is a non-profit radio show that promotes local psychobilly,
rockabilly, and punk bands and businesses. The host, King Dado, knows that
psychobillies love zombie gatherings. On the same day that he posted the above
announcement on Nashville Voodoo Radio’s MySpace blog, he also advertised
Nashville’s 2009 Zombie Walk. Dr. Gangrene, a writer, artist, and local television horror
show personality, sponsored the walk. Born Larry Underwood, he is a favorite of
Nashville’s psychobilly scene and himself a musician in a horror punk 86 band called
Spookhand which utilizes a number of staged gimmicks to shock the audience including
faux dismemberment, brain eating, and blood drinking. Local psychobilly/horror rock
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Horror punk and psychobilly are similar in that they both enjoy horror-themed songs and
express an interest in sci-fi or horror movies, particularly those that are vintage or exceedingly
campy. Musically, they differ in that horror punk does not have a rockabilly element.
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bands The Creeping Cruds, Psychocharger, and Radio Death Wave also entertained the
zombies at the event.
In the previous chapter I offered several reasons why psychobillies embrace
zombies: they contain their fears about death through their tongue-in-cheek embodiment
of death; they deal with contemporary anxieties by creating a fantasy of undeath in which
they enjoy a hedonistic life without responsibilities; and they identify with zombie
characteristics that parallel their own alienation from the superculture and their rejection
of prescribed bodily discipline and socially acceptable behavior. At the end of the
previous chapter, I briefly mentioned yet another reason why zombies appeal to
psychobillies that reflects one of the most salient aspects of the subculture itself: both
zombies and zombie killers participate in a tight-knit community that helps its members
survive. The fascination with these monsters signifies how psychobillies valorize social
bonds generated through their musical experience.
There is nothing like a zombie apocalypse, or any disaster for which zombie
apocalypses act as a metaphor, to bring people together. In “When They Aren’t Eating
Us, They Bring Us Together: Zombies and the American Social Contract,” Leah Murray
analyses examples of human bonding and interaction in George Romero’s legendary
Dead series. She invokes Rousseau’s notion of “social contract” from 1762, the idea that
a “communitarian contract … [connects us] to each other because of a common bond”
(Murray 2006, 218). She also cites Alexis de Tocqueville’s 1835 treatise on Democracy
in America: democracy will only work if individuals are civically minded and all
members of the community are held accountable to each other. Murray demonstrates how
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nearly every one of Romero’s Dead films insists that the survival of humans relies upon a
communitarian social contract and civic-minded accountability. Again and again, zombie
apocalypses prove that a community must work together and make decisions as a
collective in an effort to save their world and their lives. The individualistic heroes –
those who are only out to save themselves – die, alone, while the heroes who foster a
communitarian ethos typically survive.
Zombies, too, foster group solidarity among themselves. In popular culture
representations, they have a mob-like mentality and some narratives even portray the
living dead as civically-minded. For instance, in Showtime’s Masters of Horror episode
“Homecoming” (2005), Americans who died in the Iraq war rise from their coffins and
stumble their way to the polling booths to vote out a warmongering president. If you are
trying to survive as a zombie, what better way than to gang up with others who are just as
alienated as you and on a similar quest to find brains, or vote out the president who sent
you off to die in war, or get revenge on those who spurned you during your life?
Psychobillies see zombies as creatures who work together to fulfill their needs. In today’s
society of pseudo-individualization and isolation, psychobillies cherish the idea of being
part of a group, even if this means being part of a group of shuffling, hungry-for-brains
monsters. Psychobilly zombie walks, zombie skates, zombie pub crawls, zombie
gatherings like the one advertized by King Dado, and other such events in which
participants collectively identify as zombies reinforce the feeling that the participant
belongs to a group of like-minded individuals who support each other.
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Victor Turner’s idea of liminality applies to both zombies and psychobillies,
further explaining psychobillies’ identification with the living dead. As Turner states,
“Liminal entities are neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions
assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial” (Turner 1969, 95).
While his initial discussion of liminality refers to individuals in the process of a rite of
passage, between states of identity (specifically referring to the rites of passage among
the Ndembu of Zambia), he extends his definition to Western subjugated individuals with
non-normative values: “They are persons or principles that (1) fall in the interstices of
social structure, (2) are on its margins, or (3) occupy its lowest rungs” (Ibid., 125). He
references the beat generation and hippies, for instance:
These are the ‘cool’ members of the adolescent and young-adult categories which do not have the advantages of national rites de passage - who ‘opt out’ of
the status-bound social order and acquire the stigmata of the lowly, dressing like
‘bums,’ itinerant in their habits, ‘folk’ in their musical tastes, and menial in the
casual employment they undertake. (Ibid., 112)
As expressed throughout this dissertation, psychobilly fans are members of a
disadvantaged working class who feel or remain alienated from the superculture. They
are frustrated with contemporary politics, a weak economy and chronic unemployment, a
seemingly never-ending and pointless war that has led to the loss of many a friend, and
an overly-individualized culture that provides little support for those facing hard times.
They clearly fit Turner’s model of liminality – they make up the margins of U.S. society,
if not its lowest rungs. Similarly “betwist and between,” as discussed in the previous
chapter, zombies occupy the lowest rungs of the monster hierarchy and abandon codes of
socially accepted behavior, even among monsters.
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Turner suggests that, through communitas during liminal moments, social actors
interact in a community in which all members are equal, resulting in feelings of solidarity
and togetherness: “The second [major ‘model’ for human interrelatedness], which
emerges recognizably in the liminal period, is of society as an unstructured or
rudimentarily structured and relatively undifferentiated comitatus, community, or even
communion of equal individuals” (Ibid., 96). In the liminal state, the construction of
strong social bonds among psychobillies helps forge what Turner calls the “ritual powers
of the weak” (Ibid., 109), providing for these participants a space of equality even while
they feel rejected or displaced from the larger social structure. As Betty Elle told me,
“There’s an unspoken bond with any other greaser. Even if you don’t know them, you
nod. It’s cool. There’s a bond there because of what you have in common. You look
different from most people out there, but with other greasers, you’re similar, you fit in.”

Social Capital
The lyrics of HorrorPops’ song “Boot2Boot” (Kiss Kiss Kill Kill, 2008) evoke
Turner’s definition of liminality as well as the sense of communitas within it:
Here we stand,
No cash on hand…
We’ve been made vagrants…
We’ve been persecuted,
Prosecuted,
Abominated,
Aggravated.
Everything that possibly you can do to us, has been done…
Here we go,
We’re not alone…
Well, here we run,
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On the lamb,
That was something out of hand.
We have been boot to boot,
Side-to-side,
Tired of being wrong.
The tight-knit bonds of the community provide more than a sense of equality or
sameness; they also satisfy a number of personal and group needs through the distribution
of both tangible and social capital. “Boot2Boot” references a flophouse in Copenhagen
where psychobilly and punk misfits supported one another. Patricia Day describes the
importance of the Youth House as a place in which residents shared capital:
It was the one and only punk rock venue and house. It was a place for kids to go,
like punk rockers, you know, general outsiders. They have their own house. You
can go stay there if you didn’t have a place to stay, you know, they’re always
cookin’ food, and it’s like a little small community taking care of each other. And
unfortunately we got a government that was, or still is, … not very nice to
anybody that’s different, so it got closed down. It got bought up by a Christian
community and they tore down the building, not because they wanted to build but
because they wanted to get rid of the people. (“HorrorPops Patricia talks to Eric
Blair” 2009, YouTube video)
In 1916, Lyda Judson Hanifan was among the first to refer to “social capital” to
describe the benefits of social bonds. As state supervisor of rural schools in West
Virginia, he insisted upon the importance of community involvement for successful
schools:
In the use of the phrase social capital ... I do not refer to real estate, or to personal
property or to cold cash, but rather to that in life which tends to make these
tangible substances count for most in the daily lives of people, namely, goodwill,
fellowship, mutual sympathy and social intercourse among a group of individuals
and families who make up a social unit… If he may come into contact with his
neighbor, and they with other neighbors, there will be an accumulation of social
capital, which may immediately satisfy his social needs and which may bear a
social potentiality sufficient to the substantial improvement of living conditions in
the whole community. The community as a whole will benefit by the coöperation
of all its parts, while the individual will find in his associations the advantages of
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the help, the sympathy, and the fellowship of his neighbors. (Hanifan 1916, 13031)
While Hanifan coined the term “social capital,” the central idea that “relationships
matter” and “social networks are a valuable asset” (Field 2003, 1-2) recalls Rousseau’s
notion of “social contract.” Disillusioned by the corrupting influence of modernity in the
name of progress, Rousseau instead idealized a rural mountain community along Lake
Neuchâtel for he believed it to be “a simple form of culture, a small state, a face-to-face
society where everyone knew his neighbors and where all men were more or less equal”
(Cranston 1968, 19). Two hundred years later, Beem echoes this same ideal of small
interactive communities: “The concept of social capital contends that building or
rebuilding community and trust requires face-to-face encounters” (Beem 1999, 20).
Robert Putnam recently revived ideas about the relevance of social capital to
contemporary society and politics. In his 2001 book Bowling Alone: The Collapse and
Revival of American Community, Putnam argues that social involvement has decreased
steadily since the Fifties: “Putnam demonstrated that on a range of indicators of civic
engagement including voting, political participation, newspaper readership, and
participation in local associations [such as PTAs and community groups] that there were
serious grounds for concern. It appeared that America’s social capital was in decline”
(Smith 2007, web). Putnam focuses on changes in the social activity of bowling, noting
that less people bowl in leagues now while individual bowling is on the rise. 87 The
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However, as Gary Alan Fine and Brooke Harrington realize, the irony of Putnam’s title is that
“it is nearly impossible to find anyone bowling alone. Whether Americans bowl in leagues or
with acquaintances as frequently as they once did, observation at local lanes indicates that when
they bowl, they are bowling with friends, families, and co-workers” (2004, 344).
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growth of individual bowling, Putnam argues, indicates that people are not engaging in
the civic conversations that might occur in a league environment and reflects the overall
decline in participation in social organizations that he claims is problematic and counterproductive to democracy.
Notice Putnam’s emphasis on the turning point of the Fifties and consider the
glorification of this era by psychobillies. When I ask associates to mention the first things
that come to mind when I say “the 1950s,” they almost inevitably bring up the idea of
“strong community ties.” Disillusioned by an increasingly fragmented, individualized,
and introverted post-modern world, psychobilly fans idealize the 1950s as a time when a
sense of community was, in theory, highly valued. Because they have adopted
representations of the decade presented in popular culture, they “recall” images of
cocktail parties, bowling leagues, neighborhood barbecues, pool tiki parties, greaser
gangs, and so on. Whether or not this is an accurate representation of the past,
psychobillies re-invent many such social gatherings today, socializing with each other
regularly at car shows, weekender festivals, local musical performances, burlesque
shows, tattoo shops, restaurants and bars that cater to the community, roller derby
matches, car washes for charity, and birthday celebrations.
Drawing on the aforementioned theories of communitas, social capital, and social
contracts, this chapter describes some of the ways in which psychobillies build, nurture,
and benefit from tight-knit bonds that help them navigate the hardships in their lives. As
discussed in Chapter One, the psychobilly community emphasizes folk-like, in-person
connections, the key to building social capital. The psychobilly “nation” does not
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conform to Benedict Anderson’s idea of “imagined community” in which “members of
even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or
even hear of them” (Anderson 1991, 224). Rather, the psychobilly community represents
what Gary Alan Fine and Brooke Harrington call “small groups” or “tiny publics”:
“groups that depend upon personal (typically face-to-face) interaction with the
recognition by participants that they constitute a meaningful social unit” (2004, 343). As
will be shown in this chapter, national and international connections are also forged in
person. Even when psychobillies use online interfaces to communicate (Facebook,
MySpace, Twitter), they tend to do so in ways that reinforce already existing
relationships. Thus, like Mark Slobin, I am first and foremost interested in interaction
among people in micro-musical spheres (1993).
This chapter describes how social capital grows from small groups to larger ones.
Psychobilly communities begin with family-like connections among small groups of likeminded individuals, fostered by key organizers. Social networks develop into selfsustaining psychobilly communities, with branches of car clubs, wrecking crews, and
secret brotherhoods. Blurred boundaries between musicians and fans expand the feeling
of communitas within local groups, creating a sense of equality among participants. Car
shows and weekenders (festivals) extend networks further by forging face-to-face
relationships on a regional, national, and even international level. I conclude with a
discussion of how psychobillies organize and distribute economic and social capital
through benefit shows, charities, and fund-raisers. This micro-cosmic exploration of the
tangible and concrete benefits of a “tiny public” responds to Fine and Harrington’s desire
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“to remedy the neglect of small groups in sociological theory by emphasizing their
centrality as a fundamental unit in organizing social and political life. The absence of
small groups as a level of analysis in civil society research is startling” (2004, 353).

Part B: Forging Social Bonds, Fostering
Communitas, and Distributing Capital
Scene-Builders
Destin, Austin. There was not much of a psychobilly scene in Austin, Texas until
Destin Pledger arrived. As a musician and an avid fan, he built the psychobilly
community from the ground up. During the 1980s, Destin learned all he could about
psychobilly by talking to friends, ordering tapes by mail from the UK, and comparing
notes with other fans he met in juvenile detention and jail. 88 When he landed in Austin,
he reached out to others who dressed like him – he walked up to anyone on the street that
“looked psychobilly” and introduced himself. He formed alliances with Dallas tattoo
artist Johnny Voodoo and San Antonio’s Hairball8 Records owner Ryan Davis. Together
they developed the “Texas Psychobilly” network of fans, promoters, and musicians to
provide like-minded individuals with a sense of belonging. Since the scene was so new to
Texas, the affiliation helped lonely psychobillies find each other. Their first round of tshirts with the imprinted logo sold out immediately at shows, and members quickly began
to sport “Texas Psychobilly” tattoos to demonstrate their dedication.
88

Some of my associates have been in jail at least once for petty crimes, most often DUIs or
alcohol-related acts of recklessness and violence. Recall from Chapter Two that alcohol
consumption is the most common substance used to feel “out of control” and to numb the pain.
Many people such as Destin landed in “juvie” when they were involved in the youth punk
movement and committed petty crimes of theft or drug dealing, less common in the psychobilly
scene. Although I did not have the opportunity during my research to fully investigate
psychobillies’ criminal activities, it presents itself as a possible avenue for future exploration.
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As the scene spread, Destin helped local bands book gigs all across the state and
then turned his attention to finding a way to record and distribute their music. He created
the Psychobilly*US imprint on the Hairball8 label and began recording and issuing
albums by Texas bands first, later followed by national and international groups. He also
created Graverockers Union Wreckords, 89 his own label for distributing local, national,
and international psychobilly acts. Destin describes the social capital and resources that
stem from direct, in-person connections between people, and he alludes to the sense of
community engagement this fosters:
I have created [Graverockers Union Wreckords] to work as a ‘union’, which
means anyone is invited and everyone is involved on some level: bands, zines,
artists, printers, promoters … everyone helps out as much as they can. That’s
really what the USA was built on, unions and organizations coming together with
a common knowledge or goal in order to get things done; ours just happens to be
psychobilly. This is a completely DIY organization and I appreciate the help from
willing persons to combine resources. (pers. comm.)
Brando, Southern California. Brando Von Badsville 90 has been promoting shows
in the Los Angeles area for at least ten years. His career began by accident. He thought he
was just doing something that came natural to him – combining his love of music with
the enjoyment of getting friends together:
Promoting actually kind of fell in my lap. I started out booking bands like the
Moonlight Cruisers, the Three Bad Jacks, and ‘Lil Luis and the Wild Fires (well
back then he was in the Wild Teens) to play in somebody’s backyard, doing their
89

It is common to use “wreck” in word play. Since the word “wrecking” is unique to psychobilly
(no other musical genre uses it to describe their dancing style), it automatically signifies
“psychobilly.”
90
He adopted “Brando” as his name in honor of Marlon Brando. Brando particularly likes the
“rebel” and “lone wolf” roles the actor played (for instance, The Wild One, 1953). He derived
“Von Badsville” from Kenneth Howard’s “Von Dutch” company. Howard’s personal interest in
motorcycles, knifemaking, and pinstriping (painting intricate graphic designs on cars) parallels
activities which also interest psychobillies. “Badsville,” discussed below, relates to Brando’s car
club.
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first shows. Those bands would all play together because we were all growing up
together, and it wasn’t about the purist rockabilly or the psychobilly scene or
nothing like that, we were all just hanging out. I started doing that and then I got
an offer from somebody who said, “Hey, I like what you do here. Would you be
interested in doing it at a bar or at a club?” And I said yeah. (pers. comm., as are
all subsequent quotations by Brando)
Brando was still only in his teens at that point, but he had a fake ID. He walked into the
club and they asked him what he wanted to do. “I didn’t really know what I was doing
back then. I didn’t know business or anything. So all I did was just invite my friends to
come party… That’s how it started.”
Brando goes to great lengths to make everyone feel comfortable at his shows,
including those who might be casual spectators or attending on their own:
You’ll see people at every show, and you get to know them ‘cause they hang out
at the same places and you start mingling. But then you also have the people who
don’t know anybody and they just came to see a band, and I think without [some
of us] reaching out to those people – and I mean those people might not even want
to be reached out to – but without people reaching out to them, and showing them
“Hey, check out this band too,” things won’t grow. So I think you need to do that.
His tendency to befriend everyone stems from the way his mother raised him:
My mother always told me: “When a new kid comes to school, be his friend. Or if
you see somebody getting picked on, help them. You be nice to that person,
because what if that was you? How would you feel? Imagine, do they go home
and cry because they have no friends? Do they feel like this or that?” And I
remember being a little kid and her telling me this and I think that’s always stuck
with me, to kind of go out and befriend everybody else.
It is clear that people particularly enjoy themselves at Brando’s shows. This is the aspect
he finds most fulfilling about his job: “Honestly, it sounds cheesy and stupid, but I like to
see people having a good time. If the crowd is totally dead and there’s no vibe, I’m not
happy. But if it’s a slow night or a sold-out night, and the vibe is there and they’re having
a good time, I think that’s the best.”
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Brando further fosters social ties by regularly organizing shows to celebrate
peoples’ birthdays. He wants to make everyone and anyone feel like they belong. He puts
the person’s name on the show flyer for all to see and books his or her favorite bands:
“Rev It Up Productions celebrates Kim’s birthday this Friday. $3 well drinks and $4 PBR
tallboys. Gamblers Mark, Moonlight Trio, Wino Boogie, and DJ Von Badsville!” Brando
makes an announcement and the whole bar joins in on a rowdy version of “Happy
Birthday.” Birthday celebrations are common throughout the psychobilly subculture and
not specific to Brando’s shows only. Promoters also routinely celebrate the birthdays of
people who have passed away, contributing to the theme of memory and survival within
the culture.

Forging Family: The Rumble Cats,
Wrecking Crews, and FKO
Rumble Cats. When Brando started organizing shows, he also began to create a
support system for himself on a more personal level. Around 1995, he founded a car club
– the Rumble Cats – with his high school friends. None of them had vintage cars at the
time (they couldn’t afford them), but they all knew they liked them. Other kids in high
school pejoratively called them greasers. Brando and his friends did not exactly fit in
with the mainstream:
Everybody in school was forming little groups and cliques and things like that,
and we just kind of stuck out like sore thumbs, but we all dressed the same, so we
all just hung out together. We felt different. We didn’t fit in with the jocks and
cheerleaders. Sometimes one of the cheerleaders thought we dressed really cute,
in their words, and invited us to those jock parties, but we just stuck out there and
we didn’t like the music. We were cool with the punk rockers, but we weren’t
really into the same lifestyle.
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Since they did not fit in with others, they bonded with each other over cars and music –
their “common ground and common interest.” And because of these bonds, the members
of the Rumble Cats supported each other and backed one another up when fights broke
out.
This support system was important in high school, but Brando had a longer-term
vision for the Rumble Cats:
I’d actually had this vision that I was gonna get jumped by all these guys and then
my buddies were there to have my back. And then I pictured something down the
road, where we’re all parked around a park, and all of our kids are playing, potato
salad, and macaroni salad, and this and that, and we have cars, and we’re old guys
together that had grown up together. And that’s pretty much what it’s turned into.
Almost all the original five members that started with us in high school are still in
the club. And then we’ve gained more members as they’ve come along. We’ve
gained and lost, but the core’s still there.
His hopes and dreams came true; he sees the members of the Rumble Cats every day.
They cruise to car shows together, help build and fix each other’s cars, have picnics in the
park with their kids and wives, babysit for one another, go to shows, drink, talk, and help
each other with problems. Brando admits that while cars are central to their club, most
important is the forging of friendship through mutual activities and shared labor:
It’s a really good feeling when you’re helping your brother work on something or
they’re helping you out, and when it’s finished, you can say, “Hey I made this and
this look this way,” and you go somewhere and people say, “Oh, look at the car,
look at that bike,” and it’s a good feeling because you did that together, you did
that together [he repeats for emphasis], and you have those memories, and those
times, and that bond.
Now that they are adults, the social bonds are stronger than ever: “It’s a family to me. My
kid grew up around this. My friends’ kids, they call me uncle. We all grew up together,
and we grew up as a family. I don’t see my own family, you know, my cousins, and
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aunts, and uncles, and grandparents, as much as I should, but they know my friends, and
they know that’s like my family as well” (Figure 33).

Figure 33: Local So Cal chapter of the Rumble Cats wearing their identifying
member vests. Brando is on the far left.

Brando’s initial chapter of the Rumble Cats is still going strong in Southern
California, but the group has also expanded into other cities, usually because a member
moves for work and wants to set up a crew in his new city. The So Cal members traveled
to Houston to meet new members personally before approving of the off-shoot: “They’re
really cool, and they’re actually a mirror image of us out here – like individuals that even
have the same pasts as our members, as far as being in the service and pursuing the same
careers.” They established another club in Tokyo. Japan boasts an enthusiastic
rockabilly/psychobilly scene and musicians frequently travel to California to play shows.
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As a result, Brando became close friends with many Japanese artists and they
collaborated to create a Tokyo chapter, whose members visit often.
Personal bonds create networks that members can draw upon at any time,
providing a variety of resources. The So Cal chapter stays with their Houston brothers
during the Lone Star Round Up Car Show. Tokyo Rumble Cats visit Los Angeles and
stay with their brothers there. Even friends of Rumble Cats can rely on these networks. I
introduced myself to Deuce, a member of the Houston Rumble Cats, when I spotted his
club jacket while at a large psychobilly festival in Austin. I told him that I knew Brando
and he immediately invited me to join his friends at the show and offered his help if I
were ever to need anything in Houston.
Note the fictional location “Badsville” on the jackets and in Brando’s name. I
understand this as Brando’s way of creating an imaginary home for the Rumble Cats, a
safe haven that allows them to act as they please, to be “bad,” and to express their real
identities, desires, and personalities without being judged by others. The real Rumble
Cats network thus takes refuge in an imaginary “Badsville” landscape, drawing parallels
to the dialectical relationship between fantasy and reality which I have touched on
throughout this dissertation.
Zombie Wrecking Crew. Wrecking Crews are “gang-like” affiliations within the
psychobilly community that provide a strong support system for members. As discussed
earlier, “wrecking” refers to the type of “dance” performed during a show. Wrecking
itself fosters a sense of brotherhood as men hang their arms around one another’s
shoulders, physically keeping each other upright on the dance floor.
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Figure 34: Members of the Zombie Wrecking Crew in Los Angeles

Like the Rumble Cats, members of a wrecking crew identify as part of a tight-knit
group and wear signifying apparel. Out in the mainstream world, members of the Zombie
Wrecking Crew may feel like the figure pictured on their logo (Figure 34) – a dejected,
sad, lifeless, lonely, slumping zombie. But as part of the wrecking crew, members gain a
support system and identify with others like them; together, they come to life. On
MySpace, ZWC member Marc posted these lyrics from “Switchblade” by Lars
Frederiksen and the Bastards to describe his brotherhood (MarcZWC 2010, web):
Well when I’m rolling with my crew you know we cause a sensation
Mi familia por vida, got a bad reputation
You step up to us, well, we got the ammunition
One flick of my knife, it’s the end of conversation
Got a partner to the left of me, another to my right
We got ladies in the back for later in the night
Well, I told you we were crazy, I told you we were bold
With my switchblade at my side, well my crew’s untouchable
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Although the lyrics refer to violent gang activities, wrecking crews do not normally
engage in criminal acts. Rather, Marc uses the song to represent the feelings of power,
pleasure, and support he derives from being part of a crew.
FKO. Secretive brotherhoods also foster strong social bonds. The musicians in
Moonlight Trio, Gamblers Mark, Sugar Daddys (sic), and a few other bands identify as
members of the “FKO.” Each individual sports a tattoo of the mysterious acronym;
usually one member tattoos it on another during a drunken night. I tried for a year to
obtain more information on their group, but they could not discuss it. Do I have to be in a
band to qualify? Is it because I’m a woman? One member finally gave away a little too
much information and the others playfully scolded him. He told me that there is nothing
about me that necessarily prevents me from joining, but that I probably would not be able
to complete the initiation process which involves driving somewhere far away and doing
a number of things he could not tell me about.
I never pressed any further; I knew I should not encroach on their secret realm. It
belongs to them. These brothers have been through thick and thin together for years,
developing intense relationships stronger than those they have with their biological
families. No member will ever go wanting; no one will ever be alone if they are going
through a rough situation; no one will ever lack a place to stay. These brothers have each
other’s backs. As Al Martinez from Moonlight Trio told me, “I can’t really tell you
anything about FKO but I can tell you there’s this really strong brotherhood between us
all.” T-Mac added, “Yeah, it’s like family. This scene as a whole, we come together for a
lot of causes.” Al mentioned that the FKO network extends across the world: “We were
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hanging out with the Go-Getters from Sweden and we just got along so well. They’re
awesome, great guys. The Starlight Wranglers from Japan, too. Whenever they’re out
here, they come over to the house and my mom makes dinner for them. We’re all just
really close to each other.”
Psychobilly group memberships provide individuals with various resources that
recall both Bourdieu’s Marxist theory of socio-economic capital and Putnam’s nostalgic
take on social capital:
The volume of the social capital possessed by a given agent thus depends on the
size of the network of connections that he can effectively mobilize and on the
volume of the capital… possessed in his own right by each of those to whom he is
connected. (Bourdieu 1986, 249)
Community connectedness is not just about warm fuzzy tales of civic triumph. In
measurable and well-documented ways, social capital makes an enormous
difference to our lives. (Putnam 2001, 290)
In short, whatever capital members possess belongs to the crew as a whole and
contributes to a better situation for all.

Communitas Between Musicians,
Promoters, and Fans
I think the thing that makes me different is that I’m like one of the band members,
and a lot of the people I hang out with are band members. Me and Sinner [from
The Chop Tops] were talking about this, and he said “That’s why I really like you
because I can talk to you on the phone. You’ll call me and say ‘hey, how you
been,’ or we’ll hang out.” And I’m like, are other promoters not like this? And I
started realizing and noticing that they don’t really make that bond with the
bands…. [My mentor], he’d sit up there in the balcony by himself, real quiet,
while I was the social butterfly, walking around. I was the face of production. I
was there for the bands. They’d come to me for set times, for payouts, whatever.
And I was the one hanging out backstage with them, partying, or whatever,
smoking cigarettes. Or we’d go after the show to eat…. On a personal level, hey,
[the guys in the bands] are cool. It’s like you’d do with anybody else. Just because
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they play in a band, and I’m a promoter, it doesn’t make them any different from
anybody else. (Brando, pers. comm.)
Brando prides himself on his personal interaction with band members. He takes the
intimacy of his Rumble Cats brotherhood and cultivates it with the bands he books. This
adds a level of familiality to the show – the band is happy to play at Brando’s events and
the fans pick up on this feeling.
In addition, band members interact closely and directly with those in attendance.
They drink beer with the audience before the show. Bands mingle with attendees before
and after the show at the merchandise booth and provide plenty of freebies to avid fans.
They sign gear, take photos, listen to stories from fans. They ask for requests and
immediately launch into the songs that fans shout out. Musicians often invite attendees to
sing into the microphone and fans routinely reach across that invisible barrier to touch the
upright bass or a guitar or a band member. During one show, Elvis from Three Bad Jacks
invited women up on the stage for his ballad number, and about fifty girls immediately
leapt up and crowded around the band. Musicians also leave the stage frequently,
swinging from rafters, singing in the middle of the crowd, or wrecking with the fans.
Jay’s performance of “We Don’t Give a Fuck About That” demonstrates just how much
his band does give a fuck about audience participation. Like in a stand-up comedy act,
attendees call out anything they want – “Beer!”…“Boobs!”…“Elvis!” – and the band
improvises a verse about it, concluding “but we don’t give a fuck about that.” Interactions
between the musicians and audience break down the barriers of musical performance,
creating what Thomas Turino describes as “participatory performance,” “a field of
activity in which stylized sound and motion are conceptualized most importantly as
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heightened social interaction” (Turino 2008, 28). He argues, “the quality of the
performance is ultimately judged on the level of participation achieved” and “by how
participants feel during the activity;” “this heightened concentration on the other
participants is one reason that participatory music-dance is such a strong force for social
bonding” (Ibid., 29). Fans feel incorporated into the performance through the techniques
described above; they are as integral to the show as the musicians themselves.
Musicians cherish opportunities to get to know their fans, further establishing a
sense of “communion of equal individuals” (Turner 1969, 96). Dylan began playing bass
after meeting Jimbo, the bass player for Reverend Horton Heat (the first psychobilly band
to gain inter/national mainstream prominence in the U.S.). Dylan remembers being so
excited to meet Jimbo after being “blown away” by the bass player’s spectacular and
entertaining performance.
I waited for hours to talk to Jimbo and I was so ridiculously eager and excited. He
could’ve been an asshole. I mean, they were already famous and I’m sure he had
tons of people just like me wanting to talk him. But he was so cool. I told him
how amazed I was by everything he did up there on stage, and how I basically
wanted to be just like him. Jimbo told me everything I needed to know – what
type of bass to find, what strings to get, how to learn, how to learn by watching
every bass player I could … just everything I needed to know to get going. And I
was so grateful to him for taking the time to tell me all that. I mean, he totally
didn’t have to do that. What a good guy. Amazing guy. That was how I became a
bass player. (pers. comm.)
Festival promoters go to great lengths to arrange “meet and greets” between fans and
band members. This is particularly important when musicians come from other cities or
countries – people who fans may only have a once-in-a-lifetime chance to meet. Rich
Vreede, owner of Black Cat Entertainment, routinely organizes at least two such events
before any festival. Prior to Black Cat’s Valentine’s Ball in 2009, enthusiastic fans met
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members of several legendary bands that started psychobilly in the 1980s: Phantom
Rockers (UK), Frantic Flintstones (UK), and The Quakes (New York). When I asked
Rich what the most satisfying aspect of his job was, he responded immediately:
“Definitely the satisfaction of seeing the fans involved, happy, and excited to see and
meet the bands. I take thousands of photos, and it’s great to see everyone having such a
good time, meeting people they never thought they’d get the chance to talk to, musicians
that have had such an impact on their lives.”
Finally, internet networks provide another way for bands to foster and sustain inperson connections. Stellar Corpses, a Santa Cruz-based band, nurtures their familial
relationship with fans through Twitter and MySpace: “Thanks for sharing your
nightmares with us. We are writing new songs as we speak so your input is appreciated ;)
… Had any crazy dreams lately? Warning: anything you say may end up in a song!”
(Stellar Corpses, Twitter, September 19, 2010). While Brando derives familial
satisfaction from his group of Rumble Cats, Stellar Corpses foster these feelings online
between themselves and their fans: “If you’re following us, we’re following you! It’s like
one big happy family... like the Munsters! or the Mansons?!” (Stellar Corpses, Twitter,
September 20, 2010). Stellar Corpses also utilizes their online communities to encourage
new face-to-face relationships between fans. The band often asks their Twitter and
MySpace followers to pick up those who are without a means of transportation:
“Someone plz give @SinfamousSherri a ride from Glendale, AZ to the show in Tempe,
AZ tomorrow. Thanks!” (Ibid., July 29, 2010). Fans themselves utilize online spaces to
make their own connections. For instance, Mukky Rukkus replied to a post on Stellar
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Corpses’ MySpace page about an upcoming show with Nekromantix: “broke ass punk
just lost job, this show would mean so much to me right mow (sic) if i cud go... if
anyones goin from monterey to there message me... im stuck as fuck” (Stellar Corpses,
MySpace, September 8, 2010). Again, this testifies to how Benedict Anderson’s idea of
“imagined community” is made real through face-to-face interaction. Rather than online
media serving as a substitute for in-person connections, it mainly provides a way to
reinforce and maintain bonds that already exist, as well as create new ones that
materialize in actuality.
The above circumstances point to the ways in which psychobilly musicians
struggle to erase spatial or psychological distance between bands and fans at live
performances, contributing to the folk-like character of the scene discussed theoretically
in Chapter One. As Turino describes,
what happens during a good performance is that the multiple differences among
us are forgotten and we are fully focused on an activity that emphasizes our
sameness – of time sense, of musical sensibility, of musical habits and
knowledge, of patterns of thought and action, of spirit, of common goals – as well
as our direct interaction. Within the bounded and concentrated frame of musical
performance that sameness is all that matters, and for those moments when the
performance is focused and in sync, that deep identification is felt as total. (Turino
2008, 18, his italics)
The sense of sameness is particularly important given psychobillies’ alienation from the
superculture; since they do not fit in with the mainstream, their sense of belonging within
the subculture feels especially significant.
Additionally, the communitas fostered by the socially interactive performance
provides pleasure for the audience. Simon Frith describes the development of BBC radio:
“The enjoyment of the wireless came to depend on the processes of flattery and
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familiarity. BBC audiences were flattered by a tone of voice, by speakers, comics,
singers, addressing them directly, as if each individual listener’s pleasure mattered to
them personally” (Frith 1988, 42). Frith continues, “The BBC represented its listeners to
themselves. What was (and is) enjoyable is the sense that you too can become significant
by turning on the switch” (Ibid.). Similarly, psychobilly musicians engage personally
with fans to foster a sense of connectivity and shared identity. Direct, participatory
interaction between the musicians and fans creates the sense that everyone is significant,
everyone matters to the community. Whether having one’s birthday celebrated, wrecking
with a brother, singing along into the microphone, fixing a friend’s car, or learning
instrumental techniques from a respected musician, everyone feels important and
accepted, combating the sense of helplessness and worthlessness many feel outside the
community.

Car Shows and Weekenders:
Bridging Time and Space
“Music was the antidote to silence and to being alone” (Turino 1993, 251). In his
discussion of music-dance festivals of the Peruvian Altiplano, Turino emphasizes the
creation of communitas through music’s potential to bond: communal participation in
panpipe music festivals reflects strongly held views about the value of equality. Within
the psychobilly community, car shows and weekenders similarly bring psychos together
to form and cultivate face-to-face encounters on a national and international level.91 Like
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Some important international psychobilly-related weekenders and car shows in 2011 will
include the 24th Satanic Stomp (Speyer, Germany), 19th Psychobilly Meeting (Calella,
Barcelona, Spain), 17th Hootenanny (Irvine, CA), 14th Viva Las Vegas (Las Vegas, NV), 12th
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the panpipe festivals discussed by Turino, weekenders bring together participants whose
common interests alienate them from the superculture. Being together, as Turino says,
provides a welcome respite from being and feeling alone.
Psychobilly organizers hosted the first weekenders in the UK and throughout
Europe during the 1980s, bringing together dispersed members of the underground scene:
“If you book only one band only a few people will turn up. In a weekender, you have
three days of only psychobilly bands. You’ll have loads of people coming from all
continents to watch bands, and have a big party” (Maat 2003, web). Today, festivals
usually include a variety of activities and entertainment besides music: a car/bike show,
burlesque performances, pin-up contests, musical acts, socials, pool parties, dance
competitions, fashion shows, vendors of all sorts, 92 and services provided by tattoo artists
and barbers/stylists. Both economic and social capital, then, is generated and distributed.
The exchange of services and goods circulates capital within the community and
perpetuates the practice of DIY and independent, homemade craft production. In
addition, business owners create face-to-face connections with their clientele that
continue through online communication once the weekender is over. For instance, the
Hollywood Showdown (Hollywood, CA), 11th Bedlam Breakout (Northampton, England), 11th
Heavy Rebel Weekender (Winston-Salem, NC), 10th Lone Star Round Up (Austin, TX), 8th InkN-Iron Tattoo and Kustom Culture Festival (Long Beach, CA), 6th Redneck Rumble (Lebanon,
TN), 6th Rock’n’Roll Hell Festival (Osnabrück, Germany), 5th Psychobilly Luau (New York),
5th Psychomania Rumble (Potsdamn, Germany), 4th Rockabilly Revival (Austin, TX), 3rd
Valentine’s Ball Weekend (Pomona, CA), 2nd Rhythm Rocker Weekender (Long Beach, CA),
2nd Wrecker’s Ball (Pomona, CA), and 2nd Muddy Roots Music Festival (TN). Others are now
defunct but were instrumental in building international networks of fans, such as the Rockabilly
Rebel Weekend that ran for 15 years annually until 2007 (Indianapolis, IN), the Big Rumble that
ran for eleven years until 1999 (London, UK), Tokyo’s Big Rumble which ran for 13 years until
2008, and various other weekenders throughout Europe during the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s.
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Vendors usually sell records, clothes, fashion accessories, art, vintage posters or photographs,
antique furniture or housewares, and various “arts & crafts.”
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owner of Zombie Boutique posted this comment on Facebook after an event: “Thanks to
all of my fans, likers, and customers for all of your support and love. It’s nice to see that
ppl still support local and independent crafters, designers, and businesses!!! Love you all.
Bettie” (Zombie Boutique, Facebook, December 20, 2010).
In order to build new social bonds, promoters often attempt to keep these events
as diverse as possible, encouraging participants to expand their networks and
acquaintances. For example, the organizers of Greenspan’s Classic Car Show in South
Gate, CA insisted on creating new connections:
This show will reflect the diversity of Greenspan’s customers involving many
clubs and solo riders that probably may not regularly get together at the same car
show. Also, with clubs limited to 7 rides per chapter, and 10 for clubs with no
chapters, we’ll create a better social atmosphere (rather than 100 members of one
club just taking up a corner of the show and staying to themselves). (Greenspan
2010, web).
Car shows and weekenders offer a rare opportunity for alienated individuals (usually
living in areas with relatively small psychobilly scenes) to identify as members of a larger
group and create permanent social bonds. Rich Vreede in fact became a promoter because
the spirit of the Hootenanny Festival inspired him:
I went to the Hoot in 1995 when it first started and it wasn’t even really big (only
2000 people). But it was the first time people from different cities met. Car clubs
from all over were there. It was a unifying event, getting all these people with
common interests in one spot. Hootenanny was really the only big event for
people like us back then; there was no Viva Las Vegas. Right away I knew I
wanted to start promoting things like that to get people together. (pers. comm.)
Today, Rich’s events attract fans from all over the world who meet annually and catch
up on one another’s lives. I covered his Valentine’s Ball for the Examiner site:
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It felt like rebel prom night. Guests from all over the nation showed up in full
force, dressed to the nines, eager to socialize with others who had traveled to Pomona’s
newly renovated Fox Theatre for the big event. They pulled up in their waxed and
polished vintage cars, and tattooed greasers came around to the passenger side to help
their mujeres gingerly step onto the red carpet near the entrance. Hands were shaken,
hugs exchanged, pockets searched by security, pictures taken. It had all the air of a
formal – a formal specifically designed to be the perfect night for psycho/rockabilly fans.
The second annual Valentine’s Ball is one of the famous “weekenders” organized
by Rich of Black Cat Entertainment, the other being Labor Day weekend’s Hollywood
Showdown, now in its eleventh year. This year’s Ball attracted an estimated 2,000 fans to
the luxuriously decadent historic Fox Theatre. The venue was perfect for turning this
event into a social occasion, not just a music festival. There was a side room with a bar
and plenty of comfortable sofas to lounge on when you needed a moment to relax or talk,
removed from the din of the main music hall. The spiraling staircase ushered patrons up
to the prom-like photo booth and to another bar on the smoking patio. Check the website
soon for hundreds of uploaded photos from the booth – you’ll see your own as well as
those of old and new friends. In the plush lobby, fans mingled with band members at the
merch tables. And, of course, there was the huge auditorium with room for the lively
wrecking pit and great views for those even further back who didn’t want to risk breaking
a heel or mussing up their manicured quiffs or Mohawks.
As fun as it was to catch up with psycho/rockabilly friends from all over, we were
also of course excited to see the legendary founders of psychobilly from Europe. Fans
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had a chance to meet their heroes from the Frantic Flintstones, a legendary band who
was instrumental to the development of the genre in the UK during the 1980s, at a meetand-greet on Friday. Also representing Europe’s psychobilly heritage were The
Swampy’s (sic) from Belgium. At the same time, fans applauded and supported local
musicians – Dr. Bizarro’s Victims from San Fernando Valley, Stellar Corpses from Santa
Cruz, and the much-anticipated reunion of the Victorville-based band Mad Marge and
the Stonecutters. (Kattari February 21, 2010, web)
The above excerpt points to the priority that Rich places on creating an event
where psychobillies can strengthen old friendships and forge new ones with fans and
musicians alike. Compared to other festivals, the Valentine’s Ball was relatively small,
attracting a couple thousand people. Viva Las Vegas, by contrast, is one of the largest
weekenders in the world; about 125,000 people attended last year’s sold-out event.
Again, I reported on the gathering for Examiner, touching on the real connections that
people from all over the world made with each other, bridging not only space but also
generational divides:
As I made my way through the parking lot, my eyes lingered on all the pre-1964
cars – beautifully restored Caddys, Chevys, Fords, and more. I entered the Orleans
Casino for the “Viva Las Vegas Rockabilly Weekender” and never before had I seen so
many psychos and rockabillies in one place. They’d come from all over the world to be
here, and they were taking their vintage fashion seriously, strutting their finest outfits.
Bettie Page-inspired pin-ups hung on the arms of tough-looking tattooed greasers who
sat on slot machine stools next to blue-haired ladies hooked up to oxygen tanks. Most of
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the billies were clearly too young to have lived through the ‘50s themselves, but there
were some rebels over sixty and the youngsters treated them with enormous amounts of
respect and interest. This was a place for generations to bridge time, share stories, enjoy
common interests, and keep the past alive.
Wanda Jackson did her part by telling stories about the birth of rock and roll.
Known for briefly dating Elvis, she showed off the ring he gave her that she still wears
around her neck. Thanking god for Elvis’ encouragement of her musical talent, she paid
tribute to “The King” by playing “Heartbreak Hotel” and pointed out that this type of
music didn’t have a name back then: “We didn’t know to call it ‘rockabilly’ at the time.
We didn’t know what to call it. It was just Elvis’s music.” Now dubbed the “Queen of
Rockabilly,” she thanked the crowd for their interest in this history, music, and culture:
“You all make me feel like a teenager again. I almost feel like I’m in the 50’s again. The
only things different are the tattoos and piercings,” she chuckled. “But every generation
has got to leave their mark. My generation did. And I’m glad to see all you out here
enjoying rock and roll.” There was no denying the ways in which her performance and
her music unites generations. For instance, Marti Brom – often described as the
contemporary Wanda – came out to exchange pieces of jewelry with Jackson at the end
of the performance, symbolizing the intimate connection between the past rockabilly era
and the new one.
Later, the thousands of fans who packed the parking lot buzzed with anticipation
for the once-in-a-lifetime chance to see one of the kings of rock’n’roll in-person, and they
greeted Chuck Berry with respectful applause and encouraging cheers when he appeared
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on stage wearing his trademark skipper hat and a fancy red sequined shirt. Not wasting
any time, Berry ploughed through dozens of tunes we’ve all heard countless times: “Roll
Over Beethoven,” “School Day,” “My Ding-a-Ling,” “Maybellene,” “You Never Can
Tell” (re-popularized by the Pulp Fiction soundtrack), “Rock and Roll Music,” and
“Little Queenie” (a B-side of which the crowd knew every word). And of course, he had
to give the crowd what they came for, so he performed his famous one-legged hop, the
“duck walk,” during “Johnny B. Goode.” He asked for the audience’s help with the
chorus: “Come on, now, I’m getting tired. I’m almost 84. Help me out now!” and the
crowd responded enthusiastically, singing along loudly. The performance thrilled the
audience and folks talked to each other about the impact he made on rock’n’roll more
than fifty years ago. No one complained about the less-than-stellar vocals and guitar
performance. No one cared. They’d seen a legend. And they’d sung along with him.
Deke Dickerson did his own part in bridging the generations by treating us to an
amazing history lesson at his popular Guitar Geek Show. Among the guest artists was
Del Casher, most famous for inventing the wah-wah pedal and guitar synthesizer. Many
in the crowd recognized him from his appearances with Elvis in “Roustabout” and Jerry
Lee Lewis in “Patsy.” This is the guy who made it possible for a guitar to sound like a
marimba, a vibraphone, a trumpet, an organ, or four guitars being played at once. The
audience was impressed, but so was he; you could tell that the respect and love he
received from this new generation thrilled him. Contemporary artist Joel Patterson from
The Modern Sounds played a tribute to Lawrence Welk guitarists Neil LeVang and Buddy
Merrrill, and “Crazy” Joe Tritschler from Enon, Ohio blew away the crowd with his
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homage to Herb Remington, a steel guitarist who played with Bob Wills. Finishing off the
Guitar Geek show with a landmark surprise, Deke brought out all the surviving guitars
made by Jim Harvey between 1951 and 1959, along with plenty of special guests to play
them. This included a double-necked guitar that was featured on Willie Nelson’s
Nightlife record. Scotty Broyles, a Texas-born mandolin player who met Harvey in the
Navy many decades ago, introduced the old jazz standard “Sweet Sue, Just You” that
dates back to the 1920s by saying “I don’t really sing so well, but this song is so old no
one knew the words but me.” One audience member said it best when he shouted,
“You’re making history!”
While multiple generations of fans and musicians bridged time, attendees from all
over the globe forged important connections across space. There was a friendly vibe in
the air for the whole weekend, kicked off by the official meet-and-greet event. Hostess
Sweet Pea directed people to turn to their left and meet someone, turn to their right and
introduce themselves, and so on. The hostess gave instructions for guests to perform silly
actions that broke the ice between strangers. Later, women gathered on the floor to
perform The Stroll together, demonstrating their common interests and shared vintage
dance knowledge. I ran into an older gentleman who I used to see dancing the two-step
every Sunday evening at the Continental Club in Austin. I’d never really talked to him
beyond offering my name when I accepted a dance or two over the years. But here there
was a shared common ground that strengthened our casual acquaintance into something
more meaningful and lasting.
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Later, downstairs, Santa Cruz band The Chop Tops played some covers we all
knew – Carl Perkins’ “Blue Suede Shoes” and Johnny Cash’s “Get Rhythm” – but also
more obscure tunes from Eddie Cochran and Johnny Burnette to test the crowd’s insider
knowledge. If you were familiar with the song, it proved that you had been digging into
this history for awhile. If you didn’t yet recognize it, that was ok too; someone next to you
would surely point you in the right direction and you could buy the album upstairs in the
vendor room afterwards. Sinner, the drummer/singer, engaged in a lively conversation
with the audience, asking them who they thought was the true king of rock’n’roll: they
called out Gene Vincent, Ray Campi, Ritchie Valens, Buddy Holly, Les Paul, Chuck
Berry, Johnny Cash, Elvis, Ricky Nelson, Link Wray. By demonstrating their mastery of
the rock’n’roll metanarrative, this insider knowledge, this commitment to keeping history
alive, everyone who participated felt like they belonged to a group of similarly dedicated
individuals who had congregated together due to their shared love of rockabilly and all
things ‘50s.
The feel of camaraderie that oozed from this event actually began well before
Sweet Pea’s “meet and greet.” It started online and on the road. A few months ago, I
experienced a brief moment of panic when I thought I missed my opportunity to score a
ticket to the sold-out event. I hurriedly checked Craigslist to see if anyone had an extra
ticket to sell. No, there were none to be had; everyone was happy to have acquired theirs
and they weren’t giving them up. But there were dozens of posts for ride-shares between
Los Angeles and Vegas: “Looking for Betties to ride in the back seat of my 1957 Chevy to
Viva. Must be OK with cigarettes, loud rock and roll, conversation, and a slow cruise to
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Vegas in a car with no A/C.” “Anyone want a ride to Viva? Got two seats open and
would love the company.”
On my way back from the weekend, I spotted dozens of cars stopped alongside the
road here and there with their hoods popped. Something inevitably goes wrong with old
cars on road trips such as these. But for each and every broken-down vehicle, there were
half a dozen Viva groups who had willingly pulled off to the side, extracted lawn chairs
from their trunk, grabbed some PBR’s out of a cooler, and joined the stranded carload
until help, or more friends, arrived. There was an obvious commitment to helping out any
brothers or mamas with car trouble, or at least a desire to keep them company for a bit.
Viva forges intimate connections between previous strangers. It’s an experience
we won’t forget, something we have in common along with our musical and cultural
interests. We’ll also hold dear the memories of late nights/early mornings spent in each
other’s hotel rooms, talking, laughing, sharing stories, making friends. We’ll remember
seeing the legends of rock’n’roll perform, along with new bands who are keeping musical
history alive. And we look forward to doing it all over again next year, catching up with
the friends we made from England, Japan, or even our backyards, and forging new
friendships each and every year. (Kattari April 2-6, 2010, web)

Benefit Shows: Distributing Social,
Economic, and Emotional Capital
Social capital is the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked
to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships
of mutual acquaintance and recognition – or in other words, to membership in a
group – which provides each of its members with the backing of collectivityowned capital. (Bourdieu 1986, 248)
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Like other forms of capital, social capital is productive, making possible the
achievement of certain ends that in its absence would not be possible. (Coleman
1988, 98)
John Field reflects on the distinction between Bourdieu’s and Coleman’s perspectives on
the accumulation of social capital within disadvantaged communities: “Bourdieu’s
treatment of social capital … boils down to the thesis that privileged individuals maintain
their position by using their connections with other privileged people. James Coleman’s
view is more nuanced in that he discerns the value of connections for all actors,
individual and collective, privileged and disadvantaged” (Field 2003, 28). In other words,
it seems that Bourdieu focuses on what a privileged community has and what the
working class has not, while Coleman explores how even those who typically have not
can, and do, benefit from social capital. In this final section, I discuss how socially
subjugated and economically disadvantaged psychobillies pool their aggregate assets
through charities. While it may be considered part of social capital, I also emphasize
“emotional capital” – the benefits of being part of a group that provides emotional
support, for instance during the bereavement of loved ones or during health-related crises.
Benefit concerts account for roughly 40% of the shows I attended in California
and Texas. The events usually raise money or resources to help members of the
rockabilly/psychobilly community directly, alleviating the financial costs as well as
emotional pressures of funerals, medical treatments, disasters, and unemployment. A
train hit Thomas Yearsley, the longtime bass player for neo-rockabilly band The
Paladins, on the evening of August 16, 2010 while he was trying to get his disoriented
dog off the tracks. Yearsley suffered a broken leg and multiple other sustained injuries.
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Unfortunately, his best friend, Swango, did not survive. A beloved musician who has
toured and backed bands for over twenty years, Yearsley is known to many throughout
the community: “Thomas is really kind of a fixture in the music scene in Oceanside. He’s
a musical hero to so many of us,” said Bianca Lara (quoted in Figueroa 2010, web). As a
working musician, Yearsley does not have insurance to cover his substantial medical
costs, the majority of which were due to the Life-Flight helicopter ride, a three-day
hospital stay, and the inability to work during his recovery. His friend and bandmate Kyle
quickly formed a website to collect donations and distribute information about benefit
concerts that would generate proceeds (Jester 2010, web). Fans announced their support
on the website: Common Sense wrote, “Paladins were one of the best bands to ever come
out of San Diego. Let’s all rally and help Tom” (posted on Jester, August 19, 2010, web).
O-Zoner shared, “I'm willing to play for free to raise money too. I think I can get a few
more [gigs] for drums and bass. I hope you’re good real soon. I’m really sorry about
Swango” (Ibid., August 20, 2010). As of November 20, 2010, the psychobilly and
rockabilly community had contributed roughly $10,000, or about 50% of the goal.
Other events pool the resources and skills of psychobillies for donation to
charitable organizations beyond the community itself. At a “Support The Troops” event
at the Fort Hood army post near Killeen, Texas, pin-up girls posed for a calendar; profits
from local sales as well as calendars themselves were to be shipped overseas to provide
both assistance and delight to war-weary soldiers. The promoters of a Southern California
psychobilly event, “Fighting Hunger, Giving Hope,” donated one hundred percent of the
door proceeds, as well as the cans of food collected, to The Los Angeles Food Bank.
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Brando has organized many benefit fund-raisers, including December 2010’s “7th
Annual Toy Drive & Car Show,” featuring live music from Gamblers Mark (members of
the FKO) and other bands, along with a car show hosted by the Black Widows all-girl car
club. Attendees donated toys and money to L.A. County Fire Department’s “Spark for
Love Toy Drive.” Since the sharing of resources is such an integral part of car clubs,
FKO, and Brando’s Rumble Cats, it is no surprise that these groups hosted a fund-raising
event together.
Pin-up or burlesque dancers often organize car washes and bake sales to raise
funds for various causes. Nashville psycho/rockabillies raised money for the victims of
the flood. Southern California psychos generated proceeds for the Susan G. Komen For
the Cure foundation. Organizers established a website to advertise the benefit and express
their own personal connections to the cause: “We’ve lost a few friends over the years
including a male friend to breast cancer. We want to do our part to make this world
awesome, so Rock Around The Park presents the Pinup Car Wash and Bake Sale at
American Vintage Tattoo” (Rock Around the Park 2010, web). Due to the physical effort
of the psycho/rockabilly ladies and the generous contributions of customers, the event
raised over $500. Beyond generating economic capital for distribution, the sharing of
stories of loss and survival on the website and at the event fostered social and emotional
capital as well. Members of the community were provided a space in which to discuss
their experiences with cancer and feel the support of their community.
Crissa Amber Gift (aka ‘Lil Miss Gift) linked up with other psycho/rockabilly
women to form a group called “Pin-Up for a Cure.” Gift is currently producing a pin-up207

inspired 2012 calendar “representing strong, beautiful and beautifully inked women
whose lives have been affected by cancer” (Pin-up For A Cure 2010, web). The proceeds
from calendar sales will be donated to cancer research, while the Facebook page provides
a safe space for women to share their personal stories: “LADIES: Feel free to upload pics
of yourself with a line about how you’ve been affected by this disease. We should
support one another and the fight against women’s cancer! Much Love, xxx – Crissa”
(Ibid.). She also uses the space to distribute information and raise awareness about
diagnoses, early detection, and treatments. I am reminded of Putnam’s comment: “The
networks that constitute social capital also serve as conduits for the flow of helpful
information that facilitates achieving our goals…. Social capital operates through
psychological and biological processes to improve individual lives” (Putnam 2001, 290).

Concluding Thoughts
Through social interaction, psychobillies transform certain imagined ways of
being into reality; they imagine the durable social networks of the 1950s, and they engage
in activities that generate social capital in order to help members realize a better life in
hard times. Face-to-face participation makes the fantasy of survival real. Frith notes in
Performing Rites:
What makes music special in this familiar cultural process is that musical identity
is both fantastic – idealizing not just oneself but also the social world one inhabits
– and real: it is enacted in activity. Music making and music listening, that is to
say, are bodily matters; they involve what one might call social movements. In
this respect, musical pleasure is not derived from fantasy – it is not mediated by
daydreams – but is experienced directly: music gives us a real experience of what
the ideal could be. (1996, 274)
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In the same way that wrecking helps dancers stay upright on the slippery floor as they
move to the music, wrecking crews, car clubs, brotherhoods, weekenders, and benefit
shows each play a role in a support system that helps members remain tall as they
struggle together through a life full of disadvantages. They provide for each other what
the superculture does not. In African Stars, Erlmann notes how subjugated social actors
create an alternative reality together:
Performance as “signifying practice” mediates between heterogeneous worlds by
constructing social spaces in which the coherence of the lived experience is
reestablished. The notion of space is crucial here, because it denotes the existence
of a sphere of human activity in which the reordering of social relations takes
place in nonpragmatic ways. Although these are not unaffected by the
participants’ general social practice, performance in South Africa offers
alternative opportunities of reconstruction in a seemingly intractable and harsh
social reality. (1991, 5)
Part of reconstructing life is feeling alive, feeling a sense of communitas and belonging,
feeling part of a group. As Turino discusses: “[Music] refers to fundamentally distinct
types of activities that fulfill different needs and ways of being human… Musical
participation and experience are valuable for the processes of personal and social
integration that make us whole” (Turino 2008, 1).
I close by returning to the idea of zombie communitas that opened this chapter.
The 2007 movie Aaah! Zombies!! is a comedy told from the perspective of the undead
themselves as they begin to grasp the implications of their existence. They feel rejected,
hated, ugly, alone, just like psychobillies. The lead zombie gives a triumphant speech to
his fellow undead, raising their spirits with the promise of an ideal zombie society:
You see, they hate us. Whatever happened between us in the past is over. We’re
part of a larger struggle. A fight for our very survival… Can’t you see? This is our
chance to start anew. No more career worries. No more rent. No more car
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payments… We could have a zombie society where everyone is equal, separate
from the intolerance and hatred of the outside world. (Aaah! Zombies!! 2010,
DVD)
The speech at once evokes a state of liminality (as the zombies exist outside of structural
norms and are hated by the mainstream), the hope for communitas (a society in which
everyone is equal), and a preference for a world without the problems that working-class
individuals face today (no more financial or career worries). This scene alludes to the
ways in which psychobillies’ obsession with zombies and their construction of tight-knit
social networks are inter-related. Both zombie fantasies and social networks provide
psychobillies with an alternative to a broken-down infrastructure, a support system that
ultimately gives them a sense of optimism and the hope of survival in the tenuous
present. They don’t need to look elsewhere, to institutions of power; they take care of
themselves. This, for Alexis de Toqueville, represents one of the benefits of small
societies: “If some obstacle blocks the public road halting the circulation of traffic, the
neighbors at once form a deliberative body; this improvised assembly produces an
executive authority which remedies the trouble before anyone has thought of the
possibility of some previously constituted authority beyond that of those concerned”
([1835]1966: 232). Psychobillies provide their own social order and distribute social,
economic, and emotional capital within the community, aiding release, pleasure, and
survival.
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CHAPTER FIVE (AN INTERLUDE)
LATINOS IN PSYCHOBILLY:
REWRITING AND REVIVING ROCKABILLY HISTORY

Scene 1: The Moonlight Cruisers, who play a psychobilly hybrid music dubbed
“cumbia-billy,” graced the stage for the Cinco de Mayo Festival wearing colorful sarapes
and sombreros. Their most popular songs are covers that lead singer, Al Martinez, told
me everyone recognizes from quinceañeras and weddings: “La Negra Tomasa,”
“Tiburón,” “Camarón Pelado,” and “Chicarrones.” Psychobilly fans barely take a break
from dancing cumbias throughout the entire set. Mariachi performers and dancers from
Grupo Folklórico Xanath preceded The Moonlight Cruisers. The promoter of the event,
Rich Vreede, told me he included the traditional ensemble and dancers “to show
everyone that there is very strong Latino support out there, and it’s just another great way
for everyone to celebrate their Mexican heritage.” Because the event celebrated Cinco de
Mayo, Rich wanted to present a diverse tribute to Latino culture, booking groups that
would not normally play at a psychobilly show.
Scene 2: At Spike’s Bar & Billiards in Bellflower, a predominantly Latino
neighborhood, Joe and I danced to the sounds of Pachuco Jose (sic) y Los Diamantes.
The lead singer dressed in a full zoot suit, slid around the floor, and sang in caló. 93 He
covered several songs that everyone recognized, including the “Chicas Patas Boogie” and
“Los Chucos Suaves.” Lalo Guerrero, dubbed “The Father of Chicano Music,” recorded
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Caló is a form of slang, part English, part Spanish, that was an integral part of pachuco music
from the 1940s. It often plays with rhyming patterns, such as “¿Me entiendes, Méndez?” (You
understand?), and “Al rato, vato” (“Later, dude”).
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both songs in the 1940s during the pachuco movement; he had a long and successful
career that spanned six decades, with hits in both Spanish and English. Though the swing
and rhythm & blues music was not “psychobilly” in the least, Pachuco Jose’s tribute to
Lalo Guerrero and other early Chicano artists was “psycho” in its nostalgic revival of a
previous era. The promoter of the event described his goal: “I want the music to survive,
the music of the barrio to survive. I want this music that has been around since the ‘40s to
be played, and for the younger generations to also enjoy and experience it.” The
psychobilly audience appreciated the nod to their heritage and the pleasures provided by
the energetic performance. As Pachuco Jose told me, “We’re all about people having a
good time.”
The two experiences described above testify to the commitment within the
psychobilly scene to promote music relevant to its Latino 94 fanbase. Latinos make up
roughly ninety-five percent of the psychobilly community in Los Angeles, as well as a
majority percentage of the subculture in San Antonio. While the demographics of
audience can be explained in part by the fact that psychobilly fulfills the same needs and
functions for the Latino community that it does for other members of the working class,
further explanation is required to explain how and why psychobilly/rockabilly resonates
so strongly throughout this community. I introduce some hypotheses in this short chapter,
and suggest the need for a more extended analysis.
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Although the psychobilly scene includes many Latinos whose heritage stems to countries other
than Mexico, Mexican-Americans are the most common participants in Southern California and
Texas, so I focus here on reasons for their majority involvement.
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First, Mexicans and Chicanos have long been involved in rock’n’roll, a fact that
tends to be overlooked by dominant narratives about the music. Most popular music
textbooks, for instance, only list Ritchie Valens and Santana (who happen to be the only
two Latinos in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame) as prominent Chicano rock artists, even
though many other Mexican-Americans contributed to the development of rockabilly and
rhythm & blues. Interested readers can refer to the ground-breaking work done by Steve
Loza (Barrio Rhythm, 1993), George Lipsitz (“Land of a Thousand Dances: Youth,
Minorities, and the Rise of Rock and Roll,” 1989, and “Cruisin’ the History Bloc” in
Time Passages, 1990), Anthony Macías (Mexican-American Mojo, 2006), and David
Reyes and Tom Waldman (Land of a Thousand Dances: Chicano Rock’n’Roll from
Southern California, 1998), all of whom explore and highlight the previously silenced
histories of Latinos in rock’n’roll, particularly in the Los Angeles area.
Mexican-American rockabilly/psychobilly fans are fully aware of this legacy,
since their families, whether in the United States or in Mexico, were typically fans of
early rock’n’roll. Al Martinez from Moonlight Trio/Moonlight Cruisers told me:
“Rock’n’roll, like ‘50s style, was still popular in Mexico in the ‘60s and part of the ‘70s.
And so people look at their parents and their grandparents, and they all dressed like that.
Even Bill Haley was recording in Spanish in Mexico in the ‘60s. There’s a lot, a lot, a lot
of music that I have that’s Spanish rock’n’roll from the ‘60s.” Dave from Gamblers Mark
related a similar story: “When we were growing up, my dad used to play the ‘60s Spanish
rockabilly. We’d be listening to Elvis and these other rockabilly cats but in Spanish”
(pers. comm.). Likewise, Isaiah notes he adopted the rockabilly greaser look because
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everyone in his family is, and always has been, involved in the rockabilly scene, both in
Texas and Mexico:
A lot of people do get judgmental on us or on myself and they say, “Hey, why are
you wearing that hairstyle? Why do you dress that way?” … And I tell them this
is who I am. It’s not because I’m stuck in an era. Or because I’m trying to bring
something back. It’s just because this is who I am. And they turn their heads and
say “look at this guy, he’s just a greaser,” but they don’t realize there’s more to
me than just the look. Personally, it’s … my roots …, [what] my family was
raised up with. I go back and visit my relatives back where they’re from in
Mexico or Texas, and they still dress the same, they’re still wearing their
pompadours, their greased hair, and I had to reflect on myself, and this is what I
feel comfortable with. (in Rebel Beat 2007, DVD)
The above reflections correspond with Eric Zolov’s analysis in Refried Elvis: The
Rise of the Mexican Counterculture (1999) in terms of how rock’n’roll from the United
States influenced Mexican society, culture, and politics throughout the 1950s and ‘60s
and created a countercultural rebellion known as La Onda Chicana. Although Zolov does
not address the preservation of 1950s rock’n’roll culture today, my associates testify to
the fact that their families never stopped listening to the old music. Mostly in their
twenties and thirties, members of the younger generation recall hearing the strains of
English- and Spanish-language rock’n’roll resonate throughout their homes while
growing up. Al, who designed his own ethnomusicology degree at the University of La
Verne in part due to his fascination with the history of popular music, believes that
members of his generation absorbed Spanish-language rock’n’roll from their parents.
Thus, he argues, when members of the younger generation find out about psychobilly,
they hear the rock’n’roll roots in the music and consider it part of their own legacy.
Al’s explanation applies not only to Spanish-language rock’n’roll, but also to the
English-language genres that his parents’ generation listened to as they struggled to fit in
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as immigrants in the United States. Tony Macías chimed in: “I was hooked instantly [the
first time I heard rockabilly]. As I started getting more into rockabilly in the early to mid‘90s, I realized I knew a lot of the songs from what my parents listened to when I was
growing up – Hank Williams, Marty Robbins, Ritchie Valens, and all that – so it was
easy for me to get back into it, without me even realizing that I’d been around it this
whole time.” Tony remembers that psychobilly bands also played at the rockabilly shows
he attended, and he immediately picked up on the musical connection between the two
genres. Thus, psychobilly, to him, was just the latest incarnation of the English- and
Spanish-language rock’n’roll to which he had been exposed. I interviewed dozens of
musicians and fans in Los Angeles who offered similar testimony. Knowing that today’s
rockabilly/psychobilly youth grew up exposed to early rock’n’roll helps confirm the
impact that American popular music had on Mexican-American families in the ‘50s and
‘60s. Lipsitz argues that Latinos’ adoption of rock’n’roll allowed them to feel as if they
contributed to and participated in U.S. popular culture:
[Rock and roll] reflected changes within minority communities as black and
brown musicians staked unprecedented claims for themselves as participants in
shaping American popular culture…. Rock and roll music reflected the rich
cultural interactions in American cities in the wake of social changes emanating
from war mobilization and mass migrations during World War II. (1989, 267)
My current research places psychobilly in the continuum of Latino involvement in U.S.
popular music, and reinserts Latinos as fundamental to the history and development of
rock’n’roll.
Any discussion with musicians or fans about Mexican-American connections to
the psychobilly scene invariably brought up both communities’ connection to vintage
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cars and cruising. Beginning in the 1940s, teenagers recreationally drove their cars down
Whittier Blvd., socializing while listening to music and “showing off their rides.” Certain
songs became associated with car culture, particularly “oldies” from the 1940s to 1970s
by black, white, and Latino artists: pachuco-inspired songs by black and Chicano artists
(“Pachuko” Hop” by Chuck Higgins, “Pachuco Boogie” by Don Tosti, “Chicas Patas
Boogie” by Lalo Guerrero), doo-wop and rock’n’roll songs of the ‘50s (Rosie & the
Originals’ “Angel Baby,” Santo & Johnny’s “Sleepwalk,” The Penguins’ “Earth Angel,”
Little Anthony & The Imperials’ “Tears On My Pillow,” Ritchie Valens’ “We Belong
Together”), Chicano bands of the ‘50s and ‘60s (Sunny & the Sunglows’ “Talk to Me,”
The Premiers’ “Farmer John,” Cannibal and the Headhunters’ “Land of 1000 Dances (Na
Na Na Na Na)”), and R&B soul from the ‘60s and ‘70s (The Delfonics’ “La-La (Means I
Love You),” James & Bobby Purify’s “I’m Your Puppet,” The Chi-Lites’ “Have You
Seen Her?”). Deejays frequently play these songs in between psychobilly sets, or bands
cover the tunes during their shows, catering to the shared legacy among the audience. Dr.
Adrian Pantoja, a professor of Chicano Studies at Pitzer College in Claremont, has
organized the “Latino Rockabilly Fest” on campus every year since 2008. He invites
psychobilly-related bands such as Moonlight Trio and Gamblers Mark, as well as a
variety of car clubs and Latino food and art vendors. He emphasized to me how important
music is to the culture of cruising, and vice-versa: “This type of music and cars just go
hand-in-hand in our culture, so I think that’s why you see so many Latinos involved in
rockabilly and psychobilly.”
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Cruising also relates to working-class experiences and the production of pleasure.
For instance, George Lipsitz notes that cruising fostered pleasure through the
appropriation of the automobile’s function: “Chicano musicians … combined a fusion of
popular and Mexican musics with lyrics that addressed one facet of their lives that
distinguished them from previous generations – a fascination with the automobile. They
celebrated cars as a means to pleasure, joy, and excitement, not as transportation to work
or as a means of accomplishing mundane tasks” (1989, 277). One of my associates
pointed out the pleasing sensation of showing off something that has been built from the
ground up:
There’s this whole history of cruisin’ in LA and it’s definitely associated with the
working class. Fixing cars by hand, showing them off by driving down the street
with the music playing and your girl sitting there. There’s totally a history there in
which the old music hasn’t been forgotten. So when kids find out about
psychobilly, they can tell that it stems from that whole history of music that
they’re used to hearing in their families, coming out of the garage, out of speakers
at car shows. (Alejandro, pers. comm.)
In short, many Latino psychobillies appear to be drawn to the scene due to an already
existing correspondence between cars and vintage music in their own families. Many of
my associates told me stories about working on cars with their fathers, uncles,
grandfathers, and so on, listening to “oldies.” Thus, when they began to frequent car
shows and saw psychobilly bands for the first time, they recognized the vintage-nature of
the music and became involved in the associated subculture.
One final point should be made about the multicultural heritage of rock’n’roll in
Southern California. Chicanos and African-Americans shared similar socio-economic
circumstances and faced the same types of discrimination. As Lipsitz writes, Mexican217

American music evoked these commonalities: “they played on ‘families of resemblance’
– similarities to the experience and culture of other groups – to fashion a “unity of
disunity” (1990, 136). Michelle Habell-Pallán notes something similar in her essay on
Latina punkeras in Los Angeles and their transnational dialogue with the British punk
scene: “These women appropriated, reshaped, and critiqued imagery from unexpected
sources such as British youth musical subculture to invent local cultural practices that
allowed them to express their realities in a public context” (2004, 164). Punkeras
identified with the working-class, politically-resistant nature of British punk, and used the
music to express and reflect their similar experiences.
“Families of resemblance” exist today between Whites and Chicanos in the
psychobilly scene. Finding “unity in disunity,” they observe the similarities between their
marginalized, working-class circumstances. They face similar disadvantages, such as
unemployment, getting shipped overseas, and losing friends in war and at home.
Psychobilly thus fulfills the needs of each community in similar ways, through the
creation of social capital, pleasure, fantasies of control, and nostalgia. Associates have
also mentioned other “families of resemblance” that explain the connection between
Latino culture and psychobilly. For instance, a cultural fascination with death and
skeletons in Mexican-American art and ritual (such as Día de los Muertos) and a
tendency to make light of the macabre, might be another reason why Chicanos identify
with psychobilly. Note the fusion of psychobilly’s obsession with the undead with
Mexican symbols (the tri-color flags, tequila, mariachi hat, maracas, etc.) in the concert
poster below (Figure 35). Similarly, Danny from Gamblers Mark created a custom image
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for the back of his bass. He told me he designed it to look like a skull-headed Vegas Vic,
the tall, waving, neon cowboy who welcomes tourists to Fremont Street (Figure 36). But
it also evokes José Guadalupe Posada’s iconic skeleton engravings. Danny and Ricky
(the drummer of Gamblers Mark) suggested another parallel between the two cultures in
terms of music:
Ricky: [Latinos probably like psychobilly] because … the upright bass has a lot of
[roots] in Mexican music. I went to Mexico this year and it’s still being used, not
miked up, just acoustic, like it used to be. Maybe the sound of it is like a trigger
from our parent’s generation to us. It’s related to us in the music we listen to;
we’re just playing faster.
Danny: That’s a good point. Maybe it gives [listeners] the feel of the trios,
because they’ll [sometimes] have the upright [along with acoustic guitars]. And
like in mariachis, too, they have the big guitarrón [a large, six-string acoustic bass
held like a guitar rather than an upright].
Ricky: In a lot of Mexican music back in the day, [the bass] was the instrument.
It’s tradition.
In Texas, many of my associates grew up around conjunto music which features the bajo
sexto, an acoustic bass with six pairs of strings. Danny and Ricky’s hypothesis that
listeners associate the sound of the acoustic bass with Mexican and Mexican-American
music thus might also help to explain to the Latino demographic in the United States’
second-largest psychobilly scene.
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Figure 35: Cinco de Mayo Fiesta flyer

Figure 36: Danny’s bass, photo by Kim
Kattari

It is ultimately a combination of many factors – the legacy of Spanish rock’n’roll
in families, the connections between car culture and vintage music, the social networks
that perpetuate the spread of the music, and various “families of resemblance” between
psychobilly and Mexican-American culture – that explain the predominantly Latino
demographic of the scenes in California and Texas. Clearly, my research to date does not
provide an extensive analysis of Chicano involvement in psychobilly. I hope to expand
upon this aspect of the scene in this future, 95 but here I emphasize psychobilly’s place
95

Al Martinez introduced me to an undergraduate student at Claremont College who wrote her
Senior Thesis on the connections between Latinos and rockabilly. Several of Dr. Pantoja’s
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within a long-standing history of Chicano participation in rock’n’roll. By situating Latino
psychobilly within this legacy, we can understand how Latinos actively construct a
“counter-memory” that forces a revision “of existing histories by supplying new
perspectives about the past” (Lipsitz 1990, 213). Just as psychobillies “revive” and honor
early female rockabilly artists, such as Wanda Jackson and Janis Martin, who have been
excised from mainstream narratives, so too do they highlight a history of Latino
participation in rock’n’roll that has been excluded.

students are working on similar projects. I purposely keep this “interlude” short, only describing
some of the most salient points that connect to other common themes in this dissertation, because
I hope to collaborate with these and other scholars in the future.
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CHAPTER SIX
HOUSEWIVES, SEX SLAVES, BETTIE PAGE,
AND GETTING HORNY IN A HEARSE:
REPRESENTATIONS OF GENDER AND SEXUALITY

This dissertation has so far touched on the ways in which psychobillies imagine
and realize a better world, for instance through carnivalesque performances, a
(post)apocalyptic zombie fantasy, and tight-knit community. They create a subculture
that provides different types of pleasure and capital for its members. This chapter
explores how psychobillies construct, perform, and embrace multiple representations of
gender and sexuality, affording various feelings of pleasure, control, and evasion.
Drawing on Mohanty’s warning in Feminism Without Borders (2003) to avoid
homogenizing diverse groups of people, I want to emphasize that there are many
representations of gender and sexuality within the subculture. In part this is because, as
described throughout this dissertation, psychobilly attracts individuals who do not
identify as normative. As Jason told me: “It’s a place to fit in when you’ve never fit in
anywhere else. That might be why there are so many big girls and guys here, and also lots
of lesbian couples.” Accordingly, this chapter presents a number of ways in which
psychobillies identify with different gender roles and sexual preferences. Some seem
“conservative” while others seem “liberal.” There are LGBT individuals as well as
people with homophobic ideologies. Some women idealize the 1950s vision of
domesticity while others have no interest in being a housewife. Some women prefer the
feminized pin-up fashion style while others dress as the men do, in cuffed jeans, t-shirts,
and flattop quiffs.
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In Part A, I present several vignettes that touch on the different ways
psychobillies have preserved, transformed, subverted, and conceived of gender roles from
the 1950s. My purpose is not to judge these ideologies, but simply to portray different
roles retrophiles adopt in their everyday lives. I present their voices without
superimposing my own perspective or analytical lens, wanting them to speak for
themselves. Part B suggests how Patricia Day, the lead singer of HorrorPops, projects a
different strategy for defining her identity. Part C evaluates the primarily male-driven
production of psychobilly, highlighting the ways in which men represent women as
sexual objects and the reasons they may feel the need to do so. Given the general
exclusion of women from bands, Part D reflects on the ways in which women reclaim a
sense of control over their own sexual representation through their idolization of Bettie
Page and their use of pin-up girl fashion. Finally, Part E considers the sexual desires and
“queer” identities represented within the scene that re-write and subvert a hegemonic,
heteronormative paradigm.

Part A: Preserving and Transforming
Gender Roles from the 1950s
Note: Because of my desire to allow the following associates in Part A to represent
themselves, I sometimes quote them at length. I italicize long passages of their words,
rather than block quoting them.

Ami Thomas: Retrophile Housewife
Ami is a journalist for the web-based RetroSpective Magazine, a news and
entertainment source that covers mid-20th century culture and its contemporary revival.
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Her biography reads: Ami Thomas lives in Charm City, USA with 2 kids, 2 cats and her
husband. She is a semi-retired bombshell who writes about her life and often drinks
martinis before lunch. When she isn’t writing, cooking, cleaning or breaking hearts, she
can be found in a bubble bath with a bottle of champagne and a trashy novel. She doesn’t
wear a watch, but if you shake a cocktail loud enough, she’ll get there eventually. While
she does not self-identify as “psychobilly,” many retrophile psychobilly women idealize
and perform the 1950s domesticity that Thomas describes in her article “Modern Retro
Housewives; Take this job and love it!”
Her alarm clock chimes before the sun rises. She’s not only up and at ‘em, she’s
dressed to the nines in heels and a full face, wearing perfume. Her apron is starched and
matches her outfit, and breakfast is on the table. Her husband and children come to the
table dressed and pressed: they’ve been raised that way, and she’s done the ironing.
The year is not 1944, or even 1954...it’s 2004, and the modern retro housewife is
keeping house like Grandma did. She’s starting early and staying up late. Her day begins
just after daybreak, when she gets up and gets dressed. No sweats or boxer shorts and tshirts for her, she’s wearing silk pajamas and pin curls. She bathes, dresses, combs out
her hair and does her face. She’s a modern-day Donna Reed.
When her family leaves for school and work, after a hot breakfast, the kitchen is
cleaned, beds made, house straightened. If it’s Monday, it’s wash day, but whatever the
day, you can bet her home is in order. The cupboards are never bare and dinner is ready
when Father comes home in the evening. Meals are simple and nourishing. Breakfast and
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lunch are served in the kitchen, dinner is served in the dining room, and little boys tuck in
their shirts before coming to the table.
Once a week, she gets her hair done and a manicure. If the budget is tight that
week, she does it herself, but “going without” or cultivating “bedhead” is no more an
option than wearing a jogging suit to the grocery store or going to the mailbox without
lipstick. She’s mastered the art of cleaning the cat box in a pencil skirt and stockings. She
can sweep, mop and clean the toilet without chipping a nail or losing a bobby pin. These
dames can keep house and keep the home fires burning. And really, what’s sexier than a
woman who can cook and doesn’t mind cleaning up afterwards?
For the modern retro housewife, our lifestyle is a show of respect—respect for
ourselves and others. Housewives dress each morning just as if they’re going to an
outside job because keeping house and caring for their families is a job. It’s a serious job
and we respect that work. We show that respect by not showing up for work wearing
velour sweats and un-brushed hair. We look at our children and we’re proud of them.
When we’re old, we can look back at our lives and be proud also—proud that we were
modern retro housewives. (Thomas 2004, web)
In another article, “The Appeal of Mad Men,” Ami romanticizes the gender roles
from the 1960s that the TV series portrays:
Don Draper, the main character, spends his time drinking, smoking, and
cheating on his wife. We don’t care. He is so handsome, so suave and so well-dressed
that it (almost) doesn’t matter. We tolerate, even cheer, this behavior, while we would
never take it from our own mates. Don doesn’t live any differently from his peers at
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Sterling Cooper. This is how they do it. They have beautiful wives, adorable children, and
fine homes. They also have full bars and sofas in their offices, expense accounts and
women lined up waiting.
I wonder if the appeal is that we’re a little sorry that we have “evolved” past
those traditional gender roles. The appeal of the show is obvious for Retrophiles like us
who live this way every day. And, of course, there are certain advantages to the
“progress” we’ve made since then, but for the most part, women want the Don Drapertype. He is in charge and in control. There is a reason that this period of American
history is still so popular.
Joan Holloway Harris is a woman, complete with hourglass figure and clothes
fit to show it. There is not one ounce of the sickly thin super-model type about her. But
that’s not all she is. Joan is highly capable. She is a bit of a nod to the modern woman, in
that she is easily able to take on whatever comes her way, but she’d rather let a man do
it. Or, rather, let a man think he’s doing it for her.
Women want to be them, look like them, live like them. But the fact is their lives
are no better, or worse, than ours. They just look better doing it. There is something they
have that our society has, for the most part, thrown away: a joie de vivre that comes from
no consequences.
Don says in one episode that he’s “living like there’s no tomorrow. Because
there isn’t one.” That sums up Don Draper and the way we lived when we knew how to
live. (Thomas 2010, web)
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Betty Elle: Driven and Non-Apologetic
Betty Elle and I stayed up late talking one night during the Viva Las Vegas
weekender. We were planning on collaborating with our photographer friend Jorge to
create a fanzine about the psychobilly/rockabilly retro culture. Betty Elle is working on a
Master’s Degree in Education at the University of Southern California and holds
undergraduate degrees in political science and queer studies from UC Irvine. Her other
passion is music and event promotion. She hosts a radio show on KCLA called “The
Sock Hop” that plays rockabilly, psychobilly, doo wop, swing, punk, jive, twist, ska, and
old time jazz (“not that new age Kenny G crap jazz,” she says). She recently started her
own promotion company, “Betty Elle Presents,” and has organized a number of
successful retrophile events. She’s an ambitious go-getter, and shows no sign of stopping
any time soon.
Betty and I eventually got to talking about our potential careers and how they may
or may not conflict with our desires to have a family. Both our mothers were “stay-athome moms” who had the time to engage us in musical, artistic, and intellectual
activities. Betty Elle does not see a conflict between domestic life and her other pursuits:
Why wouldn’t you want a man who takes care of you? There’s nothing wrong with that.
It’s not anti-feminist. I mean, you know I consider myself a feminist and I studied all this
in school. I don’t know why people get down on that. I see it as a way of having someone
support me and take care of me while I get to do my thing. I’d be there for him and have
things ready for him when he got home from work. But if I didn’t have to have a 9-to-5
job, I’d have time to do the things I want – promote my events, do my radio show, create
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this magazine. I don’t feel I’d be giving up anything. I still have my own interests. I take
care of him, he takes care of me, and I get to do what I want to do. I don’t see it as
backwards like some people say. In fact, I see it as getting everything I want.

Cody and Karly: Packed Lunches
and French Maid Outfits
It was my only night in Memphis. This was the home of Sun Records, so I was
looking forward to a night of (hopefully) good rockabilly cover bands. But all I found
was a Beale Street that had lost its class and its historic style. Gone were the honky-tonks
and dive bars and dingy blues clubs, replaced by Coyote Ugly, bright neon lights, and a
very cheesy looking B.B. King club probably owned by Hard Rock Café. I found some
cheap food and was about to head back to the hotel, disappointed, when I noticed a few
guys in leather jackets with greased-back hair smoking cigarettes outside a no-name club.
I looked up at the marquee and knew I’d struck gold. The PsychoDevilles, a psychobilly
band from Atlanta that I had heard of but never seen, just happened to be playing a threenight run at The Blues Café.
Glad that I had taken the time to put on a rockabilly dress and style my hair in the
double-sided pompadour I’m fond of, I settled down at the bar. Other than the three
members of the band and the guy running their merchandise table, I was the only one in
the crowd dressed the part. The rest were tourists, casually stopping into bars along Beale
Street and drinking their $20 Hurricanes.
About four or five songs into the set, a guy with tattooed arms, a shirt printed with
a Bible verse on the back, jeans, flip-flops and a baseball cap sat down at the bar next to
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me. He wasn’t dressed right for psychobilly, but the tattoos made sense. He had typical
psycho ones – skeleton, skull, knife, bat, guitar, hot rod, pin-up girl. And he was clearly
enjoying the set, especially the songs about cars. Since we were the only two people in
The Blues Café paying attention to the music, Cody and I struck up a conversation.
I learned that although Cody lives in Hawaii, he hates it there and desperately
wants to move to Austin with his wife. There’s no room to race his cars in Hawaii; there
are no long straight roads, he laughs. There is no music scene to speak of. And
Hawaiians, he told me, are lazy, unlike Mexicans. He hears Texas has all the room in the
world, and a fantastic annual hot rod convention - The Lone Star Round-Up. Most of all,
he wants to go to a place where he can afford to buy a house, go to shows, and have a
happy family life where his wife can stay at home. Right now she works – she is smarter
than him, he says. She has a college degree, but he couldn’t remember what subject it
was in. But she only works because she wants to. She can afford to stay home off his
salary because he makes good money in the navy, but he wants her to do whatever she
wants. Plus, since he travels a lot to do navy training, he thinks it’s good that she has a
job for now that keeps her busy when he’s not there. Ultimately, though, her place is at
home, and he’s proud to be able to take care of her financially so that she doesn’t have to
work if she doesn’t want to. And in return, she takes care of him.
He loves that she treats him like a man and herself like a woman. She wakes up at
5:30 to make his breakfast and pack a bag lunch that he takes to work. He loves that.
Sometimes she puts dirty notes in the bag. For Halloween, Karly wore a sexy French
maid outfit with a chain around her neck and let him lead her around on all fours; he wore
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a suit, glasses, hat, and pipe, and tucked a Wall Street Journal under his arm. It was
straight out of the 1950s, he says. Well, at least his outfit was. I don’t think many
housewives in the 1950s went out in public that way, given the ruckus that Bettie Page
caused with her fetish photography. But he liked how everyone could see how much she
lives to serve him. She chooses to though, he emphasized.
She likes it too, how he treats her like a woman. He loves to have her sit in the
car, with her hair all done up, looking pretty. That’s her job, to look pretty. He showed
me photos of her in his cars, on his cars, on her own car. Karly was definitely a
psychobilly retro chick – hair all done up, reproduction vintage dress that was more
slinky and sexy than Susie the Homemaker, tattoos, cigarette carefully dangling between
her manicured fingertips. Cody asked me why I thought girls don’t wear dresses
anymore. He waved his hand at my outfit – “you do, you get it.” He thinks woman don’t
act like women anymore. What’s with the girls today that just dress like hoochies? Don’t
they get that men like it when a woman wears something flattering and sexy, but without
showing their ass? What happened to the feminine allure?
The bartender got my attention, pointing at the stage – “they’re talking about you,
miss.” Singer “Hot Rod Walt” dedicated several songs to me: “To the pin-up girl at the
bar with the victory curls. She’s a symbol of those times when women made sure they
looked perfect before they stepped out of the house. Thanks for being here, pretty lady.”
The band asked me to go to the front of the stage and show everyone else how it’s done.
Cody gentlemanly offered his hand and helped me off the stool so that I wouldn’t falter in
my high heels. We shared a few dances – a rollicking Western swing, some punk rock
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dancing to a Social Distortion cover, and I taught him how to two-step since he wanted so
badly to move to Texas.
When we sat back down he started to get a little anxious about our intimate
conversation. We’d each had several drinks. He showed me what he had just texted to his
wife: “no adultery. just great conversation.” His navy buddies always take off their
wedding rings when they go out, but he never takes his off. They like to go out and party.
They think he just hasn’t been married long enough (only a few months) because he still
wants to be faithful. But he thinks maybe they just married the wrong girls. He knew the
moment he met his wife that this was for life: “This feeling ain’t ever gonna change. I
love this woman, and I always will. Those guys, their women don’t treat them right and
so they cheat on them.” But his relationship’s different, he argues. They have got the
whole domestic thing down, but/and he lets her do whatever she wants. She chooses to be
his girl and take care of her man. And he loves taking care of her and worshipping the
woman she is.
I couldn’t help but think of a colleague who, like me, is attracted to certain
aspects of the 1950s vision of domesticity. When I sent him the “Modern Retro
Housewives” article by Ami Thomas (above), he replied: In my own gendered, sexist,
hetero-normative, male-privileged subjectivity, there is something undeniably sexy about
having a woman who cooks, cleans, tends to the home, is always done up, and fucks like
a whore in the bedroom. In short, having a domestic ‘slave,’ well, is incredibly
alluring.... if only because that’s what she desires to be.... and that’s hot. Interesting to
me was how much Cody and this colleague of mine emphasized that women enjoyed
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being “domestic slaves,” and how frequently Cody reminded me that Karly chooses to
take care of him.
I cannot speak for Karly, who was in Hawaii tending to the house, but I was
reminded of Gillian, a neo-rockabilly who director Elizabeth Blozan interviewed for her
video documentary of the rockabilly culture in Los Angeles: When John and I were first
living together I always had dinner ready for him when he got home. He’s a Marine and
he works hard for what he does and he fights for his country, so he has a big long day.
And he deserves to have his dinner ready when he gets home. And I get ready, wear my
little apron, and it was the whole vintage thing. And I still do it because I love him. (In
Rebel Beat 2007, DVD)

Part B: Patricia Day –
“Miss-Fit” and “Psychobitch” 96
In “Psychobitches Outta Hell” (Hell Yeah!, 2004, Track 11), Patricia Day of
HorrorPops projects yet another representation of psychobilly women:
Psycho…. Psycho… Psycho….
They’re not pom-pom dancing giggling girls
They’re hard-core fun bunny maniacs
No man can deny them and all men satisfy them
There’s no wrong loving
Just make sure you keep them hungry
If you wanna find them, go check the nudie bars
They’re all heartbreakers
That love to be housewreckers
They don’t give a damn about your rebel yell
96

Since I have not yet been able to speak to Patricia Day personally, and the trial I mentioned in
the prologue is still underway, I provide my own analysis in this section, drawing heavily from
the article I wrote about her lawsuit for Examiner (Kattari January 6, 2011, web).
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Psychobitches out of hell
They like to cruise around in their own vintage cars
And sometimes they even own their own garage
They can’t cook, they don’t clean
They’ll never make good housewives
And they will always mess your lives up
They go further than flirting; they’re down right and dirty
We don’t mind if it hurts; no secret’s up my skirt
8 ball 97 bras and long red claws
Red lips and fine curved hips
Regular man-eaters and we’re all wife beaters
They hold nothing against a little titty twist, yeah!
Note the way Patricia Day changes the pronoun usage in the last verse, identifying herself
as one of the psychobitches out of hell. With a subtle use of upright bass played by Day, a
barely-there two-note surf guitar riff played by Day’s husband Kim Nekroman from
Nekromantix, and an assaulting rhythm pattern that evokes the “primitive” drumming
style used during burlesque performances (Track 11), Day asserts a complex mix of
sexuality and independence with which many psychobilly women identify. Even the
changes in her vocal register express multiple femininities, for instance as her voice
changes to a faux Marilyn Monroe accent in the last verse, soft, feminine, and sultry, just
before she returns to a deep growl on the words “a little titty twist, yeah.” Psychobitches
won’t clean up the mess they make in men’s lives, they will build their own cars and
they’ll look hot doing it, they enjoy a little S&M as well as trips to strip clubs, and they
do not want to play house. They project an assertive feminine sexuality while rejecting
the prescribed domestic canon.

97

8 Ball is a retail company that sells rockabilly/psychobilly apparel and goods.
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A psychobitch, it seems, is the antithesis of the Barbie doll cheerleader. On
December 23, 2010, Day filed a trademark infringement suit against Hard Rock Café and
Mattel Inc. for selling a Barbie doll made in her image without her permission. Mattel
and Hard Rock recently teamed up to release a series of Barbie dolls in the likenesses of
pioneering female rock’n’roll stars. The first three – the “Deborah Harry Doll,” the “Joan
Jett Doll,” and the “Cyndi Lauper Doll” – are specifically named after the musician
whose likeness they appropriate, “with authorization and compensation to the female
musician upon whom they are based” (Tehranian 2010, 8). But the so-called “Hard Rock
Café Barbie Doll,” or “Rockabilly Barbie” (retail $80), bears a striking resemblance to
Day, and yet Mattel did not “obtain any licenses for the use of her right of publicity for
commercial purposes” (Ibid.).

Figure 37: “Rockabilly Barbie” from
the Barbie Collector Website

Figure 38: HorrorPops CD cover featuring
Patricia Day
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Note the striking similarities between the two “tattooed” basses: blue
sparrows on the sides near the top, a heart on the bottom right, a red
design around the center, and various nautical stars in corresponding
places. The hair, tight knee-length skirt, fishnets, make-up, and tattoos are
also similar.

The lawsuit describes the similarities between Day’s image and the Barbie (see
Figures 37 and 38): Patricia Day is renowned and recognizable to fans both for her
unique musical stylings and her distinctive on-stage appearance and look, which
combines, inter alia, the following elements: (1) her black hair meticulously done in 50’s
pin-up fashion; (2) her retro hairstyle juxtaposed against conspicuous and heavilyapplied black eye shadow and liner and deep red lipstick; (3) her form-fitting ‘50s-style
pencil skirts that go just past the knees; (4) her full-color “sleeve tattoos” on both upper
arms; and most importantly (5) her distinctive instrumental extension of her personality:
her giant tattooed upright bass. This final element – the giant tattooed upright bass (also
known as a bass fiddle or double bass) – has become a singularly distinctive hallmark of
Day’s public persona (Ibid., 4). Correspondingly, the Barbie Collector’s Magazine
described the Barbie this way: “Long black hair, retro tattoos, red fingernails, fishnets
and a decorated bass fiddle give this doll true rockabilly style” (Ibid., 8).
The doll clearly looks like Day, especially given the resemblances between the
two basses, but the Mattel website dilutes the independence and anti-mainstream attitude
that Day projects and represents: “Edgy glam meets sleek style in one decadent doll. This
Barbie rocks the rockabilly look in a pink bustier with gold and black trim, black pencil
skirt, fishnets, and sky high Mary Janes. Cute tattoos decorate the doll’s arms, and
adorable accessories include more than just the usual bling. A rockin’ bass guitar to jam
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with the band accompanies this rock star!” (Ibid., 8-9). Edgy glam? Decadent? Cute
tattoos? Adorable accessories? Jam with the band? This description would make any
psychobilly woman cringe. Or vomit. Although the doll looks like Day, it says nothing
about her independent, fierce personality, her legitimate upright bass skills, or the fact
that her appearance is not meant to look “cute” but to express difference from mainstream
codes and norms. This is not a true representation of a musician who says she is part of a
band who “plays whatever the hell we feel like” and does not want to be told what
“you’re supposed to be like, look like and sound like if you play subcultural rock and
roll” (Hale 2004, web). When Jimmy Kimmel introduced the band on his late-night
television show, he described them thusly: “If rock and roll and punk were to have a child
together, this band would probably beat the hell out of that child” (“HorrorPops
‘MissTake’ on Jimmy Kimmel” 2007, YouTube video). I cannot imagine the rockabilly
Barbie beating the hell out of anything, nor is she a subcultural rebel. Mattel’s description
seems more appropriate for the 1980s teenybopper pop cartoon character Jem than toughas-nails Patricia Day.
Mattel’s Barbie tries to contain the “psycho bitch outta hell” that Day epitomizes,
diffusing the overt feminine power and strength that the HorrorPops singer projects. This
recalls the strategy of “containing excorporation” that John Fiske describes in
Understanding Popular Culture. He writes: “Excorporation is the process by which the
subordinate make their own culture out of the resources and commodities provided by the
dominant system…, a refusal of commodification and an assertion of one’s right to make
one’s own culture” (Fiske 1989b, 15). But the culture industry can re-incorporate
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subcultural representations, containing the potential of consumer resistance. 98 Day
excorporated fishnets, knee-length skirts, make-up, and even the upright bass, imbuing
them with rebellious, subcultural meanings. But by commercializing this image and
neutralizing its subcultural meanings through a rhetoric that describes it as “cute,” the
industry adopts, contains, and co-opts signs of resistance, incorporating them back into
mass culture.
The re-incorporation of her resistant image in part prompted Day to initiate a
lawsuit against Mattel. The lawsuit describes her disgust at being used to promote Barbielike attributes and values: It is not surprising that defendants never approached Patricia
Day about the Hard Rock Barbie, since Day is a feminist musical pioneer — an
intelligent, outspoken, anti-establishment female artist in an industry still dominated by
the erotic ‘male gaze.’ As an artist, Day has always expressed her desire to redefine
women’s roles in the rock ‘n’ roll scene — a vision that runs contrary and antithetical to
everything for which Mattel’s Barbie doll line stands: “When I started, there were no
females, and the other sex didn’t want to play with me. We’re still at the point where
every female vocalist has to be compared to Madonna or Gwen Stefani, simply because
they are the only females on the rock charts. So I still feel like there’s a lot to prove, and
I’m hoping on getting that changed around. Having it so someday gender isn’t important
in rock & roll is something that’s very important to me.”

98

Fiske addresses the example of torn jeans as an example of excorporation. But the culture
industry re-incorporates the trend, commoditizing torn jeans. Subsequent references to
“excorporation” in this chapter refer to Fiske’s use of the term.
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Since the release of the Hard Rock Barbie, Day has been repeatedly approached
by fans who have been perplexed by the striking resemblance of the Hard Rock Barbie to
Day’s likeness and persona and who have expressed disappointment in their (mistaken)
belief that Day would permit such a use of her likeness and persona for a purpose that is
so at odds with her values and the values of her fans (Tehranian 2010, 10-11).
The antithesis of Barbie ideals, Day instead embodies the assertive, independent
attributes described in another song of hers, “MissFit” (Kiss Kiss Kill Kill, 2008), and
points out that she is persecuted not only because of her subcultural tendencies, but also
because she is a woman:
I don’t always tread, don’t always tread careful
Yeah, most of the time I’m quite annoying
I don’t watch my mouth, don’t find an out in a fight
I can scream and shout and be a loud mouth
And I, I’m from the wrong side of town
Now frown
On top of that, I’m female
Nothing, nothing I say is adequate
According to you, I’m a MissFit
What made you my judge and juror?
So I, I don’t care for the common trend
Why is that something I have to defend?
Who made you my judge and juror?
So I carry my fists, I carry my fists high
‘Cause most of the time I know I’ll have to fight
For what I believe in, what I believe is right
Even stupid things like keeping my hair dyed
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Part C: “The Boy’s Club” –
Male Control in the Psychobilly Subculture
The Exclusion of Women from Psychobilly Bands
In the lawsuit, Day addresses the lack of female musicians in contemporary rock.
This is especially true in psychobilly. Men comprise almost all bands, leaving them
overwhelmingly in charge of lyrics, music, sound engineering, recording production,
event promotion, stage performance, and visual media such as decorations, posters,
flyers, album art, magazines, photography, and merchandise. During a year of fieldwork
in California, going to at least two shows every week, I only once saw a female DJ, knew
one female promoter (Betty Elle), never saw a female sound engineer or lighting
technician, and only saw four bands with women in them that fall within the general
realm of psychobilly: Mad Marge & the Stonecutters (female vocalist, Victorville, CA),
Nekromantix (female drummer, based in Los Angeles, CA), HorrorPops (female
bassist/vocalist,

based

in

Los

Angeles,

CA),

and

The

Creepshow

(female

guitarist/vocalist, based in Ontario, Canada). Over the course of more than three years of
research in Texas, I only saw one Texan band with a female member: 13 Black Coffins
(female singer, Houston, TX).
In explaining the overwhelming exclusion of women from rock, Sara Cohen
argues that men often control necessary resources and knowledge bases, limiting access
for women who can not break into the “guy’s club” (Cohen 1997). During her
observation of the Liverpool music scene, Cohen discovered that women were not
encouraged to seek out rock music lessons or become involved in rock music production.
Rock music studios and performance spaces were male zones, often deliberately made
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uncomfortable for women through the pervasive use of male banter, sexual references,
and chauvinistic attitudes.
Mavis Bayton offers another reason for the low numbers of women in rock: she
argues that the phallicentricity of the electric guitar physically makes it a difficult
instrument for women to play (Bayton 1997). Bayton ignores the fact that many women
can find a guitar that comfortably fits their body (as indicated by the growing number of
female guitarists graduating from “rock camps”). However, we can better apply her
observation to a consideration of the upright bass, the dominant instrument in
psychobilly. The upright’s bulky size and unwieldiness make it difficult for women to
master. One needs to be fairly tall, big, and strong in order to hold the bass steady with
the left hand while standing off to the front right side of the instrument. In addition,
during my first informal upright lesson, my male teacher told me: “You might have a
difficult time pressing down hard enough and reaching across the neck since your hand
and fingers are much weaker and smaller than a man’s.” When I indicated that I wanted
more lessons, he paused and finally answered that yes, he could try to teach me more, but
he has never taught a woman before and might have to think of different ways of playing
specifically designed for a woman.
Furthermore, many male musicians think of the upright bass as having a feminine
identity and most bassists personify their instrument by giving it a female name. One
bassist I know even sleeps next to his bass in bed. The physical way in which men slap
and straddle the bass mimics a man’s sexual domination of a woman. Kim Nekroman
(Patricia Day’s husband, and frontman of the Nekromantix) often licks the strings of his
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bass, straddles it on the floor and rides it, or rubs himself against it. I have never seen
Day do any of these maneuvers. Psychobilly musicians often simulate masturbation by
running their hand up and down the neck of the electric guitar as well. This sexualized
symbolism discourages women from taking up such instruments. During the whole of my
research I only saw one female bassist (Patricia Day) and one female guitar player (Sarah
Blackwood from The Creepshow).
If women struggle against these odds to learn an instrument and attain musical
expertise, they often “find that the lines of exclusion are now elsewhere” (Straw 1997,
15) when they are not allowed entrée into the “inventories of knowledge” that are
maintained by men (Whitely 1997, xviii). Men have often told me that women are really
there “just to meet guys” or “show off their vintage fashion.” Women internalize this
exclusionary attitude and take it for granted, assuming they should not be concerned with
the genre’s music and history, but rather limit their participation to the social realm.
Thus, when I approached women for formal interviews, more often than not they tell me
something along the lines of: “You should really talk to my boyfriend about that stuff.
He’s the one that knows all about the history and music of psychobilly. I don’t know that
much about it.”
This coding of men as the keepers of knowledge and women as mere auxiliaries
perpetuates gender-defined roles and barriers, making it difficult for women to include
themselves in rituals of information-sharing that take place during homosocial rites of
bonding, as Will Straw suggests. I personally experienced this at the Viva Las Vegas
festival when I approached a UK record vendor to pick up a few rare rockabilly
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compilations. Even though I told them that I was a big fan of one particular label known
for their informative liner notes, the male vendors did their best to ignore me, perhaps
assuming I was just there to buy clothes and meet guys. While I lingered, many male
customers engaged in conversations with the vendors that lasted ten minutes or more.
Despite my attempts to interact with them, it was all I could do to get them to take my
money and hand me a couple albums. They did not let me into their exclusive boy’s club,
keeping privileged information out of my grasp. I sent a male friend over to the booth and
he had a cheery thirty minute conversation with the vendors about the best bands,
records, re-releases, rare covers, and so on.
If a woman manages to successfully learn an instrument, form a band, and
participate in the circulation of musical and historical knowledge among men, she then
faces another difficulty – the struggle to be considered “real psychobilly” by the fans and
other musicians. Fans have been debating online since December 2007 in response to a
post that asked for examples of female-fronted psychobilly bands. Respondents have
criticized almost every band listed – HorrorPops, The Creepshow, Mad Marge,
Dypsomaniaxe, Kitten in a Coffin, and Empress of Fur – for not being “real psychobilly.”
For instance, Vincebilly argues that HorrorPops “are not psychobilly. It’s just some
bubblegum trendy ass shit. The Creepshow is the same as well as Mad Marge and the
Stonecutters. There are not many real psychobilly bands with girls around”
(PsychoRocka, web). Female commenter BlueSunshine88 wrote: “HorrorPops, Mad
Marge and the other ridiculous stuff is just crap. I don’t know which genre they play, but
I’m sure that it’s not psychobilly.” Miss Bones finally called the critics out for not being
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specific about why they did not consider these bands to be “real psychobilly.” She
pointed out that people might be determining the genre based on the sex of the band’s
members: “I don’t understand what your criteria for Psychobilly is??? Maybe they are
punk bands? Or pop bands? I think the upright bass makes them fit the psychobilly genre
in a lot of people’s eyes. People should like a band if they like the music, not dependent
on the sex of the members. I happen to respect any female artist who can take on the
boys!” Mooonride (sic) echoed this concern: “I love The Creepshow and Mad Marge. But
if this isn’t psychobilly, please tell me: what do you think real ‘female fronted
psychobilly’ is?”
Although many different stylistic features are represented, to more or less
degrees, in psychobilly, the genre is defined most basically as some rockabilly, some
punk, and a tendency to rely on horror themes. The music and lyrics of HorrorPops and
The Creepshow conform to these guidelines: they employ the upright bass, Grestch guitar
tones, 12-bar blues, a loud, fast, and distorted style, and horror topics. Moreover, as
described in Chapter Two, psychobilly is characterized by an over-the-top stage
performance, creative and impressive uses of instruments on stage, an indulgence in
alcohol, and a desire to make the show as fun as possible, particularly by avoiding serious
topics and politics. Again, both female-fronted bands fit the bill. During a forty-five
minute set, I saw Patricia Day gulp down a dozen shots of Jägermeister, each one offered
to her by a fan in the audience. Like other bassists, she spins her bass around, but, as the
primary vocalist, she cannot stray too far from the microphone and thus cannot perform
too many antics. Her band tours with two go-go dancers that take up the slack and keep
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the audience entertained. The guitarist and vocalist of The Creepshow, Sarah “Sin”
Blackwood, performs the same actions that male guitarists do, jumping up on the
monitors, balancing herself on the curve of the upright bass (refer to Figure 9 on page
109), and delving into the audience to run around in the wrecking pit with the fans.
Although Day and Blackwood do not get as sweaty and bloody as the frontmen of The
Meteors or Koffin Kats, they still make sure to give fans one hell of a show.
No consultant, online or in person to me, has delivered a substantive musical
analysis that supports his or her decision to label female psychobilly bands as something
other than psychobilly. As an example of the discourses found online, consider the debate
over whether HorrorPops should be considered pop or psychobilly. These comments
appear under the YouTube clip of the band’s performance on a late-night television show,
Jimmy Kimmel Live! (“HorrorPops ‘MissTake’ on Jimmy Kimmel” 2007, web):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FanatiKor from Germany: “The band sounds too normal to be called psycho. I fell
asleep while listening.”
PomadeHead from the U.S.: “Too pretty sounding to be called psychobilly. It can
maybe be called pop music with a stand up bass.”
Imnoon08: “I don’t think they should market themselves as psychobilly... they are
like a poppy rockabilly.”
LadyStarFuck sarcastically wrote: “Oh wow, a wannabe pin up girl jerking off an
upright bass.”
Another U.S. post said: “This band is an embarassment to psycho!”
GummiHopse from Germany: “Fuckin’ hell. This is NOT PSYCHOBILLY… this
is POPABILLY!”
Skitzobilly from Serbia: “HorrorPoops. This is pure fashion-a-billy ... without the
“billy” word; this isn’t “billy” at all. These poops are just crappy horror-pop crap
for kids.”
Setzer56 from England: “Only americans could like this shite!!! psychobilly my
arse.”
Slayerrules114: “Just threw up in my mouth. This was such garbage. Fuck this
new ‘psychobilly’ age. It’s all shit.”
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•

Chris from Florida: “Let’s look at the facts. If you have an upright bass glorified
in your band, have Kim Nekroman playing in it, and the closest musical genre you
are associated with would be psychobilly, does not make you SOUND like
psychobilly. This, does not sound like psychobilly.”
Adjectives such as “normal,” “pop,” “pretty,” “fashionable,” and “bubblegum” act as
terminological gate-keepers that critics use to prevent women from attaining the
“psychobilly” status of male musicians, and yet they make no reference to specific
musical features. Several comments directly referenced Patricia directly, for example as
“a wannabe pin up girl,” to argue for the non-psychobillyness of the band. These types of
responses and the lack of such genre definition debates about male bands suggest that the
inclusion of women is at odds with the overwhelming masculinity of the genre.
While Day is not necessarily fighting to be legitimized as “real psychobilly,” 99 I
suspect she would be disappointed with the degree to which people label the band as pop,
given her struggle to succeed as a rock musician. Sarah “Sin” Blackwood echoes Day’s
hope that someday gender won’t be important in rock. The frontwoman of The
Creepshow, Sarah told me that she wants to be taken seriously as a musician, not a
female musician: I am actually not a huge fan of a lot of female-fronted bands because it
seems that in the past 10-15 years girls have this fucking attitude that’s all GIRL POWER
and GIRLS IN ROCK AND ROLL and GIRLS IN BANDS THAT ARE PUNK. I think it’s

99

Patricia Day considers herself a “rock and roll” musician and does not specifically label herself
or her band as “psychobilly” even though the band is “constantly pegged as a rockabillypsychobilly hybrid thanks largely to its 50s-rooted fashion sense and double bass-slapping
aesthetic” (Tauschke 2004, web). “When asked by a fan after their first show what type of music
the band played, Patricia simply replied ‘rock and roll’…. ‘We didn’t want to be categorized and
we didn’t want to be labeled because we were really fucking tired of all those freaks in fucking
uniforms who dictate what you’re supposed to be like, look like and sound like if you play
subcultural rock and roll. We just want to be able to play all styles of music; all the stuff we like
listening to. We play whatever the hell we feel like’” (Hale 2004, web).
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fucking stupid and if you know how to play and/or sing, do it and don’t [act] like you’re
the fucking cat’s meow for doing it.
Finally, there are stereotypes that female musicians have to constantly work
against in order to avoid further exclusion. Sarah Blackwood described to me how she
faces stereotyping and feels a need to overcompensate so that the men in her band have
no reason to ever make fun of her: Even if I am trying to tough it out [when I’m sick and
on the road] it still makes me seem wimpy if I complain, ‘cause I am a girl and that
automatically puts me in a DIVA category. Like if the guys all ask for no tomato on their
burgers and their fries not to touch their ketchup, it’s all good. If I ask for that (which I
fucking wouldn’t), then I am demanding and bitchy. So, there are some challenges, but
nothing that isn’t easily handled.

Sexualizing Women in Music, Lyrics, and Media
Since men generally control the production of music, lyrics, and visual media, it is
necessary to understand how men construct gender and desire in the psychobilly
subculture before we can contextualize women’s response to such representations. One of
the most common tendencies is to represent women as lustful sex objects. Nekromantix’s
song “S/M” (Curse of the Coffin, 1991) describes how women only exist to fulfill men’s
fantasies. It begins with the sounds of a woman being whipped, her sexual groans
growing louder and more orgasmic over time (Track 12). Then Kim Nekroman, sings in a
throaty growl over a one-bar guitar riff that repeats throughout the entire first verse,
musically representing the relentlessness of the flogging:
Leather sitting tight to your skin
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This game we are playing is a game none of us will ever win
Woman, you’re my playmate, you’re my toy
I get rid my frustrations in a way I enjoy
When the chorus begins, the guitarist chugs out chords in a sharp, staccato manner on
each downbeat to evoke spanking as Nekroman cheerily chants:
I am a sadist with a whip, I get my kicks
I like the slap beat, well yeah, I tie up chicks
You’re a masochist, a victim of my sexual fantasy
You are my sex slave begging for orgasm
The “slap beat” has a double meaning, for it references both the slapping of the bass and
the spanking of a submissive woman.
Austin-based band Pickled Punks always includes their crowd-pleasing cover of
the children’s song “Do Your Ears Hang Low” during live sets. However, their version
substitutes “lips” for “ears,” as lead singer Spike gestures to his crotch, referring to the
mythical sagging of a sexually experienced woman’s labia.
Do your lips hang low? Do they wobble to and fro?
Can you tie them in a knot? Can you tie them in a bow?
Can you throw them o’er your shoulder like a Continental soldier?
Do your lips hang low?
The second verse substitutes “tits” instead, while Spike cups his hands to support
imaginary breasts that hang down to his knees. Both verses imply that these are the
negative consequences of being too sexually active and “used-up,” ultimately making the
woman undesirable. At the same time, the singer alludes to enjoying the sexual
experiences that contributed to the woman’s gradual deterioration. Since only physical
traits are described, the song suggests that a woman’s sexuality is her main asset; once
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she becomes unattractive, there is nothing left for her to offer to a man and she becomes
fodder for mockery. He can use her up and discard her.
In “Human Slug” (Kicked Out of Hell, 1988), Sparky, the lead singer of
Demented Are Go describes “his beautiful, sexy, slimy slug” and how his “pretty baby
wraps her clit around my head.” 100 Her sexual talent is both applauded and expected:
“She can really do it, she can do it really good / She does it like she ought to, she does it
like she should.”
These three songs are indicative of the trend within psychobilly to portray women
as the objects of the male gaze and as vehicles for the release of male sexual desire. “If
You Don’t Wanna Fuck Me, Baby, Fuck Off” (The Meteors), 101 “Wake Up, Get Up, Get
Out” (Frantic Flattops), “Get You Into Bed” (The Ghost Storys, sic), “Love Whip”
(Reverend Horton Heat), “Clitoris Bite Boogie” (Demented Are Go), and “Don’t Put
Your Clothes On” (Liquor-N-Poker) are just a few more examples of the oversexualization of women in songs. Note the last band’s name as a play on the words “lick
her and poke her.”
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“Head” probably has a double meaning here, given Demented Are Go’s penchant for extreme
sexual fantasies. It could realistically mean the “head” of his penis only, but Sparky is probably
playing with the idea of a slug to evoke the image of a woman’s clitoris entirely surrounding his
skull, just as a slug wraps itself around its mate.
101
Although, interestingly, The Meteors’ “Fuck Off” is a cover of a song originally recorded in
1977 by Jayne County (born Wayne Rogers), a male-to-female transsexual performer.
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Figure 39: Pin-up centerfold models loom over the famous musicians featured in this
musically-focused magazine.

Visual media further re-enforces the over-sexualization of women in psychobilly
culture. Austin, Texas is the home of Rockabilly Magazine, a publication that caters to
both rockabilly and psychobilly fans. Each issue features a pin-up girl centerfold, while
news and interviews make up the rest of the magazine. Even though music is the central
focus, the pin-up models take precedence over the featured musicians even on the covers
(see Figure 39), catering to subscribers’ sexualized fetishization of women. The
centerfold photographs evoke male fantasies about the ideal woman as a willing sexual
object with her legs open, decked out in pin-up girl lingerie, a flirtatious smile tempting
the viewer. Psychobilly concert posters also reflect his hyper-sexualization of female
bodies, whether alive or undead (see Figure 40).
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Figure 40: Various event flyers depicting living and dead girls as sex objects. Note the
headline: “To quench her wild lusts she hungered after men … AND ROCK & ROLL!”
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The representation of male domination over women reveals a desire for control in
a world that has defeated and subjugated these particular men. This correlates to Robert
Walser’s (1993) and Louise Meintjes’ (2005) studies of masculinity within heavy metal
and Zulu Ngoma song and dance, respectively, in which men reclaim, through musical
performances of patriarchy, traditional roles of masculinity that have been compromised
by post-modernity/post-coloniality. Most psychobilly men fall into the lower economic
strata of the working-class or are unemployed, yet still want to support a family with a
“blue-collar” job (recall Cody’s desire to financially support his wife). Having lost selfconfidence due to their economic instability, men claim control over an even more
subaltern group – working-class women – through fantasies of sexual domination.
In his study of South Texas folklore, José Limón traces the homosexual,
scatological humor that reverses “the sociosexual idiom of chingar [to screw] as
practiced by los chingones [the screwers, Mexican-American and Anglo upper classes]
that continually violates the well-being and dignity of these working-class men” (Limón
1994, 132-3). Through sexualized verbal play, Límon argues that Chicanos invert the
negativity and aggression elites foist upon them; they themselves become los chingones.
In the same way, psychobilly men “negate the alienating constraints of the historically
given social order … and affirm the possibilities, at least, of a different social order. The
participants momentarily overturn the alienating effects even while reminding themselves
of the real aggressivism in the world” (Ibid.,135). By appropriating a narrative of
dominance over women in a world in which, as Limón would say, they are screwed,
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psychobilly men reverse the social order, symbolically and momentarily placing
themselves in a position of power.
Just as Chicano word play does not imply an actual or fulfilled homoerotic desire,
male psychobillies’ aggression towards women is not necessarily an accurate reflection
of their personal treatment of women or a tendency towards sexual violence. For
instance, Kim Nekroman, whose lyrics of sexual domination were explored above, is
well-known for being personally supportive of his wife, taking a backseat role in
HorrorPops. Rather, the production and enjoyment of these lyrics reflects a pretend
imagining of domination over women and sexual satisfaction that allows them to
momentarily and symbolically cope with the relentless subjugation they face, as
described in “S/M:”
Won’t you come along with me
Into this world without problems
To this paradise of ecstasy?
This is my way to escape reality
This relates to the running theme of how psychobillies imagine a better world for
themselves, a world in which they feel both in control and out of control (in a state of
transcendental ecstasy), similar to the fantasies of horrific revenge described in Chapter
Two and (post)apocalyptic zombie life in Chapter Three.
At the same time, the values reflected in psychobilly lyrics and art do, to some
degree, extend beyond fantasy to real instances of female objectification. For instance,
Xavier gave me the nickname “Legs” the first time we met because I was wearing short
shorts that hot June night when I saw his band, Hotrod Hillbillies, perform on an outdoor
stage in San Antonio. Ever since, he mostly introduces me to friends as “Legs,” only
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sometimes as “Kim.” The objectification of women as willing sexual bodies can also be
combined with the assumption that women come to psychobilly shows to meet men, as
discussed earlier. The first night I met Phat Elvis, I took out my phone to write some
notes and he joked: “That’s 714-599…” He didn’t finish the phone number, laughing at
his own attempt, but the hint had been made that, as a woman in this scene, I was surely
interested in hooking up that night. He kept it up, telling me his self-admittedly bad pickup lines: “I must be a UPS guy, because I see you checking out my package.” In fact, I
did have to crash at his house that night since a group of us stayed up talking and
drinking until five in the morning, and both Xavier and Phat Elvis assumed that I must be
interested in more than just research. 102 As a female ethnographer, I struggled to navigate
the various ideas about masculinity, femininity, and sexuality that men have internalized
from lyrics and visual representations. This reflects Foucault’s idea that discourse
produces (and re-produces) conventionally held understandings of gender and sexuality
(1978). In this case, discourse perpetuates the idea that women are, first and foremost,
sexual objects.
Still, one should not judge the scene only from the ways in which men construct
notions of women, for this signifies only one representation of gender roles and sexual
desire within the scene. To understand how women interpret and participate in these
representations themselves, it is necessary to look at the images they project and the
ideologies they promote within the subculture to fulfill their own needs.
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This same issue has been discussed in detail by female anthropologists and ethnomusicologists
such as Carol Babiracki (in Shadows in the Field, 2008) and several authors in the edited volume
Sex, Sexuality, and the Anthropologist (Markowitz and Ashkenazi 1999).
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Part D: Bettie Page Fetishism –
Creating a Space for Female Empowerment
The famous pin-up model from the 1950s, who passed away in December 2008,
had a tremendous impact on women, and on men’s ideas about women, throughout the
decades, especially within the retrophile and psychobilly subcultures. Many psycho
women proudly adorn their bodies with Bettie Page tattoos and dress in form-fitting,
curve-hugging, cleavage-revealing clothes inspired by her fashion style. They portray an
overt feminine sexuality that seems at first glance to be directed towards pleasing the
male gaze. They like looking good and enjoy being looked at. They spend hours before a
show getting “dolled up” in anticipation of being displayed that night, proudly hanging
on their boyfriend’s arm. I remember one night when Jen was feeling lazy and reluctant
to go out to a show, but then she decided that would be such a waste of the two hours she
had just spent doing her hair and putting on her make-up. The men in the psychobilly
subculture frequently tell me how much they enjoy the fact that women put so much
effort into looking sexy (recall Cody and the Psycho Devilles, above).
But are these “psycho-betties,” as they are called (alternatively spelled “psychobettys”), re-producing the sexual objectification of women by catering to male sexual
desires and men’s ideals of femininity, or are they actively constructing an alternative
identity in which pin-up girl fashion represents an empowered femininity? Can we read
Bettie Page-inspired psycho-betties in the same way that John Fiske interprets Madonna’s
female fans, as women who embrace sexuality as a liberating move away from patriarchy
rather than a reification of it (Fiske 1989a)? This section considers the fine line
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psychobilly women navigate between being objectified and projecting a feminine
sexuality that empowers them.

Expanding Notions of Feminist Activity:
The “Putting on of Femininity”
Feminist anthropology sees the study of the women’s social sphere as equally
important to the overall understanding of a particular culture as the study of men’s
activities, and thus a focus on the actions of psychobilly women is valuable and insightful
even though (or especially because) men produce most of the music, lyrics, and visual
media. I expand the range of ideologies and activities that may be deemed feminist,
following the lead of scholars who re-defined the idea of feminist practice to include
more than just participation in political activism such as the suffragette movement of the
“First Wave” and the Women’s Liberation movement of the “Second Wave.” As Sally
Haslanger and Nancy Tuana note, “some feminist scholars object to identifying feminism
with these particular moments of political activism, on the grounds that doing so eclipses
the fact that there has been resistance to male domination that should be considered
‘feminist’ throughout history and across cultures” (Haslanger and Tuana 2004, web).
This is particularly important in the psychobilly scene, a subculture that is explicitly
apolitical. As such, most women do not call themselves “feminists” because they assume
the word connotes outspoken political beliefs and activism. But we can still consider how
their actions define and shape ideas about sexuality and gender, and resist male
domination.
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The tendency to restrict definitions of “feminist activity” has plagued popular
music studies. Foundational edited volumes The Sex Revolts (Reynolds and Press 1995)
and Sexing the Groove (Whitely 1997) privileged the transformative sexual politics of
lesbian artists such as k.d. lang and overtly political riot grrrl groups like Bikini Kill.
Popular music scholarship typically ignored the sexual politics of women who replicated
traditional gender roles or accused them of being repressed and restrained by hegemonic,
heteronormative systems of power. Steeped in Michel Foucault’s understanding of the
ways in which discourse and power dictate gender identity and sexuality (1978), these
analyses privileged instances in which women subverted traditionally accepted roles for
women in popular music.
More recently, by drawing on Judith Butler’s theory of “the foundational illusions
of identity” (Butler [1990] 1999, 44), popular music scholars have offered a more
expansive lens for understanding how the performance of heteronormative gendered roles
can also reflect feminist activity. For instance, Jacqueline Warwick argues that Motown
girl group singers, trained by their male managers to perform femininity, adopted a
highly self-conscious and artificial presentation of girlhood. She demonstrates how the
“putting on” of femininity called attention to the already constructed nature of gender and
sexuality: “When girl group singers and their fans willingly took on the restricted
movement, prissy posture, and elaborate makeup foisted on them, they put on girlness
with a vengeance and thereby could undermine assumptions about what is natural and
appropriate for girls” (Warwick 2007, 86). Their display of femininity was recognizably
artificial, but that was exactly the point: “the parodic gestures of girlness … could signify
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all the stereotypes of girlness writ large, showing their audience how to play with these
clichés, … and point to the artifice of behaviors believed to be natural and inevitable”
(Ibid., 87).
This is similar to Fiske’s point about Madonna’s parodic undermining of
patriarchal sexuality: “Madonna knows she is putting on a performance, and the fact that
this knowingness is part of the performance enables the viewer to answer a different
interpellation from that proposed by the dominant ideology, and thus occupy a resisting
position” (Fiske 1989a, 105). Fiske notes Madonna excorporates the defining features of
female sexuality and “exaggerates and mocks them, and thus mocks those who ‘fall’ for
its ideological effect” (Ibid.). She emphasizes not only the stereotypes themselves, but the
ways in which they are constructed by calling attention to “herself as the one who is in
control of her own image and of the process of making it. This, at the reading end of the
semiotic process, allows the reader similar control over her own meanings” (Ibid.).
Thus we can see how the self-conscious performance of an overly sexualized
femininity may resist patriarchal structures. By calling attention to the construction of
gendered norms in the first place, women “make gender trouble … through the
mobilization, subversive confusion, and proliferation of precisely those constitutive
categories that seek to keep gender in its place” (Butler [1990]1999, 44). Consequently,
by acknowledging the constructed nature of gender performance, women can “put on”
femininity when they choose to, as Mary Russo and John Fiske argue: “To put on
femininity with a vengeance suggests the power of taking it off” (Russo 1997, 318);
“Madonna’s excessively sexual pouting and lipstick can be read to mean that she looks
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like that not because patriarchy determines that she should, but because she knowingly
chooses to do so” (Fiske 1989a, 105).
It is with this in mind that I investigate alternative feminist identities in a heavily
male-dominated subculture by understanding how psychobilly women choose of their
own accord to project femininity, when they choose to do so. Not all psycho-betties dress
in pin-up fashion all the time. Many women dress as the men do, in torn T-shirts, cuffed
jeans, and creepers. They style their hair in a psychobilly wedge rather than Bettie Pagederived curls and bangs. By performing multiple types of femininity, psycho-betties
parody and play with the construction of female sexuality embedded in the pin-up look.
They “put it on” and “take it off” according to their own motivations, knowing, like
Madonna, “the importance of the look” in three different senses, according to Fiske: what
she looks like, how she looks at others, and how others look at her (Fiske 1989a, 112).
Liz, one of the few psycho-betties I’ve known to openly call herself a feminist, posted
this astute comment underneath an Examiner article I wrote about psycho-bettie
sexuality:
I hang out a lot on New York’s (small) psychobilly scene and I’m a pretty active
feminist. I’ve felt the tension between my feminism, my enjoyment of getting
dressed up, and my own feelings of power when I look sexy. At times, the
pressure to be “hot” bothers me. This is when I throw on an old band t-shirt,
cuffed jeans, and creepers. And that’s fine. If I’m wearing a skin-tight dress and
bright red lipstick, I’m asking to be seen. And then I am. And I dig that too.
(Kattari November 9, 2009, web)
This comment alludes to a certain conflict many women deal with when deciding what
“appropriate feminist activity” looks like. But like other psycho-betties, Liz ultimately
concludes that she can choose to look sexy and enjoys doing so, reflecting an empowered
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feminist identity. Through their own understanding of pin-up sexuality, their “control of
the look (in all three senses) is crucial to their gaining control over their meanings within
patriarchy” (Fiske 1989a, 112). Since, as Mary Russo argues, “for a woman to dress, act,
or position herself in discourse as a man is easily understandable and culturally
compelling, [but] to ‘act like a woman’ beyond narcissism and masochism is, for
psychoanalytic theory, trickier” (Russo 1997, 318), I concentrate this section on an
exploration of how psycho-betties derive pleasure and empowerment from their adoption
of pin-up fashion, even within a subculture in which men exclude them from musical
production and objectify them in lyrics and visual representations.

Re-considering Bettie Page as a Feminist
The notion that women can look sexy without re-enforcing female objectification
derives from a feminist interpretation of Bettie Page common among psychobilly women.
Their affectionate use of the term “psycho-bettie” to describe themselves and each other
indicates their admiration for the pin-up model. Page is perhaps most remembered for her
“unconventional bad girl” image: photographers documented her in bondage gear, tied
up, being spanked or paddled, being whipped or whipping someone else, or even strung
up between trees with her legs dangling in the air. In 1955, she was one of the most
iconic sex symbols; she won the title of “Miss Pin-up Girl of the World” that year and
also posed for the centerfold of the January issue of Playboy magazine.
On the one hand, Bettie Page seems to have represented the silent, submissive
female: mouth gagged, arms and legs tied, a woman that men could control, fetishize, and
consume. In The Female Eunuch (1970), “Second Wave” feminist Germaine Greer
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condemned the masculine shaping of stereotypes that prompted women to wear
restrictive clothing, plaster their face in make-up, shave their legs, and perform any
number of other bodily modifications to fit the image of the ideal woman that men desire.
Page seems to be exactly what Greer criticizes, manipulating her body in extreme ways
as she offers herself to the male gaze (see Figure 41), sucking in her stomach and wearing
6-inch heels, “shoes no ordinary woman could wear” as one male Bettie Page fan points
out (Bannon 2008, web).

Figure 41: Bettie Page. Catering to the male gaze? Or embracing her sexuality?

Others credit Page with ushering in the “Sexual Revolution” of the 1960s due to
her relaxed attitude about nudity and sexuality. Page recalled that she “was never one
who was squeamish” about being nude (Page 2010, web). She once said that she wanted
“be remembered as the woman who changed people’s perspectives concerning nudity in
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its natural form” (Sahagan 2008, web). Olivia De Berardinis, who painted iconic portraits
of Bettie Page, points to this unabashed self-confidence as evidence of “a certain sensual
freedom and play-acting … part of the fun of being a woman” (Ibid.). She also pushed
sexual boundaries, openly representing and catering to alternative sexual fetishes like
S&M and role-playing fantasies.
Can Page then be envisioned as the feminist Greer was looking for: a woman who
was comfortable in her own skin, a woman who thoroughly enjoyed her own sexuality
and body? Greer points in her work to the repression of sexuality that has rendered
women eunuchs: “Women have somehow been separated from their libido, from their
faculty of desire, from their sexuality. They’ve become suspicious about it” (Greer 1971).
Recent popular culture supports the view that women in the 1950s were not permitted to
enjoy or express their own sexual desires. Movies such as Pleasantville 103 (1998) and
Far From Heaven (2002) suggest that women during that era felt they were not supposed
to be concerned with their own pleasure, only their husband’s. Whether or not this
generalization is accurate, today’s psycho-betties believe it to be true, making Page’s
embracement of her body and her sexuality seem that much more radical and groundbreaking.
Bettie Page knew how to use her body to fuel a successful career, the profits of
which continued to support her for the rest of her life. Perhaps without being conscious of
it, Page stood at the forefront of “Second Wave” feminism which stemmed from an
103

Pleasantville features a well-known scene in which the housewife masturbates and
experiences her first orgasm. This causes the movie to change from black-and-white to color,
symbolizing the radical leap forward this represented for feminism and for the possibility of
fulfilled sexual desire for women.
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awareness that the political and economic equalities gained during World War II were
lost afterwards: “Especially after World War II, women seemed to be retreating from
active participation in the wider society” (Mead and Kaplan 1965, 4). The perceived postWWII equality of economic power, educational opportunities, and employment options
for women was a myth, as Betty Friedan pointed out in The Feminine Mystique (1963);
more often than not, suburban housewives lost social agency and fell petty to complacent
consumerism tailored to women (Lear 1968). Given this, one might redeem Bettie Page
as an emergent “Second Waver,” an industrious career woman who found an alternative
space for herself within a post-WWII America that male soldiers came back to reclaim.
Sierra, a model for Bettie Page Clothing, expresses this sentiment: “I think Bettie was
beautiful and ambitious, but most important of all she did what she wanted. I admire her
quality and courage” (Bettie Page Clothing 2010, web).
My aim is not to settle the debate once and for all, but rather to point out that
retrophile and psychobilly women view Page as a woman who confidently embraced her
sexuality and achieved financial independence. Inspired by Page’s attitude and style,
Tatyana created a retro/vintage fashion line that caters to the swing, rockabilly, and
psychobilly subcultures. Bettie Page Clothing specializes in past-the-knee retro dresses
rather than S&M lingerie, yet the products reflect a pride in female sexuality that stems
from Page’s legacy. As noted on their website, model Karla Joy feels that wearing these
clothes “makes a woman feel sophisticated and seductive at the same time” (Ibid.). Myya
echoes this feeling: “I love wearing Bettie Page Clothing because it makes me feel like a
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classy woman who still loves to have fun! Bettie Page Clothing hugs every womanly
curve and flaunts a sexy flirty style” (Ibid.).

Page as a Physically Confident
and Emotionally Resilient Role Model
Hugging “womanly curves” is something that the Bettie Page Clothing company
takes very seriously. The fashion models explain (Ibid.):
•
•
•
•

Carla: “Bettie Page clothing is an inspiration to all women. In a society of ‘wear
less/weigh less’ this style really shows us how to embrace our bodies and that we
can all be alluring and beautiful fully clothed.”
Erika: “This style is ALWAYS in! It’s sexy, classy and compliments (sic) every
body type!”
Katherine: “I love wearing clothes from the ‘50s era because I can look classy and
still feel sexy at the same time. Plus being a full-figured gal, the dresses flatter my
figure!”
Sierra: “This look embraces feminine curves that a woman should be proud of.”

Bettie Page’s own confidence in her body has contributed to a sense of self-esteem
among psycho-betties, many of whom are larger and curvier than contemporary pop
culture icons and fashion models. 104 Melane (Figure 42), the lead singer of Houston
psychobilly band 13 Black Coffins, told me how her fascination with Bettie Page
developed: I was in love with her. I wanted to buy everything I could find with her on it. I
think I liked her so much because she wasn’t like everybody else. I didn’t know her whole
story at first. I just like the way she looked, because she was like me. She wasn’t little.
Like Marilyn Monroe, too. They were bigger, curvy girls but they were so beautiful and
there was nothing wrong with their physique.

104

My unofficial estimate is that roughly 65-75% of the women within the scene are a size 10 or
higher.
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Many people notice that the rockabilly and psychobilly scenes tend to attract more
full-figured girls than skinny ones, and that women with any body type show off their
figure through tight-fitting, curve-hugging, and cleavage-revealing clothes (Figure 43).
As Jenna says, “A lot of the appeal of rockabilly is the pin-up. A lot of women feel sexy
dressed that way. Even the heavier women or voluptuous women feel very comfortable in
the vintage clothes. It really suits them. And what I like about the guys is that they like
that too” (In Rebel Beat 2007, DVD). Indeed, as one Bettie Page fan notes: “Nowadays
young women try to look like skinny, flat-butted 13-year-old boys… Bettie wasn't like
that. Bettie was a woman. Bettie had curves” (Bannon 2008, web).

Figure 42: Melane
(photo by Kim Kattari)

Figure 43: A group of psycho-betties derive
confidence from pin-up girl fashion (photo by Kim Kattari)

The majority presence of, and respect for, full-bodied women is also a significant
aspect of two activities linked to psychobilly/rockabilly subcultures: burlesque and roller
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derby. 105 In the interest of not getting sidetracked into an extended analysis of these
activities, I will simply mention two brief examples. I met Andrea Von Frankenstein, a
slightly heavy-set burlesque and go-go dancer, after she danced on stage to a few songs
performed by the Hotrod Hillbillies. I asked her how she felt about body image among
the burlesque community: It’s about being happy and confident with your naked body.
We all support each other back there when we’re getting ready. We might be feeling fat,
or bloated, or whatever that particular night. But then we remember burlesque is about
loving all body types. And when you’re out there, shaking your booty, it works because
we’ve got curves. People love us up there for those 3 minutes just the way we look. We’re
proud of how we are and want to show it off.
Similarly, larger body types are ideal for certain positions in roller derby.
“Cuddles” asked MetaFilter users “How fat is too fat for roller derby?” At 5’4” and size
22, she was concerned that she might be too big to participate. Responses
overwhelmingly encouraged her to join a team. Matilda from Seattle says they their
league has “big big girls and teeny tiny girls and everyone in between. There’s one girl
who’s at least a size 22 or 24, and she’s a blocker you do not want to mess with.”
Another fan mentioned: “My derby-girl friend is built like the proverbial brick…house.
It’s actually an advantage for certain positions – you’re basically a high-velocity
linebacker” (Cuddles 2007, web).

105

Burlesque dancers often perform at psychobilly shows, and many bands have their own
burlesque dancers that tour exclusively with them. Many roller derby participants are psychobilly
fans, and psychobilly bands play often at matches.
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In addition to serving as a role model for large-figured psycho-betties, Page also
functions as an example of how women can overcome emotional abuse. Page’s personal
struggles are well-known to fans through biopics such as Bettie Page: Dark Angel (2004)
and The Notorious Bettie Page (2005). Page’s father and several of her husbands abused
her sexually, physically, and emotionally; she turned to modeling, and eventually
religion, as a matter of survival. During some particularly dark times, Melane spent one
night watching all the documentaries she could find about Page: I was crying my eyes out
because a lot of the shit that happened to her was a lot of the shit that I went though. I
didn’t know that part of the story. That’s what “Monsters” is about. 106 It’s heavy stuff.
Like her, I was saved for a while; a year ago, I was at church three, four times a week. I
got religion just like her. But she stayed with it, while I missed beer and all the fun stuff.
But still, she helped me to change and fight my demons. She helped me realize that even if
that’s how things are, you can still change and move on.
My conversation with Melane reminded me of Patricia Day’s HorrorPops song
“Emotional Abuse” (Hell Yeah!,2004):
Too much emotional abuse is a game we’re both gonna lose
I don’t like to be told how to dress by you
I don’t want to be told how to behave
I don’t feel free to be me with you
I don’t want to be treated cold and often left alone
I deserve better than that
Day, who one journalist noted “looks like a voluptuous, tattooed Bettie Page” (Cray
2009), is known for her iconic Page-style black bangs, pin-up girl tattoos, leather fetish,
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“Monsters” is a song Melane wrote about her personal battle to escape certain “demons” in her
life.
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confidence in her full-bodied figure, and “take-no-shit” attitude. She stands alongside
Bettie Page as a role model for many psychobilly women.

Page as a Role Model who Enjoyed
Controlling and Provoking Male Desire
Psycho-betties also admire Bettie Page for the way in which she enjoyed using
her sexuality to tease and intrigue men: “Whether entirely bare or decked out in garters,
stockings and heels, a ball gag tucked in her mouth, she always appeared to be having a
swell time. With her encouraging smile, she didn’t just look as if she enjoyed being
photographed; she looked as if she enjoyed your looking at her too” (Dargis 2008, web).
Andrea von Frankenstein, the burlesque dancer quoted above, credits Bettie Page with
creating “fetish with a smile.” She shifts the “gaze” back upon the camera,
acknowledging the viewer who has just been caught looking at her and delighting in her
ability to provoke his desire (Figure 44).

Figure 44: Bettie Page: Who is gazing at whom?
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By adopting a sexy Bettie Page-inspired look, psychobilly women enjoy looking
sexy while deriving a sense of self-esteem from knowing that they are being looked at.
This recalls Fiske’s ethnographic research among teenage Madonna “wanna-bes:” “When
asked why they dressed like [Madonna], they replied ‘It makes people look at us’ or
‘When I walk down the street, people notice.’ … [T]he self-assertiveness evidenced here
is more than mere posturing, it is, potentially at least, a source of real self-esteem” (Fiske
1989a, 100). The girls notice Madonna’s “pleasure in her own physicality and the fun she
finds in admitting and expressing this pleasure” (Ibid.). Fiske argues, then, that they
derive a sense of empowerment by aligning themselves with a source of power. Sharon
Lamb observes a similar trend among preadolescent girls who play dress-up at home:
“Today we might assume, as many feminists do, that makeup and heels are a male
invention to make women objects for their viewing, to make them ridiculous and
powerless. Regardless, many girls see these items as having special power…. There are
two kinds of power in being an object. In one sense, the power is in the gaze of the other”
(Lamb 2001, 44). By adopting Page-inspired pin-up fashion, psychobilly women derive a
sense of self-esteem and a certain power over men, gazing back at those who look at
them and complicating hegemonic power relations by suggesting that they too enjoy the
dialectical performance of feminine sexuality.
Some psychobilly songs and videos express the self-esteem that women derive
from using their sexuality to project power over men. Miss Alpha Mantis wrote and
directed the music video for “Killing” (Rise of the Undead, 2005; YouTube video) a song
by psychobilly band The Rocketz. Her chosen name in itself hints at the desire of women
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to control and even devour men with their sex appeal, just as a female mantis consumes
her mate after reproduction. The video dramatizes the story of two innocent men (bassist
Tony “T-Mac” Macias and drummer Andrew Martinez) who experience car trouble and
wander into a dilapidated shack to find help. Unfortunately, a “psychobilly madman on a
killing spree” (lead singer and guitarist Tony “Slash” Red-Horse) and his sexy female
sidekicks are inside, ready to attack. Dressed in tight leather bodices, lacey underwear,
thigh-high fishnet stockings, high heels, and heavy make-up, the women bind and torture
the confused men. The facial expressions of the bound men and the orgasmic guitar
soloing suggest that the men enjoy being dominated by these women, as if this is a sexual
fantasy come true (minus, of course, the psychobilly madman on a killing spree). The
women, too, enjoy using their sexuality to dominate the men. They are not simply
catering to men’s fetishes, but clearly relishing in a reversal of power relations as they
bind the stupefied men while the singer screams “I love to watch you bleed / I love to
hear you scream.” Chaining up the men, they invert the role Bettie Page played in most
S&M photos where she was the one bound and gagged. While portraying an extreme
fantasy of sado-masochistic domination over men, this video reflects the self-esteem
many psycho-betties derive on an everyday basis from looking sexy, from being looked
at, and from knowing that they can use their sexuality to control men.

Self-Fulfilling and Community-Related
Pleasure Among Psycho-Betties
Finally, this “putting on” of femininity is also self-satisfying and provides a
homo-social function: women enjoy looking nice for themselves and for other women,
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not just for men and not just for the power they feel when seducing men. As Jen told me,
“I like dressing up this way for shows. Yes, it’s nice that guys think I’m hot when I dress
up, but I mostly do it for me. It makes me feel sexy and confident.” Sharon Lamb’s study
of playtime among preadolescent girls suggests a similar fulfillment: “When girls dress
up and dance in front of the mirror, as they do, they also become the looker, the one with
the eyes, the one desiring and approving of themselves” (Lamb 2001, 44). This also
becomes clear through the standard arrival procedure at psychobilly shows: couples
arrive together but typically separate to their own gendered social groups and spaces.
Men greet each other with bumps of the fist and quickly head down to the floor to wreck,
while women welcome each other with hugs and kisses, compliment each other on their
hair or their outfits, and share information about where they purchased their shoes or
dresses. It is common for unacquainted women to flatter one another in the restroom,
admiring each other’s clothes or hairstyles.
A shared commitment to pin-up-inspired fashion is crucial for the formation of
bonds between psycho-betties and creates a space in which a shared feminine identity is
constructed. This is important, for as discussed in Chapter Four, community bonds are
essential for survival in this economically disadvantaged subculture. For instance, the
Voodoo Kittens of Arizona are “tattooed, high-heeled, fishnet-wearing party throwers
bent on bringing rockabilly music and pin-up fashion to the masses” (Ward 2010, web).
They organize events, book bands, and “share a love of retro culture” that fosters a tightknit community. “It’s a place for me to have a lot of fun with my ladies. With me
enjoying pin-up style, that’s a huge thing,” says Rachael. When asked about her favorite
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part of being in the group, Kelsey replied: “You get to be strong and in control, but
beautiful and feminine at the same time. We’re all about sisterhood. There’s nothing
more empowering than that” (Ibid.).

Conclusion to Part D:
Psycho-Betties’ Representations
of Female Sexuality and Identity
The production of feminine identity, centered around a Bettie Page-inspired
attitude and fashion style, is at least triply motivated: 1) psycho-betties derive confidence
from Bettie Page as a physically full-figured and emotionally resilient role model; 2) like
Page, they find pleasure in the projection of their sexuality, relishing their ability to
control and satisfy male desire; and 3) through this shared identification with pin-up
culture, they form useful social bonds with other women. By means of such strategies,
psycho-betties retain some control over representations of female sexuality, even within
the heavily male-dominated psychobilly scene. As Warwick suggested in her analysis of
girl groups, psycho-betties can “put on” femininity with a vengeance, highlighting the
constructed nature of this performance.
Based on her anthropological studies of a variety of world cultures, Sherry Ortner
suggested in 1974 that women are often not allowed to participate in cultural production
because they are viewed as having only “natural” roles related to reproduction. These
observations led anthropologists Michelle Rosaldo and Louise Lamphere to conclude that
women “have accepted, and even internalized, what is all too often a derogatory and
constraining image of ourselves” (Rosaldo and Lamphere 1974, 2). Since men dominate
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the production of psychobilly and represent women primarily as sex objects, it would
seem at first that the psychobilly scene reproduces these same divisions and limitations.
But if we consider how women interpret and utilize pin-up fashion to represent
an empowered feminine sexuality, by reclaiming Bettie Page as a symbol of selfconfidence, resilience, sexual freedom, empowerment, and independence, it becomes
clear that psycho-betties also participate in the construction of female identity and derive
feelings of self-fulfillment from their projection of it. This can be likened to Fiske’s
understanding of how Madonna fans “actively choose to watch, listen to, and imitate”
Madonna, and “make meanings that connect with their social experience” (Fiske 1989a,
97, his emphasis). Situated within a context in which they are dominated by masculine
representations of women as sexual objects, psycho-betties find empowerment and
solidarity through their interpretation of, and identification with, Bettie Page. They see
her as an assertive sexual figure, aware of her own body and willing to use it. They
respect her as a woman who transcended conventional 1950s gender roles that
traditionally placed women in front of the stove, June Cleaver-style, not in front of the
camera, with a whip (compare the images in Figure 45).
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Figure 45: Two different representations of women in the 1950s: Barbara
Billingsley as June Cleaver in Leave It To Beaver and Bettie Page as a
“Dominant Damsel” on the cover of a pin-up magazine.

This is not to say that other psychobilly women don’t prefer the domestic
housewife role, as explored in Part A. My intention is to demonstrate that both types of
gender roles are depicted, performed, and fetishized to suit individual needs, goals, and
desires, to imagine and realize a world in which they can be the woman they want to be.
For some, Bettie Page is the ideal role model; for others, June Cleaver. For yet others,
there need not necessarily be a contradiction between the two. They may prefer to
emulate June Cleaver during the day, Bettie Page at night. You never know what June
might actually be wearing under that apron and maybe, just maybe, she might find
another use for that spatula in the bedroom.
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Part E: Queerness in Psychobilly –
Room for Alternative Performances of Sexuality and Desire
As shown throughout this dissertation, psychobilly represents a diverse
community of misfits and “missfits.” Accordingly, the subculture acts as a “queer” space
that allows for alternative types of desire in this seemingly heteronormative environment.
Following Sheila Whitely and Jennifer Rycenga’s introduction to Queering the Popular
Pitch, I interpret “queer” in the broadest possible sense, as any non-traditionallynormative expression of desire and sexuality: “queer becomes a taboo-breaker… that
refuses gender-based constructions” (Whitely and Rycenga 2006, xiv). In the same way
that Bettie Page transgressed gender-based taboos regarding sexual freedom and nudity
during her era, psychobilly men express a number of fantasies not typically accepted by
the mainstream. The subculture provides a safe space in which to openly explore
alternative desires, and in turn realizes possibilities for, and the acceptance of, LGBT
lifestyles. In this section I focus on the varied expressions of non-mainstream sexuality
represented within psychobilly music, lyrics, and visual media. Following “Third Wave”
and “Third World” feminist theory (Minh-ha 1989, Halberstam 1998, and Mohanty
2003), I emphasize the plurality of desire, just as the above sections demonstrate that
there are multiple constructions of “woman,” “feminism,” and “femininity” within the
scene.
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Non-Normative Love and Desire:
“There’s No Wrong Loving”
Psychobilly lyrics often portray love as subversive and non-mainstream. Even
when lyrics assume love between a man and a woman, the emphasis on the atypical
nature of the lovers’ sexual desire allows for queer readings to emerge. For instance, even
though Nekromantix’s song “Alive” (Demons Are A Girl’s Best Friend, 1996) could be
read as the tale of the author’s nightly transformation into a demon or monster that
“brings out the beast in [him],” the song also hints at the singer’s non-normative interests:
Weird obsession is torturing my mind
Playing with my conscience
Thoughts of the forbidden kind
What I find natural is to others oh so wrong
His “weird,” “forbidden,” and “wrong” interests make him feel so “alive” and even help
him “reach climax in the twilight.” Further illustrating an anti-mainstream taste in
women, Kim Nekroman sings about his love for “Ghoulina” (Dead Girls Don’t Cry,
2004) a girl who is “society’s reject”, “a disgust to others,” “a freak to the public,” and
“an insult to others.” Yet to him, she is “perfect,” “hotter than hell,” a “bombshell,” “the
sweetest creature I’ve ever seen,” and a “beauty queen.”
Many songs introduce sexual interests that highlight sexual preferences that many
people would consider deviant. Similar to the sado-masochistic practices described
earlier by Nekroman in “S/M,” Sparky, Demented Are Go’s singer, explores his fantasy
with a “really funky baby” who “is different from other girls when she wears that latex
dress” in the song “Anal Wonderland” (Orgasmic Nightmare, 1991):
As I tie your hands behind your back
You do not make a sound
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I put my hands inside your head 107
And pull your panties down.
Anal, anal wonderland.
At the same time, the same group also produced “I Wanna Be Your Slave”
(Hellucifernation, 1999):
I wanna be your slave
Push me to the ground
Tie me up, abuse me
Torture chamber bound
Tie me up to the rack
Come on, come on
Give me one more lash
Slave, I wanna be your slave
I wanna be your slave
You can be my whore
Just treat me cruel
I’ll even lick the floor.
Stiletto heels walk over me
The leather lash
I wanna feel
Slave, I wanna be your slave
In this case, the singer puts himself at the mercy of a dominatrix. This reverses the
strategy discussed in Part C in which men imagine sexual domination over women to
control their feelings of helplessness. Here, as in the music video for “Killing,” men
sexually accept and replicate the abuse they experience in the working-class world. I
highlight these examples to show that there is not one monolithic category of male desire
within psychobilly. Since men fantasize about both sides of the S&M power dynamic,
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The meaning of “head” is not clear, and may not even be a correct transcription of the song, as
Demented Are Go lyrics are almost impossible to understand. In future research, I will attempt to
clarify any possible meanings of this usage.
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they open up queer possibilities for alternative representations of masculinity and role
reversal.
Finally, male psychobilly songwriters commonly explore morbid fantasies and
necrophilia. In “Horny in a Hearse” (Life is a Grave & I Dig It, 2007), the singer of
Nekromantix describes a man whose girlfriend is about to leave him. In order to make her
stay, he quickly purchases a 1959 hearse Cadillac because his girlfriend “gets horny in a
hearse.” Their mutual turn-ons include “toe tags, high heels and latex body bags.”
Nekroman describes the ideal romantic evening:
We park by the cemetery
That’s our ‘lover’s lane’
That might seem bizarre to some
But not to this here dame
Bring out the rubber gloves, honey,
I’m ready to go again
The lyrics verge on necrophilia: “Seeing through the eyes of the dead / While my
girlfriend gives me … ya know.” Similarly, in a song called “Nekrofelia” (Brought Back
to Life, 1994), a deceased girlfriend is remembered by the singer: “At the graveyard we
often came / Naked in the night all alone / Lying in the grass, beside the tombstone.” He
imagines what it would be like to dig her up and experience intercourse with her corpse.
Recall the corpse gangbanging in “Worm Hole Hooker” and the idealistic description of
sex with the undead in “I Fucked a Zombie” from Chapter Three. At a Stellar Corpses
show at the legendary Gilman St. punk club in Berkeley, CA, singer Dusty Graves
dedicated “Love Like This” to “all the necrophiliacs and weirdos out there,” prompting a
chorus of cheers and applause. While necrophiliac desire is to be expected within the
psychobilly scene, given its obsession with zombies, psychos still understand this type of
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love to be queer in comparison to mainstream values. Musical and visual representations
of their fantasies of morbid love underscore their rejection of normally accepted codes of
behavior and their inclusion of non-normative ones.
These examples reference the ways in which non-mainstream sexual practices are
rendered normative in psychobilly. One would never hear these types of lyrics on
commercial radio. Psychobillies’ embrace of “deviant” sexual practices is another
reflection of the ways in which they “make trouble,” subverting hegemonic norms (Butler
1999). As Patricia Day says in “MissFit,” within the psychobilly subculture, “there’s no
wrong loving.”

The LGBT Community in Psychobilly
Psychobilly’s acceptance of non-mainstream heterosexual desires also allows for
the acceptance of LGBT identities within the scene. For instance, in the interest of liberal
sexual freedom, Blue Devils singer Phil Ross told the crowd at the Big Rumble
weekender in England: “Go find a bad girl and do bad things with her. If you can’t, find a
good girl and make her bad. And if you can’t find a good girl, find a good boy and make
him bad” (described in Donovan 1998, web). Likewise, no one was surprised when
Stellar Corpses posted on Twitter: “Sold our last pair of panties to a Tranny in Santa Fe!”
(July 28, 2010) or when Spike, the lead singer of Austin-based band Picked Punks, put on
a dress halfway through the show and continued as if nothing had happened. He often
taunts the men in the crowd, grabbing his crotch and teasing his male friends in the
audience: “You know you want this dick. Come on up here and suck it.” Musicians
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commonly dress in drag, in fact, and as mentioned in Chapter Two, King Kurt and the
Sour Krauts (sic) required their fans to cross-dress in order to gain admittance to a show.
I met several musicians who identify as LGBT. At Viva Las Vegas, a friend of
mine observed how many lesbian couples were present and that we never witnessed any
homophobic comments, attitudes, or acts of violence. His interpretation: “I’ve noticed
that for a long time, how many lesbians are in this scene. And most everyone’s cool with
it. It sort of makes sense, doesn’t it? If you’re gonna be butch, do it in style – look like
Elvis. He’s the epitome of masculinity. And have a super hot femme girlfriend. I dig it.”
CJ, the drummer in a Southern California band, identifies as a transgendered female-tomale. Joe could tell when he met CJ in high school that he was a woman even though he
identified as male and was already dating “some of the hottest chicks in school.” He told
CJ he knew but that it didn’t matter: “CJ’s super cool. No one cares that he’s a girl. Not
that a lot of people know since she really does look and act like one of us. It’s cool. It’s
whatever.”
At the same time, I have been aware of some homophobic tendencies, as is typical
in any diverse scene. For instance, The Mutilators most-requested song, “Gay Love Song
for Nick 13” (She Put the Baby in the Microwave, 2009), could be read in multiple ways.
Lead singer/guitarist Johnny Anal told me why he composed this song: “My girlfriend
was complaining that I write too many songs about girls, and sex with women, and
fucking zombie women, and stuff like that. I realized I guess I do, so to even it out, I
thought about who I might fantasize about if I were into guys. All the young psychobilly
girls love Nick 13. So it’s my gay love song for him.” What is important to note is that
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Nick 13 is the principal musician in Tiger Army, a band often derided within the
psychobilly scene for being too commercial, too emotional, and too sappy. Consequently,
some psychobillies mock Nick 13, who wears eyeliner and mesh shirts, for having “gay”
tendencies. Thus the humor of this song relies on the fact that most of the audience, or at
least the male members of the audience, dislike Nick 13 and think it is funny to hear
Johnny Anal pretend to have a crush on him (Track 13).
Well, I went to see my favorite band
I met him over by the merch stand
I thought good golly, this boy’s soooo cute!
I wanna put my pee-pee in his poop chute
Chorus:
Nick 13, Nick 13, he’s the king of the psycho scene
Nick 13, Nick 13, someday I’m gonna be his queen
Nick 13, Nick 13, he’s yummy as yummy can be
Hey Nikky you’re the boy for me!!
Normally, I prefer chicks
But then I heard his red hot guitar licks
In his black eyeliner and polo shirt
I wanna let him do me until my insides hurt
[Chorus – followed by orgasmic groans]
Kim Nekroman can only pout
And Davey Havok wants to scratch my eyes out
‘Cause now Nick’s my darkwave-a-billy romeo
And I’m his little Edgar Allen Ho!
Nick 13, Nick 13, he’s the king of the psycho scene
Nick 13, Nick 13, from now on I’m gonna be his queen
Nick 13, Nick 13, we’ll be together for eternity
Hey Nikky you’re the boy for me!!
Oh Nikky you’re so fine, you’re so fine you blow my mind, hey Nikky!
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Oh Nikky you’re so fine, won’t you take me from behind, hey Nikky! 108

On the other hand, although “Gay Love Song for Nick 13” exaggerates and lampoons
homoerotic activities and desires, could it represent an acceptance of homosexuality by
subverting the dominant canon of prescribed activities and highlighting the constructed
nature of sexual stereotypes? By calling attention to the audience’s typecasting of Nick
13, perhaps Johnny Anal contests their homophobia and refuses the idea that he can’t be
in love with Nick13.
An ethos of a “culture of unity,” to use Lizabeth Cohen’s words (1990), may
explain the discrepancy between the inclusive yet seemingly homophobic tendencies of
the subculture. As George Lipsitz mentioned during a recent talk at the University of
Texas at Austin, subcultures inevitably exclude some segment of the population in their
attempt to define their own identity. Often the ones excluded are those who are even
more marginalized than the psychobilly misfits themselves. On the other hand, they are
capable of seeing “families of resemblance” between themselves and others who are
persecuted and disadvantaged. Lipsitz told of how Johnny Otis’ bandmates, who
frequently laughed at homophobic jokes, rushed out of their tour bus to protect two gay
men who were being attacked. Lipsitz understood this as how “the fact of the injury,
rather than the identity of the injury” caused the African-American musicians to feel
protective of similarly persecuted individuals. Likewise, I argue that psychobillies create
a “culture of unity” that embraces many different subjugated identities.
108

The last two lines parody and appropriate the melody and vocal delivery of Toni Basil’s 1982
new wave hit “Mickey,” subverting the hyper-heteronormative narrative of a cheerleader in love
with a cute high school boy by turning it into an over-sexualized, homoerotic fantasy.
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Concluding Thoughts
This chapter attempts to redress the role of women in popular music. Angela
McRobbie notes the effects of “postfeminism” on popular music scholarship, explaining
that “as gains [of the feminist movement] became visible [by the early 1990s] they began
to be taken for granted, considered to be a given” (Fast 2008, 47). As a result, scholarly
attention to women in music has actually decreased over the last few decades: “We might
ask whether there exists any urgency about ‘recovering’ women musicians from the
obscurity of dominant historical narratives anymore or to put those women who are
currently making music into the discourse. Do many of us think this is now being
sufficiently taken care of?” (Ibid.). Susan Fast argues the history of women in popular
music, as well as published work by female scholars, continues to be sidelined,
marginalized, and ignored. By situating myself as a scholar influenced by feminist
anthropology and queer studies, I consider the “history of the women who’ve been
sustaining a tradition of writing about rock since the 60s” that has been “largely hidden”
in American culture” (Brooks 2008, 58). 109 Accordingly, I offer here the multiple voices
of psychobilly women who play a role in producing music and identity within the
subculture.
I am also influenced by the rise of gay and lesbian musicology in the late 1990s,
which shed “new light on the meanings people attach to the music they identity with, and
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Some of the pioneers in this field include the authors in Evelyn McDonnell and Ann Power’s
edited volume Rock She Wrote: Women Write about Rock, Pop, and Rap (1999), Ellen Willis’s
Beginning to See the Light: Pieces of a Decade (1981), Angela McRobbie’s “Settling Accounts
with Subcultures: A Feminist Critique” (1990), and those cited elsewhere in this chapter
elsewhere such as Jacqueline Warwick and Sheila Whiteley.
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help[ed] to open the way toward new conversations about the power of music of various
kinds in peoples’ lives” (Brett, Wood, and Thomas 2006, 376). In their groundbreaking
text Queering the Pitch, Philip Brett, Elizabeth Wood, and Gary C. Thomas integrated
sexuality with musicology in response “to the resistance toward critical inquiry into the
politics – especially the sexual politics – of music” (Ibid., 355). Similarly, Sheila Whitely
and Jennifer Rycenga have explored “the ways in which queering has challenged cultural,
social, and musical structures, subverting the gendered heterosexual bias in popular
music by invoking a different way of listening, a queer sensibility” (Whitely and Rycenga
2006, xiii).
It is this theoretical framework that compels me to document the ways in which
men and women express multiple, meaningful constructions of gender and sexuality in
psychobilly musical culture. The examples throughout this chapter point to the salient
ways in which music is one vehicle through which traditionally “intelligible”
constructions of gender and sexuality are questioned and problematized, and nonmainstream ones are rendered normative. There is a queer sensibility within psychobilly
that leads psychos to accept and reflect a variety of identities and possibilities. Whether
as a Bettie Page-inspired pin-up girl, a burlesque dancer, a June Cleaver housewife, a
“psychobitch outta hell,” or a sadomasochist, psychobilly men and women express and
perform different identities that enable them to manage the world in which they live,
while imagining and realizing alternate strategies for control, escape, entertainment,
pleasure, and support.
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CHAPTER SEVEN – CONCLUSION
MAKING THE “WORLD” OF PSYCHOBILLY:
CONSTITUTING A BETTER LIFE

Ruth Finnegan borrows the idea of “art worlds” from Howard Becker (1982) to
emphasize how musical communities embody “differing and complex cultures of ideas
and practice” and “the social organization of their collective activities” (Finnegan 1989,
32). This allows us to treat each musical scene as “valid in itself,” an approach
“necessary for understanding the conventions in these differing worlds in their own
terms… of equal authenticity with others” (Ibid.). Sara Cohen adds to Finnegan’s concept
of musical worlds by pointing out that they “provide a context for activities and
relationships [and] a means for the expression of personal and collective identity and
value” and “allow for the meaningful structuring of their actions in time and space”
(Cohen 1993, 128). I refer to psychobilly as a “world” in these terms, emphasizing not
only how the space itself provides a place for the experiencing of community, refuge,
escape, control, and pleasure, but also how members’ actions are meaningfully structured
to provide these socio-emotional benefits.
In this conclusion, I tease out the two main parts of my overall argument: how
psychobilly reflects a subcultural identity and how participation makes the present more
manageable. The strategies for the “empowerment of everyday life” (Grossberg 1997)
represent constructed ways of making sense of the world. As Mark Slobin argues in
Subcultural Sounds, “Annoyed at having social scientists condescendingly grant us the
appeal of music as a reflection of social life, nevertheless we have stopped short of
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claiming it to be highly constitutive of culture and personality. In fact, it can be both”
(1993, 6, his emphasis). The subculture – with its strategies for managing life – acts as an
alternative to the structures of the superculture. Drawing from Bourdieu, we could see
psychobillies’ cognitive structures as their habitus, “a [structured] structuring structure
which organizes practices and the perception of practices” (1984, 170), producing
meanings through “categories of perception and appreciation that are themselves
produced by an observable social condition” (Ibid., 101).
I also address the distinction between reflection and constitution: the first section
summarizes how central attributes of psychobilly identity reflect opposition to
supercultural norms; the second section focuses on how subcultural agents create modes
of survival for everyday life. I emphasize seeming dichotomies – life and death, survival
and decay, pleasure and hardship, fantasy and reality, visions of a surreal future and
nostalgia for the past, power and powerlessness – that pervade the subculture. These
should not be read so much as ironies or contradictions but rather as integrated dialectical
relationships that offer a range of coping strategies. Fantasies about (un)death testify to
the importance of life. Fantasies and practices of being in control function as importantly
as those which allow psychobilies to feel out of control. Songs and lived practices reflect,
and sometimes even idealize, hardship (such as blue-collar struggles), but also evade it,
disassociate from it, release it. Clearly psychobilly does not monolithically construct one
way of managing life; its members embrace multiple strategies.
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Part A: Expressing a Subcultural Identity –
Reflecting and Reacting to Reality
Misfits
Psychobillies stand out from the norm. One the one hand, they choose to look
different in order to reflect their unique tastes. They simply like vintage fashion; they like
the working-class punk aesthetic; they like representing their individuality. At the same
time, psychos embrace a non-conventional look because they have already been
ostracized from the superculture. Psychos often express to me how they have never felt
“normal,” traditionally successful, or “accepted by regular folks.” They often feel like
freaks or “pickled punks,” as the name of one Austin band suggests. Anatomically
deformed human fetuses preserved in formaldehyde, “pickled punks” were historically
used as sideshow attractions at freak show carnivals. The band adopted the name and the
image shown below, a polycephalic baby with one punk mohawk head and one rockabilly
greaser head, to reflect their own “freak-like” condition, their “non-normal” existence,
their mutant, hybrid condition (Figure 46). One of the newest psychobilly festivals sums
up the outcast identity in its title: “The Freak Show Fest.” As discussed throughout
Chapter Two and Three, zombies, “Frankensteins” (Figure 47), and serial killers
commonly symbolize psychobillies’ feelings of being rejected, misunderstood, and
perceived with horror by the mainstream.
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Figure 46: Pickled Punks logo

Figure 47: Austin rockabilly/psychobilly
musician Dave Wolfe embracing his inner
“Frankenstein,” photo from Dave Wolfe

Thus, style choices do not necessarily only reflect a conscious decision to look
different just for the sake of it; rather, the “psychobilly look” also expresses a deeply felt
internalization of non-normativity. The psychobilly community accepts the “freaks” that
mainstream society rejects. Brando and his friends were teased in high school for being
working-class “greasers;” this community celebrates that aspect of their identity. Women
with traditionally non-celebrated body types feel at home in the community and often
become burlesque dancers. Those with “queer” (loosely defined) sexual preferences or
gender identities who have been labeled “deviant” by supercultural discourse feel
“normal” among psychos. In “MissFit” (discussed in Chapter Six), Patricia Day describes
feeling ostracized not only for being a woman, but also for being “from the wrong side of
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town.” Psychobilly is thus an inclusive community for those with unconventional or nonnormative values, preferences, interests, backgrounds, or identities. They dialectically
reject the mainstream while already being rejected from it. As Tom Turino puts it, they
“move away from silence” - the silence of loneliness that stems from being
misunderstood.

Working-Class Demographic
While economic marginalization is just one of the factors that contributes to
psychobillies’ feelings of rejection, it is the strongest identifier that ties together members
of this disparate group. My associates include mechanics, airplane repair technicians,
construction workers, painters, electricians, automobile quality evaluators, pest control
workers, furniture movers, carpet cleaners, inventory inspectors, a shipper and receiver
for an alcohol wholesale store, a city landscape gardener, bartenders, and low-end
customer service workers, including a strip club announcer and a sales clerk at a
pornography store on the outskirts of Austin. Over the last few years, many of them have
lost their jobs as a result of the recession and been unable to find new ones.
An identification with working-class values relates to psychobillies’ nostalgia for
economic self-reliance. The hope many men have of being economically independent
(recall Cody’s story in Chapter Six) reveals a nostalgia for the 1950s as a time in which a
mechanic’s salary could sustain a family. Many psychos acknowledge the lack of
upwardly mobile opportunities they have as the result of class and racial discrimination.
Their parents, often immigrants, also have working-class jobs. They may be “tracked”
into non-academically challenging classes in school that preclude them from working
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towards college admission. Most consider college economically beyond their reach as
well. But they do not consider their blue-collar lifestyle a disability. Rather, psychos
embrace and legitimize working-class skills as something they can do without higher
education. For instance, Joseph, a Latino car customizer, explains: “There are [some] kids
that are going to be doctors. There are [some] kids that are going to be lawyers. But a lot
of [our kids] aren’t… So they should be directed into a trade, into something that’s
hands-on. ‘Cause a lot of them are good with their hands.” Recall the main character in
the comic Rockabilly Roadtrip: “Our hero and mine, Nicky ‘The Pipe’ is an average guy
with one special talent, he can build ANYTHING! He often refers to his special talent as
his superpower and rightfully so” (Wroblewski 2007). Like the hero in the comic, many
psychos cheaply turn junkyard relics into resuscitated works of art that can be proudly
displayed, like the “Psychobilly Cadillac” itself. 110 Indeed, psychobillies consider manual
skill a superpower, a badge of honor.
Working-class associations also explain why psychobilly specifically draws from
rockabilly and punk. As Lipsitz explains, rock’n’roll began as a working-class music, and
disseminated it to different ethnicities and classes of American society: “[Rock’n’roll]
went a long way toward transforming American culture from the domain of a privileged
elite into a ‘land of a thousand dances’” (Lipsitz 1989, 267). Punk began in the same way
as a blue-collar, street subculture. As Robert Christgau writes, “Punk is a basically
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When I first became interested in vintage car culture, I assumed the amazing touched-up
automobiles would, in the end, cost more than my Honda Civic. I was surprised to find out that
most psychobilly vintage cars are actually constructed quite cheaply using junkyard parts and of
course free labor. They average $5000-$10,000, once functionally restored, clearly less than
buying a new car.
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working class bohemia that rejects both the haute bohemia of the rock elite and the
hallowed bohemian myth of classlessness…. Punk doesn’t want to be thought of as
bohemian, because bohemians are posers” (1978). Psychobilly’s proudly poor, punk roots
contribute to an aversion to anything associated with hippies. The Saddle Tramps, a
comedic billy band, joked with the audience: “Are there any hippies here? Probably not a
one. Thank god. Here’s a song called ‘Natural Born Hippie Killers.’” As I waited in line
during Viva Las Vegas, I spotted someone in front of me with a large “Fuck You Hippie”
tattoo on his back. I believe the hatred for hippies reflects a distaste for faux
bohemianism and adopted poverty. Rockabilly, punks, and now psychobillies perceive
themselves as “the real thing.” Their families have been working-class for generations,
and psychos proudly inherit their identity. Fakes are not tolerated.

Rebellion
The stylistic influences that constitute the scene reflect not only a working-class
sensibility, but also attitudes of defiance. Drawing from rockabilly, punk, and shock rock,
psychobillies resist supercultural norms and rebel against social and bodily control, one
strategy for experiencing evasive pleasure through carnivalesque abandon. While today’s
mainstream media depicts even the rock’n’roll revolution of the 1950s as relatively mildmannered and polite, this should not keep us from recognizing the controversial impact it
originally had. As Lipsitz notes:
In that era, young people identified themselves as a self-conscious and rebellious
social group, they made music that reflected an unprecedented crossing of racial
and class lines, and their actions posed serious challenges to traditional American
cultural attitudes and values…. The music industry resisted rock and roll, despite
its demonstrated popularity with a mass audience, and civic and church leaders
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condemned it as immoral and debilitating. Intellectuals and moralists during those
years tended to see rock and roll music as just another facet of an alienating and
potentially anarchic society. (1989, 267-68)
Likewise, critics viewed Bettie Page’s fetish photos as a corruptive influence and even
blamed them for one young man’s suicide (he was found tied up in a pose similar to those
in the photos). A wave of “anti-smut” campaigns swept the nation and resulted in the
1955 Senate hearings led by Tennessee senator Estes Kefauver. Years later, with the
sexual revolution of the 1960s, Bettie Page’s photos came to be considered quite tame,
and fetishistic designs inspired by them graced department store windows. The 1954
Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency (led again by Senator Kefauver) also
blamed comic books for the corruption of American youth, increased disrespect for
authority, and the rejection of middle-class artistic and literary sensibilities (Nyberg
1998, Hajdu 2008). It is no surprise, then, that rock’n’roll, Bettie Page, and comics, 111
three significant examples of rebellious “corruption” from the 1950s, all constitute key
aspects of the psychobilly subculture today.
Psychobillies identify particularly with the “rebel” of the 1950s and derive certain
pleasures and survival strategies from it. Brando, the Los Angeles psychobilly promoter,
mentioned to me:
I’d go to the High Octanes [rockabilly night] at Bowl-a-Rama, and the Bebop
Battlin’ Ball at Rodolpho’s [when I was younger] … It was a lot different back
then because it was full of [rockabilly] purists. You know, you’d have the people
dressed up in leather jackets and the hoods [gangs] coming around. It was actually
kinda like a time warp going back into the 50s. I think seeing the people dressed
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Although I have not discussed psychobilly’s interest in comics in detail, it should be clear
from the images included throughout of band logos, album covers, and event flyers, and from
mention of the Rockabilly Roadtrip comic.
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up like that, seeing the girls liked them, I wanted to be like that so I started
dressing up too. (pers. comm.)
While his mother liked some music from the 1950s, Brando mainly received his ideas
about the rock’n’roll rebel from movies like Rock Baby Rock (1957), American Graffiti
(1973), Grease (1978), The Wanderers (1979), The Outsiders (1983), Back to the Future
(1985), Cry-Baby (1990), and Road Racers (1994). He remembers:
When I was first growing up, I wanted to be like that cool guy, and I would watch
movies. However they dressed, however they looked, whatever they did, I wanted
to be that, I wanted to do the exact same thing…. so I’d try to dress [like that],
carry the image, all that other shit. I think that was a lot of it [he laughs], liking
the cool rebel image. It doesn’t really pertain to the ‘50s, but I’m pretty sure
you’ve seen Dazed and Confused. Do you remember Clint? He beats up that one
guy at the party? And the guy was pissed off, you know, he’s like “Fuck that guy
Clint, he’s over there in his ‘50s greaser uniform.” And I thought that’s so cool.
And I remember seeing that guy [Clint] smoking and the cigarette pack rolled in
his sleeve, and I thought that guy’s cool. And I kinda wanted to get that tattoo on
his forearm.
Like other psychobilly misfits, Brando constructed an idealistic fantasy of the James
Dean rebel that helped him alleviate his feelings of alienation. It was a strategy of
survival: he gained a personal sense of power through his adoption of the rebel persona
and found pleasure in the act of transgressing normal high school stereotypes, feeling
“cooler than the ‘cool’ kids.”

Bricolage
From commentary above, it follows that psychobilly is characterized by an
assemblage of different misfit identities and signifiers. To use Lipsitz’s term, it draws on
“families of resemblance” (1990) between various disadvantaged communities, bringing
together carefully chosen elements of rockabilly, punk, Teddy Boy, and Chicano
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working-class cultures. The end result is a stylistic, temporal, and social collage that
resuscitates elements of the past in mutated form, like the “Psychobilly Cadillac” and
Frankenstein’s monster, like rockabilly and punk themselves. Just as comic hero Nicky
creates his ideal girlfriend, “Patches,” to accompany him on his roadtrip across America,
psychobillies create their ideal subculture, picking and choosing elements with which
they most identify or those that can make life more meaningful and manageable.
Together, it adds up to “mutant rock,” the name of The Meteors’ 1982 7” album; the
cover appropriately featured a cartoon image of Frankenstein’s monster.

Expressing Hardship
Rockabilly, punk, and psychobilly were all born out of trying times: rockabilly in
an era filled with world war, apocalyptic fears of a nuclear age, massive racial and
political unrest, Cold War paranoia, and the disillusionment of victory culture 112 ; punk
and early psychobilly in an England reeling from poverty, recession, and racial and class
violence. Psychobillies see connections between their current world and the past, as
Brando explains: “I think with everything that was going on in the world at that time [in
the ‘50s], it was a tough place. It was like the same thing like it is today. There’s a war
going on right now.” I shared with Brando my mother’s story of remembering the 1950s
as a frightening decade full of bomb drills and hiding under desks. We agreed that most
psychobillies, rather than whole-heartedly subscribing to the idea of the 1950s as a
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In The End of Victory Culture: Cold War America and the Disillusioning of a Generation
(1995), Tom Engelhardt traces how major events since 1945 (when the Japanese surrendered)
thoroughly eroded the belief in America’s triumphalist myth – the idea of America’s invincibility
– resulting in the disillusioning of an entire generation.
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“Golden Era,” identify with the harsh realities of the decade, not unlike the current
circumstances of a post-9/11 world. Psychos also embrace the pleasures of the past –
cars, fashion, rock’n’roll, movies – that alleviated suffering. The Iron Fist company,
which produces psychobilly shoes, expresses a similar view in their signature motto
today: “Products made with love for a heartless world.”
As mentioned in previous chapters, many songs allude to experiences of sadness,
alienation, lack of satisfaction, panic, poverty, and frustration that stem from
psychobillies’ marginal socio-economic status. Particularly striking are songs that deal
with war, given the fact that so many psychobillies feel compelled to enlist in the military
for lack of other options. The members of Gamblers Mark told me about their song
“Another Day in the Sand”:
Dave Gambler: We wrote it about my buddy who was in the Marines, and he was
in Iraq three times, and we’ve seen the [hell] that he’s gone through with his wife
and kids, him not being there, and [them wondering] is he gonna get killed in Iraq,
when’s he gonna come back?
Ricky Lobo: Basically, we’re not trying to be like political or anything, because if
you get into that political stance, you’re gonna get a lot of “who do you think you
are” you know, as a band especially. But this song, the lyrics, this is just about
what we hear, that’s it. Our friends come back from Iraq and they tell us stories,
and [Ricky sighs and shakes his head], and wow, what the hell, it’s not what you
hear on TV. They’re not gonna show all that on TV.
Dave: Yeah, Ricky gave me that idea. He’s like “what do you think about it,” and
fuck, it clicked [he snaps his fingers]. I can write this song because it’s an
experience with our buddy. Stories. The way we see it, it’s basically like a story.
Ricky: Yeah, a narrative. It’s important to tell that narrative because it’s what our
friends go through all the time, you know.
Songs about the zombie apocalypse metaphorically evoke wartime narratives, expressing
dissatisfaction with contemporary life while inventing a world psychobillies control.
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Part B: Surviving –
Imagining and Realizing a Better World,
Experiencing Pleasure in Everyday Life
In his essay “Another Boring Day in Paradise,” Lawrence Grossberg traces the
ways in which “the rock and roll apparatus functions to provide strategies for escaping,
denying, celebrating, finding pleasure in – in other words, for surviving within – a postmodern world” (Grossberg 1997, 44). My study’s investment in one particular “tiny
public,” to use Gary Alan Fine’s term (2004), points to specific ways in which
disadvantaged lives are made better, or at least managed.

Bonding
Christopher Small’s idea of “musicking,” or “music as a human social activity”
(Small 1998a, 5-6), helps to underscore the way that social community is forged around
psychobilly – at concerts, car shows, burlesque performances, roller derby matches,
festivals and weekenders, and through the internet. Being around psychobilly involves
much more than simply listening to or making music. Perhaps more important than any
of its other functions, psychobilly is about connecting people, typically misfits who exist
in liminal spaces. The genre fosters a folk-like, participatory sense of communitas which
relates to the scholarship of Victor Turner, Thomas Turino, Jeff Todd Titon, and Gary
Alan Fine. This ethnography thus emphasizes “that popular music is something created,
used and interpreted by different individuals and groups. It is human activity involving
social relationships, identities and collective practices” (Cohen 1993, 127).
The forging of connective ties between members manages their displacement
within normative society by providing a sense of group belonging as well as an internal
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support system that distributes capital among its members. Activities noted throughout
this dissertation testify to this: celebrating birthdays; erasing spatial difference between
fans and musicians; meeting up at weekenders and car shows; performing nostalgia
together; distributing economic capital; building female-focused groups; embracing
alternative sexual preferences and gendered identities; providing emotional support for
those dealing with death, loss, unemployment, and hardship; cruising together in vintage
cars, celebrating “Mexican-American appropriations of automobiles as part of a
community ritual” (Lipsitz 1989, 277); babysitting each other’s kids; and so on. Just as
Rousseau was eager to return to idyllic notions of small countryside villages at the dawn
of modernism, psychobillies return to 1950s ideas of social cohesion as a reaction to the
alienating tendencies of post-modernity.
Ola Stockfelt notes that even if “one can listen to march music in the bathtub and
salon music in the mountains,” certain musical styles are still “implicitly bound to
specific environments and specific relationships” (Stockfelt 1993, 159). Simon Frith
agrees that though he may like rave music without ever having been to a rave, “the
peculiarity of the musical experience [is] its specialness as a form of sociability” (Frith
1996, 251). Likewise, John Blacking wrote that “Music is essentially about aesthetic
experiences and the creative expression of individual human beings in community, about
the sharing of feelings and ideas” (Blacking 1987, 146). Of course, fans listen to
psychobilly in the car and at home, alone, at times. But really psychobilly is an event. It
is the music around which communal life is organized, social capital is developed and
distributed, identities are created, fantasies are imagined, and the pressures of life are
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eased through bodily pleasures such as sex, alcohol, and wrecking. The live performance
of psychobilly, the shared participation in this culture, reproduces the value of music in
everyday life, helping people survive.
Nowhere is this better evidenced than in wartime. Kim Nekroman and Henrik
Niedermeier (from HorrorPops) were both in the Danish navy. The Phantom Rockers
formed their band on a British Air Force base in Germany. It is quite common for
musicians to meet in the armed forces, and psychobilly echoes from camps and bases
across the world.

Figure 48: The “Texas Psychobilly” flag that Adam hangs on his
military vehicle in Kosovo. He posted this on WreckingPit.com
to show people how he’s bringing psychobilly to Iraq.
Brando explained to me how psychobilly contributes to bonding in contexts
where servicemen depend on each other for survival:
A lot of my brothers from my club have been in the service. I’d say that actually
more than half my club has been in the service. And when they go out, overseas
or what not, when you’re in the Army or the Navy or the Marines or the Air Force
or any of these branches, everybody’s there to do their job. But on their time
away, when they’re relaxing, when they’re listening to their own music, and these
guys that are there who are watching over you and protecting your life, and you’d
do the same to them, you know, you kind of bond, and you start sharing things,
and I think that has a lot to do with it. ‘Cause I have friends who have enlisted in
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the service, [gone] to war, came back, and they’re like “Hey, I’m gonna take this
guy to a show, when we were sitting there [overseas] we talked about this [going
to shows when we get back home].” And those guys would come [with their
friends to shows] but they started getting into it overseas because of that bond of
brotherhood in bad times.
The loud, fast, aggressive musical style of psychobilly acts as a musical expression of
soldiers’ frustrations, and appeals to the sensibilities of young male soldiers. But
psychobilly also helps them stay alive. Just as members of wrecking crews, secret
brotherhoods, and car clubs support each other through rough times, soldiers in war form
bonds through music that literally keep them safe.
Brando also alludes to how shows function as celebrations when friends return
from duty, often bringing new fans with them. Joe was particularly excited one night for
me to meet his long-time friend who had been overseas for the third time. They’d been
through thick and thin together; they were the ones both involved in the drunk driving
accident mentioned in Chapter Two. Joe never knows if his friend will come back each
time he is sent away. We celebrated his safe return, drank several tall boys, and Joe and
Pete released their aggression in the wrecking pit.

Escape, Release, Being “Out of Control”
Psychobilly provides many types of evasive pleasure that allow an escape from
working-class problems: a gathering in which psychos can relax and have fun; indulge in
alcohol; fantasize about running away from their circumstances (in lyrics discussed in
Chapter Two); avoid politics; use cars to symbolize the possibility of escape; imagine a
responsibility-free, (post)apocalyptic life as a zombie; use “sex, drugs, and rock’n’roll” to
numb the pain of reality; fantasize about the past; enjoy over-the-top spectacles that takes
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peoples’ minds off the daily grind; release pent-up aggression in the wrecking pit; and
fantasize about sexual pleasures (often non-mainstream ones). All these aspects
contribute to a “politics of pleasure” that “takes us ‘out of ourselves,’ puts us somewhere
else” (Frith 1996, 275), creating a sense of jouissance. The working-class nature of the
subculture necessitates such release, as Frith describes in Sound Effects: “The use value
of entertainment derives from its intimations of fun, irresponsibility, and fulfillment –
leisure is an implicit critique of work…. Pleasure, in turn, is not just a psychological
effect but refers to a set of experiences rooted in the social relations of production – it is
defined against different situations of displeasure/pain/reality” (Frith 1981, 265).
Psychobillies derive pleasure from shirking social discipline, from indulging in activities
the superculture considers gross, deviant, and non-normative. Psychos embrace the
evasive pleasures of their Bahktinian carnival, feeling they “got their money’s worth” if
they leave dripping in sweat, blood, food, alcohol, and/or vomit, and impressed by
displays of showmanship.

Figure 49: The Chop Tops logo evokes a sense of freedom – leaving
problems in the dust as the undead skeleton moves full-speed ahead into a
new world with no responsibilities and no expectations. Just the road and
the wind in his hair.
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Power, Control, Revenge, Perseverance:
While many fantasies and lived practices express a desire to escape problems,
other fantasies (sometimes enacted in reality) imagine scenarios in which usually
powerless psychobillies feel a sense of control. Through these fantasies, they disrupt the
norm of their economically, socially, or sexually marginalized position. For instance, in
The Creepshow’s “You’ll Come Crawlin’” (Run For Your Life, 2008), the singer exacts
control over her situation by fantasizing about revenge:
I’ll get you back and turn your world all inside out
You’ll only waste your breath with every single scream and shout
A little harm on you gives me a new start
Ain’t gonna let this Devil drag me down
Gonna make sure that my blackened heart is found
This shouldn’t take long darlin’, just close your eyes
Let me take over, feel the wrath of your cries
Similarly, in “Bloody Monday” (Survival of the Sickest, 2002), the singer of Mad Sin
rants against the “lazy fucks” of suburban white-collar families: “Power! To make the
world grovel at my feet! Yeah! Even the moon is frightened of me, frightened to death.
The whole world is frightened to death!!!” In “Class Warpath” (Ibid.), he fantasizes about
robbing banks “owned by the wrong man” in order to “get the best parts” of a “godless
life”: “I’m gonna take the money and run. Make it all mine till the morning light. I take
what I can get. That’s right man - bang!”
Men displace their own subjugation through sexual fantasies of domination and
control, and through the objectification of women in lyrics, art, and social encounters.
Women regain a sense of power by relishing the control they have over male desire,
turning their gaze back at men just as Bettie Page did. Through examples of pretend play
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– fantasies about coming back as a zombie to take revenge on people who have spurned
or hurt them, identifying with murderers who have ultimate control over their victims,
fantasies of survival as (post)apocalyptic zombies – psychobilly imagine a world in
which they retaliate against the superstructure. Psychobillies also control their fears of
death through the farcical portrayal of undeath in lyrics, art, and performance.
Thus even though the culture seems fascinated by doom, death, and destruction, it
emphasizes survival. Psychos help each other get through tough times, and the supportive
networks offered by secret brotherhoods, car clubs, and wrecking crews contribute to the
feeling that psychobillies can and overcome their problems. The Meteors discuss
perseverance despite the odds in “You Can’t Keep a Good Man Down” (Teenagers From
Outer Space, 2002):
Yeah all of my life I had people like you
Pushing me ‘round, trying to tell me what to do
I tell you there’s no reason why, I should never reach the sky
‘Cause you can’t keep a good man down
Nothing you can do or say will stop me going on my way
‘Cause you can’t keep a good man down
You better not laugh in my face
‘Cause I tell you I’m going to win the race
No you can’t keep a good man down
As Jorge observed one day: “The past is full of broken hearts, broken dreams, broken
promises, broken lives. But broken spirits? Those should always survive” (pers. comm.).

Survival of the Past
While psychobillies learn about the past through media sources, the subculture
also recognizes direct connections to previous generations: Chicanos got involved in the
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scene because of the Spanish-language rock’n’roll their parents listened to; some
psychobillies’ ideas of domesticity may be influenced directly by how their mothers or
grandmothers lived; social connections are encouraged between younger and older
generations at festivals and weekenders; greasers learn about cars from their fathers and
grandfathers; and concerts feature original artists from the founding days of rockabilly,
punk, and psychobilly. Testifying to the importance of direct connections to the past,
Brando hosted a Sun Records event which featured Johnny Powers (born John Leon
Joseph Pavlik), an artist who recorded with Sam Phillips in the late 1950s. Brando was
glad that his patrons responded enthusiastically to the rockabilly veteran:
And it was kinda cool because about 2 years ago, a lot of the kids weren’t really
getting into the ‘50s legends, and I really felt bad because they were going out and
supporting the modern-day bands. And I was talking to [the owner of] a local
record label – it’s actually a pretty big label – and he’s got a staple of bands, and
he was saying people don’t care about those ‘50s legends anymore. He said they
care about his new bands, and those bands play the traditional rockabilly clubs
now, almost every weekend. And I don’t think it’s true, because without those
pioneers paving the way, we wouldn’t be where we’re at, and it kinda hurt me that
the kids weren’t getting into it. But bringing out Johnny Powers, I think it really
kinda re-kindled it for me that I did see people actually care again. (pers. comm.)

The theme of survival – the survival of zombies, “Frankenstein,” cars, rockabilly,
punk, and psychobillies themselves – goes hand in hand with nostalgia for the past.
Psychobillies struggle to keep everything they identify with (including themselves) alive,
to bring things from the past back to life. The Returners and the Livends, two bands
whose very names evoke the idea of survival, brilliantly sum up this emphasis on
regeneration and preservation in their concert flyer by appropriating the poster art of the
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1985 science-fiction horror film Re-animator, based on H.P. Lovecraft’s 1921 story about
a mad scientist who re-awakens the dead:

Figure 50: The Returners and Livends preserve the past in multiple ways.

Thus, nostalgia for the past is partly about an idealistic longing for “the good ol’
days,” but it is clearly more than that. As Lipsitz puts it, people invested in 1950s
nostalgia “touch a resonant chord in [their] collective popular memory because they
recall the exhilaration of years when popular culture began to cross previously
insurmountable barriers of race, class, and ethnicity – a time when young artists and
audiences transformed the dissonance and noise of urban life into a chorus of many
voices” (Lipsitz 1989, 282). Rock’n’roll and punk were both instrumental to the everyday
life and survival of youth who were just as misfit and rebellious as psychobillies are
today. Psychobillies’ nostalgia reflects a coping method for survival that embraces a
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subcultural, non-mainstream identity that has existed for decades and re-imagines a
present in which psychobillies can have it all, as reflected in John Lara’s “Rockabilly
Prayer” (2007) that graces the back cover of each issue of Rockabilly Magazine:
Oh Lord,
Keep me Rockin’
Keep me Rollin’
Guide my switchblade
Straight and true
Keep my Chevy on the road
And smite the squares…
You know who
Keep my beer cold
And my baby red hot
Always let the law
Just drive on by
And my pompadour
Reaching for the sky
Amen
By specifically choosing certain symbols of the past, psychobillies derive the “productive
pleasure” of “making meanings” that Fiske describes: “people can turn cultural
commodities to their own interests and find pleasure in using them to make their own
meanings of their social identities and social relations” (1989b, 69).
Whether such nostalgic fantasies align with reality is not my primary concern (see
Coontz 2000). Rather, I am focused on how the bricolage of symbols from the past,
present, and future, from fantasy and reality, from images of death and life, helps
psychobillies cope with their subordinate position, and how it helps them express power
and control, pleasure and enjoyment. Josh Kun describes an audiotopia as “the space
within and produced by a musical element that offers the listener and/or musician new
maps for reimagining the present social world” (Kun 2005, 22-23). All of the aspects I
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have used to describe the scene throughout this dissertation speak to the ways
psychobillies re-imagine their world by adopting strategies for survival and pleasure.

The Role of Popular Music Studies
Despite the fact that popular music studies has been a part of academia since the
1980s, scholars still struggle to take rock’n’roll seriously, as something more than
frivolous entertainment. One can hear the plea in Lipsitz’s 1989 article:
Real historical experiences and aspirations lay within rock and roll music, inside
the life histories of individual musicians, and inside the collective memory of the
audience. Often unacknowledged, these sedimented layers did much to undermine
an older cultural hierarchy, and they shed light on where America has been, as
well as where it may yet go. As demonstrated by the rock and roll music created
in East Los Angeles over the years, seemingly neutral and frivolous forms of
popular culture can contain the history of concrete communities of creation and
reception. (Lipsitz 1989, 281)
About a decade later, Bromell noted that the academy was still not ready for scholarship
that seriously considered the experiential role of music in people’s lives:
When Jimi Hendrix asked his audience in 1967 if they were “experienced,” his
word gestured toward a widely shared belief that listening to rock music now
mattered – that it was now more than just fun (though it was still that) because it
offered new and useful ways of being in and knowing the world. Similarly, when
Bruce Springsteen famously observed in 1984 that “we learned more from a
three-minute record than we ever learned in school,” he was voicing a deeply held
conviction that rock music was instructive – not just entertaining – and that it
provided its young listeners with what Kenneth Burke called “equipment for
living.” While the truth of such claims may seem obvious to rock fans, most
academic scholars of popular music and popular culture have dedicated
themselves to demonstrating their falsehood, or at least their naïveté. (Bromell
2001, 165)
Caught up in the legacies of Adorno’s take on the “culture industry,” many popular music
scholars still struggle with the theoretical implications of the hegemonic forces that drive
production and consumption of popular music, or still hold fast to the Frankfurt School’s
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assumption “that the transformation of art into commodity inevitably sapped imagination
and withered hope [so that] all that could be imagined was what was” (Frith 1981, 268).
But my study has little to do with how people may or may not be “duped” and pacified by
commercial forces outside their control. It does have to do with working-class people
who produce and consume their music independently of commercial music industries and
create a culture that imagines and realizes what they want lives to be like.
Accordingly, the present work takes seriously Sara Cohen’s ethnographiccentered approach to popular music scholarship: “The focus upon people and their
musical practices and processes rather than upon structures, texts or products, illuminates
the ways in which music is used and the important role that it plays in everyday life and
in society generally” (Cohen 1993, 127). I am concerned with how psychobilly offers
“ways of being in and knowing the world” (Bromell 2001, 165), the “equipment for
living” (Burke 1957), for this music is integral to survival, to negotiating a subcultural
existence in a “heartless world,” to having fun. In future work, I hope to continue to
touch on the very real impact musical participation has in people’s everyday lives. As one
associate said: “This is an everyday thing. This isn’t just an overnight thing we dress up
as or do for shows. This is what I live for.”
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APPENDIX A: “ONE PIECE AT A TIME”
Performed by Johnny Cash, written by Wayne Kemp, Columbia Records, 1973
Well, I left Kentucky back in '49
An' went to Detroit workin' on a 'sembly line
The first year they had me puttin' wheels on cadillacs
Every day I'd watch them beauties roll by
And sometimes I'd hang my head and cry
'Cause I always wanted me one that was long and black.
One day I devised myself a plan
That should be the envy of most any man
I'd sneak it out of there in a lunchbox in my hand
Now gettin' caught meant gettin' fired
But I figured I'd have it all by the time I retired
I'd have me a car worth at least a hundred grand.
[CHORUS]
I'd get it one piece at a time
And it wouldn't cost me a dime
You'll know it's me when I come through your town
I'm gonna ride around in style
I'm gonna drive everybody wild
'Cause I'll have the only one there is a round.
So the very next day when I punched in
With my big lunchbox and with help from my friends
I left that day with a lunch box full of gears
Now, I never considered myself a thief
GM wouldn't miss just one little piece
Especially if I strung it out over several years.
The first day I got me a fuel pump
And the next day I got me an engine and a trunk
Then I got me a transmission and all of the chrome
The little things I could get in my big lunchbox
Like nuts, an' bolts, and all four shocks
But the big stuff we snuck out in my buddy's mobile home.
Now, up to now my plan went all right
'Til we tried to put it all together one night
And that's when we noticed that something was definitely wrong.
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The transmission was a '53
And the motor turned out to be a '73
And when we tried to put in the bolts all the holes were gone.
So we drilled it out so that it would fit
And with a little bit of help with an A-daptor kit
We had that engine runnin' just like a song
Now the headlight' was another sight
We had two on the left and one on the right
But when we pulled out the switch all three of 'em come on.
The back end looked kinda funny too
But we put it together and when we got thru
Well, that's when we noticed that we only had one tail-fin
About that time my wife walked out
And I could see in her eyes that she had her doubts
But she opened the door and said "Honey, take me for a spin."
So we drove up town just to get the tags
And I headed her right on down main drag
I could hear everybody laughin' for blocks around
But up there at the court house they didn't laugh
'Cause to type it up it took the whole staff
And when they got through the title weighed sixty pounds.
[CHORUS]
I got it one piece at a time
And it didn't cost me a dime
You'll know it's me when I come through your town
I'm gonna ride around in style
I'm gonna drive everybody wild
'Cause I'll have the only one there is around.
[Spoken] Ugh! Yow, RED RYDER
This is the COTTON MOUTH
In the PSYCHO-BILLY CADILLAC Come on
Huh, This is the COTTON MOUTH
And negatory on the cost of this mow-chine there RED RYDER
You might say I went right up to the factory
And picked it up, it's cheaper that way
Ugh!, what model is it?
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEWS
13 Black Coffins: Melane and Rene. Houston, TX, August 7, 2009.
Andrea Von Frankenstein. Austin, TX, December 18, 2010.
Becky & the Blacktones: Erick Dominguez, Jose Dominguez, Ivan Garcia, Aldo
Guereca, and Becky Limones. Alhambra, CA, March 28, 2010.
Big Sandy. Monterey, CA, May 23, 2010.
Brando Von Badsville. Whittier, CA, May 20, 2010.
The Chop Tops: Sinner, Shelby Legnon, Brett Black. San Luis Obispo, CA, May 27,
2010.
Cold Blue Rebels: Danny Dangerous, Spazz Drastik, Mickey Finn, and Joe Normal.
Bakersield, CA, May 7, 2010, and via email April 26, 2010.
The Creepshow: Sarah “Sin” Blackwood, Matt “Pomade” McGee, “The Reverend
McGinty,” and Sean “Sickboy” McNabb. Via email, October 20, 2009.
David Levee. Austin, TX. July 31, 2009.
Frye. Austin, TX. February 4, 2009.
Gamblers Mark: Danny Gambler, Dave Gambler, and Ricky Lobo. Los Angeles, CA,
January 24, 2010.
Ghost Storys: Zteban Zars. Houston. August 7, 2009.
Jacob Gutierrez. Los Angeles, CA, May 16, 2010.
Jen Tobin. Austin, TX, August 22, 2009.
Karling. Via email January 12, 2011.
Koffin Kats: Tommy Koffin, Vic Victor, and “E-Ball” Walls. San Diego, CA. October
27, 2009.
Liquor-N-Poker: Rosemead, CA, January 1, 2010.
Mariachis Del Infierno: Dirty Al. San Antonio, TX, August 8, 2009.
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The Moonlight Trio: Tony “T-Mac” Macías, Aaron Martinez, and Alex Martinez. Los
Angeles, January 2, 2010.
The Mutilators. Johnny Anal, Danny Deville. Berkeley, CA, March 6, 2010.
Picked Punks: Destin. Austin, TX, January 12, 2009.
Psycho Eric. Austin, TX, January 19, 2009.
Revillie Trenary. Austin, TX, August 5, 2009.
Rich Vreede of Black Cat Entertainment. via phone, February 7, 2010.
The Riff Raffs. Huntington Beach, CA, January 24, 2010.
Spencer. San Antonio, TX, August 18, 2009.
Stellar Corpses: Dusty Graves, Dan Lamothe, Emilio Menze, Kyle Moore. Berkeley, CA,
January 9, 2010.
The Vagrant Dead, Rosemead, CA, January 1, 2010.
Invaluable conversations:
Frank, Jason Hammond, Betty Elle, Jorge of JMV Photography, Elvis from Three Bad
Jacks, Xavier from Hotrod Hillbillies, Anthony RedHorse (Tony Slash) from The
Rocketz, Phat Elvis, Eli from The Howlers, The Sugar Daddys, Orlando Rios from
Rockabilly Magazine and Lowdown Shaky Chill, Cody, Dylan from Hotrod Hillbillies,
Spike and Jason from Pickled Punks, Brian Lux from Six Gun Republic, Danny Harvey
from Rockats, Kim Nekroman from Nekromantix. Pachuco Jose, Mark Burke from
Phantom Rockers, Pip Hancox from Guana Batz, Jerry Naylor from The Crickets, Dave
Wolfe, The Psycho Devilles, Vulture Club, The Blood Moon Howlers, The Livends,
Sandworms, Hellbound Hearse, The Skeletons, The Quakes, The Faraway Boys, The
Saddle Tramps, Reach Around Rodeo Clowns, Motel Drive, Dr. Adrian Pantoja, Turbo
350, Flametrick Subs, and members of the Latino Student Association at Pitzer College.
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